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Abstract

This thesis presents a computationally efficient software system to determine the minimum

safety distances for human exposure to radio frequency radiation from wire antenna sys-

tems. Based on classical analytical methods and original code, a system was developed to

calculate the occupational and general public safety zones from electromagnetic radiation

emanating from wire antenna systems, according to maximum human exposure limits set

by radio frequency communication standards. Isolated dipole and multi-element, Yagi-

Uda style wire antenna arrays were considered in free space, as well as antenna systems

comprising multiple antennas. The designed algorithm was developed due to the increased

industry demand for simpler, more efficient wire antenna exposure assessment techniques,

not requiring the complexity of commercially available software.

Different strategies for calculating the currents on the elements and the field-strengths

of wire antennas were investigated. Dependent on the operating frequency and the power

delivered to the antenna, the antenna radiation hazard zones are shown to frequently

protrude into the near radiating zones of the antenna. While the applied analytical tech-

niques are not claimed to be new, and the far-field analysis of wire antennas is also well

documented, the analytical near-field calculations as required for computing the radiation

hazard zones are not well known, and their application to Yagi-Uda style wire antenna

arrays and presented results are believed to be new.

A novel algorithm was designed to determine a suitable, physical antenna structure

from specified far-field characteristics if the structural wire antenna specifications are

unknown. This research resulted as a response to industry requirements, being a practical

dilemma encountered in over 90 % of wire antennas found at antenna sites. It is shown

how the antenna’s gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths could be used to

select a suitable reference antenna from an antenna database for computing the radiation
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hazard zones of wire antennas with inaccessible structural specifications.

The thesis proposes the use of optimisation techniques in a novel approach for deter-

mining the radiation hazard zones. Optimisation techniques are shown to compute the

occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of single- and multi-antenna sys-

tems with higher accuracy of better than 0.7 V/m and reduced computational demands

by a factor of five compared to traditional contouring methods.

Testing and verification of the developed software system was performed by applying

the calculations to an accumulated wire antenna test bed, comprising over 130 different

wire antenna designs, sourced from the literature. The obtained results were compared

to the numerical electromagnetics code (NEC-2), a method of moments code, as well as

some measured data.

Obtained results indicate that an algorithm using an analytical near-field-strength

technique, based on a three radiation point-source representation of each wire antenna

array element, provided the best modelling strategy for determining the radiation hazard

zones of wire antenna systems. Radiation hazard zones were conservatively calculated to

within a maximum of 3.45 dBi of equivalent NEC-2 models. Implemented on a recent

model personal computer, case-study results indicate the radiation hazard zones of a four-

antenna system were calculated in 55 seconds using the proposed three point-source wire

antenna modelling engine, compared to 285 seconds using NEC-2, a 5x saving in the

required computational time. In conjunction with the proposed radiation hazard zone

optimisation algorithm, this time was further reduced to 13 seconds.
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There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under heaven:

a time to be born and a time to die,

a time to plant and a time to uproot,

a time to kill and a time to heal,

a time to tear down and a time to build,

a time to weep and a time to laugh,

a time to mourn and a time to dance,

a time to scatter stones and a time to gather them,

a time to embrace and a time to refrain,

a time to search and a time to give up,

a time to keep and a time to throw away,

a time to tear and a time to mend,

a time to be silent and a time to speak,

a time to love and a time to hate,

a time for war and a time for peace.

The Teacher, Ecclesiastes 3:1–8 (NIV)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The ability to communicate is a fundamental element of human society. Communica-

tions define our mental, social, emotional and spiritual cultures. Not surprisingly, new

technological advancements are continuously exploited to develop better and new ways to

communicate, at an ever increasing pace.

The first wireless communications transmissions were recorded by Guglielmo Marconi

in the 1890s. Radio and television were commercialised in the 1920s, while the first gener-

ation (1G) analogue mobile phone service, based on the Advanced Mobile Phone System

(AMPS) was introduced in Japan in 1979, giving consumers the freedom to communicate

anywhere within network coverage. Second generation (2G) digital mobile phone services

soon followed, with the first GSM (global system for mobile communications) network be-

ginning operation in Finland on the first of July 1991, offering consumers cheaper, smaller

handsets with basic data communication services. Now, third generation (3G) mobile

phone services are in the process of being implemented, the first implementation having

been operational since the first of October 2001, successfully operated by DoCoMo in

Japan, offering consumers high speed data for Internet access, multimedia (with streamed

video and audio content) and video conferencing capabilities. Additionally, wireless net-

works based on IEEE 802.11 and CDMA implementations, offering high speed internet

with VoIP (voice over IP) telephony services are competing with mobile telephone net-

works. A recent article published in IEEE Spectrum [1] reported a new electronic number

(ENUM) approved by internet standards bodies to bridge legacy telephone numbers with

1
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internet addressing. ENUM utilises a naming authority pointer (NAPTR), letting the

communications network establish the best means to route calls and messages to recipi-

ents, choosing amongst home, office and cellphone numbers, instant messages to cellphones

and computers, e-mail or voice-mail messages. Evidently, consumers today have an over-

whelming desire of “staying connected” to communicate.

But the new wireless communication freedom modern society offers, requires increased

communication network infrastructure with increased radio frequency (RF) electromag-

netic radiation emanating from additional transmitter sites of broadcast antennas. Com-

peting mobile phone carriers and the increased bandwidth requirements of 3G high speed

data communications networks are just two examples leading to the requirement of addi-

tional broadcast sites. Competing mobile phone carriers use independent networks, while

decreasing space in prime locations has led to many communications sites being heavily

populated with antennas. In Australia, carriers are forced to share telecommunication

towers under the Telecommunications Act 1997 [2].

Community concerns regarding the possible adverse health effects of RF electromag-

netic radiation from communications antennas are high and issues of whether and how

much radiation is deemed safe are frequently debated by the media. For example, between

2002 and 2003 the residents of the Federal township on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland

Australia united to campaign against the establishment of a Vodafone mobile communi-

cations site to be built near a primary school [3]. In 2004 it was recorded that Vodafone

conceded and would not go ahead with the new communications tower [4]. More recently,

it was reported that the top two floors of the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology’s

(RMIT) Business school at the University’s Bourke Street campus were evacuated due to

concerns that mobile telephone towers located on top of the Tivoli building could have

contributed to seven staff members, working in the building for the past ten years, falling

ill to brain tumours [5].

Scientific studies on the possible adverse health affects from low levels of RF electro-

magnetic radiation such as that emanating from mobile telephones and their communica-

tions sites have been inconclusive, even under long-term exposure, and the World Health

Organisation (WHO) presently advises

“None of the recent reviews have concluded that exposure to RF fields from mo-

bile phones or their base stations causes any adverse health consequences.” [6]
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At sufficiently high levels, human exposure to RF electromagnetic radiation has been

shown to cause tissue damage due to heating typically in the 100 kHz – 300 GHz frequency

range, while electrostimulation of excitable tissue is possible at frequencies between 3 kHz

to 10 MHz [7]. As is common with circumstances of scientific uncertainty concerning

public health, there has generally been a precautionary approach adopted by international

regulators to the risk management of RF exposure.

To prevent these possible heating and electrostimulating effects, the International Com-

mission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection has published guidelines that include refer-

ence levels [8] to protect the workers and the general public from time varying electric and

magnetic fields of frequencies up to 300 GHz. These have since been adopted by many

international standards organisations including the European Committee for Electrotech-

nical Standardization (CENELEC) [9–12], the Institute of the Electrical and Electronics

Engineers (IEEE) [13,14], Standards Australia [15,16] and the Australian Radiation Pro-

tection And Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA) [17], and legislated by local governments

throughout many developed nations including Europe and Australia. Accordingly, com-

munications operators are required to prepare detailed site plans, detailing the minimum

safety distances for human exposure to RF electromagnetic radiation emanating from

the communications site. An insight into radiation protection standards is presented in

Section 1.2 of this chapter.

Most radiation protection standards and recommended practices including [14, 16, 18]

also advise on suitable processes for attaining compliance with the stated basic restrictions

and exposure reference levels. Practical guidelines for attaining accurate power density

data via measurement techniques and analytical far-field calculation strategies are typically

included. The value of such far-field calculations is to gauge the approximate radiation

hazard zone locations and thus aid in the selection of the most appropriate measuring

instrumentation.

The difficult and time consuming process of obtaining accurate, robust radiation hazard

zone measurements is well known. The European standard EN 50383 [10] identifies the

following potential contributing sources of error, and outlines procedures for estimating

the uncertainties:

• Measurement equipment—calibration, probe linearity, measurement device, electri-

cal noise, integration time, power chain
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• Mechanical constraints—positioning system, matching between probe and the equip-

ment under test

• Physical parameters—drifts in input power of the equipment under test, probe,

temperature and humidity; perturbation by the environment

• Post processing—interpolation

The cost benefits of calculating rather than measuring the radiation hazard zones are

evident.

With the majority of standards and scientific literature concentrating on improving

calibration and measurement techniques, little has been published on determining the

radiation hazard zones by calculation methods.

While several exposure estimation strategies of panel type antennas have recently been

reported [19–23] there is an apparent lack of literature on calculating the RF exposure

zones of common wire antennas. Wire antennas including Yagi-Uda style wire antenna

arrays are frequently used for point to point communications and are scattered throughout

communication sites. It has been drawn to the author’s attention that for an estimated

90 % of wire antenna arrays encountered in industrial applications, the physical antenna

structures, including the element lengths, element diameters and inter-element spacings

are unknown [24]. Most manufacturers also limit antenna specifications to the antenna’s

electrical characteristics such as gain, half-power beamwidths, front-to-back ratio and the

far-field radiation patterns, while limiting the structural specifications to the antenna

mounting specifications. This poses a significant dilemma for simulating such wire an-

tenna arrays using existing, commercial off the shelf software and for established RF

modelling codes such as finite difference time domain (FDTD) and method of moments

based software, all of which require complete physical antenna specifications.

Specialist NATA accredited, wireless communications software development and con-

sulting company iCOMMS Pty Ltd of Toowong, Australia and Oxford, UK have developed

proprietary code to determine the radiation hazard zones of aperture and panel type an-

tennas, included in the latest release of their award winning radPro radio communications

site management software [25]. Additional efficient modelling code for predicting the ra-

diation hazard zones of wire antennas including Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays with

undefined structural antenna specifications was required for the next release of the radPro
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software. Section 1.3 of this chapter presents a more detailed discussion, detailing the

industry objectives for the research resulting in this thesis.

This research was motivated by the increased demand from communications operators

and RF radiation exposure consulting firms not requiring the complexity of commercially

available software tools, to efficiently calculate the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna

systems.

1.1.1 Wire Antenna Modelling Strategies

In order to compute the radiation hazard zones of an antenna, it is necessary to cal-

culate the electric and magnetic field-strengths in the vicinity of the antenna. From

field-strengths typically calculated in a discretised mesh surrounding the antenna, con-

tour lines are evaluated at the defined occupational and general public exposure reference

levels. Different field-strength calculation strategies for wire antenna arrays were there-

fore investigated throughout Chapters 2–3 of this thesis, with an emphasis on techniques

that could be efficiently implemented and evaluated by a computer. The goal was to

design a field-strength calculation algorithm for computing the radiation hazard zones of

wire antenna arrays conservatively and efficiently with respect to existing numerical and

measurement techniques.

The thesis investigated the application of classical analytical wire antenna modelling

strategies to the problem of determining the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna arrays.

The investigated analytical techniques were based on efficient approximations of solving

the Pocklington and van Hallén integral equations—the same integral equations solved

by modern numerical techniques, yet still yielding good agreement with measured results.

The goals of the chosen techniques thus coincided with the requirements of determining

the radiation hazard zones efficiently.

The steps involved computing the current distributions on the wire antenna array

elements from the applied voltage to the active element and the induced voltages and

currents on any parasitic antenna array elements. From the current distributions, the wire

antenna array properties including the electric and magnetic field-strengths are readily

determined.
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1.1.1.1 Current Calculation Strategies

Four different models for computing the antenna current distributions on the wire antenna

array elements were investigated.

The induced-emf method was investigated, which is based on the sinusoidal current

distribution assumption. With the aid of network theory, the amplitude (magnitude and

phase) of the assumed sinusoidal current distribution is obtained from the induced-emf

method calculated self- and mutual-impedances between wire antenna array elements and

the applied voltage. A computationally efficient implementation to compute the mutual-

impedances without any geometrical (length or orientation) restrictions on the two antenna

elements was published by Baker et al. [26] and was implemented and examined in the

thesis.

Schelkunoff’s waveguide or mode theory of antennas derived a solution to Maxwell’s

equations, treating the wire antenna as an open ended waveguide [27, 28]. Schelkunoff’s

mode theory of antennas is not based on an assumed wire antenna element current distribu-

tion, and was implemented to compute the self- and mutual-impedances of wire antennas.

King’s two- and three-term theories were investigated. These were developed by King

et al. throughout the later half of the 20th century [29, 30]. King’s theory exploits the

properties of the van Hallén integral equation and reduces the equation to an approxi-

mate algebraic equation. While its derivation is based on a thin wire antenna element

assumption, no assumption about the current distribution on the wire antenna element is

required.

The induced-emf method, Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas and King’s two- and

three-term theories were compared to numerically computed currents of the method of

moments.

1.1.1.2 Field-strength Calculation Strategies

Three different field-strength calculation strategies were investigated in the thesis, based on

using one, three and multiple radiating point-source representations for each wire antenna

array element. In the wire antenna far-field region, radiation appears to originate from

a single radiating point-source, modelled by the classical analytical single point-source

equations of a Hertzian, half-wave or arbitrary length dipole antenna.
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While dependent on the power delivered to the antenna, it is shown that the frequency

dependent radiation hazard zones frequently protrude into the near-field and reactive

near-field regions of the investigated wire antenna arrays. The single point-source, far-

field equations cannot be reliably applied at distances close to the antenna, and are shown

to have significant shortcomings in the side-lobe, near-field regions of the investigated wire

antenna arrays.

Carter and Brown [31,32] first derived equations to calculate the field-strengths of wire

antenna elements that did not rely on any far-field approximations and are valid also in the

antenna’s near-field region. Inspection of these near-field equations showed that radiation

appears to emanate in the form of three spherical waves—from the two end-points and

the centre of the wire antenna element. The three point-source model was investigated for

computing the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna arrays.

The single and three point-source field-strength calculation strategies are based on the

sinusoidal current distribution assumption. A multi point-source technique was investi-

gated, discretising the wire antenna element and representing the non-sinusoidal element

current distribution by a number of point-sources. While computationally less efficient

than the one and three-point source techniques, increased accuracy compared to method

of moment, NEC-2 calculated results was observed.

Using the multi point-source field-strength calculation strategy with thirteen point-

sources per half-wavelength element, and currents computed using the method of moments

or King’s three-term theory, the computed radiation hazard zones of investigated wire an-

tenna arrays were observed to be in excellent agreement compared to complete method

of moments, NEC-2 calculated solutions using thirteen segments per half-wavelength el-

ement. Using the three point-source field-strength calculation strategy with method of

moment or King’s three-term theory calculated currents, the computational efficiency in

calculating the radiation hazard zones was observed to increase by a factor of 5x compared

to equivalent NEC-2 calculated results, albeit an observed decrease in modelling accuracy.

Better accuracy was observed using the method of moments and King’s three-term theory

calculated currents than using the Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas or the induced-emf

method current calculation strategies. The one point-source, far-field equations cannot be

recommended for computing the radiation hazard zones that require a near-field solver.

In light of consistently calculating the radiation hazard zones conservatively, it was
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found that a safety margin needed to be applied, dependent on the number of elements

in the wire antenna array and the element diameters. Safety factors, statistically derived

from the analysis of 128 modelled Yagi-Uda antennas, ranged between 1.05 to 3.47 dBi

for half-wave dipole to 10-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. With the applied safety

factors, very good agreement between the analytically and numerically computed radiation

hazard zones were observed, while the proposed analytical techniques consumed less than

20 % of the computational time than equivalent numerical computations.

1.1.2 Wire Antenna Structure Estimation

The radiation patterns of 128 Yagi-Uda antennas with different element numbers, element

diameters and inter-element spacing were analysed. Typical characteristics of the radiation

patterns include the bore-sight gain, E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths and the front-

to-back ratio.

A correlation of the bore-sight gain and half-power beamwidths in both principal ra-

diating planes with the number of elements in the analysed wire antenna arrays is shown

to exist, with minimal variation on the physical antenna structures including the inter-

element spacing and element diameters. A monotonic increase in antenna gain, and mono-

tonic decreases in E- and H-plane half-power beamwidth, correlates to increasing wire

antenna element number. It is shown that an estimate of the number of elements in a

Yagi-Uda wire antenna array can be obtained from its key radiation pattern character-

istics, and a suitable reference antenna model with similar radiating properties selected

from a database of reference antennas. The thesis proposes to model the radiation hazard

zones from reference antennas scaled to the required frequency.

Two structure estimation scenarios commonly encountered in industry applications are

considered in Chapter 4. In the first, an antenna structure is selected from the database of

reference antennas based on the antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths.

In the second, the selection is based on the number of antenna array elements.

A case study is investigated, demonstrating that the radiation hazard zones of a Yagi-

Uda antenna of unknown structural specification could be determined efficiently and con-

servatively using an estimated reference antenna, selected using the proposed structure

estimation algorithm.
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1.1.3 Radiation Hazard Zone Optimisation

Determination of the antenna radiation hazard zones entails finding the minimum or

boundary distances from the antenna system in meters, where the radiated field-strength

level is less than the specified occupational and general public exposure reference lev-

els, specified in V/m or A/m for the electric and magnetic field-strength reference levels

respectively. The traditional approach would imply computing the electric or magnetic

field-strengths in a discretised mesh in the vicinity of the antenna, and to determine the

radiation hazard zone boundary distances using a contouring algorithm. This leaves two

predicaments:

• the specification of the discretisation size, ideally requiring prior knowledge of the

field-strength distribution, and

• many field-point calculations inside and outside the radiation hazard zones are re-

quired.

Some degree of error introduced during the contouring stage would be clearly unavoidable.

Ideally, the computational effort of calculating the antenna field-strengths would be

focused to be in close proximity to the exposure reference levels, avoiding areas where the

radiation is significantly higher or lower than the specified exposure reference levels. This

was implemented using an optimisation technique.

An algorithm was designed, implementing a polynomial, quadratic optimisation tech-

nique and a golden section search [33] to determine the radiation hazard zones of isolated

wire antenna arrays. It is shown that with the optimisation algorithm, the radiation haz-

ard zones could be determined at higher accuracy of better than 0.7 V/m, while reducing

the number of wire antenna modelling executions from 90,601 to an average of 18,389 for

a typical, 3 to 10-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna array, compared to using the traditional

contouring approach.

The difficulties associated with expanding the proposed optimisation technique to com-

puting the radiation hazard zones of antenna systems comprising multiple antennas are

discussed. The field-strength patterns emanating from multi-antenna systems are more

complex, and seldom unimodal with respect to a single reference point. This presents

a significant challenge for employing optimisation routines, escalating the problem to a

global optimisation problem.
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Dissecting the multi-antenna system into a series of single-antenna sub-systems, it is

shown how the single-antenna radiation hazard zone optimisation algorithm could be ap-

plied to efficiently determine the radiation hazard zones of multi-antenna systems. A case

study modelling the radiation hazard zones of a four-antenna system, showed how the

number of wire antenna modelling executions was reduced from over 1.2 million execu-

tions using the traditional contour approach to 296,008 executions with the optimisation

technique, a computational saving from 55 seconds to just 13 seconds on a recent intel

Pentium 4 2.80 GHz personal computer.

The experimental set-up and testing and verification strategies used throughout the

thesis are outlined in Sections 1.4–1.5 of this introductory chapter. The chapter concludes

with an overview of how the thesis is structured and a list of publications resulting from

the presented research.

1.2 Radiation Protection Standards

International guidelines and standards for radiation protection are introduced, with an

emphasis on the European, Australian and IEEE standards.

1.2.1 International Guidelines & Standards

Epidemiological evidence reported in the scientific literature with regards to possible harm-

ful biological effects from low level and long term exposure to RF radiation, hazardous to

human health and likely to cause disease has so far been inconclusive. Biological effects

caused by sufficiently high levels of RF radiation exposure are well known and interna-

tionally accepted. Energy from RF radiation may be absorbed by the human body, its

depth of penetration is a function of frequency. Two health effects are widely accepted

to occur at high levels of RF radiation exposure—painful electrostimulation effects at low

frequencies and perceived body heating at higher frequencies.

• Electrostimulation is the action potential of electrically excitable tissue caused by

an induced voltage across the cell membrane. Since the cell membrane voltage is

proportional to its reactive impedance and inversely proportional to the applied

frequency, electrostimulation sensations decay with a decrease in frequency [17] and

are prevalent at frequencies of 3 kHz – 10 MHz.
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• Body heating is the result of induced currents in the body due to absorbed RF

energy. The movement of ions or rotation of polar molecules gives rise to kinetic

energy dissipated as heat [17]. Heating effects are prevalent at frequencies above

100 kHz.

While under suitable medical supervision, these properties are useful in procedures of

medical diagnosis, they are clearly otherwise undesirable. It is the aim of radiation pro-

tection standards to set safe levels of RF radiation where these noted biological effects

are prevented. The latest and presently most internationally recognised guidelines were

published in 1998 by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection

(ICNIRP), serving to prevent all internationally recognised health effects due to RF ra-

diation exposure [8]. The ICNRIP guidelines of 1998 were recommended for adoption by

the European Council in 1999 [9] and endorsed by the World Health Organisation (WHO)

in 2000 [6].

Consequently the ICNIRP guidelines formed the basis of the European radiation pro-

tection standards EN 50383, EN 50384 and EN 50385 issued by the European Committee

for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) [10–12] in three official languages, En-

glish, French and German, and implemented by European standards bodies including

the British Standards International (BSI)—consulted during the candidature, the Union

Technique de l’Electricité (UTE) and the Deutsches Institut für Normung (DIN). The 1998

ICNRIP guidelines were also adopted in Australia and New Zealand, in Australia by the

2002 ARPANSA radiation protection standard [17], a revision of the AS/NZS Standard

2772.1-1998 [15]. Harmonisation with the ICNRIP guidelines was also a revision criterion

of the TC-95 exposure standards subcommittee 4 reviewing standard C95.1-2005, issued

by the Institute of the Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [13]. Its predecessor

IEEE C95.1-1991 formed the basis for radiation protection in the USA, adopted by the U.S.

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [34], Canada, South Korea and Taiwan [35].

The rationale for deriving the maximum permissible exposure reference levels to avoid

established health effects is outlined in Figure 1.1. Based on reviews of the scientific lit-

erature the mandatory basic restrictions were formulated. Supporting scientific literature

reviews are found in the noted standards. A very complete literature review is included in

the informative section of IEEE C95.1-2005, Appendix B in [13], with a literature database

of over 1,000 records.
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• Convenient to
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Figure 1.1: Rationale for deriving the RF radiation exposure reference levels.

In [17] the basic restrictions are defined in terms of the induced current density (J)

in the head and torso, the specific absorption rate (SAR) in the head, torso, limbs and

whole-body average, the specific absorption (SA) in the head and the incident power flux

density (S), quantities that directly relate to the two noted categories of internationally

recognised health effects resulting from exposure to RF radiation—electrostimulation and

body heating. Between the frequencies of 3 kHz – 10 MHz, the basic restrictions define

the maximum safe levels of RF radiation to prevent electrostimulation effects, while at

frequencies above 100 kHz the dominant basic restrictions prevent body heating. In the

cross-over region of 100 kHz – 10 MHz the basic restrictions prevent both electrostimulation

and body heating effects.

Since the basic restrictions are too inconvenient to measure or calculate for deter-

mining compliance, indicative reference levels specified in terms of the electric (E) and

magnetic (H) field-strengths and the power flux density (S) were derived from laboratory

investigations and mathematical modelling of the basic restrictions, as an alternative for

demonstrating compliance with the radiation protection standards. According to [17] the

reference levels are conservative estimates of the mandatory basic restrictions, derived for

“maximum coupling of the field to the exposed individual for all circumstances.” This is

especially true in the near-field, where “coupling for energy from the electric or magnetic

field contribution cannot exceed the SAR restrictions” [17], the reference levels are con-

servative and [10,17] recommend determining compliance by application of more accurate

techniques with the basic restrictions.
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Since the thesis objective was the rapid determination of the radiation hazard zones of

wire antenna systems, the strategy of the developed application software was to efficiently

and accurately evaluate the exposure reference levels rather than the basic restrictions. It

should be noted however, that while compliance with the reference levels clearly ensures

compliance with the basic restrictions, compliance failure with the reference levels does not

necessarily mean compliance cannot still be proven by evaluation of the basic restrictions.

There is an obvious trade-off between the cost of determining accurate compliance via

evaluating the basic restrictions and the potential environmental cost to industry caused

by potentially over-conservative radiation hazard zones from relatively inexpensive com-

pliance evaluation via the reference levels (i.e. if antennas cannot be erected at their most

cost-effective location due to potential breaches of the radiation hazard zones).

Two exposure groups are identified in the 1998 ICNIRP guidelines and noted standards:

• occupational—also referred to as the upper-tier group (in C95.1) includes RF workers

exposed to RF radiation while on duty due to the nature of their work. Occupational

exposure usually occurs in a controlled environment inaccessible by members of the

general public, where radiation levels exceed the general public exposure reference

level.

• general public—also referred to as the non-occupational or action level group (in

C95.1) and with the exception of RF aware users who are trained to use portable

wireless devices, includes anyone not belonging to the occupational group. The gen-

eral public exposure group assumes continuous, 24 hour exposure thus necessitating

a lower, more conservative reference level than the occupational exposure reference

level.

The exposure reference levels define the exposure zone boundaries from a radiating source

at the maximum permissible exposure to RF radiation to prevent the noted established

health effects. The resulting radiation hazard zones denote areas surrounding the radiating

source where the respective occupational and general public exposure reference levels are

exceeded. These were generally colour coded in red and yellow (or blue for improved

legibility on line plots) to denote the no access, occupational radiation hazard zone and the

limited access (accessible only by members of the occupational exposure group), general

public radiation hazard zone respectively.
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Table 1.1: Exposure reference levels for time-averaged exposure to rms electric (E) and mag-

netic (H) unperturbed fields according to the 2002 ARPANSA radiation protection standard [17].

Frequency (f) is in MHz.

(a) Occupational.

Frequency E-field strength (V/m) H-field strength (A/m)

100 kHz – 1 MHz 614 1.63
f

1–10 MHz 614
f

1.63
f

10–400 MHz 61.4 0.163

400 MHz – 2 GHz 3.07× f0.5 0.00814× f0.5

2–300 GHz 137 0.364

(b) Non-Occupational (General Public).

Frequency E-field strength (V/m) H-field strength (A/m)

100–150 kHz 86.8 4.86

150 kHz – 1 MHz 86.8 0.729
f

1–10 MHz 86.8
f0.5

0.729
f

10–400 MHz 27.4 0.0729

400 MHz – 2 GHz 1.37× f0.5 0.00364× f0.5

2–300 GHz 61.4 0.163
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Calculations performed throughout the thesis were based on evaluating the expo-

sure reference levels of unperturbed rms electric and magnetic fields according to the

ARPANSA radiation protection standard [17] as summarised in Tables 1.1(a) and 1.1(b)

for the occupational and general public reference levels respectively. For convenience and

as a reference, the equivalent reference levels as noted in the 1998 ICNIRP guidelines [8]

and the IEEE C95.1-2005 standard [13] were included in Appendix A of this thesis.

Figure 1.2 shows a graphical comparison of the occupational and general public ex-

posure reference levels, comparing the 1998 ICNIRP guidelines, the 2002 ARPANSA

radiation protection standard, and the IEEE C95.1-2005 standard. It is seen that the

ARPANSA reference levels conform with the 1998 ICNIRP guidelines, with exception of

the ARPANSA occupational magnetic field-strength reference level which diverges for fre-

quencies less than 65 kHz. While being generally less conservative than the 1998 ICNIRP

guidelines, total harmonisation of the IEEE C95.1-2005 standard with the guidelines was

achieved in the frequency range 100 MHz – 300 MHz, which is extended to 100 MHz –

100 GHz for the general public exposure reference level. It should be noted that while

the exposure reference levels might be harmonised, other differences between the guide-

lines and standards exist that were not specifically noted herein, such as for instance the

time averaged exposure times. The interested reader is referred to directly consult the

guidelines and standards [8, 10–13,17].

Simultaneous exposure from fields of various frequencies may be additive and the 1998

ICNIRP guidelines [8] recommend independent evaluation of the additive electrostimu-

lation and body heating effects. Equations (1.1)–(1.4) specify the relevant conditions to

satisfy the basic restrictions based on the field-strength exposure reference levels according

to the ARPANSA radiation protection standard [17].

10 MHz∑
i=3 kHz

Ei
EL,i

≤ 1 (1.1)

10 MHz∑
j=3 kHz

Hj

HL,j
≤ 1 (1.2)

where Ei and Hj are the instantaneous peak rms electric and magnetic field-strengths at

frequencies i and j respectively, and EL,i and HL,j are the corresponding reference levels
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(b) H field-strength reference levels.

Figure 1.2: Comparison between the occupational and non-occupational (general public) exposure

reference levels for unperturbed rms electric and magnetic fields according to the 1998 ICNIRP

guidelines, the 2002 ARPANSA radiation protection standard, and the IEEE C95.1-2005 standard.
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defined in Table 8 of [17].
300 GHz∑
i=100 kHz

(
Ei
EL,i

)2

≤ 1 (1.3)

300 GHz∑
j=100 kHz

(
Hj

HL,j

)2

≤ 1 (1.4)

where Ei and Hj are the time averaged rms electric and magnetic field-strengths at fre-

quencies i and j respectively, and EL,i and HL,j are the corresponding reference levels

defined in Table 7 of [17] and also Tables 1.1(a)–1.1(b) in this thesis.

The 1998 ICNIRP guidelines, ARPANSA and IEEE C95.1-2005 standards do not com-

ment on the accuracy requirements or desired levels of uncertainty for demonstrating

compliance. With regards to electromagnetic field measurement uncertainty, the English

version (British Standard) of EN 50383:2002 specifies:

“After scaling post-processing, the expanded uncertainty shall not exceed 30 %

of the E-fields or H-fields for values between 30 % and 200 % of the referred

limits.

For E and H values below 30 % of the referred limits, the absolute uncertainty

(derived from the expanded uncertainty) shall not exceed 30 % of the referred

limits.” [10]

Being safety distances, it is imperative that any calculation uncertainties are limited to

overestimation, the degree of which is not specified in [8, 10–13, 17]. As reported in Ap-

pendix D of [10], “for exposure assessment overestimation is allowed because the true value

is liable to be well below the calculated value.”

1.2.2 Guidelines for Demonstrating Compliance

The described radiation protection guidelines and standards [8, 10–13, 17] specify the

mandatory basic restrictions and exposure reference levels to circumvent established health

effects. Recommendations for demonstrating compliance with the basic restrictions and

reference levels are described in separate standards AS/NZS 2772.2 [16] and IEEE C95.3-

2002 [14], while the European standard EN 50383 [10] includes such recommendations.

Emphasis of the recommendations in [10, 14, 16] is given to attaining accurate measure-

ments with procedures for minimising and quantifying measurement and calculation un-

certainties.
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Additionally, numerous informative publications are available in print and online, pub-

lished by the regulatory authorities, including explanatory information on the radiation

protection standards suitable for the general public [36, 37] and documents to aid com-

munications operators to assess communications site compliance with the legislated ra-

diation protection standards. Such documents issued by ARPANSA and the Australian

Communications and Media Authority (ACMA), formerly the Australian Communica-

tions Authority (ACA) and Australian Broadcast Authority (ABA), include guidelines for

self-assessment and prediction methodologies [18,38,39], while similar documents are also

published in the USA by the FCC [40].

The approach of [10, 18, 38–40] in predicting the on-axis (bore-sight) power density

and subsequently the exposure reference levels of the antenna is based on calculating the

power density using equation (1.5), which as mentioned in [18] leads to generally accurate

results in the antenna far-field, but very conservative results in the near-field.

S =
PG

4πR2
, S =

E2

η0
= η0H

2 (1.5)

where

• S is the power flux density (W/m2)

• P is the input power of the antenna (W)

• G is the linear antenna gain relative to an isotropic antenna

• R is the distance from the antenna to the point of investigation (m)

• E is the electric field-strength (V/m)

• H is the magnetic field-strength (A/m)

• η0 is the impedance of free-space, η0 = 120π (Ω)

Equation (1.5) can be rearranged to equation (1.6), to calculate the on-axis, bore-sight

radiation hazard zone boundary distances of the antenna.

R =
√

30PG
E

, E = η0H (1.6)

with E or H being the electric or magnetic field-strength reference levels respectively

for the occupational or general public exposure groups defined in the relevant radiation
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protection standard. The technique is expanded to predict the off-axis power densities, by

including a relative gain factor F in equation (1.5), derived from the antenna’s radiation

pattern, leading to equation (1.7).

S =
FPG

4πR2
(1.7)

Additional procedures including near-field gain correction factors for rectangular and cir-

cular aperture antennas are reported in [18, 39], to improve the performance of equations

(1.5)–(1.7) in the antenna near-field region, to yield more accurate and less conservative

results.

In summary, the value of employing the suggested prediction techniques is to obtain

quick engineering estimates of the antenna radiation hazard zones. These can aid the

measurement process and are also advantageous in initialising numerical modelling codes,

for instance in bracketing the calculation areas and determining suitable discretisation

sizes.

1.3 Industry Objective

Research undertaken during the candidature and culminating in this thesis was motivated

by industry requirements to research and design efficient and accurate radiation hazard

zone calculation techniques of wire antenna systems.

Interactive Communication Solutions, iCOMMS Pty Ltd of Toowong, Australia and

Oxford, UK are emerging as a key industry player in software development and consulting

for the wireless communications sector, providing RF radiation modelling software and

services to telecommunications operators in local and international markets. iCOMMS

proprietary analysis and reporting software for the management of radio communications

infrastructure and associated RF radiation hazards has won a number of awards, including

the ATUG (Australian Telecommunications User Group) 2004 industry award for innova-

tions in telecommunications and a 2005 consensus software award. The software is used

by iCOMMS NATA (National Association of Testing Authorities, Australia) accredited

RADHAZ consulting services team for RF assessments and consulting services in electro-

magnetic modelling, field measurements, RF site inspections and issuing NATA accredited

reports, and key clients Telstra and Deutsche Telekom.

iCOMMS flagship software product, radPro includes an integrated CAD (computer
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(a) radPro, CAD interface.

(b) rf-aware, landscape.

(c) rf-aware, mapping. (d) radPro, site drawings.

Figure 1.3: Sample screens illustrating iCOMMS radPro and rf-aware.com RF radiation mod-

elling software. (a) radPro Version 1.1 CAD interface; (b) rf-aware.com 3D GIS, aerial photog-

raphy with superimposed communications towers and modelling; (c) rf-aware.com mapping with

superimposed RF radiation hazard zones; (d) radPro modelled site radiation hazard reports.
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aided design) interface (Figure 1.3(a)) and RF radiation modelling engine to create com-

munications site drawings (Figure 1.3(d)), visualising RF radiation emanating from radio

communications structures and rooftop buildings and modelling the radiation hazard zones

according to radiation protection standards.

Using the radPro radiation modelling engine, iCOMMS have recently launched rf-

aware.com, an online solution to RF radiation hazard and infrastructure management,

allowing fee paying customers remote internet based access to site reporting and mod-

elling. The online rf-aware.com includes an improved 3D visualisation engine linked to

an interactive GIS (geographic information system). radPro created RF radiation hazard

zones are superimposed with aerial photography, topographic landscapes (Figure 1.3(b))

and street maps (Figure 1.3(c)). Sample screens, illustrating the radPro and rf-aware.com

modelling software are included in Figure 1.3.

The current radPro radiation modelling engine is based on the far-field modelling

strategies introduced in Section 1.2.2, using equation (1.7) to compute the on-axis, an-

tenna bore-sight power density. For the prediction of the off-axis radiation exposure zone

boundary distances, the relative gain factor F effectively scales the antenna’s far-field

radiation pattern to the desired distance. Since the antenna RF radiation hazard zones

frequently protrude into the antenna near-field, where the antenna gain is less, radPro

also implements the rectangular and circular near-field correction techniques published

in [18,39,41].

The problem with linearly scaling the far-field radiation pattern to the near-field as

suggested by application of equation (1.7) is that null regions of the far-field radiation

pattern are also projected into the antenna near-field region. This is of course not valid,

since null regions in the radiation pattern would typically be much more pronounced in

the antenna far-field region and are blurred in the near-field region. The technique may

therefore lead to conservative estimates of the actual power densities in these null regions

of the radiation pattern, leading to an underestimation of the RF radiation hazard zones.

This was also observed by iCOMMS in designing the radPro radiation calculation en-

gine, and solutions based on proprietary code for aperture radiator antennas outlined in

the radPro white paper [42] were implemented. These include ensuring that the power is

appropriately spread over the antenna aperture, a null filling algorithm based on linear

averaging of adjacent power density data and the application of a dynamically deter-
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mined minimum gain to ensure consistent, worst case analyses. While the techniques

present no accurate representation of the antenna’s near-field radiation, iCOMMS have

demonstrated reliable, conservative results against measured data, and the algorithm sub-

sequently gained NATA certification.

Wire antennas including, omnidirectional, dipole and Yagi-Uda style wire antenna ar-

rays are found at communications sites, for point to point communications and broadcast

applications. The discussed modelling techniques currently implemented by the radPro

radiation calculation engine are not suited to the accurate radiation hazard zone determi-

nation of wire antennas, and additional code was required to model this style of antenna.

An additional problem for modelling wire style antennas is the frequent unavailability

of antenna structural specifications. From experience, iCOMMS conservatively estimated

that the structural antenna specification were unknown for over 90 % of wire antenna

installations at client communications sites, while manufacturer specifications typically

only include electrical antenna properties, limiting structural specifications to the antenna

mounting requirements. This is a significant problem for modelling wire antennas using

existing numerical techniques, requiring accurate structural specifications of the antenna

element lengths, diameters and inter-element spacing. Apart from physically measuring

the antenna structural specifications, not practical according to iCOMMS CEO Mark

Leckenby [24], an algorithm to estimate a suitable antenna structure for conservatively

computing the radiation hazard zones of wire antennas would be an efficient, cost effec-

tive and preferred solution. Table 1.2 lists the antenna properties stored in the radPro

database [42].

The industry requirements of this work were clear. A modelling strategy was required

for conservatively determining the radiation hazard zones of wire antennas with unknown

structural specifications that was simpler and more efficient to apply than existing nu-

merical modelling techniques, yet more sophisticated than the rule of thumb, far-field

prediction methodologies proposed by the radiation protection guidelines and standards.

In light of determining the radiation hazard zones in the field via remote PDA access over

an internet connection, computational efficiency was critical. While the radiation hazard

zones needed to be computed conservatively, overestimating rather underestimating the

radiation hazard zones, a more accurate technique to the over-conservative nature of the

proposed far-field methodologies was required.
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Table 1.2: Antenna and radiation pattern properties stored in the radPro database.

Property

Manufacturer & Model Number

Antenna Type (e.g. Aperture, Panel, Parabolic, Yagi-Uda, etc.)

Operating Bandwidth (MHz)

Effective Aperture (of rectangular or circular apertures)

Antenna Height, Width, Depth (overall physical antenna dimensions)

Maximum Power (W)

Polarisation

Number of Elements (of Yagi-Uda antennas if known)

Number of Segments

Gain (dBd)

E-plane Beamwidth (Degrees)

H-plane Beamwidth (Degrees)

Front-to-Back Radio (dBd)

Radiation Pattern

Pattern—Cut (E- or H-plane)

Pattern—Frequency (MHz)

Pattern—System Loss (dB)

Pattern—Electrical Tilt (Degrees)

Pattern—Effective Gain (in dBd)
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Figure 1.4: Default experimental set-up

1.4 Experimental Set-up

Unless noted elsewhere in the thesis, the same physical layout was used for all antenna

simulations conducted in the thesis. Antennas were oriented for horizontal polarisation,

located in the xy-plane of a Cartesian co-ordinate system, with wire antenna array el-

ements located parallel to the x-axis, the antenna bore-sight along the y-axis, and the

driven element at the origin. This is graphically displayed in Figure 1.4. Field-strength

measurements were recorded with respect to the driven antenna element, the origin of

the Cartesian co-ordinate system. Typically E-plane, azimuth sweeps at θ = 90◦ and

φ = 0→ 360◦, were simulated with the antenna bore-sight located at θ = 90◦, φ = 90◦.

Simulations were conducted at either 300 MHz (free-space wavelength λ0 = 1 m),

for simplicity, or at 900 MHz (λ0 = 0.33 m) to serve as a more realistic example in

the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band. In either case, all wire antenna struc-

tural dimensions, recorded in wavelengths, were scaled to the desired operating frequency.

This included the element lengths, inter-element spacing and element radii. For example,

the half-wave dipole antenna with 0.003369λ radius at 900 MHz was simulated as being

0.1667 m long with 0.00123 m radius. While this may result in impractical antenna designs

and it may be difficult to construct an antenna with 0.00246 m diameter elements, such

designs do not impact the modelling process and are still useful for testing and verification

purposes of the designed radiation hazard zone application software.
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Simulations were conducted with either 50 W or 10 W of input power. These are not

unrealistic for point-to-point communication systems, and were chosen to illustrate inter-

esting radiation hazard zones at up to several meters from the driven element, dependent

on the operating frequency and antenna gain. At power levels much lower than 10 W

and especially for wire antennas with lower gains, the radiation hazard zones tend to be

located inside the antenna structures, and their computation becomes meaningless.

Radiation hazard zones were computed according to the “exposure levels for time

averaged exposure to RMS electric and magnetic fields (unperturbed fields),” Table 7 in

the ARPANSA radiation protection standard [17], applicable in Australia.

All antennas were modelled in free-space.

1.5 Testing and Verification

The rationale for testing and verification of the designed radiation hazard zone application

software is described.

1.5.1 Procedure

Testing and verification of the investigated wire antenna array modelling techniques, the

proposed structure estimation algorithm and the computation of the radiation hazard

zones using optimisation techniques was performed by direct comparison with existing

numerical modelling codes and commercial off the shelf software. Amongst the most widely

used wire antenna numerical modelling codes is the method of moments. Used diligently,

the method of moments yields accurate results with good agreements to measured data

reported in the literature.

Results obtained from commercial off the shelf software applications implementing the

numerical electromagnetics code (NEC) [43], based on the method of moments, were used

as benchmark results for comparison of the investigated radiation hazard zone modelling

strategies. Method of moments results presented throughout the thesis were computed

using the commercial Windows application NEC-Win Pro version 1.6.2e by Nittany Sci-

entific [44] implementing NEC-2 with the extended thin wire kernel. Throughout the

period of work, other implementations used included the freeware Windows application

MMANA [45] based on the MINNINEC version 3 core with the NEC-2 extensions [46]
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and various other Windows, Linux and Macintosh OS X compilations of the NEC-2D

code available online from the unofficial NEC archives [47]. Since their core code was the

same, NEC-2, the observed differences were limited to machine precision rounding errors.

Where possible, comparisons with published measured data were also made.

Functional testing and prototyping of the developed radiation hazard zone application

software was conducted using MATLAB [48], before being implemented in Microsoft Visual

C++ [49] and compiled into the final DLL. All post-processing, including contouring, and

analysis of the results was conducted with MATLAB.

1.5.2 Antenna Catalogue

Broad, unbiased testing and verification of the developed radiation hazard zone application

software required running the experiments on as many different wire antenna designs as

possible. Rather than base comparisons on just one designed and constructed wire antenna

array, an antenna catalogue was compiled featuring over 130 different wire antenna arrays

sourced from the literature. The antenna catalogue includes antenna designs from the

following sources:

NBS Antennas—Six different Yagi-Uda wire antennas with 3 to 17-elements, equal

inter-element spacing, different parasitic element lengths, and originally fed by a half-

wave folded dipole element. The antennas were the result of an investigation conducted

by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) [50] that examined the affects of various

antenna parameters, including element diameter, length and inter-element spacing, on

the measured antenna gain. Original gain measurements were conducted at a nominal

frequency of 400 MHz and a transmitter-receiver distance of 320 m with an estimated

accuracy of 0.5 dBd. The report, published in December 1976, is also mentioned in [51].

Green Antennas—128 different Yagi-Uda wire antennas of 3 to 10-elements, with

different designs based on four different equal inter-element spacing distances at 0.15, 0.20,

0.25, and 0.30 λ and four different element conductor diameters of 0.0025, 0.005, 0.01 and

0.02 λ. The gain optimised antenna designs were published in March 1966 [52] and were

intended as a Yagi-Uda wire antenna design guide. The original paper reported good

agreement with some measured results, though at frequencies approximately 1–2 % less

than the 2.4 GHz nominal frequency. The approximate, sinusoidal current distribution

equations used during the design process were hypothesised as the possible reason.
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It is realised that wire antenna design techniques have progressed since these early

Yagi-Uda wire antenna designs were published. With the advent and cheap availability of

high-speed computers, modern optimisation techniques are now commonly employed to

design antennas including Yagi-Uda wire antennas [53–59]. Yagi-Uda wire antenna designs

with different element lengths and different inter-element spacing featuring optimal gains,

front-to-back ratios, narrow beamwidths or specific bandwidths are now quite common.

However, for testing purposes of the work presented in the thesis, no differences were

observed between simulated results of more modern, optimised Yagi-Uda wire antenna

designs and older designs. Since many more “older” Yagi-Uda wire antenna designs were

available, these were prevalent in testing the developed radiation hazard zone application

software. Optimising some of the reported NBS or Green antennas for testing purposes

was not seen to benefit the thesis. Rather some optimised Yagi-Uda wire antenna designs

were added to the antenna catalogue as described below.

Optimised Antennas—3 different 6-element Yagi-Uda wire antennas designed via

genetic and gradient optimisation routines [55] were included in the antenna catalogue.

The original antenna [60] was genetically optimised for gain, gain with ZIN = 50 Ohms

and gradient optimised for gain as reported in [55].

The antenna catalogue served as a test bed for testing and verifying the developed

radiation hazard zone application software, with experiments being conducted on all the

antennas in the antenna catalogue. For reference, the structural specifications of all an-

tennas in the antenna catalogue are included in Appendix B of the thesis.

While comment throughout the thesis is made as to the complete result set of simulat-

ing all the antennas in the antenna catalogue, clearly, due to space constraints, it was not

possible to include plots and results of all antennas for each experiment undertaken and

presented in the thesis. To enhance the coherent flow of the presented results and allow

a direct comparison between the different experiments and chapters of the thesis, a sub-

set of ten antennas was chosen from the antenna catalogue, whose results are thoroughly

illustrated throughout the thesis. The physical structures of the subset of antennas at

900 MHz are summarised in Table 1.3, comprising a half-wave dipole antenna, a 6-element

genetically optimised Yagi-Uda antenna [55], and eight 3- to 10-element Yagi-Uda anten-

nas from Green [52] selected with different antenna element diameters and inter-element

spacing to represent the complete result set.
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Table 1.3: Structural specifications of the antennas whose results are illustrated throughout

the thesis at 900 MHz.

No. of Element Element Element

Antenna Elements Diameter (mm) Length (mm) Location (mm)

Half-wave Dipole 1 2 167 0

6-Elem Optimised 6 2 159 -61

150 0

149 51

145 127

141 272

147 363

3-Elem Green 3 2 162 -67

153 0

154 67

4-Elem Green 4 1 164 -83

156 0

154 83

154 167

5-Elem Green 5 7 154 -83

142 0

137 83

137 167

137 250
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Table 1.3: Structural specifications of the antennas whose results are illustrated throughout

the thesis at 900 MHz (cont.)

No. of Element Element Element

Antenna Elements Diameter (mm) Length (mm) Location (mm)

6-Elem Green 6 7 156 -67

145 0

135 67

135 133

135 200

135 267

7-Elem Green 7 3 161 -50

151 0

140 50

140 100

140 150

140 200

140 250

8-Elem Green 8 1 162 -67

154 0

147 67

147 133

147 200

147 267

147 333

147 400
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Table 1.3: Structural specifications of the antennas whose results are illustrated throughout

the thesis at 900 MHz (cont.)

No. of Element Element Element

Antenna Elements Diameter (mm) Length (mm) Location (mm)

9-Elem Green 9 3 162 -50

153 0

139 50

139 100

139 150

139 200

139 250

139 300

139 350

10-Elem Green 10 1 162 -67

155 0

146 67

146 133

146 200

146 267

146 333

146 400

146 467

146 533
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1.6 Thesis Outline

The thesis comprises four main sections:

1. An investigation of analytical wire antenna modelling strategies for the efficient

radiation hazard zone determination. Classical analytical wire antenna modelling

techniques are reviewed (Chapter 2) and investigated (Chapter 3).

2. An analysis of wire antenna array radiation pattern properties, to develop an algo-

rithm for estimating the wire antenna array structure from just the far-field radiation

pattern properties of gain and half-power beamwidths (Chapter 4).

3. A review of optimisation theory for application to the rapid determination of radia-

tion hazard zones of single- and multi-antenna systems (Chapter 5).

4. A literature review. Due to the varied nature of the research topics discussed in this

thesis, the literature review was included under several sections in the thesis. These

comprise all of Chapter 2, introducing analytical wire antenna modelling techniques,

Section 5.2 describing the mechanics of common contouring algorithms, and Sec-

tion 5.3 with an introduction to optimisation techniques. Additionally, Section 1.2

includes a review of radiation protection standards.

1.7 Chapter Summary

A brief summary of the chapters and their relevance to the thesis follows.

Chapter 1—introduces the research topic. The rationale of the research undertaken

during the candidature with links to the industry objectives is discussed. A review of inter-

national radiation protection guidelines and standards is presented, while the experimental

set-up and testing and verification procedures used throughout the thesis are outlined.

Chapter 2—includes a literature review of analytical wire antenna modelling tech-

niques. An exposition of the underlying theory of the implemented analytical equations is

presented, beginning with Maxwell’s equations, the Pocklington and van Hallén integral

equations, the induced-emf method, Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas, King’s two-

and three-term theories, and expressions for calculating the far- and near-fields of wire

antennas. Furthermore, the method of moments numerical technique is reviewed, as it
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was used extensively for testing and verification purposes of the developed application

software. The chapter concludes with the proposed wire antenna modelling strategies for

the efficient radiation hazard zone determination.

Chapter 3—presents an experimental investigation of the proposed wire antenna

modelling strategies outlined in Chapter 2. Current calculation strategies based on the

induced-emf method, Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas, King’s two- and three-term

theories are compared with currents computed using the method of moments. One point-

source, far-field calculation techniques, three point-source near-field calculation techniques

are contrasted with multi point-source techniques and their suitability assessed for com-

puting the radiation hazard zones.

Chapter 4—addresses the industry need to efficiently estimate the wire antenna struc-

ture of antennas where this information is unavailable. The far-field radiation patterns

and properties of 128 different wire antenna arrays are analysed. A wire antenna struc-

ture estimation strategy is proposed, where a suitable reference antenna design is selected

from a database, based on the selection criteria of gain and half-power beamwidths. The

proposed algorithm is investigated and results are presented.

Chapter 5—introduces optimisation theory for the proposed rapid determination of

the radiation hazard zones of single- and multi-antenna systems. A polynomial, quadratic

optimisation technique with a golden section search is implemented and compared to the

traditional method of finding the radiation hazard zones of wire antennas using contouring

algorithms.

Chapter 6—a discussion of the computational aspects of the implemented radiation

hazard zone application software. Based on the collective research and results presented

throughout Chapters 2–5, an efficient radiation hazard zone calculation engine for wire

antennas was developed. Additional implementation specific details are discussed in this

chapter.

Chapter 7—a summary of the thesis. The main contributions of the thesis are sum-

marised. Points of future research as a result of the conducted research are highlighted.
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1.8 Publications

The research presented in this thesis has directly culminated in the following papers,

presented at refereed conferences and submitted to peer reviewed international journals.

1.8.1 Conference Proceedings

• H.Ebersbach and D.V. Thiel, “Yagi antenna modelling using a number of radiat-

ing point sources,” in 8th Australian Symposium on Antennas. Sydney, Australia:

CSIRO, Feb. 12–13, 2003, p.36.

• H.Ebersbach, D.V. Thiel, and M.Leckenby, “Near field radiation exposure calcula-

tions from ill-defined antenna structures,” in URSI National Radio Science Meeting,

Columbus, OH, Jun. 22–27, 2003.

• H.Ebersbach, D.V. Thiel, and M.Leckenby, “Wire antenna exposure zone boundary

estimation from far-field radiation characteristics,” in URSI National Radio Science

Meeting, Boulder, CO, Jan. 4–8, 2004.

• H.Ebersbach, D.V. Thiel, and M.Leckenby, “Estimation of exposure zone boundary

distances from far-field antenna characteristics for finite radius wire antenna ar-

rays,” in Proc. IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society International Symposium,

Monterey, CA, Jun. 20–26, 2004.

1.8.2 Journal Articles

• H.Ebersbach, D.V. Thiel, and M.Leckenby, “Modelling Yagi-Uda antennas using

point source approximation,” IEE Electronic Letters, vol.40, no.18, pp. 1095–1097,

Sep. 2, 2004.

• H.Ebersbach, D.V. Thiel, and M.Leckenby, “Efficient exposure zone calculations for

Yagi-Uda antennas at 900MHz: A near-field comparison between one and three point

sources per element,” IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., AP0509-0861.R1 in review.

1.8.3 Patents

The designed software is subject to Australian patent number 2 003 232 925, filed by Mark

Leckenby on 5 June, 2003 and assigned to iCOMMS Pty Ltd on 21 October, 2005.
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• M.Leckenby, “A method for determining field radiation levels for a radiating device,”

Australian Patent 2 003 232 925, Oct 21, 2005.



Chapter 2

Wire Antenna Theory

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the reader with the fundamental wire antenna

modelling theory used throughout this thesis, reflecting on the relevant literature and so

develop a framework for the research question.

In order to determine the radio frequency (RF) radiation hazard zones of an antenna,

the electric and magnetic field-strengths in the vicinity of the antenna must first be cal-

culated. Field-strengths are typically calculated in a discretised mesh surrounding the

antenna. From the calculated field-strengths, contour lines are evaluated for the defined

occupational and general public radiation hazard zone reference levels. Many field-strength

calculations are required to minimise discretisation errors while determining the radiation

hazard zones of a single wire antenna element. For Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays, the

number of field-strength calculations increases by a factor of N—the number of elements

in the antenna array. The importance of an efficient field-strength calculation kernel is

thus amplified.

This chapter discusses techniques for calculating the electric and magnetic field-strengths

of wire antennas and Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays. Emphasis is placed on tech-

niques that are computationally efficient and which can be readily implemented using a

computer. Figure 2.1 outlines the main sections of this chapter.

Since first presented to the Royal Society of London in 1864, Maxwell’s equations [61,

62] have laid the foundations to electromagnetics and radio communications. They are

elemental to all field-strength calculation techniques, and for the purpose of providing a

35
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Figure 2.1: Field-strength calculation procedure and chapter outline.

thorough exposition are summarised in Section 2.2 of this chapter.

The initial step of calculating the electric and magnetic field-strengths of wire antennas

involves the determination of the current distribution on the wire antenna element, or the

respective current distributions on all the antenna elements in the case of the wire antenna

array. This involves finding the amplitude and phase of the current along the entire length

of each wire antenna element, due to the applied voltage to the active, driven antenna

element and the induced voltages and currents in any parasitic antenna elements. Once the

current distribution is known, calculating the driving point impedance, the field-strength

distribution and other antenna properties is less computationally intensive.

Suitable integral equations formulated from Maxwell’s equations and appropriate bound-

ary conditions describe the current distribution on a wire antenna element. Two of the

most common formulations are Pocklington’s integral equation, first published in 1897 [63]

and van Hallén’s integral equation of 1938 [64]. These are discussed in Section 2.3.1 of

this chapter.

While antenna engineers have many techniques at their disposal to solve these integral

equations, this had proved to be a significant hurdle for a long period of time. In the past,
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the computing power required to solve these integral equations by application of numerical

techniques was insufficient, expensive and not readily available. During that period of time,

much effort was spent on developing analytical techniques that approximately solved the

integral equations. Although not exact or rigorous in nature, good agreements against

measured results were achieved.

One such approach to approximately finding a solution to van Hallén’s integral equation

was to assume a sinusoidal current distribution on the wire antenna element. While this is

not completely accurate for a real wire antenna element and is only approximately true for

an infinitely thin, perfectly conducting wire at resonance, an entire theory based on this

concept of a sinusoidal current distribution was developed, starting in the 1920s [65, 66].

The self-impedance of a wire antenna element and the mutual-impedances between the

elements of a wire antenna array would be calculated based on the sinusoidal current

distribution assumption. Network theory allowed the calculation of the required current

amplitudes and phases along the wire antenna elements, and the driving point impedance

and the electric and magnetic field-strength patterns were found. These techniques are

presented in Section 2.3.3 of this chapter.

Rather than assuming a sinusoidal current distribution on the wire antenna element,

a more accurate and scientifically valid approach is to calculate the current distributions.

Schelkunoff and King pursued this strategy.

Schelkunoff’s waveguide theory of antennas or mode theory of antennas derived a so-

lution to Maxwell’s equations with respect to the boundary conditions on the surface of

the wire antenna element, thus treating the antenna as an open ended waveguide [27,28].

Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas is reviewed in Section 2.3.4 of this chapter.

King [30,67–69,69], approximated the van Hallén integral equation by an approximate

algebraic equation. King’s system of equations was much simpler than comparable discre-

tised methods of solving van Hallén’s integral equation, could be readily implemented on

a computer, and was consequently much quicker to compute. King’s three- and two-term

theories are presented in Section 2.3.5 of this chapter.

Finally, it is possible to solve the integral equations by application of numerical tech-

niques. Since computing power has increased, become more affordable and more readily

available to antenna engineers, numerical techniques to solve the integral equations have

become feasible. Through diligent use of numerical techniques, more accurate than previ-
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ous analytical results are achievable in computational times acceptable for general design

and analysis applications. Especially since the 1990s, numerical techniques have become

prevalent in commercial, computational electromagnetic software. Software applications

for wire antennas include the numerical electromagnetics code (NEC) [43], FEKO [70] and

AWAS [71].

One of the most common numerical techniques used to solve the van Hallén integral

equation, is the method of moments. Since the method of moments and NEC-2 have been

used substantially for testing and verification throughout this thesis, an outline of the

method of moments and NEC-2 is provided in Section 2.3.6 of this chapter.

Once the current distribution on the wire antenna elements has been determined, an-

tenna properties including the input impedance, the electric and magnetic field-strengths,

the radiation pattern, directivity, gain, beamwidth and bandwidth may be calculated.

The ultimate purpose of an antenna is the transmission or reception of information

over great distances compared to its operating wavelength. Not surprisingly then, antenna

engineers have traditionally been more interested in the far-field radiation characteristics

of the antenna rather than its near-field characteristics.

Historically, far-field-strength calculations date back to 1888 when Hertz approximately

solved Maxwell’s equations to derive the far radiating fields of an oscillating doublet, today

commonly referred to as the Hertzian dipole [72]. At great distances from a single wire

antenna element, the antenna structure becomes less significant and its radiation appears

to originate from a single radiating point source, modelled by Hertz as an infinitely short

and thin wire element with uniform current amplitude. The Hertzian dipole model per-

sisted for almost 40 years. It was extended to physically realisable dipole wire antennas

in the 1930s. Carter [31] derived the fields of a half-wave dipole wire antenna element

in 1932, which was generalised in 1934 by Brown et al. [32, 73] to calculate the fields of

the arbitrary length dipole wire antenna element. These new, more advanced techniques

were derived without the typical far-field approximations, another shortcoming of the ear-

lier Hertzian dipole models. They are valid in the antenna near-field region. Simpler

far-field radiation pattern equations of the short dipole wire antenna, with an approxi-

mated triangular current distribution, and the half-wave and arbitrary length dipole wire

antenna far-field equations, based on the sinusoidal current distribution approximations,

are typically presented in most antenna engineering textbooks. These far- and near-field
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Figure 2.2: Classification of computational electromagnetic techniques after [74].

equations to calculate the electric and magnetic field-strength radiation patterns of wire

antenna elements are presented in Sections 2.4.1–2.4.2 of this chapter.

Field-strength calculation strategies using non-sinusoidal wire antenna element cur-

rent distributions and field-strength calculation of wire antenna arrays is reviewed in Sec-

tions 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 respectively.

There are many other analytical and numerical techniques and developments to cal-

culate the electric and magnetic field-strengths of wire antennas and wire antenna ar-

rays, which were not specifically reviewed in this chapter. Figure 2.2, after Stutzman

and Thiele [74], shows another classification of computational electromagnetic techniques.

Clearly, the high frequency methods are more suited to aperture, patch and horn antennas,

antennas with dimension of several wavelengths. As opposed to an integral equation ap-

proach, as the solutions to the van Hallén and Pocklington integral equations, other strate-

gies are based on differential equation techniques. Popular numerical methods pursuing

this approach include the Finite Difference Time Domain (FD-TM) and Finite Element

Method (FEM) techniques.

It was not believed that this thesis would benefit from a greater exposition of these

and other wire antenna modelling techniques, as the goal of this thesis was to develop a

field-strength solver that could be readily implemented by computer to efficiently calcu-

late the radiation hazard zones of wire antennas and Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays,

conservatively. Many excellent references that describe the early history and develop-
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ment of wire antenna modelling techniques are available, many of which were also cited

herein [28–30,51,60,74–82].

The chapter concludes with a summary of the main wire antenna modelling strategies

identified throughout the chapter in Section 2.5.

2.2 Review of Maxwell’s Equations

The analysis and formulations of the equations presented in this review of Maxwell’s

equations follows the collective analyses of Stutzman and Thiele [74], King [30], Ulaby [83]

and Cheng [60].

2.2.1 Maxwell’s Equations

Initially presented to the Royal Society of London in 1864 and subsequently published [61,

62], James Clerk Maxwell linked the theories of electricity and magnetism by combining the

experimental works of Ampère, Faraday and Gauss, and thus laid the foundations of elec-

tromagnetics and radio communications. Oliver W. Heaviside later simplified Maxwell’s

original quaternion formulation of 20 equations and 20 independent variables, to the four

vector calculus expressions familiar to this day. The differential and equivalent integral

forms of Maxwell’s equations, also commonly referred to as the Maxwell-Heaviside equa-

tions, are thus written as:

∇×H = J +
∂D
∂t

,

∮
C

H · dl =
∫
S

(
J +

∂D
∂t

)
· ds (2.1)

∇×E = −∂B
∂t
,

∮
C

E · dl = −∂φ
∂t

(2.2)

∇ ·B = 0,
∮
S

B · ds = 0 (2.3)

∇ ·D = ρv,

∮
S

D · ds = q (2.4)

where equation (2.1) is Ampère’s law stating that currents give rise to magnetic fields,

equation (2.2) is Faraday’s law of induction stating that varying magnetic fields give rise

to electric fields, equation (2.3) states the absence of magnetic charges, equation (2.4) is

Gauss’s or Coulomb’s law stating the existence of electric charges, and

• H is the magnetic field intensity in Amperes per meter (A/m)

• E is the electric field intensity in Volts per meter (V/m)
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• B is the magnetic flux density in Teslas (T)

• D is the electric flux density in Coulombs per square meter (C/m2)

• J is the current density per unit area in Amperes per square meter (A/m2)

• ρv is the electric charge density per unit volume in Coulombs per cubic meter (C/m3)

• q is the total charge in Coulombs (C)

• φ is the total flux through the surface S and

• t is time in seconds (s).

From equations (2.1) and (2.4) it follows that the divergence of the current density J

is equal to the negative rate of change of the electric charge density ρv. The continuity

equation (2.5) expresses this conservation of charge.

∇ · J = −∂ρv
∂t

(2.5)

It is convenient to rewrite Maxwell’s equations (2.1)–(2.4) and the continuity equa-

tion (2.5) using phasor notation and an assumed time dependance ejωt, where ω is the

angular frequency (rad/s) and j =
√
−1, to yield the set of equations (2.6)–(2.10).

∇×H = J + jωD (2.6)

∇×E = −jωB (2.7)

∇ ·B = 0 (2.8)

∇ ·D = ρv (2.9)

∇ · J = −jωρv (2.10)

The electric field intensity E is interrelated to the electric flux density D by the elec-

trical permittivity of the material ε through equation (2.11). Similarly, the magnetic field

intensity H is interrelated to the magnetic flux density B by the magnetic permeability

of the material µ through equation (2.12).

D = εE (2.11)

B = µH (2.12)
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2.2.2 Potential Equations

Relationships of the vector magnetic potential A and the electric scalar potential V are

convenient for calculating the magnetic field intensity B from A rather than by application

of Coulomb’s law and for calculating the electric field intensity E from the determined

electric potential V due to a given charge distribution. Applying the vector identity

∇ · (∇×C) = 0 to equation (2.3), where C is any vector, the vector potential function

(2.13), relating the vector magnetic potential A to the magnetic field intensity B, is

obtained.

B = ∇×A (2.13)

Substituting the vector potential function (2.13) into Faraday’s law, equation (2.2) or

(2.7), yields equation (2.14).

∇×
(

E +
∂A
∂t

)
= 0, or ∇× (E + jωA) = 0 (2.14)

According to the identity ∇×∇Φ = 0, where Φ is any arbitrary scalar function, the scalar

potential function (2.15) is defined from equation (2.14) with the electric scalar potential

V .

E = −∇V − ∂A
∂t

, or E = −∇V − jωA (2.15)

The arbitrary potentials A and V need to be defined. In light of uncoupling the electric

and magnetic fields, the conditions imposed by equations (2.16) and (2.17) are suitable

choices, known as the Coulomb and Lorentz gauge conditions respectively.

∇ ·A = 0 (2.16)

∇ ·A = −µε∂V
∂t
, or ∇ ·A = −jωµεV (2.17)

2.2.3 Wave Equations

It is possible to derive the vector and scalar wave equations. By substitution of (2.12) into

the vector potential function (2.13), equation (2.18) is obtained.

H =
1
µ
∇×A (2.18)

Similarly, substitution of (2.11) into Ampère’s law (2.6) yields (2.19).

∇×H = J + jωεE (2.19)
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From (2.18) and (2.19) it follows

1
µ
∇× (∇×A) = J + jωεE (2.20)

Using the vector identity ∇×∇×A = ∇ (∇ ·A)−∇2A, and the scalar potential function

(2.15), equation (2.20) expands to (2.21).

∇ (∇ ·A)−∇2A = µJ + jωµε (−∇V − jωA) (2.21)

After simplifying, equation (2.22) is obtained.

∇2A + ω2µεA−∇ (∇ ·A + jωµεV ) = −µJ (2.22)

By application of the Lorentz gauge condition (2.17), equation (2.22) further simplifies to

the vector wave equation (2.23).

∇2A + ω2µεA = −µJ (2.23)

By substitution of (2.11) into Gauss’s law (2.9), equation (2.24) is obtained.

∇ ·E =
ρv
ε

(2.24)

Combining (2.24) with the scalar potential (2.15) yields equation (2.25).

∇2V + jω∇ ·A = −ρv
ε

(2.25)

Applying the Lorentz gauge condition (2.17) to equation (2.25), the scalar wave equation

(2.26) is obtained.

∇2V + ω2µεV = −ρv
ε

(2.26)

Letting β = ω
√
µε = 2π

λ , where β and λ respectively denote the wave number and wave-

length in the medium, the vector and scalar wave equations can be respectively rewritten

as (2.27) and (2.28).

∇2A + β2A = −µJ (2.27)

∇2V + β2V = −ρv
ε

(2.28)
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Figure 2.3: Geometry of the retarded potential equations.

2.2.4 Retarded Potential Equations

Solutions to the vector (2.27) and scalar (2.28) wave equations are the retarded vector and

scalar potential equations. They describe the retarded or delayed potentials at the point of

observation P , distance r− r′ from a distributed source, as displayed in Figure 2.3. They

can be derived with the aid of the retarded Green’s function [30]. Taken from King [30],

the retarded vector potential equation is written as (2.29),

A (r) =
µ

4π

∫
J
(
r′
) e−jβ|r−r′|

|r− r′|
dv′ (2.29)

while the retarded scalar potential equation is written as (2.30),

V (r) =
1

4πε

∫
ρv
(
r′
) e−jβ|r−r′|

|r− r′|
dv′ (2.30)

and the distances r and r′ to the point of observation P from the source volume v′ are

defined in Figure 2.3.
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2.3 Wire Antenna Current Distributions

2.3.1 Integral Equations

A wire antenna element is excited by an externally applied electric field, either through

a voltage applied to its input terminals, in the case of a transmitting antenna, or by

an incident electric field, in the case of a receiving antenna. As a result of this input

electric field Ein, a current is induced in the wire antenna element and the antenna starts

to generate its own electric field E. The total electric field of the antenna Etot thus

comprises the input electric field and the induced electric field, Etot = Ein + E. From a

knowledge of the externally applied electric field to the wire antenna element, the induced

current distribution on the wire antenna element can be found—the approach adopted by

the Pocklington and van Hallén integral equation techniques [84].

In 1897, Pocklington formulated an integral equation from Maxwell’s equations and

appropriate boundary conditions, which showed that the induced current within a thin

wire conductor was approximately sinusoidally distributed and travelled at approximately

the speed of light [63].

Referring to the geometry displayed in Figure 2.4, Pocklington’s model was based on

a thin wire conductor of radius a much less than the wavelength λ, a � λ, surrounded

by free-space, µ0 and ε0, and having a high conductivity σ. These assumptions entailed

several simplifications to Maxwell’s equations. The current is primarily restrained to the

wire conductor surface, and only the z-direction, parallel to the wire needs to be considered.

The derivation of Pocklington’s integral equation initiates from the scalar potential

equation (2.15) in the Lorentz gauge (2.17), and the previously noted assumptions. From

the scalar potential equation (2.15) and the free-space Green’s function, a volume integral

over the wire is formed, which reduces to a line integral for σ → ∞ and a � λ. De-

tailed derivations of Pocklington’s integral equation can be found in [51,63,74]. The final

equation, as taken from Balanis [51] is (2.31)

∫ l/2

−l/2
I
(
z′
) [∂2G (z, z′)

∂z2
+ β2

0G
(
z, z′

)]
dz′ = −jωε0Ein (z) (2.31)

where

• I (z) is the current distribution along the length of the wire in Amperes (A)
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Figure 2.4: Geometry of the van Hallén and Pocklington integral equations.

• G (z, z′) = G (R) = e−jβ0R

R is the free-space Green’s function for the noted assump-

tion of a� λ

• R =
√
a2 + (z − z′)2 is the distance from the point of observation on the wire axis

to the source point on the wire surface in meters (m)

• Ein is the incident electric field, either received as a plane wave in the case of a

receiving wire antenna element, or applied as a Voltage to the input terminals in the

case of a transmitting wire antenna element in Volts per meter (V/m)

• l is the wire length in meters (m)

• a is the wire radius in meters (m)

• β0 is the free-space wave number, β0 = 2π
λ with wavelength λ

and all other variables are as previously noted. It should be noted, that while an assump-

tion was made that the wire antenna element radius a was much less than the wavelength

λ, a� λ, this does not imply an infinitely thin wire antenna element.

In 1938, Erik van Hallén proposed a slightly different integral equation [64]. Van

Hallén’s integral equation consisted of a simpler kernel than Pocklington’s integral equation
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and is thus more readily implemented using a computer. The derivation is quite similar

to the derivation of the Pocklington integral equation and is well described in [30,51, 84].

Van Hallén’s integral equation as taken from King [30] is (2.32)∫ l/2

−l/2
I
(
z′
)
K
(
z − z′, r

)
dz′ = −j2πVin

η0
sin (β0 |z|) +

4πC
µ0

cos (β0z) (2.32)

where

• Vin is the applied voltage to the input terminals of the wire antenna element in Volts

(V)

• C is a constant that needs to be determined from the assumption that the current

turns to zero on the ends of the wire, I
(∣∣ l

2

∣∣) = 0

• η0 is the impedance of free-space, η0 =
√

µ0

ε0
= 120πΩ

and all other variables are as previously noted.

In the literature, two variations of the van Hallén integral equation are commonly

presented, based on two alternative forms of the integration kernel, K (z − z′, r). The

exact integration kernel as noted by [30] and [84] is written as (2.33)

K
(
z − z′, r

)
=

1
2π

∫ π

−π

e−jβ0R

R
dφ (2.33)

where r = a and R =
√

(z − z′)2 + 4a2 sin2 (φ/2). The exact kernel (2.33) reduces to the

approximate or thin wire kernel when a→ 0 and is written as (2.34)

K
(
z − z′, r

)
=
e−jβ0R

R
(2.34)

where r = 0 and R =
√

(z − z′)2 + a2.

2.3.2 Network Model of Wire Antenna Arrays

Input impedance is an important wire antenna characteristic. It is defined as the ratio of

voltage to current at the antenna input terminals [51].

The impedances of individual wire antenna elements in a wire antenna array are also

affected by mutual coupling, arising due to direct coupling of radiated energy between

different wire antenna array elements, indirect coupling from the scattering of radiated

energy by objects in close proximity to the antenna, and its feed network [74]. Assuming
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Figure 2.5: N -port network equivalent of an N -element wire antenna array.
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that the feed network is correctly impedance matched to the antenna, it may be neglected

in the following analysis.

According to network analysis, the N -element wire antenna array of Figure 2.5(a)

can be expressed as the equivalent N -port network of Figure 2.5(b). The matrix equa-

tion (2.35) defines the relationships between the voltages Vm, impedances Zm and currents

Im at the ports and includes all mutual coupling effects [51,74].

V1

V2

...

Vn


=



Z11 Z12 · · · Z1n

Z21 Z22 · · · Z2n

...
...

. . .
...

Zn1 Zn2 · · · Znn





I1

I2
...

In


(2.35)

In (2.35), Znn denotes the self-impedance of an isolated wire antenna element defined

by (2.36), while Zmn denotes the mutual-impedance between elements m and n when all

other elements of the wire antenna array are neglected and is defined by (2.37).

Znn =
Vn
In

∣∣∣
Im=0,m 6=n

(2.36)

Zmn =
Vm
In

∣∣∣
Im=0,m 6=n

(2.37)

N -element Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays considered in this thesis are comprised

of a short circuit parasitic reflector element 1, an active driven element 2, and a num-

ber of parasitic directing elements 3–N . For such arrays, equation (2.35) simplifies to

equation (2.38), 

0

V2

0
...

0


=



Z11 Z12 · · · Z1n

Z21 Z22 · · · Z2n

Z31 Z32 · · · Z3n

...
...

. . .
...

Zn1 Zn2 · · · Znn





I1

I2

I3
...

In


(2.38)

where V2 of the active port 2 denotes the input, driven voltage of the Yagi-Uda wire

antenna array, V2 = Vin, and all other short circuit parasitic elements have zero voltage

applied to their respective ports. The input impedance Zin of the Yagi-Uda wire antenna

array is then given by equation (2.39).

Zin =
V2

I2
(2.39)
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Typically, the driven voltage Vin to the antenna array would be known. Determination

by analytical analysis of the self- and mutual-impedances is treated in the following sections

of this chapter. The currents on the individual wire antenna array elements may then be

found according to equation (2.40).

[I] = [Z]−1 [V] (2.40)

2.3.3 Sinusoidal Current Approximation

Before the advent of sufficient, affordable and available scientific computing power, finding

solutions to the Pocklington and van Hallén integral equations was an engaging task.

While Pocklington was able to show that the current distribution on a thin wire antenna

element was approximately sinusoidal, this is of course not the case for real antennas, and

only approximately true for infinitely thin, perfectly conducting wire antenna elements at

resonance. To sustain such a sinusoidal current distribution, the wire would need to be

driven along its entire length [78]. As the wire diameter is increased, wire end-effects can

no longer be neglected, the wire resonance is affected and its effective length changes [77].

Nonetheless, an entire theory was developed using this approximate sinusoidal current

distribution assumption. Self- and mutual-impedances between elements of the wire an-

tenna array would be calculated due to the assumed sinusoidal current distributions on

the elements. By application of network theory the actual current magnitudes and phases

could then be determined.

This theory is based on the works of and was applied by Brillouin [65], Pistolkors [66],

Bechmann [85], Carter [31], Brown [32, 73], Schelkunoff [75], Walkingshaw [86], Cox [87],

King [77,88] and Green [52].

2.3.3.1 Calculation of Self-impedance

The classical approach to calculating the self-impedance of an isolated, straight, thin,

perfectly conducting wire antenna element is via the induced emf-method. It is based on

the works of Brillouin [65], Pistolkors [66] and Bechmann [85]. Carter [31] presented a

complete review for a wire antenna element that is an integral number of half-wavelengths

long, which was later extended to the wire antenna element of arbitrary length by Brown

et al. [32, 73]. More recent and complete derivations can be found in [51,75,79,82].
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A sinusoidal current distribution is assumed to exist on the thin wire antenna element,

centre driven with an applied electromotive force (emf) V11 at its input terminals. The

electric field parallel to the wire antenna element Ez is determined from the retarded

scalar and vector potentials, and the voltages induced by the assumed sinusoidal current

distribution on the wire antenna element found. Integrating over the length of the wire

antenna element results in the actual terminal input voltage V11 that yields the assumed

sinusoidal current distribution. The final equation as taken from Balanis [51] to calculate

the self-impedance via the induced emf-method is equation (2.41).

Z11 =
R11

sin2
(
β0l
2

) + j
X11

sin2
(
β0l
2

) (2.41)

where

R11 =
η

2π

{
γ + ln (β0l)− Ci (β0l) +

1
2

sin (β0l) [Si (2β0l)− 2Si (β0l)]

+
1
2

cos (β0l)
[
γ + ln

(
β0l

2

)
+ Ci (2β0l)− 2Ci (β0l)

]}
(2.42)

X11 =
η

4π

{
2Si (β0l) + cos (β0l) [2Si (β0l)− Si (2β0l)]

− sin (β0l)
[
2Ci (β0l)− Ci (2β0l)− Ci

(
2β0a

2

l

)]}
(2.43)

and

• η is the impedance of free-space, η = 120πΩ

• γ is Euler’s constant, γ = 0.5772

• β0 is the free-space wave number, β0 = 2π
λ with wavelength λ

• l is the wire antenna element length in meters (m)

• a is the wire antenna element radius in meters (m)

and functions Si (x) and Ci (x) are the sine and cosine integrals respectively, calculated

via equations (2.44) and (2.45) or taken from lookup tables found in the appendices of

most antenna engineering textbooks including [51].

Si (x) =
∫ x

0

sin (t)
t

dt =
∞∑
k=0

(−1)k x2k+1

(2k + 1) (2k + 1)!
(2.44)

Ci (x) =
∫ x

0

cos (t)
t

dt = γ + ln (x) +
∞∑
k=1

(−1)k
x2k

2k (2k)!
(2.45)
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While the induced emf-method provides a closed-form solution for calculating the self-

impedance of wire antenna elements and yields good design data, it was derived based on

the assumption of a sinusoidal current distribution on the wire antenna element. Under

this assumption, it is difficult to accurately account for finite wire antenna element radii,

and as the wire antenna element radius is increased, this method becomes increasingly

less reliable. Its application to wire antenna elements of finite radii is thus limited [51].

2.3.3.2 Calculation of Mutual-impedance

Using the induced emf-method, the mutual-impedance between a pair of wire antenna

elements can be calculated in much the same way as the self-impedance of a single wire

antenna element. Initially a current distribution, typically a sinusoidal current distribu-

tion, is assumed on the primary wire antenna element. From the retarded scalar and

vector potentials, the parallel component of the electric field intensity along the length of

the secondary wire antenna element is found due to the assumed current distribution on

the primary wire antenna element. Integrating this electric field intensity results in V21,

the total induced potential on the secondary wire antenna element due to the sinusoidal

current distribution of the primary wire antenna element. The mutual-impedance can be

found from network theory, equation (2.37).

This technique is essentially the same procedure as for calculating the self-impedance

of a single wire antenna element, and it is indeed possible to calculate the self-impedance

of a single wire antenna element from the mutual-impedance equations by setting the

separation distance between the two identical length, parallel wire antenna elements d

equal to the wire antenna element radius a, d = a.

Unlike the self-impedance calculation, where the two wire antenna elements are always

of identical length and located parallel in a side-by-side configuration, in mutual-impedance

calculations the two wire antenna elements can be of unequal lengths and located in any

geometrical configuration. This geometrical freedom greatly expands the complexity of

the mutual-impedance calculation.

Throughout the development of the mutual-impedance problem, three classical wire

antenna element configurations are treated in the literature. The simplest configurations

include side-by-side and collinear configurations whereby the two wire antenna elements

are separated by a distance d or staggered by height h as shown in Figures 2.6(a) and
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l

d

(a) Side-by-side.

h
l

l

(b) Collinear.

d

l

l

h

(c) Parallel-in-echelon.

Figure 2.6: Classical dipole antenna configurations for mutual-impedance calculations using the

induced emf-method after [51].
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2.6(b). The most general classic configuration is the parallel-in-echelon configuration of

Figure 2.6(c), where the two wire antenna elements are both separated by the distance d

as well as staggered by the height h. It should be noted that in each of the three classical

configurations, the two wire antenna elements are of identical length l and are located

parallel in the same plane (coplanar).

Closed form expressions for the three classical configurations have been obtained. In

1932, Carter [31] presented the case of two wire antenna elements in the echelon configu-

ration, imposing the additional restriction that the elements had to be an integral number

of half-wavelengths long. This restriction was lifted in 1934 by Brown et al. [32, 73] pre-

senting the case of two identical wire antenna elements of arbitrary length located in the

side-by-side configuration. In 1947, Cox [87] extended Brown’s model to calculate the

mutual-impedance of two unequal, arbitrary length wire antenna elements in the side-by-

side configuration. The classic 1957 paper by King [88] continues the work of Carter and

Cox presenting the case for two unequal, arbitrary length wire antenna elements in the

echelon configuration—the most general treatment of the classic configurations without

the restriction of equal length wire antenna elements.

The mutual-impedance for the side-by-side configuration of two identical wire antenna

elements of length l = nλ2 as shown in Figure 2.6(a) is calculated by equations (2.46)–(2.47)

as taken from Balanis [51].

R21 =
η

4π
{2Ci (u0)− Ci (u1)− Ci (u2)} (2.46)

X21 = − η

4π
{2Si (u0)− Si (u1)− Si (u2)} (2.47)

where

u0 = β0l

u1 = β0

(√
d2 + l2 + l

)
u2 = β0

(√
d2 + l2 − l

)
In the collinear configuration as shown in Figure 2.6(b), the mutual-impedance is calcu-

lated by equations (2.48)–(2.49).

R21 =− η

8π
cos (v0) {−2Ci (2v0) + Ci (v2) + Ci (v1)− ln (v3)}

+
η

8π
sin (v0) {2Si (2v0)− Si (v2)− Si (v1)} (2.48)
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X21 =− η

8π
cos (v0) {2Si (2v0)− Si (v2)− Si (v1)}

+
η

8π
sin (v0) {2Ci (2v0)− Ci (v2)− Ci (v1)− ln (v3)} (2.49)

where

v0 = β0l

v1 = 2β0 (h+ l)

v2 = 2β0 (h− l)

v3 =

(
h2 − l2

)
h2

In the parallel-in-echelon configuration as shown in Figure 2.6(c), the mutual-impedance

between the two identical wire antenna elements of length l = nλ2 is calculated by equa-

tions (2.50)–(2.51).

Rmn = − η

8π
cos (w0)

{
− 2Ci (w1)− 2Ci

(
w′1
)

+ Ci (w2)

+ Ci
(
w′2
)

+ Ci (w3) + Ci
(
w′3
) }

+
η

8π
sin (w0)

{
2Si (w1)− 2Si

(
w′1
)
− Si (w2)

+ Si
(
w′2
)
− Si (w3) + Si

(
w′3
) }

(2.50)

Xmn = − η

8π
cos (w0)

{
2Si (w1) + 2Si

(
w′1
)
− Si (w2)

− Si
(
w′2
)
− Si (w3)− Si

(
w′3
) }

+
η

8π
sin (w0)

{
2Ci (w1)− 2Ci

(
w′1
)
− Ci (w2) + Ci

(
w′2
)

− Ci (w3) + Ci
(
w′3
) }

(2.51)

where

w0 = β0l

w1 = β0

(√
d2 + h2 + h

)
w′1 = β0

(√
d2 + h2 − h

)
w2 = β0

[√
d2 + (h− l)2 + (h− l)

]
w′2 = β0

[√
d2 + (h− l)2 − (h− l)

]
w3 = β0

[√
d2 + (h+ l)2 + (h+ l)

]
w′3 = β0

[√
d2 + (h+ l)2 − (h+ l)

]
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While the expressions of King [88] present the most arbitrary case of the three classical

configurations of Figure 2.6, they still entail some geometrical limitations—the two wire

antenna elements are located parallel to each other and are coplanar.

In 1951, Lewin [89] developed a set of equations that calculated the mutual-impedance

of two skewed (non-parallel), coplanar wire antenna elements an integral number of half-

wavelengths in length. Lewin’s model was extended by Richmond et al. [90] in 1970 to

calculate the mutual-impedance of two skewed, coplanar wire antenna elements of arbitrary

length.

Expressions for the non-planar case of two identical, parallel wire antenna elements

were presented by Chang et al. in 1968, and were in 1970 extended by Richmond [91] to

the case of two non-planar, skew wire antenna elements of arbitrary length.

These and the other expressions of Brown, Cox and King not specifically listed herein

can be found in their respective literature [32,87,88].

2.3.3.3 Baker Formulation for Mutual-Impedance

A particularly useful formulation of the induced emf-method for calculating the mutual-

impedance between a pair of wire antenna elements was published by Baker et al. in

1962 [26]. Apart from the induced emf-method inherent assumption of using thin wire

antenna elements, Baker’s formulation does not impose any geometrical restrictions on

the lengths or configurations of the two wire antenna elements. They may be of differing

arbitrary lengths and in any geometrical configuration as shown in Figure 2.7.

Baker’s formulation consists of two integral equations respectively calculating the mu-

tual resistance and mutual reactance between the two wire antenna elements, which can

be easily implemented and solved by numerical integration routines using a computer.

In [26], Baker et al. used the Simpson’s method of integration and demonstrated good

agreement with results obtained via measurement and other analytical techniques. The

final equations for computing the mutual-impedance of two wire antenna elements using
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Figure 2.7: Geometry of the Baker et al. formulation for mutual-impedance calculations, [26].

the Baker et al. formulation are (2.52)–(2.53) taken from [26].

R21 =− 30
∫ L2/2

−L2/2

{[
1
ρ2

[sin (2πr1) cos (α1) + sin (2πr2) cos (α2)

−2 cos (πL1) sin (2πr) cos (α)]
(
s2x + y0sy + s2y

) ]
+
[(

2
sin (2πr) cos (πL1)

r
− sin (2πr1)

r1
− sin (2πr2)

r2

)
sz

]}
{

sin
[
2π
(
L2
2 − |s|

)]
s

}
ds (2.52)

X21 =− 30
∫ L2/2

−L2/2

{[
1
ρ2

[cos (2πr1) cos (α1) + cos (2πr2) cos (α2)

−2 cos (πL1) cos (2πr) cos (α)]
(
s2x + y0sy + s2y

) ]
+
[(

2
cos (2πr) cos (πL1)

r
− cos (2πr1)

r1
− cos (2πr2)

r2

)
sz

]}
{

sin
[
2π
(
L2
2 − |s|

)]
s

}
ds (2.53)
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where

sz = s cos (θ)

sy = s sin (θ) sin (φ)

sx = s sin (θ) cos (φ)

ρ =
√
s2x + (y0 + sy)

2

r =
√
ρ2 + (z0 + sz)

2

r1 =

√
ρ2 +

(
z0 + sz +

L1

2

)2

r2 =

√
ρ2 +

(
z0 + sz −

L1

2

)2

cos (α) =
sz + z0
r

cos (α1) =
sz + z0 + L1

2

r1

cos (α2) =
sz + z0 − L1

2

r2

and L1, L2, y0, z0, θ and φ are defined in Figure 2.7.

2.3.4 Schelkunoff’s Technique

Unlike the induced-emf method based self- and mutual-impedance techniques reviewed in

the preceding Section 2.3.3 of this chapter, Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas [27,28]

does not rely on the sinusoidal current distribution assumption and thus yields more

accurate impedance data for finite radii wire antenna elements.

Schelkunoff in 1941 [27], treated the wire antenna element as an open ended wave

guide or electromagnetic horn. Using Maxwell’s equations, Schelkunoff initially derived

a solution for a biconical antenna, utilising a method of integrating differential equations

based on Carson’s theory of non-uniform transmission lines [92]. By analogy, the biconical

antenna solution could then be adapted to the cylindrical antenna.

The final equations to calculate the self- and mutual-impedance using this approach

can be found in [27,75,79] and are summarised in the following subsections.
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2.3.4.1 Calculation of Self-impedance

Using Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas, the equation to calculate the self-impedance

as taken from [75] is written as equation (2.54),

Z11 = Ka
Ra sin (β0H) + j [(Xa −N) sin (β0H)− (Ka −M) cos (β0H)]
[(Ka +M) sin (β0H) + (Xa +N) cos (β0H)]− jRa cos (β0H)

(2.54)

where the terminal resistance Ra and admittance Xa are found from the following expres-

sions (2.55) and (2.56).

Ra (β0H) = 60 (γ + ln (2β0H)− Ci (2β0H))

+ 30 (γ + ln (β0H)− 2Ci (2β0H) + Ci (4β0H)) cos (2β0H)

+ 30 (Si (4β0H)− 2Si (2β0H)) sin (2β0H) (2.55)

Xa (β0H) = 60Si (2β0H) + 30 (Ci (4β0H)− ln (β0H)− γ) sin (2β0H)

− 30Si (4β0H) cos (2β0H) (2.56)

For cylindrical antennas the auxiliary functions M and N describing the difference be-

tween the nominal and average characteristic impedance Ka are respectively defined by

equations (2.57)–(2.59).

M (β0H) = 60 (ln (2β0H)− Ci (2β0H) + γ − 1 + cos (2β0H)) (2.57)

N (β0H) = 60 (Si (2β0H)− sin (2β0H)) (2.58)

Ka = 120
[
ln
(

2H
a

)
− 1
]

(2.59)

where

• H is the wire antenna element half-length, H = l
2 in meters (m)

• Si and Ci are the sine and cosine integrals (2.44) and (2.45)

and all other variables and constants are as previously defined.

2.3.4.2 Calculation of Mutual-impedance

The mutual-impedance between two parallel antennas according to Schelkunoff’s mode

theory of antennas is given by equation 2.60 as taken from [28].

Z12 =
Za12

I1I2
=
Ra12 + jXa

12

I1I2
(2.60)
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where the terminal resistance Ra and admittance Xa are calculated from the following

expressions (2.61) and (2.62),

Ra12 = 30 cos (L1 + L2) [2Ci (βd)− Ci (R04 + L2)− Ci (R04 − L2)

+Ci (R14 − L1 − L2) + Ci (R14 + L1 + L2)− Ci
(
R′02 − L1

)
− Ci

(
R′02 + L1

)]
+ 30 cos (L2 − L1) [2Ci (βd)− Ci (R04 + L2)− Ci (R04 − L2)

+Ci (R24 − L2 + L1) + Ci (R24 + L2 − L1)− Ci
(
R′02 − L1

)
− Ci

(
R′02 + L1

)]
+ 30 sin (L1 + L2) [Si (R04 − L2)− Si (R04 + L2)

+Si (R14 + L1 + L2)− Si (R14 − L1 − L2) + Si
(
R′02 − L1

)
− Si

(
R′02 + L1

)]
+ 30 sin (L2 − L1) [Si (R04 − L2)− Si (R04 + L2)

+Si (R24 + L2 − L1)− Si (R24 + L1 − L2) + Si
(
R′02 + L1

)
− Si

(
R′02 − L1

)]
(2.61)

Xa
12 = 30 cos (L1 + L2) [Si (R04 − L2) + Si (R04 + L2)− 2Si (βd)

−Si (R14 − L1 − L2)− Si (R14 + L1 + L2) + Si
(
R′02 + L1

)
+ Si

(
R′02 − L1

)]
+ 30 cos (L2 − L1) [Si (R04 − L2) + Si (R04 + L2)− 2Si (βd)

−Si (R24 − L2 + L1)− Si (R24 + L2 − L1) + Si
(
R′02 + L1

)
+ Si

(
R′02 − L1

)]
+ 30 sin (L1 + L2) [Ci (R04 − L2)− Ci (R04 + L2)

−Ci (R14 − L1 − L2) + Ci (R14 + L1 + L2) + Ci
(
R′02 − L1

)
− Ci

(
R′02 + L1

)]
+ 30 sin (L2 − L1) [Ci (R04 − L2)− Ci (R04 + L2)

−Ci (R24 − L2 + L1)− Ci (R24 + L2 − L1) + Ci
(
R′02 + L1

)
− Ci

(
R′02 − L1

)]
(2.62)

and M , N , Ka, H, Si and Ci are as previously defined. Additionally,

I1 =

[
1 +

M (βH1)

K
(1)
a

]
sin (βH1) +

N (βH1)− jZa (H1)

K
(1)
a

cos (βH1) (2.63)

I2 =

[
1 +

M (βH2)

K
(2)
a

]
sin (βH2) +

N (βH2)− jZa (H2)

K
(2)
a

cos (βH2) (2.64)

with

L1,2 = βH1,2

R04 = β
√
d2 +H2

2

R14 = β

√
d2 + (H1 +H2)2

R24 = β

√
d2 + (H2 −H1)2

R′02 = β
√
d2 +H2

1
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and d as the element separation distance. The cosine integral Cin may be taken from

lookup tables or calculated according to equation (2.65) taken from [51]

Cin (x) =
∫ x

0

1− cos (t)
t

dt =
∞∑
k=1

(−1)k+1 x2k

2k (2k)!

= γ + ln (x)− Ci (x) (2.65)

where γ = ln (1.781) = 0.5772 is Euler’s constant.

2.3.5 King’s Techniques

While the derivation of the van Hallén integral equation is quite straightforward, finding its

analytical solution is quite complicated. It is required to find an approximate solution to

van Hallén’s integral equation that is both sufficiently simple to evaluate yet also provides

an accurate enough solution to comparable measured electric field-strength and driving

point impedance data.

Methods discussed within the previous Section 2.3.3 took the approach of assuming an

approximate sinusoidal current distribution on the wire antenna element, maintained by

an applied emf voltage in the case of a driven element or an induced voltage in the case

of a parasitic wire antenna array element. The electric field parallel to the wire antenna

element was calculated due to the assumed sinusoidal current distribution and the actual

terminal voltage found. Application of network theory established the current on the

element. The problem with these methods were the difficulties of accurately accounting

for real, finite diameter wire antenna elements because of the inherent infinitely thin wire

diameter assumption of the assumed sinusoidal current distribution.

The King three- and two-term theory techniques introduced in this section do not make

such assumptions and are therefore suitable for calculating the current distribution also

of finite diameter wire antenna elements. Based on an in-depth investigation of the van

Hallén integral equation, King’s three-term theory exploits the properties of the integral

equation and reduces the equation to an approximate algebraic equation.

King’s three-term theory was initially published in 1959 [67] and advanced in 1965

and 1966 [68, 69]. Complete summaries of the theory are found in [29, 30] and it is also

mentioned in [84].

This presentation of King’s techniques has been subdivided into three subsections.

Subsection 2.3.5.1 introduces the underlying theory of King’s three-term theory, starting
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out from Maxwell’s equations and describing the assumptions and approximations made.

The section concludes with the two-term theory equation, which under special circum-

stances can be employed to further reduce the complexity of King’s three-term theory.

Subsection 2.3.5.2 expands King’s three-term theory from the isolated dipole to a two-

element antenna array in the parallel side-by-side configuration.

In Subsections 2.3.5.1–2.3.5.2 emphasis was placed on describing the main concepts

of King’s techniques, to unambiguously acquaint the reader with the material, including

the fundamental equations. For a much more detailed derivation of King’s techniques,

the interested reader is referred to [30], where extensions of King’s three- and two-term

theories to multi-element wire antenna arrays including circular arrays and curtain arrays

can be found.

The final Subsection 2.3.5.3 includes the complete set of equations required to im-

plement King’s three-term theory for Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays. This section

was included as it is of direct application to this thesis. While King’s three-term theory

has approximated the van Hallén integral equation by an approximate algebraic equation,

King’s three-term theory still contains a number of integral equations to solve the various

complex coefficients. These integral equations are however much simpler to solve than

van Hallén’s integral equation. During the time when this theory was first conceived,

high-speed computers to solve integral equations by numerical techniques were not widely

available. King comments that his smaller integral equations can be solved by utilising the

tabulated sine, cosine and exponential integral equation data [30]. While this is still a pos-

sibility today, it is anticipated that by combining King’s three-term theory with numerical

integration routines implemented on a computer, a solution to the current distribution

of Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays is obtainable much quicker than by employing an

equivalent numerical technique to solve van Hallén’s integral equation. King reported

good agreement between his three-term theory and measured data [30]. It was anticipated

that King’s three-term theory will provide usable data for calculating the radiation hazard

zones of wire antennas and Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays.

Implementing King’s complete three-term theory as presented in Subsection 2.3.5.3

can be a challenging task. To this extent, some computer implementation specific notes

are included in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

The set of equations presented in Subsection 2.3.5.3 is applicable to Yagi-Uda wire
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antenna arrays with elements of unequal spacing and of unequal half-lengths hi such that

0 ≤ β0hi ≤ 5π
4 . While this is the full permissible range for hi, the presented theory has

one minor shortcoming, when the element lengths 2hi vary greatly in the same antenna,

such as for example in the log-peridic antenna array. In such instances, the Wki integral

equations are inadequately approximated. Cheong has published an extension of the

presented theory that corrects this [93]. However, since the typical element lengths found

in Yagi-Uda wire antennas range from being slightly longer than λ
2 to slightly shorter

than λ
3 without great variations, the original theory is valid and was chosen over Cheong’s

extension for inclusion in this thesis.

The equations and analysis of this section was taken from King et al., Cylindrical

Antennas and Arrays (2002) [30], which is the revised second edition of the 1968 text by

King et al., Arrays of Cylindrical Dipoles [29]. These works are an excellent resource and

complete reference to King’s three- and two-term theories, culminating from the individual

publications cited above.

It should be noted that the variable and function names used in this section of the

thesis conform with the names used by King in [30] and thus diverge from the conventions

used in other parts of the thesis. This was done intentionally to reduce ambiguity for

the inquisitive reader when investigating King’s techniques in the literature, and also to

minimise typographical errors.

2.3.5.1 Isolated Dipole Antenna

The analysis of King’s three-term theory begins with the retarded vector potential equa-

tion (2.29), which reduces to equation (2.66) for an infinitely thin wire antenna element

Az =
µ0

4π

∫ h

−h
I
(
z′
) e−jβ0R

R
dz′ (2.66)

where

• h is the wire half-length in meters (m)

• a is the wire radius in meters (m)

• R is the distance from the wire to the point of observation, R = |r− z′|

and the wire antenna element is located parallel to the z-axis, at the centre of a spherical

co-ordinate system. By application of the one-dimensional Lorentz gauge (2.67) to equa-
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tion (2.66) and the vector and scalar potential equations (2.13) and (2.15), the electric

field-strength parallel to the wire antenna element is derived as equation (2.68).

∂Az
∂z

= −j β
2
0

ω
φ (2.67)

Ez =
−jω
β2

0

(
∂2Az
∂z2

+ β2
0Az

)
(2.68)

If the perfectly conducting wire antenna element is centre-driven by a delta function

generator and the boundary conditions Ez (z) = −V e
0 δ (z) on the conductor surface, and

Iz (−z) = Iz (z), Az (−z) = Az (z) are applied, the integral equation for the wire antenna

current distribution is obtained as equation (2.69).

4π
µ0
Az (z) =

∫ h

−h
Iz
(
z′
) e−jβ0R

R
dz′ =

−j4π
ζ0

[
C1 cos (β0z) +

1
2
V e

0 sin (β0 |z|)
]

(2.69)

This is the van Hallén’s integral equation (2.32) utilising the approximate kernel. Without

application of additional assumptions, equation (2.69) can be rearranged and written as

(2.70).∫ h

−h
Iz
(
z′
)
Kd

(
z, z′

)
=

j4π
ζ0 cos (β0h)

[
1
2
V e

0 sin (h− |z|) + U (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))
]

(2.70)

where U is given by (2.71).

U =
−jζ0
4π

∫ h

−h
Iz
(
z′
)
K
(
h, z′

)
dz′ (2.71)

and

• β0 = ω
√
µ0ε0 = 2π

λ

• ζ0 =
√

µ0

ε0
= 120πΩ

It should be noted that while these equations have been derived based on the assump-

tion of a thin wire antenna element, no assumption as to the current distribution on the

wire antenna element was made. This is in contrast to the techniques discussed in the

preceding section of this chapter, where for example the self- and mutual-impedances on

the wire antenna elements were not only derived for thin wire antenna elements but also

the presumed sinusoidal current distribution on the wire antenna elements.

A number of approximations are applied, based on observations made on the properties

of the integral equation (2.69). The integral is comprised of two parts—the current Iz (z)

that needs to be determined; and the kernel. These are studied individually.

Three observations with regards to the current Iz (z) are made:
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• The current vanishes at the ends of the wire antenna element,

Iz (±h) = 0.

• The current is continuous at the feed point z = 0.

• The current is symmetric on the wire antenna element,

Iz (−z) = Iz (z) .

No assumptions as to the current distribution on the wire antenna element are made.

Observations on the integration kernel are made after studying its real KR and imag-

inary KI components written as (2.72).

KR

(
z, z′

)
=

cos (β0R)
R

, KI

(
z, z′

)
= −sin (β0R)

R
(2.72)

The following are observed:

• The real component of the integration kernel KR is most dominant in the vicinity

of z = 0, descending rapidly for increasing β0 |z − z′|. KR is approximately directly

proportional to the current Iz (z).

• Since the current vanishes at the ends of the wire antenna element, the KR can be

approximated by the vector potential difference of the points (a, z) and (a, h).

• For 0 ≤ β0 |z − z′| ≤ π, the imaginary component of the integration kernel KI can

be approximated as

KI ≈ cos
(
β0R

2

)
≈ cos

(
β0 (z − z′)

2

)
.

Mathematically, these observations on the current Iz (z) and the approximate inte-

gration kernel of van Hellén’s integral equation (2.69) culminate in the following two

approximations.

JI (h, z) .= JI (h, 0) cos
(

1
2
β0z

)
, with

JI (h, 0) = −2β0

∫ h

0
Iz
(
z′
)

cos
(

1
2
β0z
′
)
dz′ (2.73)

and

4π
µ0

[Az (z)−Az (h)] =
∫ h

−h
Iz
(
z′
) [
KR

(
z, z′

)
−KR

(
h, z′

)]
dz′

.= Ψ2Iz (z) (2.74)
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where Ψ2 is a complex proportionality constant of the current Iz (z).

These approximations (2.73)–(2.74) are utilised to reduce the van Hallén integral equa-

tion to an approximate algebraic equation. Substitution of (2.73)–(2.74) into the rear-

ranged integral equation (2.70) and solving for the current Iz (z) yields the zero-order

form, equation (2.75).

Iz (z) .= [Iz (z)]0 = IV
[

sin (β0 − |z|) + TU (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))

+ TD
(
cos
(

1
2β0z

)
− cos

(
1
2β0h

)) ]
(2.75)

Solutions to the complex coefficients IV , TU and TD can be obtained by substitution into

the integral equation (2.70). They can be found in King [30]. The final equation of King’s

three-term theory for the isolated wire antenna element is written as equation (2.76).

Iz (z) =
j2πV e

0

ζ0ΨdR cos (β0h)
[

sin (β0 (h− |z|)) + TU (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))

+ TD
(
cos
(

1
2β0z

)
− cos

(
1
2β0h

)) ]
(2.76)

The complex coefficients ΨdR, TU and TD can be evaluated from the equations found in

King [30] in terms of common sine, cosine and exponential integrals, solved by application

of numerical integration methods or from lookup tables found in the appendices of many

antenna engineering textbooks, including [29,88].

King comments that the three-terms of equation (2.76) represent three individual cur-

rent distributions. The simple sinusoidal current distribution, being sustained directly

from the generator is supplemented by additional cosine current distributions, sustained

by other and induced charges on the wire antenna element. The shifted cosine function is

sustained by a constant in-phase electric field along the length of the wire antenna element.

The delayed shifted cosine function applies the phase-delay correction.

Noting the similarities between the cosine terms in equation (2.76), these may be

consolidated into one single term with negligible difference in accuracy for wire antenna

elements with β0h ≤ π
2 and for calculating the far-field and driving point impedance for

wire antenna elements with β0h ≤ 5π
4 . The resulting simplified form of equation (2.76) is

the final equation of King’s two-term theory for isolated wire antenna elements (2.77).

Iz (z) =
j2πV e

0

ζ0ΨdR cos (β0h)
[

sin (β0 (h− |z|)) + T (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))
]

(2.77)
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Figure 2.8: Geometry of the King three-term theory for a two-element antenna array, [30].

2.3.5.2 Multi-Element Antennas

The extension of the three-term theory of an isolated wire antenna element to a two

element wire antenna array begins with the rearranged form of the van Hallén integral

equation (2.70). For two identical wire antenna elements in the parallel side-by-side con-

figuration as shown in Figure 2.8, equation (2.70) becomes (2.78) and (2.79) for elements 1

and 2 respectively.

4π
µ0

[A1z (z)−A1z (h)]

=
∫ h

−h

[
I1z
(
z′
)
K11d

(
z, z′

)
+ I2z

(
z′
)
K12d

(
z, z′

)]
dz′

=
j4π

ζ0 cos (β0h)

[
1
2
V10 sin (β0 (h− |z|)) + U1 (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))

]
(2.78)

4π
µ0

[A2z (z)−A2z (h)]

=
∫ h

−h

[
I1z
(
z′
)
K21d

(
z, z′

)
+ I2z

(
z′
)
K22d

(
z, z′

)]
dz′

=
j4π

ζ0 cos (β0h)

[
1
2
V20 sin (β0 (h− |z|)) + U2 (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))

]
(2.79)

where K11d and K12d are the difference kernels and R11 and R12 are defined in Figure (2.8).

Equations (2.78) and (2.79) can be combined to form a single equation when

V10 = V20 = V (0) (2.80)
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referred to as the zero-order phase sequence, and

V10 = −V20 = V (1) (2.81)

referred to as the first-order phase sequence. Hence equations (2.82) and (2.83) are ob-

tained from equations (2.78) and (2.79) under the respective assumptions of (2.80) and

(2.81).∫ h

−h
I(0)
z

(
z′
)(0)

K
(0)
d

(
z, z′

)
dz′

=
j4π

ζ0 cos (β0h)

[
1
2
V (0) sin (β0 (h− |z|)) + U (0) (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))

]
(2.82)∫ h

−h
I(1)
z

(
z′
)(1)

K
(1)
d

(
z, z′

)
dz′

=
j4π

ζ0 cos (β0h)

[
1
2
V (1) sin (β0 (h− |z|)) + U (1) (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))

]
(2.83)

It is of interest to note that the integrals (2.82) and (2.83) are similar to the integral of

(2.70). Both integrals feature a summation of two terms, the first with respect to the radius

a, the second with respect to the separation distance between the wire antenna elements

b. Two instances stand out—when β0b < 1 the behaviour of the integrals containing b

is very like that of the integrals containing a; and when β0b ≥ 1 their behaviours are

very different. Combined with observations made on the current distributions contained

in (2.76) [30, 94] the integral equations (2.82) and (2.83) can be approximately expressed

as equations (2.84)–(2.85).∫ h

−h
Iz
(
z′
) [cos (β0R12)

R12
− cos (β0R12h)

R12h

]
dz′ = Ψ12 (z) Iz (z) .= Ψ12Iz (z) (2.84)∫ h

−h
Iz
(
z′
) [sin (β0R12)

R12
− sin (β0R12h)

R12h

]
dz′ ≈ cos

(
1
2β0z

)
− cos

(
1
2β0h

)
(2.85)

The integral equations of (2.84) and (2.85) are now reduced to approximate algebraic

expressions, following the method outlined during the derivation of the three-term theory

equation of the isolated wire antenna element. The final zero-order three-term theory

equation describing the current distribution of the two element antenna system as shown

in Figure 2.8 is written as equation (2.86).

I(m)
z (z) .=

[
I(m)
z (z)

]
0

= I
(m)
V

[
sin (β0 (h− |z|)) + T

(m)
U (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h))

+T (m)
D

(
cos
(

1
2β0z

)
− cos

(
1
2β0h

))]
(2.86)
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where m = 0, 1 denote the zero- and first-phase sequences, and solutions to the complex

coefficients I(m)
V , T (m)

U and T
(m)
D can be found in King [30].

Equation (2.86) calculates the current distribution of two identical, centre driven wire

antenna elements in the parallel side-by-side configuration, as would be found in phased

dipole arrays or curtain arrays for example. Development of King’s three- and two-term

theories to wire antenna arrays of more than two elements and to arrays with parasitic

elements are discussed in detail in [30]. The aim of this section was to acquaint the

reader with the fundamental concepts of King’s theory and to gain an understanding of

the approximations involved in deriving the three-term theory equations.

Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays are wire antenna arrays with a single driven ele-

ment and N − 1 parasitic elements. Their N elements are typically unequally spaced and

of unequal lengths, with β0h ≤ π
2 . These characteristics warrant a separate development

of King’s three-term theory, and King’s two-term theory cannot be applied due to the

parasitic elements. Since Yagi-Uda antennas are of particular relevance to this thesis, the

final complete set of equations required to calculate the current distributions on all ele-

ments of a Yagi-Uda antenna using King’s three-term theory are presented in the following

section of this chapter. The derivation of these equations can also be found in [30].

2.3.5.3 Complete Three-term Theory Equations for Yagi-Uda Antennas

This section presents a concise summary of all the equations that are required to be

implemented to calculate the current distributions on all elements of a Yagi-Uda style

wire antenna array using King’s three-term theory. The Yagi-Uda antenna consists of N

unequally spaced elements, a single driven element, a parasitic reflector element and N−2

parasitic director elements as displayed in Figure 2.9. Element half-lengths hi are unequal

with β0hi ≤ 5π
4 .

The element current distributions of the Yagi-Uda wire antenna array of Figure 2.9

are calculated from the three-term theory equation (2.87) for the driven element i =

2, which reduces to equation (2.88) for the parasitic elements i = 1, 3, · · · , N . If the

parasitic element length is such that β0hi = π
2 , equation (2.88) becomes indeterminate.

The current distribution is then calculated from a rearranged form of equation (2.88)

written as equation (2.89). The special case when the driven element length is β0h2 = π
2
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Figure 2.9: Geometry of the King three-term theory for Yagi-Uda antennas.

will be treated later in this section.

Iz2 (z2) = A2M0z2 +B2F0z2 +D2H0z2 (2.87)

Izi (zi) = BiF0zi +DiH0zi (2.88)

Izi (zi) = Bi cos (β0zi) +Di

[
cos
(
β0zi

2

)
−
√

2
2

]
(2.89)

In equations (2.87)–(2.89), the coefficients M0zk, F0zk + H0zk are evaluated from equa-

tions (2.90)–(2.92) where k = 1, 2, . . . , N .

M0zk = sin (β0 (hk − |zk|)) (2.90)

F0zk = cos (β0zk)− cos (β0hk) (2.91)

H0zk = cos
(
β0zk

2

)
− cos

(
β0hk

2

)
(2.92)

The complex coefficient A2 is calculated from equation (2.93), while the complex coef-

ficients Bi and Di are determined from the simultaneous solution of the matrix equa-

tions (2.94)–(2.95).

A2 =
j2πV02

ζ0Ψm
22dV cos (β0h2)

(2.93)

[ΦU ] [B] + [ΦD] [D] = − [Φ2V ]A2 (2.94)[
Ψh
dU

]
[B] +

[
Ψh
dD

]
[D] = −

[
Ψh

2dV

]
A2 (2.95)
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where

[ΦU ] =


Φ11U Φ12U · · · Φ1NU

...
...

. . .
...

ΦN1U · · · · · · ΦNNU

 (2.96)

[ΦD] =


Φ11D Φ12D · · · Φ1ND

...
...

. . .
...

ΦN1D · · · · · · ΦNND

 (2.97)

[Φ2V ] =



Φ12V

Φ22V

...

ΦN2V


(2.98)

with

ΦkiU = ΨkiU (hk)−Ψf
kidU cos (β0hk) (2.99)

ΦkiD = ΨkiD (hk)−Ψf
kidD cos (β0hk) (2.100)

Φk2V = Ψk2V (hk)− (1− δk2) Ψf
k2dV cos (β0hk) (2.101)

and

[
Ψh
dU

]
=


Ψh

11dU Ψh
12dU · · · Ψh

1NdU

...
...

. . .
...

Ψh
N1dU · · · · · · Ψh

NNdU

 (2.102)

[
Ψh
dD

]
=


Ψh

11dD Ψh
12dD · · · Ψh

1NdD

...
...

. . .
...

Ψh
N1dD · · · · · · Ψh

NNdD

 (2.103)

[
Ψh

2dV

]
=



Ψh
12dV

Ψh
22dV

...

Ψh
N2dV


(2.104)

with δik being the Kronecker delta function (2.105).

δki =


0, k 6= i

1, k = i

(2.105)
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It remains to calculate the coefficients ΨkiV (hk), ΨkiU (hk) and ΨkiD (hk) of equa-

tions (2.99)–(2.101) found by solving (2.106)–(2.108) respectively.

ΨkiV (hk) =
∫ hi

−hi
M0z′iKki

(
hk, z

′
i

)
dz′i (2.106)

ΨkiU (hk) =
∫ hi

−hi
F0z′iKki

(
hk, z

′
i

)
dz′i (2.107)

ΨkiD (hk) =
∫ hi

−hi
H0z′iKki

(
hk, z

′
i

)
dz′i (2.108)

where Kki and Rkih are defined in equation (2.109).

Kki

(
hk, z

′
i

)
=
e−jβ0Rkih

Rkih
, Rkih =

√
(hk − z′i)

2 + b2ki (2.109)

The coefficients Ψf
kidU , Ψf

kidD and Ψf
kidV of equations (2.99)–(2.101) are found by solving

(2.110)–(2.112) respectively.

Ψf
kidU = ∆−1

2

{
WkiU (0)

[
cos
(
β0hk

4

)
− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]
−WkiU

(
hk
2

)[
1− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]}
(2.110)

Ψf
kidD = ∆−1

2

{
WkiD (0)

[
cos
(
β0hk

4

)
− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]
−WkiD

(
hk
2

)[
1− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]}
(2.111)

Ψf
kidV = ∆−1

2

{
WkiV (0)

[
cos
(
β0hk

4

)
− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]
−WkiV

(
hk
2

)[
1− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]}
, i 6= k (2.112)

Similarly, the coefficients Ψh
kidU , Ψh

kidD and Ψh
kidV of equations (2.102)–(2.104) are

found by solving (2.113)–(2.116) respectively.

Ψh
kidU = ∆−1

2

{
WkiU

(
hk
2

)
[1− cos (β0hk)]

−WkiU (0)
[
cos
(
β0hk

2

)
− cos (β0hk)

]}
(2.113)

Ψh
kidD = ∆−1

2

{
WkiD

(
hk
2

)
[1− cos (β0hk)]

−WkiD (0)
[
cos
(
β0hk

2

)
− cos (β0hk)

]}
(2.114)

Ψh
kidV = ∆−1

2

{
WkiV

(
hk
2

)
[1− cos (β0hk)]

−WkiV (0)
[
cos
(
β0hk

2

)
− cos (β0hk)

]}
, i 6= k (2.115)

Ψh
kkdV = ∆−1

1

{
WkkV

(
hk
2

)
sin (β0hk)−WkkV (0) sin

(
β0hk

2

)}
(2.116)
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The coefficient A2 of equation (2.93) needs the solution of the coefficient Ψm
22dV found

by solving equation (2.117).

Ψm
kkdV = ∆−1

1

{
WkkV (0)

[
cos
(
β0hk

4

)
− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]
−WkkV

(
hk
2

)[
1− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]}
(2.117)

Equations (2.110)–(2.117) contain coefficients ∆1 and ∆2 equal to equations (2.118)–

(2.119) respectively.

∆1 = sin (β0hk)
[
cos
(
β0hk

4

)
− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]
− sin

(
β0hk

2

)[
1− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]
(2.118)

∆2 = [1− cos (β0hk)]
[
cos
(
β0hk

4

)
− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]
−
[
cos
(
β0hk

2

)
− cos (β0hk)

] [
1− cos

(
β0hk

2

)]
(2.119)

Furthermore (2.110)–(2.117) are in terms of integral equations WkiU , WkiD and WkiV ,

each evaluated at z = 0 and z = hk
2 as per equations (2.120)–(2.125).

WkiU (0) ≡
∫ hi

−hi
F0z′iKkid

(
0, z′i

)
dz′i (2.120)

WkiU

(
hk
2

)
≡
∫ hi

−hi
F0z′iKkid

(
hk
2
, z′i

)
dz′i (2.121)

WkiD (0) ≡
∫ hi

−hi
H0z′iKkid

(
0, z′i

)
dz′i (2.122)

WkiD

(
hk
2

)
≡
∫ hi

−hi
H0z′iKkid

(
hk
2
, z′i

)
dz′i (2.123)

WkiV (0) ≡
∫ hi

−hi
M0z′iKkid

(
0, z′i

)
dz′i (2.124)

WkiD

(
hk
2

)
≡
∫ hi

−hi
M0z′iKkid

(
hk
2
, z′i

)
dz′i (2.125)

The difference kernel Kkid with Rki and Rkih in equations (2.120)–(2.125) is defined by

equation (2.126).

Kkid

(
zk, z

′
i

)
=
e−jβ0Rki

Rki
− e−jβ0Rkih

Rkih
, with

Rki =
√

(zk − z′i)
2 + b2ki, Rkih =

√
(hk − z′i)

2 + b2ki (2.126)

This completes King’s three-term theory equations to solve the current distributinos

on all elements of the Yagi-Uda wire antenna. As noted earlier, equation (2.87) becomes
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indeterminate for the case when the driven element length h2 is such that β0h2 = π
2 . To

circumvent this problem, the equations can be rearranged, such that (2.87)–(2.88) are

then written as (2.127)–(2.128)

Iz2 (z2) = A′2S0z2 +B′2F0z2 +D2H0z2 (2.127)

Izi (z2) = B′iF0zi +DiH0zi (2.128)

with S0z2 defined in equation (2.129).

S0z2 = sin (β0 |z2|)− sin (β0h2) (2.129)

The new complex coefficient A′2 is calculated from equation (2.130), while the new com-

plex coefficient B′i is determined from the simultaneous solution with Di from the matrix

equations (2.131)–(2.132). Equations (2.130)–(2.132) are analogous to equations (2.93)–

(2.95).

A′2 =
−j2πV02

ζ0Ψm
22dV

(2.130)

[ΦU ]
[
B′
]

+ [ΦD] [D] =
[
Φ′2V

]
A′2 (2.131)[

Ψh
dU

] [
B′
]

+
[
Ψh
dD

]
[D] =

[
Ψ
′h
2dV

]
A′2 (2.132)

The new matrices [Φ′2V ] and
[
Ψ
′h
2dV

]
are calculated from equation (2.133)

[
Φ′2V

]
=



Φ′12V

Φ′22V

...

Φ′N2V


,

[
Ψ
′h
2dV

]
=



Ψ
′h
12dV

Ψ
′h
22dV

...

Ψ
′h
N2dV


(2.133)

which are analogous to equations (2.98) and (2.104), and where

Φ′22V =− Sa (h2, h2) + Ea (h2, h2) + Ψf
22dU , k = 2 (2.134)

Φ′k2V =− Sbk2 (h2, hk) + Ebk2 (h2, hk)

+
cos (β0hk)

∆2

{[
cos
(
β0hk

4

)
− cos

(
β0hk

2

)][
− Ebk2 (h2, 0)

+ Ebk2 (h2, hk) + Sbk2 (h2, 0)− Sbk2 (h2, hk)
]

+
[
1− cos

(
β0hk

2

)][
Ebk2

(
h2,

hk
2

)
− Ebk2 (h2, hk)− Sbk2

(
h2,

hk
2

)
+ Sbk2 (h2, hk)

]}
, k 6= 2 (2.135)
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replace equation (2.101) and

Ψ
′h
22dV =

1−
√

2
∆2

{[
Ca

(
h2,

h2

2

)
− Ca (h2, h2)

] [
1− 1√

2

]
− [Ca (h2, 0)− Ca (h2, h2)]

[
cos
(π

8

)
− 1√

2

]}
+

1
∆2

{[
−Sa

(
h2,

h2

2

)
+ Sa (h2, h2) + Ea

(
h2,

h2

2

)
− Ea (h2, h2)

]
+

1√
2

[Sa (h2, 0)− Sa (h2, h2)− Ea (h2, 0) + Ea (h2, h2)]
}
, k = 2

(2.136)

Ψ
′h
k2dV =

1
∆2

{
[1− cos (β0hk)]

[
− Sbk2

(
h2,

hk
2

)
+ Sbk2 (h2, hk)

+ Ebk2

(
h2,

hk
2

)
− Ebk2 (h2, hk)

]
+
[
cos
(
β0hk

2

)
− cos (β0hk)

] [
Sbk2 (h2, 0)− Sbk2 (h2, hk)

− Ebk2 (h2, 0) + Ebk2 (h2, hk)
]}
, k 6= 2

(2.137)

which replace equations (2.115)–(2.116).

Many of these equations are written in terms of the common sine, cosine and exponen-

tial integral equations, which are respectively defined by equations (2.138)–(2.140), and

which have been tabulated in many antenna engineering textbooks including [95].

Sb (h, z) =
∫ h

0
sin
(
β0

∣∣z′∣∣) [e−jβ0R1

R1
+
e−jβ0R2

R2

]
dz′ (2.138)

Cb (h, z) =
∫ h

0
cos
(
β0z
′) [e−jβ0R1

R1
+
e−jβ0R2

R2

]
dz′ (2.139)

Eb (h, z) =
∫ h

−h

[
e−jβ0R1

R1
+
e−jβ0R2

R2

]
dz′ (2.140)

where the subscript b denotes bki and equations R1 and R2 are calculated from equa-

tion (2.141).

R1 =
√

(z − z′)2 + b2ki, R2 =
√

(z + z′)2 + b2ki (2.141)

2.3.6 Method of Moments and NEC-2

2.3.6.1 Introduction

The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC-2) [43] was used extensively throughout this

thesis, as a baseline for testing and verification of the investigated wire antenna modelling
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techniques. NEC-2 implements the method of moments for numerical evaluation of the

electric field integral equations. NEC-2 and the method of moments are described in the

literature [43,51,84,96–101] and are widely used and accepted by researchers and industry

for wire antenna modelling applications [44–46, 70]. A brief review of the main equa-

tions and concepts as applicable to wire antennas is presented throughout the following

subsections of the chapter, following the analysis in [43,51,97,98].

2.3.6.2 Method of Moments

The basic concept of the method of moments is to reduce a set of linear functional equations

to linear matrix equations, solvable by matrix inversion. While this mathematical concept

is quite old, it wasn’t until Harrington [96,97] applied the method of moments to electro-

magnetic field problems using “high-speed” computers that the method of moments gained

wide-scale popularity for solving practical electromagnetic engineering problems [98].

Consider the linear equation (2.142),

L (f) = e (2.142)

where L is a known linear operator (an integral or differential operator), e is a known

function (excitation), and f is an unknown (response) function to be determined [43, 97].

The response function f may be expanded in a series of expansion functions or basis

functions, equation (2.143),

f =
N∑
j=1

αjfj (2.143)

with constants αj . Due to the linearity of L, substitution of (2.143) into (2.142) yields

equation (2.144).
N∑
j=1

αjL (fj) = e (2.144)

A set of weighting functions or testing functions, wi are defined, their inner product with

equation (2.144) yielding equations for the coefficients αj , equation (2.145).

N∑
j=1

αj 〈wi, Lfj〉 = 〈wi, e〉 , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . N (2.145)

Equation (2.145) may be expressed in matrix notation as equation (2.146),

[Gij ] [Aj ] = [Ei] (2.146)
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where

[Gij ] =



〈w1, Lf1〉 〈w1, Lf2〉 · · · 〈w1, Lfj〉

〈w2, Lf1〉 〈w2, Lf2〉 · · · 〈w2, Lfj〉
...

...
. . .

...

〈wi, Lf1〉 〈wi, Lf2〉 · · · 〈wi, Lfj〉



[Aj ] =



α1

α2

...

αj


, [Ei] =



〈w1, e〉

〈w2, e〉
...

〈wi, e〉


with the solution given by equation (2.147), solvable using matrix inversion techniques to

yield the unknown coefficients, αj .

[Aj ] = [Gij ]
−1 [Ei] (2.147)

2.3.6.3 Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC-2)

The numerical electromagnetics code, version two (NEC-2) was the final open source code

version of NEC, released in 1980 by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [43]. NEC-2

followed earlier codes NEC and AMP (antenna modelling program) and was superseded

by NEC-3 in 1983 and NEC-4 in 1990, implementing additional developments for the

modelling of wires and surfaces in infinite dielectric (lossy) media (NEC-3) and modelling

at extremely low frequency, modelling of wires with stepped radius and insulated wires

(NEC-4) [101]. Due to USA government national security interests, both NEC-3 and

NEC-4 distribution remained closed source and was limited to qualifying institutions.

Due to its open source availability, NEC-2 has a significant international user-group with

many commercial and non-commercial implementations for different operating systems

available [44–46,70,101].

NEC-2 implements the electric field integral equation (EFIE) for wires and the mag-

netic field integral equation (MFIE) for surfaces, derivable from Maxwell’s equations [43],

and written as equations (2.148) and (2.149) respectively.

E = fe (J) (2.148)

H = fm (J) (2.149)
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where E and H are the known incident field quantities, J is the unknown induced cur-

rent and fe and fm are the known integral operators. These integral equations are solved

numerically by NEC-2 using the method of moments, as described in the preceding sub-

section.

The choice of basis and weighting functions in the method of moments ensures an ef-

ficient and accurate numerical solution. Setting wi = fi results in Galerkin’s method [97].

NEC-2 implements the point matching or collocation method [43], a technique where equa-

tion (2.144) is “satisfied at discrete points in the region of interest” [98], simplifying evalu-

ation of the inner product integrals of the [Gij ] matrix elements. The basis and weighting

functions are not equal. The weighting functions take the form of a Dirac delta function,

equation (2.150),

wi (r) = δ (r− ri) (2.150)

with points ri located on the conducting surface. Wires are discretised, with a point at

the centre of each segment [43]. The basis functions are implemented using the method of

subsections in NEC-2, another approximation to simplify the evaluation of the [Gij ] matrix

elements. The basis or expansion functions, fi are chosen to be “nonzero only over a part

of the domain of the function” [51], “a localised subsection of the surface near ri” [43] in

NEC-2. Among the most common subsection basis functions are the (a) piecewise constant

or pulse function, resulting in a staircase approximation of the unknown function; the (b)

piecewise linear or triangular function, resulting in a smoother approximation; and the (c)

piecewise sinusoid and truncated cosine functions [51]. These are illustrated in Figure 2.10.

The current expansion functions implemented by NEC-2 for wires are based on the

work of Yeh and Mei [102], and are given by equation (2.151),

Ij (s) = Aj +Bj sin [k (s− sj)] + Cj cos [k (s− sj)] , |s− sj | < ∆j/2 (2.151)

a three-term expression including a constant, sine and cosine term, where

• Ij is the total current on segment j

• sj is located at the centre of segment j

• ∆j is the length of segment j

• k = ω
√
µ0ε0 with µ0 and ε0 as previously defined
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Figure 2.10: Examples of common method of moments subsection basis functions including piece-

wise constant, piecewise linear, piecewise sinusoid and truncated cosine basis functions, [51].
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s

I

1 2 3 4

Figure 2.11: Example of the current expansion functions on a four-segment wire antenna in

NEC-2, showing individual basis functions and their sum, [43].

and unknown coefficients Aj , Bj and Cj . With conditions including point-matching of

the electric field-integral equation, Kirchoff’s current law at segment boundaries and wire

junctions, continuity of charge density at segment boundaries, Wu and King [103] charge

density at wire junctions, and free wire end-cap conditions [104], two of the three unknown

coefficients are eliminated, leaving one unknown current amplitude coefficient per wire

antenna segment to be solved by the matrix equation [43]. The exact formulations are

given in [43]. A typical four-segment current expansion is shown in Figure 2.11, taken

from [43].

The current expansion functions implemented by NEC-2 for surfaces are pulse func-

tions, treating each surface as a number of small flat patches. The pulse expansion func-

tions are given by equation (2.152),

Js (r) =
Np∑
j=1

(
J1j t̂1j + J2j t̂2j

)
Vj (r) (2.152)

where

• t̂1j = t̂1 (rj) and t̂2j = t̂2 (rj) are the orthogonal surface vectors

• rj is located at the centre of patch j

• Vj (r) = 1 if r is located on patch number j and Vj (r) = 0 otherwise.
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The interested reader is referred to [43] for a more in-depth discussion on the surface

current implementation of NEC-2.

The matrix equation is then written as equation (2.153).A B

C D


Iw
Ip

 =

Ew
Hp

 (2.153)

The matrix equation is arranged to include wire segments in the upper part of the matrix

equation and surface patches in the lower part of the matrix equation. Iw, Ip is the column

vector of unknown segment basis function and surface-current amplitudes, Ew and Hp are

the incident electric and magnetic field-strengths, the left-hand side of the EFIE and MFIE

calculated at wire segment and surface patch centres respectively. Sub-matrices A and D

represent electric fields due to segment basis functions and tangential magnetic fields due

to surface current pulses respectively, with B and C representing electric fields due to

surface current pluses and magnetic fields due to segment basis functions respectively [43].

A Gaussian elimination algorithm is used by NEC-2 to solve the matrix equation.

2.4 Field-strength Calculation Techniques

From the established current distribution on the wire antenna element, the antenna prop-

erties such as the input impedance, the electric and magnetic field-strengths, the radiation

pattern, directivity, gain, beamwidth and bandwidth can be calculated. The calculation

of the radiating fields of wire antennas is discussed in this section of the thesis, as it is an

integral step in determining the wire antenna’s radiation hazard zones.

Since the purpose of an antenna is its transmission or reception of data over great

distances compared to its operating wavelength, antenna engineers are typically most

interested in the far radiating characteristics of antennas. Techniques to calculate the

electric and magnetic field-strengths of wire antennas have consequently been thoroughly

treated in the literature, dating back to 1888 when Hertz derived the far radiating fields of

an oscillating doublet, today commonly referred to as the Hertzian dipole [72]. Equations

to calculate the far-field strengths of wire antennas are found in introductory electromag-

netics and antenna engineering textbooks including [51, 60, 74, 79, 82–84] and a review of

the key derivations and assumptions of these techniques is presented in Section 2.4.1 of

this chapter.
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Historically, equations to calculate the electric and magnetic near-field strengths of

wire antennas are less common. Field-strength equations valid also in the near radiating

zone of wire antennas can be traced back to Carter who in 1932 derived the fields of a

half-wave dipole antenna [31]. It was extended to dipoles of arbitrary length by Brown [73]

and can be found in some antenna engineering textbooks [75, 79, 82, 84]. These equations

to calculate the near-field strengths of wire antennas are reviewed in Section 2.4.2 of this

chapter.

All common techniques for calculating the fields of wire antennas are based on the as-

sumption of a sinusoidal current distribution on the wire antenna element. In Section 2.4.3

of this chapter, techniques for calculating the fields of wire antennas with non-sinusoidal

current distributions are suggested.

Field-strength calculation techniques for wire antenna arrays including Yag-Uda style

wire antenna arrays are discussed in Section 2.4.4 of this chapter.

2.4.1 Far-field Calculation Techniques

The derivation of the far-field radiation equations of wire antennas typically begins by

deriving the fields of the oscillating, short, Hertzian dipole. This derivation is reviewed in

Section 2.4.1.1. Treating the half-wave and arbitrary length dipole antennas as a series of

Hertzian dipoles, their respective electric and magnetic far-field strength expressions are

obtained. These are reviewed in Sections 2.4.1.2 and 2.4.1.3 respectively.

The analysis of this section of the thesis follows the analysis of Cheng and Ulaby, and

the equations are taken from the same [60,83].

2.4.1.1 The Hertzian Dipole

The derivation of the far radiating fields of an oscillating Hertzian dipole of length l� λ

located parallel to the z-axis at the centre of a Cartesian co-ordinate system begins from the

retarded vector potential equation (2.29). With reference to Figure 2.3, let the distance

to the observation point P from any point on the Hertzian dipole equal the distance

from the centre of the Hertzian dipole to the observation point P ; mathematically let

R = |r− r′| ' r. The retarded vector potential is rewritten as equation (2.154)

A =
µ0

4π

∫
v′

J
e−jβR

R
dv′ (2.154)
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for the Hertzian dipole surrounded by free-space with the free-space permeability µ0. A

uniform current distribution with sinusoidal time variance is assumed, i (t) = I0 cos (ωt)

or I = I0 in phasor form. The current density on the Hertzian dipole with cross-sectional

area s is thus given by J = az I0s and dv′ = sdz. Substitution into the retarded vector

potential equation (2.154) yields equation (2.155)

A =
µ0

4π
e−jβR

R

∫ l/2

−l/2
azI0dz

= az
µ0I0l

4π
e−jβ0R

R
(2.155)

with the unit vector az = aR cos (θ)− aθ sin (θ). In the spherical co-ordinate system, the

retarded vector potential components of equation (2.155) are

A = [aR cos (θ)− aθ sin (θ)]
µ0I0l

4π
e−jβ0R

R

= aRAR + aθAθ + aφAφ (2.156)

where

AR =
µ0I0l

4π
e−jβ0R

R
cos (θ) (2.157)

Aθ = −µ0I0l

4π
e−jβ0R

R
sin (θ) (2.158)

Aφ = 0 (2.159)

The vector potential function (2.12) with equation (2.13) in free-space yields equa-

tion (2.160). Similarly in free-space, a non-conducting source-free medium with J = 0,

Maxwell’s equation (2.6) with equation (2.11) simplifies to the rearranged equation (2.161).

H =
1
µ0
∇×A (2.160)

E =
1

jωε0
∇×H (2.161)

The magnetic field-strength is obtained by substitution of equations (2.157)–(2.159) into

equation (2.160). The electric field-strength is obtained from the derived magnetic field-

strength and equation (2.161). In spherical co-ordinates,

∇×A = aR
1

R sin θ

[
∂

∂θ
(Aφ sin θ)− ∂Aθ

∂φ

]
+ aθ

1
R

[
1

sin θ
∂AR
∂φ
− ∂

∂R
(RAφ)

]
+ aφ

1
R

[
∂

∂R
(RAθ)−

∂AR
∂θ

]
(2.162)
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From equations (2.157)–(2.159), (2.160) and (2.162) it follows

HR = 0 (2.163)

Hθ = 0 (2.164)

Hφ =
I0lβ

2

4π
e−jβR

[
j

βR
+

1
(βR)2

]
sin (θ) (2.165)

From equations (2.163)–(2.165), (2.161) and (2.162) it follows

ER =
I0lβ

2

4π
η0e
−jβR

[
1

(βR)2
− j

(βR)3

]
2 cos (θ) (2.166)

Eθ =
I0lβ

2

4π
η0e
−jβR

[
j

βR
+

1
(βR)2

− j

(βR)3

]
sin (θ) (2.167)

Eφ = 0 (2.168)

where β = 2π
λ and η0 = 120π. Equations (2.163)–(2.168) calculate the magnetic and

electric field-strengths at a distance R from the oscillating Hertzian dipole of length l in

free-space. They are valid in all space, at all distances from the Hertzian dipole, from

the near-field to the far-field. The only approximations used during their derivation stem

from the infinitely short dipole length l and its inherent uniform current distribution. This

essentially represents a point-source of charge, radiating a spherical wave.

Inspection of the complete field equations (2.163)–(2.168) reveals that the magnetic

field-strength Hφ is comprised of two components—an inverse distance 1
R term known as

the radiation or distance field term that dominates when R is large, and a 1
R2 term known

as the induction field term that dominates when R is small. They respectively contribute

to the energy flow away from the wire antenna element and to the energy stored in the

field and returned to the circuit during alternating quarter cycles [79]. The electric field

component Eθ also includes the 1
R radiation term, while both electric field components

ER and Eθ include the 1
R2 induction term. A third term, the 1

R3 term, is also found in

both electric field component equations, known as the electrostatic term, so defined due

to its analogy with the components of the electrostatic dipole field [79].

The far radiating field-strength equations of the Hertzian dipole are thus obtained

by omitting the negligible induction and electrostatic terms of equations (2.163)–(2.168),
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Figure 2.12: Geometry of the half-wave dipole far-field equations.

yielding ER ≈ 0 and Eθ and Hφ respectively defined by equations (2.169) and (2.170).

Eθ =
jI0lβη0

4π

[
e−jβR

R

]
sin (θ) (V/m) (2.169)

Hφ =
jI0lβ

4π

[
e−jβR

R

]
sin (θ) =

Eθ
η0

(A/m) (2.170)

2.4.1.2 The Half-wave Dipole

The oscillating Hertzian dipole far radiating field-strength equations (2.169)–(2.170) form

the basis of the far radiating field-strength equations of the half-wave dipole antenna,

l = λ
2 . The half-wave dipole antenna is treated a series of Hertzian dipoles of length dz

with dEθ and dHφ respectively defined by equations (2.171)–(2.172)

dEθ (z) =
jβη0

4π
I (z) dz

[
e−jβs

s

]
sin (θs) (2.171)

dHφ (z) =
dEθ (z)
η0

(2.172)

where distances s and R and angles θ and θs are defined in Figure 2.12. With reference

to Figure 2.12, a number of approximations are applied:

• In the far-field, the difference between the distances s and R is negligible, letting

s ' R and θs ' θ. These approximations are applied to terms affecting the amplitude

of dEθ and dHφ.
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• The previous approximation would yield a maximum phase error equal to λ
2 that is

larger than the considered maximum acceptable phase error of λ
8 . Hence, the more

suitable parallel-ray approximation, s ' R − z cos (θ) is applied to the phase factor

terms of dEθ and dHφ.

Application of these approximations yields equation (2.173).

dEθ (z) =
jβη0

4π
I (z) dz

[
e−jβ[R−z cos(θ)]

R

]
sin (θ) (2.173)

Integrating along the length of the half-wave dipole antenna l, gives the total electric

far-field field-strength at the observation point P .

Eθ =
∫ l/2

z=−l/2
dEθ

=
jβη0

4π

[
e−jβR

R

]
sin (θ)

∫ l/2

−l/2
I (z) ejβz cos(θ)dz (2.174)

The radiation integral of equation (2.174) requires knowledge of the current distribution

on the half-wave dipole antenna. Typically, a sinusoidal current distribution of the form

I (z) = I0 cos (βz), in phasor notation, is assumed. Substitution of this assumed sinusoidal

current distribution into (2.174), the solution to the radiation integral for l
2 = λ

4 is found

with the aid of the exponential integral identity

∫
eax cos (bx) dx =

eax [a cos (bx) + b sin (bx)]
a2 + b2

.

The final solution to equation (2.174) with the assumed sinusoidal current distribution

as taken from [83] is written as equation (2.175) with equation (2.176) describing the

magnetic far-field field-strength of the half-wave dipole.

Eθ = j60I0

[
cos
(
π
2 cos (θ)

)
sin (θ)

]
e−jβR

R
(V/m) (2.175)

Hφ =
Eθ
η0

(A/m) (2.176)

Equations (2.175)–(2.176) calculate the electric and magnetic field-strengths of the thin,

half-wave dipole antenna in free-space. They were derived for a half-wave dipole antenna

with an assumed sinusoidal current distribution of maximum amplitude I0 and a number of

far-field approximations. They are valid in the far radiating zone, which for the half-wave

dipole antenna is R > 9.5λ [105].
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2.4.1.3 The Arbitrary-length Dipole

The far radiating field-strength equations for the dipole antenna of arbitrary length l

are obtained by following an identical procedure to the derivation of the far radiating

field-strength equations of the half-wave dipole antenna.

A sinusoidal current distribution, mathematically expressed as equation (2.177), is

assumed on the arbitrary-length dipole antenna.

I (z) =


I0 sin

[
β
(
l
2 − z

)]
, 0 ≤ z ≤ l

2

I0 sin
[
β
(
l
2 + z

)]
, − l

2 ≤ z < 0
(2.177)

The radiation integral of equation (2.174) is solved with the assumed sinusoidal current

distribution (2.177) and the aid of the exponential integral identity∫
eax sin (bx) dx =

eax [a sin (bx)− b cos (bx)]
a2 + b2

.

The final solution to equation (2.174) with the assumed sinusoidal current distribution

as taken from [83] is written as equation (2.178) with equation (2.179) describing the

magnetic far-field field-strength of the arbitrary-length dipole antenna.

Eθ = j60I0

cos
(
βl
2 cos (θ)

)
− cos

(
βl
2

)
sin (θ)

 e−jβR
R

(V/m) (2.178)

Hφ =
Eθ
η0

(A/m) (2.179)

Like the half-wave dipole equations, equations (2.178)–(2.179) calculate the electric and

magnetic field-strengths of thin, arbitrary-length dipole antennas in free-space. They

were derived with an assumed sinusoidal current distribution of maximum amplitude I0,

a number of far-field approximations and are valid in the far radiating zone of the dipole

antenna.

2.4.2 Near-field Calculation Techniques

In the past, one of the main applications for modelling the field-strength close to a wire an-

tenna element was for the derivation of its self-impedance or the derivation of the mutual-

impedance equations to calculate the mutual interaction between different elements of

a wire antenna array. They were for instance applied in the derivation of the induced

emf-method equations, discussed in Sections 2.3.3.1 and 2.3.3.2 of this chapter. Their pri-

mary relevance to this thesis is for computing the radiation hazard zones of wire antennas,
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Figure 2.13: Geometry of the arbitrary-length dipole near-field equations.

which, as will be shown in subsequent chapters, can protrude into the very near radiating

zones of the antenna.

The analysis and equations of this section follow the analysis of Jordan et al. [79].

As was discussed in Sections 2.3.3.1 and 2.3.3.2, the self- and mutual-impedance equa-

tions are based on calculated electric and magnetic field-strengths close to and parallel to

the wire antenna element. Hence, these expressions are typically defined in the cylindrical

co-ordinate system. Consider the dipole antenna of arbitrary half-length h, located at the

centre of a Cartesian co-ordinate system as displayed in Figure 2.13, with

R =
√

(z − z′)2 + y2

R1 =
√

(z − h)2 + y2

R2 =
√

(z + h)2 + y2

r =
√
z2 + y2

The derivation of the near radiating field-strength equations of the arbitrary-length

dipole antenna commences analogous to the derivation of the fields of the Hertzian dipole.

With reference to Figure 2.13, the current density J = az
I(z′)
s and dv′ = sdz′, the retarded

vector potential equation (2.154) is written as equation (2.180).

A =
µ0

4π

∫ h

−h
azI

(
z′
) e−jβR

R
dz′ (2.180)
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In the cylindrical co-ordinate system, A = aRAR+aφAφ+azAz such that equation (2.180)

becomes A = azAz, with AR = Aφ = 0 and Az defined by equation (2.181).

Az =
µ0

4π

∫ h

−h
I
(
z′
) e−jβR

R
dz′ (2.181)

Finding an analytical, closed form solution to the integral of equation (2.181) is diffi-

cult. To simplify the analysis, a sinusoidal current distribution is assumed, mathematically

expressed by equation (2.177). With the assumed sinusoidal current distribution, equa-

tion (2.181) is written as equation (2.182).

Az =
µ0I0
4π

[∫ h

0
sin
(
h− z′

) e−jβR
R

dz′ +
∫ 0

−h
sin
(
h+ z′

) e−jβR
R

dz′
]

(2.182)

With application of Euler’s identity,

sin
(
h− z′

)
=
ejβ(h−z′) − e−jβ(h−z′)

2j
, sin

(
h+ z′

)
=
ejβ(h+z′) − e−jβ(h+z′)

2j
(2.183)

equation (2.182) expands to equation (2.184).

Az =
µ0I0
8πj

[
ejβh

∫ h

0

e−jβ(R+z′)

R
dz′ − e−jβh

∫ h

0

e−jβ(R−z′)

R
dz′

+ejβh
∫ 0

−h

e−jβ(R−z′)

R
dz′ − e−jβh

∫ 0

−h

e−jβ(R+z′)

R
dz′

]
(2.184)

The magnetic field-strength is obtained by substitution of equation (2.184) into the

free-space Maxwell equation (2.160). The electric field-strength is obtained from the de-

rived magnetic field-strength and the free-space Maxwell equation (2.161). In cylindrical

co-ordinates,

∇×A = aR

[
1
R

∂Az
∂φ
−
∂Aφ
∂z

]
+ aφ

[
∂AR
∂z
− ∂Az

∂R

]
+ az

1
R

[
∂

∂R
(RAφ)− ∂AR

∂φ

]
(2.185)

which in view of equations (2.180)–(2.181) and ∂
∂φ = 0 due to symmetry, reduces to

equation (2.186) and equation (2.187) with the observation point P in the y-z plane.

(∇×A)φ = −∂Az
∂R

(2.186)

= −∂Az
∂y

(2.187)

Substitution of equations (2.184) and (2.187) into equation (2.160) yields equation (2.188).

Hφ =
I0

8πj

[
ejβh

∫ h

0

∂

∂y

e−jβ(R+z′)

R
dz′ − e−jβh

∫ h

0

∂

∂y

e−jβ(R−z′)

R
dz′

+ejβh
∫ 0

−h

∂

∂y

e−jβ(R−z′)

R
dz′ − e−jβh

∫ 0

−h

∂

∂y

e−jβ(R+z′)

R
dz′

]
(2.188)
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The integrands of equation (2.188) are perfect differentials, and the solution to equa-

tion (2.188) as taken from Jordan et al. [79] is written as equation (2.189).

Hφ = − I0
4πj

[
e−jβR1

y
+
e−jβR2

y
− 2 cos (βh)

e−jβr

y

]
(2.189)

With reference to equation (2.185), in cylindrical co-ordinates and in light of equa-

tion (2.189) with the observation point P in the y-z plane,

(∇×H)y = −
∂Hφ

∂z
(2.190)

(∇×H)z =
1
y

∂

∂y
(yHφ) (2.191)

Substitution of equations (2.190)–(2.191) with (2.189) into equation (2.161) yields the

final, simplified equations (2.192)–(2.193) and (2.194).

Ey = j30I0

[
z − h
y

e−jβR1

R1
+
z + h

y

e−jβR2

R2
− 2z cos (βh)

y

e−jβr

r

]
(2.192)

Ez = −j30I0

[
e−jβR1

R1
+
e−jβR2

R2
− 2 cos (βh)

e−jβr

r

]
(2.193)

Hφ =
j30I0
η0y

[
e−jβR1 + e−jβR2 − 2 cos (βh) e−jβr

]
(2.194)

Equations (2.192)–(2.194) are the final set of equations to calculate the electric and

magnetic field-strengths of an arbitrary-length dipole antenna in the x-y plane, in free-

space as displayed in Figure 2.13. They are valid for all distances R, from the dipole

antenna’s near radiating zone to the far zone. They were derived with an assumed sinu-

soidal current distribution of maximum amplitude I0.

Inspection of equations (2.192)–(2.194) shows that radiation appears to emanate in the

form of three spherical waves. Two spherical waves of equal amplitude are emerging from

the two ends of the dipole antenna, while the third appears to radiate from the central,

feed-point of the dipole antenna. When the dipole antenna is exactly half a wavelength

long, h = λ
4 the central radiating term vanishes and radiation stems from just the two

end-points. This is an interesting phenomenon, which calls for some justification.

Jordan et al. comment with a comparison to an acoustic model, a point source of

sound originating a quarter wavelength atop a perfectly (acoustic) reflecting surface. The

point source of sound gives rise to an equal image source, as would be the case for a λ
4

monopole antenna [79,106].

Commenting on the physical interpretation that radiation of the field equations (2.192)–

(2.194) appears to originate from the ends of the dipole antenna where the current is ac-
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tually zero, Green recalls that radiation does not primarily come from regions of current

maxima but rather emanates due to charge acceleration [107]. This is consistent with

results obtained by Maloney et al. [74,108] who modelled the radiation emanating from a

monopole antenna in the very near radiating zone using the FD-TD technique.

2.4.3 Wire Antenna Fields with Non-sinusoidal Current Distributions

The electric and magnetic radiating field-strength equations are respectively derived from

Faraday’s and Ampére’s laws of Maxwell’s equations and the retarded vector potential

equation. The solution requires knowledge of the current distribution on the wire antenna

element, which appears within the integral of the retarded vector potential equation.

Finding closed form solutions of the wire antenna element current distribution and the

integral of the vector potential equation are non-trivial tasks.

To simplify the analysis, techniques with assumed sinusoidal current distributions on

the wire antenna elements have been developed. Techniques for calculating the self- and

mutual-impedances and in turn the current amplitudes and phases of wire antenna array

elements based on the sinusoidal current distribution approximation are widely available.

Techniques for calculating the radiation patterns of wire antennas with the assumed sinu-

soidal current distribution are also common.

According to Schelkunoff, because the radiated field-strength of an antenna is insen-

sitive to the exact form of the current distribution but the antenna input impedance is

susceptible to even small errors in the assumed current distribution [28], it is more critical

to concentrate computational effort on accurately calculating the antenna impedance and

current distribution. This supports the view of using the reviewed one (1 PS) and three

point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategies based on the sinusoidal current

distribution, with accurately determined current amplitudes.

To calculate the wire antenna field-strength at a point of investigation P using a

non-sinusoidal wire antenna element current distribution requires discretising the wire

antenna element into a number of segments, typically of equal length l. Each segment is

represented by a point source of charge with current amplitude, I0 the calculated current

at the centre of the segment. The total field-strength at the point P is calculated according

to the superposition of field-strength from these multiple point sources. This technique is

referred to as the multi point-source technique throughout the remainder of the thesis.
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The radiated field-strength of a single point-source of charge is given by equations (2.163)–

(2.168), summarised in the following equations (2.195)–(2.197), the field-strength of a

Hertzian dipole, of length l� λ.

ER =
I0lβ

2

4π
η0e
−jβR

[
1

(βR)2
− j

(βR)3

]
2 cos (θ) (2.195)

Eθ =
I0lβ

2

4π
η0e
−jβR

[
j

βR
+

1
(βR)2

− j

(βR)3

]
sin (θ) (2.196)

Hφ =
I0lβ

2

4π
e−jβR

[
j

βR
+

1
(βR)2

]
sin (θ) (2.197)

with Eφ = HR = Hθ = 0, distance R to the point of investigation P , and all other

constants as previously defined. These equations are valid in all space, in the near and

far radiating zones of the point-source, under the assumption that l � λ. When the

wire antenna element discretisation is quite large in the multi point-source technique, the

assumption l � λ is breached, and the equations no longer represent a point-source. In

such an instance, an inherent uniform current distribution along the length l of the point-

source results. Applied in the multi point-source technique, a staircase approximation of

the non-sinusoidal wire antenna element current distribution results. This is illustrated for

a half-wave dipole antenna, for a range of different number of point-sources in Figure 2.14.

It is evident from the illustration of Figure 2.14 that in the vicinity of one or three

point-sources per half-wavelength wire antenna element, the non-sinousoidal current dis-

tribution is unrealistically approximated, and a significantly larger number of point-source

calculations are required to obtain a realistic model of the wire antenna element current

distribution, the modelled field-strength and the radiation hazard zones. The effect of

the point-source number on the calculated field-strength and radiation hazard zones is

investigated in Chapter 3.

Increasing the number of point-source calculations increases the computational com-

plexity, the computational time. Furthermore, as the number of elements N in the wire

antenna array increases, the required number of point-source calculations increase by a

factor of N . For the efficient radiation hazard zone determination requiring many field-

strength calculations, a trade-off exists between using more point-sources at increased

computational time and accuracy, and using a more efficient approximation at less point-

source calculations and computational time.

Clearly, using the sinusoidal wire antenna element current distribution approximation
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x

I

I0

0.5 λ0.25 λ

(a) 1 point-source.

x

I

I0

0.5 λ0.25 λ

(b) 3 point-sources.

x

I

I0

0.5 λ0.25 λ

(c) 6 point-sources.

x

I

I0

0.5 λ0.25 λ

(d) 24 point-sources.

Figure 2.14: Illustration of the discretised, non-sinusoidal half-wave dipole antenna current dis-

tribution for a range of different number of point-sources in the multi point-source field-strength

calculation technique. Red dots illustrate the point-source location, red lines illustrate the modelled

current distribution of the actual current distribution (black line).

of the one and three point source techniques, the current distribution is much better

approximated than using the multi point-source technique with fewer number of point-

sources. It is anticipated that using the 1 PS and 3 PS field-strength calculation strategies

with accurately determined wire antenna element current distribution amplitudes, a good

approximation of the wire antenna radiation hazard zones may be obtained. This is

investigated throughout Chapter 3.

In concluding this section, it should be noted that the described multi point-source

technique is similar to the current element approximation implemented by NEC-2 [43] to

compute the fields when wire antenna element segments are separated by large distances.

Other field-strength calculation kernels implemented by NEC-2 include the thin-wire ker-

nel, applied by default, and the extended-thin wire kernel for modelling wire antenna

elements of larger radii. These are described in [43].
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2.4.4 Wire Antenna Arrays

End-fire wire antenna arrays as considered in this thesis are comprised of a number of

parallel wire antenna elements. Amongst the most common end-fire wire antenna arrays,

and of particular interest in this thesis, is the Yagi-Uda wire antenna array, first invented

by Prof. Shintaro Uda with his student Hidetsugu Yagi and reported in Japanese in

1926 [109]. The classic, English paper by Yagi received multiple reprints [110–112]. Its

high gain, narrow beamwidth and relatively simple, inexpensive construction have resulted

in the Yagi-Uda antenna receiving widespread interest both academically and from indus-

try, with a rich publication history focusing on optimal Yagi-Uda antenna design and

analysis techniques as reviewed in for example [51, 81, 113–116]. The Yagi-Uda antenna

is still widely used to this day for terrestrial television reception and point to point data

communications.

Elements of the Yagi-Uda antenna are typically of unequal length, near resonance in

the vicinity of half a wavelength, with different inter-element spacing as illustrated in

Figures 1.4 and 2.9 for instance. Consider an N -element Yagi-Uda wire antenna array

with an active element 2, a parasitic reflecting element 1, and parasitic directing elements

3–N . The element lengths, radii and inter-element spacing directly affect the electrical

and radiating properties of the Yagi-Uda antenna, with significant early publications by

Cheng et al. [117–121] reporting optimal element lengths and spacings. Recently, high-

gain, narrow beamwidth designs have been published with optimal structural specifications

determined by using optimisation algorithms [53–59].

Analytically, the wire antenna array field-strength may be obtained by the summation

of the individually calculated field-strengths of the wire antenna array elements. With one

active element, the induced currents are computed by mutual coupling using one of the

previously described current calculation strategies, Sections 2.3.3–2.3.6, with the network

theory described in Section 2.3.2. Using the determined current distribution on each wire

antenna array element, the field-strength from each wire antenna array element at a point

of investigation P (x, y, z) may be individually calculated, using one of the previously

described field-strength calculation strategies, Section 2.4.1–2.4.3. The total, complex

(including magnitude and phase) electric field-strength components (vector components)

are computed by the summation of the complex electric field-strength contributions from
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the N wire antenna array elements, mathematically expressed by equation (2.198).

Ex =
N∑
m=1

Exm Ey =
N∑
m=1

Eym Ez =
N∑
m=1

Ezm (2.198)

It should be noted that care needs to be exercised to ensure that the individual field-

strength components are summed with respect to the same reference co-ordinate system.

In the calculations conducted during the candidature and presented in this thesis, the

Cartesian co-ordinate system was chosen as the reference co-ordinate system because it

was found to be most suitable to account for the vector directional variations between

field-strengths computed from the different wire antenna array elements. With the driven

antenna element typically located at the origin of the Cartesian co-ordinate system, field-

strength vector components calculated with respect to a spherical co-ordinate system,

were transformed to the reference Cartesian co-ordinate system by application of equa-

tions (2.199)–(2.201) taken from [83], prior to calculating the combined field-strength of

the wire antenna array.

Ex = ER sin θ cosφ+ Eθ cos θ cosφ− Eφ sinφ (2.199)

Ey = ER sin θ sinφ+ Eθ cos θ sinφ+ Eφ cosφ (2.200)

Ez = ER cos θ − Eθ sin θ (2.201)

Similarly, equations (2.202)–(2.204) were applied to transform field-strength vector compo-

nents calculated in the cylindrical co-ordinate system to the Cartesian co-ordinate system.

Ex = ER cosφ− Eφ sinφ (2.202)

Ey = ER sinφ+ Eφ cosφ (2.203)

Ez = Ez (2.204)

The total electric field-strength magnitude, E at the point of investigation is found

using equation (2.205).

E =
√
|Ex|2 + |Ey|2 + |Ez|2 (2.205)

2.5 Conclusions

Classical wire antenna modelling theory was introduced in the form of a literature re-

view, reporting common wire antenna modelling strategies. Beginning with a review of
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Maxwell’s equations, derivations of the potential equations, wave equations and retarded

potential equations were presented. Pocklington’s and van Hallén’s integral equations were

introduced. In view of the efficient wire antenna radiation hazard zone modelling, tech-

niques for calculating the wire antenna element current distributions and field-strengths

were reviewed respectively.

Due to the computationally engaging task of directly solving the Pocklington and van

Hallén integral equations numerically, the wire antenna element current distribution is

often approximated by a sinusoidal current distribution. Reviewed modelling strategies

pursuing this approach included the induced-emf method to compute the self- and mutual-

impedances of wire antenna arrays, and the one (1 PS) and three point-source (3 PS)

field-strength calculation strategies. Using the induced emf-method, the self- and mutual-

impedance due to the assumed sinusoidal current distribution is calculated. With the aid

of the reviewed network theory, the wire antenna element current is determined. The

conventional far-field equations of the 1 PS and the near-field equations of the 3 PS field-

strength calculation strategies provide closed-form equations to calculate the field-strength

of wire antennas with assumed sinusoidal element current distributions.

Due to the inherent infinitely thin wire antenna element diameter assumption, the

sinusoidal current distribution modelling techniques cannot accurately account for finite

diameter wire antenna elements. Reviewed techniques not using the sinusoidal current

distribution assumption included the Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas, King’s two-

and three-term theories for modelling the wire antenna currents, and the multi point-

source technique to calculate the radiated field-strengths. Schelkunoff’s waveguide or mode

theory of antennas is based on a solution to Maxwell’s equations, treating the wire antenna

element as an open ended waveguide. The self- and mutual-impedance is determined and

the current distribution calculated by application of the network theory. King’s three-term

theory approximates van Hallén’s integral equation by an approximate algebraic equation,

using three-terms for active elements and two-terms for parasitic elements, or two-terms

for active elements using the two-term theory. These techniques do not use the sinusoidal

current distribution assumption and should provide a more accurate representation of

the wire antenna current distribution. Applied with the multi point-source technique, a

good model of the wire antenna radiation hazard zones would be expected, that is readily

implemented and evaluated by a computer.
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In conclusion, four different wire antenna current modelling strategies were identified,

including the induced-emf method; Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas; King’s two- and

three-term theories; and the method of moments. Three different field-strength calculation

strategies were identified, including the conventional one point-source, far-field technique;

the three point-source, near-field technique; and the multi point-source technique. These

four current calculation strategies with the three field-strength calculation strategies were

implemented on a computer and investigated for the efficient and conservative radiation

hazard zone determination of wire antenna arrays throughout Chapter 3.





Chapter 3

Wire Antenna Modelling

3.1 Introduction

This chapter reports the results obtained by comparing field-strength calculation strategies

investigated for efficiently and conservatively determining the radiation hazard zones of

wire antenna systems.

The conventional approach to calculate or measure the radiation hazard zones entails

collating the electric or magnetic field-strengths in a discretised grid, in the vicinity of

the antenna under investigation. Contour lines evaluated at the defined occupational

and general public exposure reference levels then highlight the radiation hazard zone

boundary distances. Many field-strength calculations or measurements are required to

evidently limit the contouring algorithm’s reliance on interpolation techniques and so

constrain post-processing uncertainties. From a computational perspective, the number

of calculations required to determine the electric or magnetic field-strength at a specified

point of investigation increases with the number of elements in the wire antenna array

and the number of antennas in a multi-antenna system. The desirability of an efficient

field-strength solver becomes apparent.

Classical, analytical wire antenna modelling techniques were described in theory in

Chapter 2 of this thesis. The benefits of such analytical techniques, developed and reported

by their respective authors throughout the 20th century before the advent of high-speed

computers, can be summarised as follows:

• they present efficient approximations to the same integral equations solved by mod-

ern numerical techniques

99
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• they have previously been reported to give useful results and good agreement with

measured data

• they are transparent techniques, giving an insight into the underlying radiation prin-

ciples

• they are readily implemented on computers

• they are very efficient if evaluated by high-speed computers.

Only recently, since high-speed computers have become readily available, have numerical

techniques gained sufficient popularity to displace earlier analytical methods. Software

implementing numerical techniques such as the method of moments [43–45,70] have been

shown to yield highly accurate solutions for wire antennas. Such software can be readily

applied by the novice engineer, reasonably efficiently for most wire antenna modelling

applications.

This thesis proposes the use of classical analytical wire antenna modelling techniques

as a more efficient alternative to using other numerical modelling techniques for determi-

nation of the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna systems. The wire antenna theory

reviewed in Chapter 2 was implemented in MATLAB [48] and Microsoft Visual C++ [49].

Investigations examined the performance of the studied field-strength calculation tech-

niques with regards to the accuracy and efficiency of determining the radiation hazard

zones of wire antennas compared to numerical models. These results are reported in this

chapter.

The main field-strength calculation strategies for wire antennas were summarised in

the conclusion of Chapter 2. In order to calculate the electric or magnetic field-strengths

radiated by the wire antenna, the current distribution on the driven antenna element and

the induced current distributions on any parasitic antenna elements of the wire antenna

array must first be established. From the determined current distributions on the wire

antenna array elements, the electric and magnetic field-strengths at a point of investigation

may be calculated. In summary, three different field-strength calculation strategies were

identified in Chapter 2, which were investigated and compared in this chapter:

1. Single point-source technique. Each wire antenna array element is represented by a

single point source. The electric field-strength at a point of investigation is calcu-
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lated by the superposition of the complex electric field-strengths radiated by each

wire antenna array element, individually calculated by application of the classical

analytical field-strength equations of the arbitrary length dipole antenna and the

complex amplitude of the calculated current distribution on the element. This is a

far-field technique and radiation appears to originate from a single point source.

2. Three point-source technique. Each wire antenna array element is represented by

three point sources. The electric field-strength at a point of investigation is calculated

using the same procedure as per the single point-source technique, but using the three

point-source equations to calculate the electric field-strengths of the individual wire

antenna array elements. This technique is valid also in the antenna near-field where

radiation appears to originate from three spherical waves.

3. Multi point-source technique. Each wire antenna array element is represented by

more than three point sources. The electric field-strength at a point of investigation

is calculated by the superposition of the complex electric field-strength radiated by a

number of point-sources by each wire antenna array element, calculated individually

by application of the classical analytical field-strength equations of the Hertzian

dipole antenna and the complex current distribution on the element.

The first two field-strength calculation strategies assume sinusoidal current distributions

on the wire antenna array elements, including only terms for the maximum magnitude

and phase of each determined element current distribution. According to Schelkunoff, this

approximation is justified since the radiated field-strength of the antenna is insensitive

to the exact form of the current distribution [28]. When the maximum amplitude of

the assumed sinusoidal current distribution is set equal to the maximum exact current

distribution amplitude, differences between the assumed sinusoidal and the exact current

distributions will be limited to areas where the current is small. With the exception of

directions from where the contributions from the current distribution along the element

cancel, such differences are submerged in the integration for obtaining the radiated field-

strengths of the antenna, and a good approximation of the radiated field-strengths is

attainable [28].

The third identified field-strength calculation strategy does not imply the sinusoidal

current distribution assumption. Each element of the wire antenna array is discretised into
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a number of shorter segments, individually treated as infinitely short, perfectly conducting

Hertzian dipoles, or point-sources of charge. With the current amplitude of each point-

source set equal to the current amplitude at its location along the wire antenna element,

greater flexibility in applying previously obtained non-sinusoidal current distributions is

attained. At the expense of increasing computational cost, it would be expected that

increasing the number of point-sources to represent the current distribution on each wire

antenna array element would lead to increased numerical accuracy. This hypothesis was

considered in this chapter.

Four different strategies to calculate the maximum current amplitude and phase on

each element of the wire antenna array were investigated, which either calculate the self-

and mutual-impedances of the wire antenna array elements and use network theory to

calculate the driving point and induced currents; or calculate the complete current distri-

butions directly.

1. Induced-emf method. The self-impedance on the wire antenna elements and the

mutual-impedances between the elements of wire antenna arrays are calculated based

on assumed sinusoidally distributed currents on the wire antenna elements. The

amplitude and phase of each wire antenna element current maximum are found

from the impedances and the applied input power by application of the network

theory equations.

2. Schelkunoff’s mode theory. The self- and mutual-impedances of wire antenna array

elements are calculated using Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas, which does not

assume sinusoidal current distributions on the wire antenna array elements. Network

theory allows the calculation of the driving point and induced currents.

3. King’s two- and three-term theory. The current distributions along wire antenna

elements are calculated directly from an algebraic approximation of the van Hallén’s

integral equation.

4. Method of moments currents. The current distributions along wire antenna elements

are computed using NEC-2.

Unlike the field-strength calculation strategies, calculation of the antenna input impedance

is susceptible to even small errors in the assumed current distribution, and better approx-
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imations than the sinusoidal current distribution assumption are in order [28].

The four identified current calculation strategies in combination with the three iden-

tified field-strength calculation strategies leaves twelve different wire antenna array mod-

elling strategies for evaluating the radiation hazard zones. These are summarised in Fig-

ure 3.1. The effects of the investigated current calculation strategies on the calculated

fields and the radiation hazard zones were investigated in this chapter of the thesis.

The chapter begins by introducing some additional, fundamental antenna concepts in

Section 3.2. Techniques used throughout the chapter to calculate the antenna input power,

the radiated power and the antenna gain are reviewed.

The radiation protection guidelines, standards and literature discussed in Section 1.2

of this thesis suggest that a conservative estimate of the radiation hazard zones can be

obtained from the antenna radiation patterns, effectively scaling the antenna far-field gain

patterns to the antenna near-field. This is a simple and efficient technique. Its effectiveness

when applied to wire antenna arrays was investigated in Section 3.3 of this chapter.

The numerical electromagnetics code (NEC-2), implementing the method of moments,

was used as a baseline for comparing the identified, analytical wire antenna modelling

strategies. An important parameter of the method of moments numerical technique is the

wire segmentation size—the number of segments per wire antenna element. The effects of

using different segmentation sizes on the resulting wire antenna impedance and gain were

investigated in Section 3.4 of this chapter.

Section 3.5 reports the obtained results of the four identified wire antenna current

calculation strategies. For each current calculation strategy, the main equations are high-

lighted as presented in theory in Chapter 2. Plots and quantitative results contrasting the

calculated impedances and currents are given. Using the computed currents, the electric

field-strengths are then calculated in the far- and near-fields of the wire antenna comparing

the three identified field-strength calculation strategies. Finally, the ARPANSA [17] radi-

ation hazard zones are evaluated and conclusions as to the effectiveness of the investigated

techniques made.

The four investigated current calculation strategies and three field-strength calculation

strategies were compared with complete method of moments, NEC-2 [44] computed results.

Agreements with the NEC-2 calculated radiation hazard zones were better for the field-

strength calculation strategies employing non-sinusoidal current calculation techniques.
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Current Calculation
Strategy

Field-strength
Calculation Strategy

Rad. Hazard Zone
Calculation Strategy

① 1 Point-source (FF)
② 3 Point-source (NF)
③ Multi point-source

➯
➯
➯

➯① Induced-emf Method Strategy 1
Strategy 2
Strategy 3

② Schelkunoff Mode
     Theory

➯ Strategy 4
Strategy 5
Strategy 6

① 1 Point-source (FF)
② 3 Point-source (NF)
③ Multi point-source

➯
➯
➯

③ King two- and
     three-term Theories

➯ Strategy 7
Strategy 8
Strategy 9

① 1 Point-source (FF)
② 3 Point-source (NF)
③ Multi point-source

➯
➯
➯

④ Method of Moments ➯ Strategy 10
Strategy 11
Strategy 12

① 1 Point-source (FF)
② 3 Point-source (NF)
③ Multi point-source

➯
➯
➯

Notes:

① FF = Far-field Approximation, NF = Valid also in Near-field
② Current Calculation Strategy ① assumes a Sinusoidal Current Distribution
③ Field-strength Calculation Strategies ① and ② use a Sinusoidal Current Distribution

Figure 3.1: The twelve identified analytical strategies for computing the radiation hazard zones

of wire antenna arrays.
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Still, calculated gains were observed to be less than the NEC-2 computed gains, leading to

underestimation of the radiation hazard zones. To ensure consistently conservative results,

a safety margin was derived in Section 3.6 of this chapter.

The chapter concludes with a case study investigating a hypothetical multi-antenna

system featuring four Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. Section 3.7 demonstrates how the

final, proposed wire antenna modelling strategy, based on the three point-source field-

strength calculation strategy with King’s three-term theory currents and the applied safety

margin, could be used to determine the radiation hazard zones of the multi-antenna system

conservatively and more efficiently than using NEC-2.

The main chapter results are summarised in Section 3.8.

The investigations were conducted by simulation of the antennas in the antenna cat-

alogue summarised in Appendix B. Specifically, results of the subset of antennas, sum-

marised in Table 1.3 and described in Section 1.5 of this thesis, are presented.

3.2 Calculation of Power and Gain

This section serves to clarify the expressions used to compute the power patterns and

power gain patterns of antennas from the calculated electric E and magnetic H field-

strengths, with specified input power PIN or input voltage VIN and current I on the driven

antenna element. Verification of the expressions was conducted by comparison with NEC-2

calculated radiation patterns and gains.

3.2.1 Theory

From transmission line theory, an antenna excited by a sinusoidal source, driven at the

input terminals, the instantaneous power at the antenna input terminals is given by equa-

tion (3.1), the product of the instantaneous voltage v(t) and current i(t), which simplifies

to (3.2) with V0 the amplitude of v(t) and the antenna source input impedance Z0 [83].

P (t) = v(t)i(t) (W) (3.1)

=
|V0|2

Z0
cos2 (ωt+ φ) (W) (3.2)
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The time averaged power is derived by integrating equation (3.1) over one time period

and written as equation (3.3), taken from [83].

P =
1
2
Re (V I) (W) (3.3)

=
|V0|2

2Z0
(W) (3.4)

Equation (3.3) relates the input power P = PIN with the input voltage V = VIN and

current I at the source of the driven antenna element.

The equivalent expressions for electromagnetic waves are given by the instantaneous

and the time averaged Poynting vector S (power density), equations (3.5) and (3.6) re-

spectively as cited from [83].

S = E ×H (W/m2) (3.5)

S =
1
2
Re (E ×H) (W/m2) (3.6)

In the far-field, with E = η0H and η0 = 120π Ω, the impedance of free-space, equation (3.6)

reduces to equation (3.7).

S =
E2

2η0
(W/m2) (3.7)

The power density of an isotropic radiator, radiating uniformly in all directions, is the

ratio of the radiated power P divided by the surface area of the sphere with radius r,

written as equation (3.8).

S =
P

4πr2
(W/m2) (3.8)

Equation (3.7) is similar to equation (1.5) noted in Section 1.2 “Radiation Protection

Standards,” a common representation in the radiation protection guidelines, standards

and literature to calculate the power density. It should be noted that equation (1.5) is

correct when E denotes the rms electric field-strength, while equation (3.7), which includes

the additional 1
2 factor, is correct when E denotes the peak electric field-strength. The

equations are summarised in Table 3.1. Equations in the radiation protection literature

are typically expressed with rms electric and magnetic fields since the radiation exposure

reference levels are quoted with rms field-strength levels. This is taken into consideration

when calculating the radiation hazard zones, especially when by default, the peak electric
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Table 3.1: Summary of power density equations with the equivalent plane wave relationship of

E = η0H, distinguishing between peak and rms field-strengths, where Erms = 1√
2
Epeak.

Epeak S = PG
4πr2

S = E2

2η0
r =

√
60PG
E

Erms S = PG
4πr2

S = E2

η0
r =

√
30PG
E

field-strengths are computed by numerical modelling codes such as NEC-2 or the investi-

gated analytical methods. To convert peak to rms electric or magnetic field-strength F (t),

equation (3.9) may be used, which simplifies to 1√
2
F (t) for sinusoidal functions.

Frms (t) =

√
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1

[F (t)]2 dt =
F (t)√

(2)
(3.9)

The time averaged power radiated by an antenna is specified by the antenna radiation

intensity U per unit solid angle (steradian) and is a function of the distance from the

antenna r and the antenna time averaged power density S, mathematically defined by

equation (3.10), taken from [60].

U = r2S (W/sr) (3.10)

=
r2E2

2η0
(W/sr) (3.11)

Equation (3.11) specifies the time averaged power radiated by the antenna for the specified

peak electric field-strength E in the far-field.

The absolute antenna power gain is defined as the antenna radiation intensity in a

given direction with respect to the total antenna power radiated isotropically [51], equa-

tion (3.12).

G (θ, φ) =
4πU (θ, φ)

PIN
(dimensionless) (3.12)

Equations (3.10) and (3.12) combine to derive the antenna power density equation (3.13),

as quoted in the radiation protection standards and literature and introduced in Section 1.2

of the thesis.

S =
PG

4πr2
(W/m2) (3.13)

Equation (3.13) is the power density of an isotropic radiator, equation (3.8), multiplied

by the antenna gain with respect to an isotropic radiator, equation (3.12).
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3.2.2 Verification

The E-plane electric field-strength of a half-wave dipole antenna with 0.003369 λ radius

at 300 MHz was computed with the NEC-2 NE (near-electric field-strength) command,

using 13 segments per wire. The electric field-strength was computed at distances r = 0 m

to 1, 000 m in 0.1 m increments measured from the feed-point, the centre of the half-wave

dipole. The antenna was driven at VIN = 50 V.

From equation (3.3), the antenna input power PIN was calculated, with the source

current I = 0.4197− j0.2333 A.

PIN =
50× 0.4197

2
= 10.4923 W

Equation (3.11) yields the radiation intensity, the radiated power. At r = 100 m for

instance, with |E| = 0.3227 V/m,

U =
1002 × 0.32272

2× 120π
= 1.3811 W/sr.

The (linear) isotropic gain was calculated from equation (3.12),

G =
4π × 1.3811

10.4923
= 1.6542

which could be expressed in dBi as

10 log10 1.6542 = 2.1858 dBi.

Figure 3.2 shows a plot of the calculated on-axis gain of the half-wave dipole, zoomed in

to show r = 0.1 m to 100 m and G = 1.6 dBi to 2.4 dBi. For the half-wave dipole, located

parallel to the x-axis of a Cartesian co-ordinate system, the plot shows the gain along the

y-axis, at θ = 90◦, φ = 90◦. The gain was calculated using the outlined procedure and the

NEC-2 NE computed E-plane electric field-strength.

As is evident in Figure 3.2, calculating the gain from the electric field-strength using

equations (3.3), (3.11) and (3.12), the gain is significantly less in the near-field, and ap-

proaches the constant 2.186 dBi in the far-field, at a distance of approximately 10 m for

the half-wave dipole at 300 MHz.

The far-field radiation pattern, showing the power gain of the half-wave dipole, com-

puted using the NEC-2 RP (radiation pattern) command is shown in Figure 3.3. The

NEC-2 calculated on-axis gain is 2.189 dBi. This is in good agreement with the analyt-

ically derived gain, calculated from the electric field-strength in the dipole far-field, and
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Figure 3.2: E-plane power gain as a function of the on-axis distance from a half-wave dipole with

0.003369 λ radius calculated from the NEC-2 NE computed electric field-strength at 300 MHz and

VIN = 50 V. The far-field, NEC-2 RP calculated gain was 2.19 dBi.
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Figure 3.3: E-plane power gain radiation pattern in the far-field of a half-wave dipole with

0.003369 λ radius computed using the NEC-2 RP command at 300 MHz. The on-axis gain is

2.19 dBi.
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is approximately 0.04 dBi higher than the theoretical gain of the infinitely thin, perfectly

conducting, half-wave dipole gain of 2.15 dBi [60].

3.3 Hazard Zone Determination via Gain Scaling

The radiation hazard zones were determined by scaling the antenna gain or radiation pat-

tern, using equation (3.13) as suggested by the radiation protection guidelines, standards

and literature and previously described in Sections 1.2 and 3.2 of this thesis.

The radiation patterns are usually available from the antenna manufacturer’s antenna

specifications or data sheets, and they are also stored as part of the antenna properties

in the iCOMMS radPro database. For the purposes of this investigation, the radiation

patterns were computed using NEC-2 with the RP (radiation pattern) command. By

default, with RFLD = 0, the NEC-2 RP command calculates the power gain in the far-

field, omitting the e−jkr

r factor from the field calculation [43]. With no antenna losses, the

computed power gain is equal to the directive gain. The NEC-2 RP calculated radiation

patterns accurately reflect the gain patterns available from typical antenna data sheets.

The E-plane radiation patterns of the half-wave dipole and the optimised 6-element

Yagi-Uda antennas at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W as described in Table 1.3 were computed

with NEC-2 [44]. They are shown in Figures 3.4(a) and 3.5(a) respectively. The on-axis,

bore-sight gains were determined as 2.189 dBi and 12.605 dBi for the half-wave dipole and

optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas respectively.

At 900 MHz, the ARPANSA [17] occupational and general public (non-occupational)

electric field-strength reference levels are 92.1 V/m and 41.1 V/m respectively. Applying

equation (3.13) with the determined gain and the ARPANSA reference levels, the radiation

hazard zones were computed. For instance, the on-axis, antenna bore-sight occupational

rOcc and general public rNon-Occ radiation hazard zone boundary distances of the half-wave

dipole antenna at 900 MHz were determined as

rOcc =

√
30× 10× 102.189/10

92.1
rNon-Occ =

√
30× 10× 102.189/10

41.1

= 24.20 cm = 54.22 cm.

Plots of the radiation hazard zones determined using the described gain scaling technique

are shown in Figures 3.4(b) and 3.5(b) for the half-wave dipole and 6-element Yagi-Uda
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Table 3.2: On-axis ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary

distances for the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas at 900 MHz and

PIN = 10 W. Gain scaled and contoured radiation hazard zones are shown computed using NEC-2

data.

Antenna Technique Gain (dBi) Occupational (m) General Public (m)

Dipole Gain Scaled 2.189 0.2420 0.5422

Contoured 0.2229 0.5226

Yagi-Uda Gain Scaled 12.605 0.8027 1.7987

Contoured 0.9802 1.9428

antennas respectively. The yellow zone represents the controlled, limited access zone, while

the red zone represents the keep out zone, as computed using the gain scaling technique.

The on-axis, bore-sight radiation hazard zone boundary distances were summarised in

Table 3.2.

For verification purposes, the radiation hazard zones were also modelled using the

NEC-2 NE (near electric field-strength) command, computing the electric field-strengths

in a 0.01 m discretised grid, in the E-plane of the half-wave dipole and the 6-element Yagi-

Uda antennas. The ARPANSA electric field-strength reference levels were determined by

application of a contouring algorithm to the computed electric field-strength levels. These

radiation hazard zone boundary distances, determined from accurately modelled near-field

data, were superimposed as the black, dashed lines in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

By comparison of the gain scaled radiation hazard zones with the NEC-2 near-field

modelled radiation hazard zones, significant discrepancies are evident, especially for the

optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna. Most significantly, the radiation hazard zones

were notably underestimated by the gain scaling technique in regions where the antenna

radiation gain patterns exhibit nulls and minor side-lobes. The gain scaling technique

directly reflects the radiation pattern nulls in the calculated radiation hazard zones, lo-

cated in the near-fields of the investigated antennas, where the nulls appear more blurred.

Discrepancies in the radiation hazard zones are also observed at the antenna bore-sight.

The radiation hazard zones are slightly overestimated by the gain scaling technique for

the half-wave dipole antenna, and underestimated for the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda
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Figure 3.4: E-plane power gain radiation pattern and radiation hazard zones calculated via the

gain scaling technique of the half-wave dipole antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W. a) shows

the NEC-2 RP computed radiation pattern; b) shows the ARPANSA radiation hazard zones, cal-

culated from the gain pattern (coloured) and from contoured NEC-2 NE computed near electric

field-strength data (black, dashed lines).
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Figure 3.5: E-plane power gain radiation pattern and radiation hazard zones calculated via the

gain scaling technique of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W.

a) shows the NEC-2 RP computed radiation pattern; b) shows the ARPANSA radiation hazard

zones, calculated from the gain pattern (coloured) and from contoured NEC-2 NE computed near

electric field-strength data (black, dashed lines).
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Figure 3.6: E-plane power gain as a function of the on-axis distance from the optimised 6-

element Yagi-Uda antenna source, calculated from the NEC-2 NE computed electric field-strength

at 300 MHz and VIN = 50 V. The far-field, NEC-2 RP calculated gain was 12.605 dBi.

antenna. This could be expected by inspection of the calculated on-axis, antenna bore-

sight gains. The gain is observed to decrease in the near-field of the half-wave dipole

antenna, Figure 3.2, leading to overestimation of the radiation hazard zone boundary dis-

tance. The gain is observed to increase in the radiating near-field zone of the optimised

6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, before decreasing rapidly in the reactive near-field region,

Figure 3.6, leading to underestimation of the radiation hazard zone boundary distance.

Computing the radiation hazard zones by scaling the antenna “far-field” gain to the

antenna near-field is not accurate, nor is it guaranteed to give conservative results. Nulls

in the antenna far-field radiation pattern are not as pronounced in the antenna near-field,

leading to underestimation of the radiation hazard zones in such null regions. Furthermore,

the gain is not fixed in the antenna near-field. It was observed that the gain decreased

in the near-field of the half-wave dipole antenna, while an increase in the calculated gain

was observed for the investigated, optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna.

An improvement may be obtained, if the antenna “near-field” gain was used for com-

puting the radiation hazard zones, rather than using the “far-field” gain. The procedure

would entail:
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1. Determining the on-axis, occupational radiation hazard zone boundary distance from

the far-field gain technique.

2. Computing the near-field gain pattern at the determined on-axis, occupational ra-

diation hazard zone boundary distance.

3. Calculating the radiation hazard zone boundary distances by scaling the computed

near-field gain pattern using equation (3.13).

Implementing this procedure yielded the radiation hazard zones as shown in Fig-

ures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) for the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas

respectively. The resulting radiation hazard zones show better agreement with those ob-

tained by contouring the NEC-2 NE computed near-field data, and are more conservative

than using the far-field gains. Using the near-field gains resulted in the smoothing of the

null regions, especially evident in the general public radiation hazard zone of the half-wave

dipole antenna. Still, an underestimation of the radiation hazard zones in such null regions

was observed, more clearly noticeable for the investigated 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna.

This “hybrid” radiation hazard zone calculation technique raised two issues for discus-

sion.

1. While the far-field gain pattern is usually available as part of the antenna spec-

ifications, the near-field gain needs to be obtained either by measurement or via

numerical modelling. This requires an additional computational step and may not

be feasible (especially measurement) or possible (numerical modelling) if the antenna

structural specifications are unavailable. Furthermore it could be argued that if such

an additional gain measurement or numerical modelling step needs to be performed,

then the radiation hazard zones could also be determined directly via measurement

or calculation.

2. On the contrary, the additional measurement or numerical modelling step would

probably be simpler and quicker to perform than evaluating the radiation hazard

zones directly, since less calculations or measurements would be required. Radiation

hazard zone determination requires field-strength data in a grid surrounding the

antenna under investigation so that the radiation hazard zone boundary distance

contour lines can be evaluated.
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Figure 3.7: E-plane radiation hazard zones calculated via the near-field gain scaling technique of

the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W.

The antenna near-field gains were computed with NEC-2 NE at distances r = 0.2420 m and r =

0.8027 m from the dipole and Yagi-Uda antenna sources respectively. The ARPANSA radiation

hazard zones, calculated from the near-field gain patterns (coloured) and from contoured NEC-2

NE computed near electric field-strength data (black, dashed lines) are shown.
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The need for an efficient antenna structure estimation algorithm and subsequent tech-

nique for the efficient and conservative determination of the antenna radiation hazard

zones is yet again highlighted.

3.4 Method of Moment Segmentation

The numerical electromagnetics code (NEC-2) implementing the method of moments was

used as a baseline for verifying and comparing the various wire antenna modelling strate-

gies. An overview of the theoretical aspects of the technique was provided in Section 2.3.6

of Chapter 2. One of the main variables effecting wire antenna models based on the

method of moments is the segmentation size of the wire antenna elements, or conversely,

the number of segments per wire antenna element.

The NEC-2 documentation (program description and user’s guide) [43] includes several

recommendations with regards to the optimal wire antenna element segment length, Ls,

the segment radius, a, and the segment length to radius ratio, Ls/a, to validate the applied

approximations and to ascertain a numerically stable result.

The general recommendation for the segment length with respect to the wavelength is

noted as

0.001λ < Ls < 0.1λ, (3.14)

for straight wires, while Ls < 0.05λ is recommended for critical antenna regions such as

joins and bends [43].

Limitations on the wire antenna element segment radius are subject to the electric

field integral equation kernel. NEC-2 implements three kernels, the thin wire kernel, used

by default; the extended thin wire kernel, useful for modelling elements with larger radii;

and a current element approximation when segments are separated by large distances [43].

The difference between the first two kernels are the approximations for the segment surface

current. The thin wire kernel reduces the segment surface current to a current filament on

the segment axis, while the extended thin wire kernel assumes a uniform current distribu-

tion around the segment surface. The electric field-strength calculated using the extended

thin wire kernel is computed as the first two terms of a series expansion of the exact field

expression. This extends the thin wire kernel for larger wire radii, which is equal to just

the first term that is independent of the segment radius [43]. Circumferential currents
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Figure 3.8: Segment length, Ls, and segment length to radius ratio, Ls/a, of an isolated half-

wave dipole antenna with 0.003369λ radius at 300 MHz as a function of the number of segments

(element discretisation) used by NEC-2. Also shown (red lines) are the recommended maximum

segment length and the boundary condition of Ls/a beyond which the extended thin-wire kernel

should be implemented.

are neglected by all kernels, considering just currents in the axial direction. For these

approximations to be valid, it is stated in [43] that 2πa/λ should be much less than one,

or

2πa
λ

< 0.08. (3.15)

Additionally, the segment length to radius ratio also effects the numerical accuracy of the

computed current. To avoid oscillations in the computed current near the ends of isolated

wire antenna elements, voltage sources or lumped loads, small values of Ls/a should be

avoided [43]. For errors of less than 1 % [43,122],

Ls
a
> 8, thin wire kernel (3.16)

Ls
a
> 2, extended thin wire kernel. (3.17)

The effects of using different wire antenna element segmentation sizes on the NEC-2

calculated self-impedance and power gains were investigated.

Consider the isolated half-wave dipole antenna of radius, a = 0.003369λ at frequency,

f = 300 MHz, an example of a typical Yagi-Uda wire antenna element considered through-
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Figure 3.9: Self-impedance of an isolated half-wave dipole antenna with 0.003369λ radius at

300 MHz as a function of the number of segments (element discretisation) used by NEC-2.

out this thesis. Figure 3.8 shows a plot of the segmentation size, Ls and the segment

length to radius ratio, Ls/a as a function of the number of segments of the half-wave

dipole antenna. At 300 MHz, the maximum recommended segment length is Ls = 0.1 m.

According to equation (3.15), the boundary condition of Ls/a beyond which the extended

thin-wire kernel should be implemented is Ls/a = 8. These parameters were also plotted

in Figure 3.8 (red lines).

Using both conditions, the optimal recommended range for the number of segments of

the half-wave dipole antenna are obtained from Figure 3.8.

5 < Number of Segments < 17.

The self-impedance, Z11 = R11 + jX11, and NEC-2 RP calculated gain of the half-

wave dipole antenna were computed for the range of segmentation sizes and are shown in

Figures 3.9–3.10 respectively.

Both the calculated self-impedance and gain of the half-wave dipole antenna are ob-

served to increase with an increase in the number of segments, a decrease in segmentation

size, of the half-wave dipole antenna. Using the NEC-2 extended thin-wire kernel, the

calculated half-wave dipole antenna gain converges to 2.20 dBi, Figure 3.10. Within the

recommended segmentation range, the gain was calculated as 2.189 dBi, 2.192 dBi and

2.194 dBi with 13, 15 and 17 segments respectively.
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Figure 3.10: E-plane power gain of an isolated half-wave dipole antenna with 0.003369λ radius

at 300 MHz as a function of the number of segments (element discretisation) used by NEC-2.

Table 3.3: Recommended upper limits on the number of segments per half-wavelength wire antenna

element for using the NEC-2 thin and extended thin wire kernels for a range of element radii. The

lower limit is dependent only on the segment size, and is recommended as 5 segments per half-

wavelength.

Number of Segments

Diameter (λ) Radius (λ) Thin Wire Kernel Ext. Thin Wire Kernel

0.0025 0.00125 49 199

0.0050 0.0025 25 99

0.006738 0.003369 17 73

0.0100 0.0050 11 49

0.0200 0.0100 5 25
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In conclusion, the numerical stability of NEC-2 with regards to changing the segmenta-

tion per half-wavelength wire antenna element was investigated. A change in the number

of segments per half-wavelength element with fixed length and radius was observed to

yield different numerical output data of gain and self-impedance. Convergence of the gain

was observed, while the self-impedance continued to vary slightly. It should be noted that

increasing the number of segments per half-wavelength, decreases the segment size, Ls and

also the Ls/a ratio. Implementation of the extended thin wire kernel allows increasing the

number of segments per half-wavelength beyond the recommended segmentation range,

as summarised in Table 3.3 for the practical range of wire antenna element radii consid-

ered throughout this thesis. Evidently, it is the aim to attain relatively stable modelling

data with tolerable differentials, dependent on the modelling application. Since increasing

the number of segments also adversely affects the required computational time, often a

trade-off between computational time and numerical stability needs to be made.

For the purpose of determining the radiation hazard zones considered in this thesis,

computational efficiency is a primary concern. The radiation hazard zones are dependent

on the calculated gain, observed to converge within the recommended segmentation range.

It was believed that higher accuracy in the gain by using a higher number of segmentation

would not adversely affect the radiation hazard zone calculation. Based on the recommen-

dations and observations made, 13 segments per half-wavelength wire antenna element

were chosen for all subsequent method of moments, NEC-2 calculations throughout this

thesis.

3.5 Wire Antenna Modelling Strategies

With reference to the wire antenna theory presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the main

wire antenna modelling strategies identified were implemented and investigated. Four

different current calculation strategies were investigated, including the

1. induced-emf method

2. Schelkunoff’s mode theory

3. King’s two- and three-term theory

4. method of moments currents
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while the electric field-strengths were evaluated in the antenna far- and near-field regions

using the

1. one point-source technique, with sinusoidal current distribution

2. three point-source technique, with sinusoidal current distribution

3. multi point-source technique, with arbitrary current distribution

for computing the ARPANSA [17] radiation hazard zones. The obtained results are re-

ported in the following subsections. Comment with respect to the modelling effectiveness

for determining the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna arrays efficiently and conser-

vatively are made.

3.5.1 Self-impedance Calculation Strategies

The self-impedance, Z11 of an isolated wire antenna element was calculated, contrasting

the obtained results of the four identified calculation strategies.

3.5.1.1 Summary of Implemented Equations

With reference to the wire antenna theory presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the

underlying equations implemented in MATLAB and used to compute the results reported

in this section, are highlighted.

The induced-emf method (IEMF) theory was introduced in Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 2.

The self-impedance equations (2.41)–(2.43) noted in Section 2.3.3.1 were implemented to

calculate the reported IEMF results.

Equation (2.54) with (2.55)–(2.59) introduced in Section 2.3.4 of Chapter 2 were im-

plemented to calculate the self-impedance according to the Schelkunoff mode theory of

antennas.

King’s two-term theory as reviewed in Section 2.3.5.1 of Chapter 2 was implemented.

A concise summary of King’s two-term theory equations with reference to implementation

on a computer can be found in Chapter 10 in [30]. King’s two-term theory calculates the

current distribution on the wire antenna element. The self-impedance was obtained from

network theory, discussed in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2, from the calculated current I0

and the applied input voltage VIN.
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Figure 3.11: Self-impedance of an isolated wire antenna element with 0.003369λ radius at

300 MHz for a range of element lengths as calculated with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the

Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM).

The method of moments numerical technique was reviewed in Section 2.3.6 of Chap-

ter 2. Results reported in this section were computed with NEC-2 [44], using thirteen

segments per wire antenna element, and using the extended thin wire kernel (EK) when

the segment length, ls, to wire antenna radius, a, ratio was less than eight,

ls
a
≤ 8.

3.5.1.2 Results

The self-impedance, Z11 = R11 + jX11, of an isolated wire antenna element of radius,

a = 0.003369λ at frequency, f = 300 MHz was calculated for a range of element lengths,

0 ≤ l ≤ 2λ, as shown in Figure 3.11(a) comparing results calculated with the induced-emf

method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas, King’s two-term theory and

the method of moments (MoM).

It is clearly evident from Figure 3.11(a) that the induced-emf method completely fails

to accurately calculate the self-impedance of the isolated wire antenna element for element

lengths in the vicinity of multiples of 1λ. This can be attributed to the assumed sinusoidal

current distribution of the induced-emf method. As the isolated wire antenna element

approaches multiples of 1λ in length, the self-impedance approaches infinity, reflected in

Figure 3.11(a). The agreement between the Schelkunoff mode theory, King’s two-term
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theory and the method of moments calculated self-impedance is seen to be good over the

range of element lengths investigated.

Practical half-wave dipole and Yagi-Uda wire antenna array element lengths, including

those noted in the antenna catalogue of Appendix B, are found to be in the vicinity of

0.5λ. Agreement between all investigated calculation strategies appears to be good over

this range of element lengths. Figure 3.11(b) shows a magnification of Figure 3.11(a)

for element lengths 0.4λ ≤ l ≤ 0.6λ. Differences between the investigated calculation

strategies are seen to be prevalent in the resistive part of the calculated self-impedance,

with very close agreement observed in the reactive part. For the 0.003369λ radii dipoles

of length 0.4λ ≤ l ≤ 0.6λ, the self-resistances computed by the method of moments were

increasingly higher than those calculated by the analytical techniques.

The self-impedance of an isolated half-wave dipole antenna, length l = 0.5λ at fre-

quency, f = 300 MHz was calculated for a range of element radii, 0 ≤ a ≤ 0.01λ, covering

the practical range of wire antenna element radii found in the antennas of the antenna cat-

alogue in Appendix B. Figure 3.12 shows the obtained results, comparing self-impedance

data calculated with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff mode theory of

antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM).

Evidently, marked differences between the investigated self-impedance calculation strate-

gies are observed in Figure 3.12, as the dipole radius is increased. It should be noted that

Figure 3.12 shows a rather unusual plot, not commonly found in the literature, as both

the frequency and the dipole length were fixed at 300 MHz and 0.5λ respectively. The

half-wave dipoles were clearly not at resonance, the reactance X was highly unrealistic in

practice.

The IEEE standard definitions of terms for antennas [123] defines the resonant fre-

quency of an antenna as the “frequency at which the input impedance of an antenna is

non-reactive,” that is X = 0.

An optimisation routine, based on a quadratic interpolation and golden section search

algorithm [33, 124, 125] as reviewed in Chapter 5, was used to determine the half-wave

dipole antenna resonant length, l, at each dipole antenna radius, a, at 300 MHz for the re-

spective wire antenna modelling strategy investigated, including the induced-emf method,

the Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas and the King two-term theory.
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Figure 3.12: Self-impedance of an isolated half-wave dipole antenna at 300 MHz for a range of

element radii as calculated with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff mode theory of

antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM).

To determine the equivalent method of moment half-wave dipole resonant lengths, the

self-impedance of 201 dipoles with varying lengths, 0.4 ≤ l ≤ 0.5λ in 0.0001λ increments

were modelled with NEC-2 for each of the 1,001 different dipole radii, 0λ ≤ a ≤ 0.01λ in

0.000005λ increments at f = 300 MHz. The resistive part of the resultant 201,201 point

self-impedance data set was plotted as a contour and is shown in Figure 3.13. The dipole

antenna resonant length for the range of dipole antenna radii is highlighted on the contour

plot of Figure 3.13, being accurate to within X = ±0.1 Ω.

Inspection of Figure 3.13 reveals an unexpected “kink” in the self-resistance of the

dipole antennas, as the antenna radii increase in the range 0.004λ ≤ a ≤ 0.005λ. This

effect can be attributed to the difference between the NEC-2 thin and extended thin

wire kernels. The NEC-2 EK (extended thin wire kernel) command was implemented for

dipole antennas with a segment length ls to radius a ratio of less than eight, resulting in the

extended thin wire kernel being used for element radii approximately less than 0.0045λ,

for element lengths in the range 0.4 ≤ l ≤ 0.5λ. Results summarised in Table 3.4 indicate

a small discrepancy between the self-impedance computed with the thin and the extended

thin wire kernels. While the self-impedance computed with the thin wire kernel is only
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Figure 3.13: Self-resistances of isolated dipole antennas at 300 MHz for a range of element radii

and element lengths as calculated with the method of moments (MoM). The dipole antenna resonant

length for each radius is highlighted in yellow.

Table 3.4: Self-impedance Z11 of two isolated dipole antennas with 0.00431λ radii at 300 MHz as

calculated with NEC-2 using 13 segments per wire, contrasting thin and extended thin wire kernel

results.

l (λ) ls
a Z11 (Ω) Z11 with EK (Ω)

0.4482 7.9993 65.966− j16.323 65.722− j17.046

0.4483 8.0011 66.011− j16.195 65.767− j16.918

minutely higher than the self-impedance computed with the extended thin wire kernel,

this small difference was observed in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.14(a) shows a plot of the determined resonant lengths of the dipole wire

antennas at frequency, f = 300 MHz for the range of wire antenna radii, 0 ≤ a ≤ 0.01λ.

The self-impedance at the determined resonant lengths was plotted in Figure 3.14(b), with

the reactance X ≈ 0 Ω being an indication of the error associated with determining the

resonant lengths. Numerical results were summarised in Table 3.5 of the half-wave dipole

at frequency, f = 300 MHz and radius, a = 0.003369λ. Contrasted in Table 3.5 are the

self-impedance of the half-wave dipole, l = 0.5λ, the dipole antenna resonant length in

the vicinity of l = 0.5λ and the self-impedance at the determined resonant length for
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Figure 3.14: Resonant length and the self-impedance of the resonant length isolated dipole anten-

nas at 300 MHz for a range of element radii as calculated with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the

Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM).

the induced-emf method, Schelkunoff mode theory, King’s two-term theory and method

of moments obtained results.

In analysing the results obtained in Figure 3.14 and Table 3.5, the following comments

can be made.

In the vicinity of l = 0.5λ, an increase in the half-wave dipole antenna length increases

the self-impedance of the dipole antenna in both the resistive and reactive parts as con-

firmed by the modelled results of Figure 3.11(b). The self-impedance of the dipole antenna

is also affected by the dipole antenna radius, in the case of the induced-emf method only

in the reactive part. Increasing the dipole radius leads to an increase in the dipole antenna

reactance. But by definition, at resonance X = 0 Ω. Hence, at increasing dipole antenna

radii the dipole antenna length needs to be shortened to compensate the increasing re-

actance and keep the dipole antenna at resonance. This was observed and confirms the

results of Figure 3.14(a). Since the dipole antenna radius does not affect the induced-emf

method calculated resistance and only marginally affects the Schelkunoff mode theory and

King’s two-term theory calculated resistance, decreasing the dipole antenna length also

results in a decrease in the dipole antenna self-resistance as observed in Figure 3.14(b).

The dipole antenna resonant length according to the method of moments NEC-2 cal-

culated results, is observed to be shorter and to diverge with respect to the resonant

lengths calculated by the analytical techniques, as the dipole antenna radius is increased
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Table 3.5: Self-impedance, resonant length and resonant length self-impedance of an isolated

dipole antenna with 0.00336λ radius at 300 MHz as calculated with the investigated wire antenna

modelling strategies.

l = 0.5λ Resonant Resonant

Modelling Strategy Impedance (Ω) Length (λ) Impedance (Ω)

Induced-emf Method 73.1296 + j42.5445 0.47015 61.2917 + j58× 10−6

Schelkunoff 76.4903 + j44.4997 0.46935 60.9238 + j4.1× 10−6

King 2-term Theory 81.1990 + j38.4993 0.47227 68.0454− j144× 10−6

Method of Moments 90.9979 + j50.5819 0.4640 71.8042 + j6.28× 10−3

(see Figure 3.14(a)). This phenomenon may be explained in terms of dipole antenna end-

effects, which were not taken into consideration by the investigated analytical techniques.

The analytical boundary condition of zero current on free ends of the dipole antenna is

an assumption valid only for thin wire antenna radii. Fringing effects due to a larger

capacitance near the ends of the dipole antenna and the capacitance of the flat ends effec-

tively lengthen the dipole antenna, altering its self-impedance. An effectively longer dipole

antenna length, increases the self-impedance such that the dipole antenna length would

need to be shortened further to stay at resonance, X = 0 Ω, as observed in Figure 3.14(a).

While according to Schelkunoff, “fringing effects remain noticeable even for the smallest

practicable dimensions” [28], the end-cap effects increase with increasing wire thickness,

negligible for thin dipole antennas. A divergence between the analytical results, which did

not take end-effects into consideration, and the method of moment NEC-2 results, which

allowed current to flow onto the end-caps, would thus be expected and was observed in

Figure 3.14(a).

The Schelkunoff mode theory results are observed to closely follow the induced-emf

method results, while resonant lengths calculated with King’s two-term theory showed the

most deviation to the method of moments calculated resonant lengths. Still, the closest

resonant length self-impedance agreement with the method of moments calculated results

was obtained with King’s two-term theory.

King observed differences between his two-term theory calculated results and measured

data due to dipole end-effects. In the case of a full-wave dipole with 0.007022λ radius, King
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added a susceptance of B0 = 0.72 milli-Siemens to the calculated admittance Y0 = G0 +

jB0. King comments that good agreement with measured currents were achievable [30],

once the calculated admittance was suitably adjusted with the measured dipole driving

point susceptance.

Schelkunoff published equations to calculate the dipole antenna end-effects, which are

incorporated in advanced versions of his mode theory of antennas. In [28], Schelkunoff

approximates the capacitance of the dipole antenna end-caps as the capacitance of the

face of a disc with radius a, Cdisc face = 4εa. With the current entering the dipole antenna

end-cap, Icap = jωCcap = 4jωεaV and V the potential at the dipole antenna end, the

effective lengthening due to the end-cap, δcap, can be derived as equation (3.18) [28],

δcap =
aZ0

30π
' aK

60π
(3.18)

with K defined by

K = 120
[
ln
(

2H
a

)
− Cin (βH)

]
(3.19)

and H being the dipole antenna half-length, β = 2π
λ , Cin (x) = γ + ln (x)−Ci (x), Euler’s

constant γ = ln (1.781) and the cosine integral Ci as defined elsewhere in this thesis.

Similarly, the effective dipole antenna lengthening due to the larger capacitance near the

ends of the antenna, δt, may be calculated by equation (3.20), as taken from [28],

δt =
X

βK
(3.20)

with the input reactance, X, defined by equation (3.22).

R = 60Cin (2βH) + 30 [Si (4βH)− 2Si (2βH)] sin (2βH) +

30 [2Cin (2βH)− Cin (4βH)] cos (2βH) (3.21)

X = 60Si (2βH) + 30 [2Si (2βH)− Si (4βH)] cos (2βH) +

30 [2Cin (2βH)− Cin (4βH)− 2Cin (βH) + 2 ln (2)] sin (2βH) (3.22)

The total effective lengthening of the dipole antenna due to end-effects is thus, δ = δcap+δt.

Replacing the dipole antenna length with l + 2δ in the Schelkunoff mode theory then

includes calculations to account for the dipole antenna end-effects.

Table 3.6 summarises results for the King full-wave dipole antenna with 0.007022λ

radius at f = 300 MHz, comparing published measured data with published and computed

results of King, the Schelkunoff mode theory and the method of moments NEC-2. It
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Table 3.6: Self-admittance of an isolated full-wave dipole antenna with 0.007022λ radius at

300 MHz comparing published and calculated data for modelling dipole antenna end-effects.

Admittance Admittance

Modelling Strategy Original (mS) Corrected (mS)

King—Measured, [30] 1.025 + j1.676 —

King—Calculated, [30] 0.976 + j0.988 0.976 + j1.708

Schelkunoff mode theory 1.275 + j0.803 1.120 + j1.597

Method of Moments, NEC-2 0.982 + j0.964 —

is evident, that even after accounting for end-effects, the results are still quite diverse.

Discrepancies are also evident between King’s measured data and the method of moments

NEC-2 model. It should be noted that more in-depth studies of modelling dipole antenna

end-effects have recently been reported [126, 127], including more sophisticated models

than the NEC-2 treatment reported in [43,104,128].

3.5.2 Mutual-impedance Calculation Strategies

The mutual-impedance, Z12 = Z21 of a two-element wire antenna array was calculated,

contrasting the obtained results of the four identified calculation strategies.

3.5.2.1 Summary of Implemented Equations

With reference to the wire antenna theory presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the

underlying equations implemented in MATLAB and used to compute the results reported

in this section, are highlighted.

Baker et al. [26] derived a formulation based on the induced-emf method (IEMF)

to compute the mutual-impedance between a pair of wire antenna elements, which did

not include any restrictions on the geometrical configuration of the wire antenna array

elements [26]. Elements could be of differing, arbitrary lengths and in any geometrical

configuration. The Baker et al. formulation was reviewed in Section 2.3.3.3 of Chapter 2.

Equations 2.52–2.53 were implemented to calculate the reported Baker (IEMF) results.

The Schelkunoff mode theory was introduced in Section 2.3.4 of Chapter 2. The

Schelkunoff and Friis mutual impedance equation (2.60) with equations (2.61)–(2.64) were
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implemented to compute the reported Schelkunoff mode theory results.

King’s two-term theory was reviewed in Section 2.3.5.1 of Chapter 2, implemented and

applied to calculate the self-impedance of isolated wire antennas in the preceding section.

The same implementation was also used to compute the mutual-impedance results, re-

ported in this section of the thesis. Additional results calculated with King’s three-term

theory were based on the implementation of the equations reviewed in Section 2.3.5.3 of

Chapter 2.

The method of moments numerical technique, reviewed in Section 2.3.6 of Chapter 2

and applied in the preceding section to calculate the self-impedance of isolated wire an-

tennas was used to compute the mutual-impedance results reported in this section of the

thesis. As per the self-impedance calculations, NEC-2 [44] was used with thirteen seg-

ments per wire antenna element and the extended thin wire kernel was implemented when

segment length, ls, to wire antenna radius, a, ratios were less than eight.

While the Baker and Schelkunoff techniques directly calculate the mutual-impedance,

King’s techniques and NEC-2 compute the currents on the two wire antenna elements.

With the network theory described in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2, the mutual-impedance

can be obtained. For the considered two-element wire antenna array with parasitic element

1 and active element 2 of identical length and radius, the mutual-impedance, Z12 = Z21,

may be calculated via equation (3.23),

Z12 = Z21 =
V2I1
I2
1 − I2

2

(3.23)

where

• Z11 = Z22 is the self-impedance of elements 1 and 2

• I1 and I2 are the currents on elements 1 and 2 respectively

• V1 = 0 and V2 is the voltage on element 2.

3.5.2.2 Results

The mutual-impedance, Z12 = R12 + jX12, of a two-element wire antenna array with

two identical length wire antenna elements, l1 = l2, located in the parallel, side-by-side

configuration, with element radii a = 0.003369λ at frequency, f = 300 MHz was calculated

for a range of element separation distances, 0.05 ≤ d ≤ 2λ, as shown in Figures 3.15–3.16
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(a) l1 = l2 = 0.50λ.
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Figure 3.15: Mutual-impedance of a two-element wire antenna array with element lengths l1 =

l2 = 0.5λ and 0.003369λ radii at 300 MHz for a range of element separation distances as calculated

with the Baker et al. induced-emf method (IEMF) formulation, the Schelkunoff mode theory of

antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM).

comparing results calculated with the Baker (IEMF) method, the Schelkunoff mode theory

of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM). Calculations were

performed for wire antenna arrays with element lengths l1 = l2 = 0.5, 0.75 and 1.00λ.

As was previously observed while investigating the self-impedance of an isolated wire

antenna element, the induced-emf method again failed to accurately calculate the mutual-

impedance when the element lengths were in the vicinity of 1λ, Figure 3.16(b). This

can again be attributed to the sinusoidal current distribution assumption of the induced-

emf method. The accuracy improved as the element lengths were reduced to 0.75λ,

Figure 3.16(a) and 0.5λ, Figure 3.15(a).

With reference to the method of moments NEC-2 results, the Schelkunoff and King

analytical techniques showed mutual-impedance calculations of higher accuracy over the

Baker (IEMF) method data.

Realistically, the element lengths of the isolated dipole antennas and the Yagi-Uda wire

antenna arrays investigated in this thesis are in the vicinity of l ≈ 0.5λ. Furthermore,

practical wire antenna arrays including those described in the antenna catalogue in Ap-

pendix B and investigated throughout the thesis feature element separation distances in

the range 0.1 ≤ d ≤ 0.4λ. This range has been magnified and is shown in Figure 3.15(b).
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(a) l1 = l2 = 0.75λ.
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Figure 3.16: Mutual-impedance of a two-element wire antenna array with element lengths l1 =

l2 = 0.75 and 1.00λ and 0.003369λ radii at 300 MHz for a range of element separation distances

as calculated with the Baker et al. induced-emf method (IEMF) formulation, the Schelkunoff mode

theory of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM).

It is evident in Figure 3.15 that all investigated analytical and numerical techniques are

in good agreement with one another, King’s two-term theory showing marginally closer

agreement to the method of moments calculated results than the results calculated with

the Baker (IEMF) and Schelkunoff techniques.

King’s theories reduce van Hallén’s integral equation to an approximate algebraic equa-

tion. King’s two-term theory matches the integrals at the point of maximum current,

z = zm and the ends of the element, z = ±h. The two-term theory current is given by

equation (3.24) with (3.25).

Izi(z) = jAi sin (β0 (h− |z|)) +Bi (cos (β0z)− cos (β0h)) (3.24)

Ai =
2π

ζ0ΨdR cos (β0h)
V0i (3.25)

In the case of parasitic elements, the currents are induced by the mutual-interaction of

the adjacent parasitic and active elements, underlining the importance of an accurate

mutual-impedance modelling technique. When V0i = 0, Ai = 0 resulting in the current

being represented by just a single term for parasitic elements. Consequently the two-

term theory provides no flexibility in the current distribution along parasitic elements.

While King et al. reported good agreements of the two-term theory with measured data

for wire antenna arrays with parasitic, short, equal-length elements [30], the two-term
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Figure 3.17: Mutual-impedance of a two-element wire antenna array with element lengths l1 =

l2 = 0.5λ and 0.003369λ radii at 300 MHz for a range of element separation distances as calculated

with King’s two- and three-term theories.

theory proved less suitable to arrays including elements of longer and unequal lengths.

The original three-term theory representation provides a better approach.

King’s three-term theory matches the integrals at three points, the centre z = 0, z =

±h/2 and at the ends, z = ±h. The three-term theory current is given by equation (3.26).

Izi (z) = Ai sin (β0 (hi− |zi|)) +Bi (cos (β0zi)− cos (β0hi))

+Di

(
cos
(

1
2
β0zi

)
− cos

(
1
2
β0hi

))
(3.26)

While for parasitic elements, the coefficient Ai = 0, two-terms remain giving additional

flexibility for describing the current distribution on parasitic elements, especially for wire

antenna arrays of unequal length elements, such as those commonly found in the Yagi-Uda

wire antenna array.

Since Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays are of particular relevance to this thesis, the com-

plete King three-term theory formulation for Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays as reviewed

in Section 2.3.5.3 of Chapter 2 was implemented. Figure 3.17 displays a comparison of

the mutual-impedance of the two-element wire antenna array with 0.003369λ radii at

f = 300 MHz for a range of element separation distances as calculated with King’s two-
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Figure 3.18: Mutual-impedance of a two-element wire antenna array with element lengths l1 =

0.5λ, l2 = 0.48λ and 0.003369λ radii at 300 MHz for a range of element separation distances as

calculated with the Baker et al. induced-emf method (IEMF) formulation, the Schelkunoff mode

theory of antennas, King’s three-term theory and the method of moments (MoM).

and three-term theories. Because the two-term formulation implemented and applied in

the preceding sections was limited to elements of equal length, this comparison was com-

puted for an antenna array of two identical length elements, l1 = l2 = 0.5λ. The agreement

between the King two- and three-term theories is seen to be very close.

Included in Figure 3.18 is a further example of King’s three-term theory technique com-

pared to the Baker (IEMF), Schelkunoff mode theory and method of moments calculated

mutual-impedance of a theoretical two-element wire antenna array featuring elements of

unequal length, l1 = 0.50λ and l2 = 0.48λ, for a range of element separation distances.

The experiment was conducted with 0.003369λ element radii at 300 MHz, setting element

1 active (element 2 parasitic). Agreement between King’s three-term theory results and

the NEC-2 method of moments calculated mutual-impedance data is seen to be excellent.

3.5.3 Field-strength Calculation Strategies

The fields of the isolated half-wave dipole antenna and the optimised 6-element Yagi-

Uda wire antenna array were calculated, contrasting the results obtained using the three
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identified field-strength calculation strategies with the four current calculation techniques

investigated in the preceding sections of this chapter.

This section begins by revising the implemented equations of the three field-strength

calculation strategies, in Subsection 3.5.3.1. The currents of the four identified current

calculation techniques were plotted next in Subsection 3.5.3.2. Field-strengths of the half-

wave dipole and Yagi-Uda antennas were then computed in both the antenna far-field,

reported in Subsection 3.5.3.3 and the antenna near-field, reported in Subsection 3.5.3.4.

3.5.3.1 Summary of Implemented Equations

With reference to the wire antenna theory presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the

underlying equations implemented in MATLAB and used to compute the results reported

in this section, are highlighted.

During the preceding sections of this chapter, the self-impedance of an isolated wire

antenna element and the mutual-impedance of two-element wire antenna arrays were cal-

culated. With the aid of network theory as reviewed in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2 and the

power and gain calculation strategies described in Section 3.2.1 of this chapter, the current

distribution on the half-wave dipole antenna and the induced current distributions on the

elements of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna array could be determined.

The single point-source equations were reviewed in Section 2.4.1.3 of Chapter 2, cal-

culating the electric and magnetic field-strengths of the isolated wire antenna element of

arbitrary length in the antenna far-field region. Equations (2.178)–(2.179),

Eθ = j60I0

cos
(
βl
2 cos (θ)

)
− cos

(
βl
2

)
sin (θ)

 e−jβR
R

(V/m)

Hφ =
Eθ
η0

(A/m)

in the spherical co-ordinate system with Er = Eφ = Hr = Hθ = 0, were implemented to

calculate the one point-source (1 PS) results reported in this section of the thesis.

The three point-source equations were reviewed in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2, calcu-

lating the electric and magnetic field-strengths of the isolated wire antenna element of
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arbitrary length in the antenna near- and far-field regions. Equations (2.192)–(2.194),

Ey = j30I0

[
z − h
y

e−jβR1

R1
+
z + h

y

e−jβR2

R2
− 2z cos (βh)

y

e−jβr

r

]
(V/m)

Ez = −j30I0

[
e−jβR1

R1
+
e−jβR2

R2
− 2 cos (βh)

e−jβr

r

]
(V/m)

Hφ =
j30I0
η0y

[
e−jβR1 + e−jβR2 − 2 cos (βh) e−jβr

]
(A/m)

in the cylindrical co-ordinate system with Eφ = Hz = Hy = 0, were implemented to

calculate the three point-source (3 PS) results reported in this section of the thesis.

The one and three point-source technique equations describe the electric and magnetic

field-strengths of an arbitrary length dipole antenna of length l or half-length h in free-

space with η0 = 120πΩ and β = 2π
λ . I0 is the amplitude of the assumed sinusoidal

current distribution on the wire antenna element. This is the complex current amplitude,

including magnitude and phase, computed with the aid of network theory by the induced-

emf method and the Schelkunoff mode theory techniques. For currents computed with

the King two- and three-term theories and the method of moments, I0 was taken as

the current at the centre of the element, z = 0. Evidently, in the case of the King

and method of moments calculated currents, this strategy reduces the otherwise non-

sinusoidal current distribution to a sinusoidal current distribution for calculating the field-

strengths, and may seem inappropriate given the additional computational expense that

was already committed in computing currents of non-sinuoidal distribution. However,

as noted by Schelkunoff [28], it is advantageous to allocate more computational time

to accurately calculate the wire antenna impedances, since impedance calculations and

associated driving point currents are more susceptive to small errors in the assumed current

distribution than the radiated field-strengths. Further investigation of this strategy was

thus seen as justified.

With the cited equations describing the fields of a dipole antenna located parallel to the

z-axis at the centre of their respective co-ordinate systems as shown in Figures 2.12 and

2.13 for the one and three point-source models respectively, it becomes a trivial geometric

exercise to apply the noted equations for calculating the fields of antennas located parallel

to other axes and also off-axis.

Field-strength calculation strategies that are not based on a sinusoidal current distri-

bution assumption on the wire antenna array elements, were reviewed in Section 2.4.3 of
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Chapter 2. These techniques are based on discretising the wire antenna array element

into a number of segments and treating each segment as a point-source of charge with

current amplitude equal to the current on the respective segment. This technique was

implemented, using equations (2.163)–(2.168),

ER =
I0lβ

2

4π
η0e
−jβR

[
1

(βR)2
− j

(βR)3

]
2 cos (θ) (V/m)

Eθ =
I0lβ

2

4π
η0e
−jβR

[
j

βR
+

1
(βR)2

− j

(βR)3

]
sin (θ) (V/m)

Hφ =
I0lβ

2

4π
e−jβR

[
j

βR
+

1
(βR)2

]
sin (θ) (A/m)

in the spherical co-ordinate system with Eφ = HR = Hθ = 0, for computing the field-

strength of each point-source of charge, valid in the near- and far-fields.

The multi point-source technique computes the electric and magnetic field-strengths of

arbitrary length wire antenna elements with arbitrary (not necessarily sinusoidal) current

distributions, based on the summation of the field-strength contributions of each radiating

point-source at the point of investigation. A question raised by this multi point-source

technique is the number of point-sources required per wire antenna element to accurately

model the field-strengths of the wire antenna element. Based on the obtained results

of Section 3.4 investigating the effects of the method of moment segmentation, thirteen

point-sources per wire antenna element were initially also used with the multi point-source

technique. The effects of using more and less point-sources per wire antenna element were

investigated separately in Subsection 3.5.5.

The multi point-source technique was used to calculate the fields contrasting the use

of the four identified different current calculation strategies. The non-sinusoidal element

current distributions of King’s two- and three-term theory currents and the method of

moments currents were investigated. The induced-emf method and Schelkunoff mode

theory current amplitudes were also investigated with a sinusoidal current distribution as

given by equation (3.27).

I (z) =


I0 sin

[
β
(
l
2 − z

)]
, 0 ≤ z ≤ l

2

I0 sin
[
β
(
l
2 + z

)]
, − l

2 ≤ z < 0
(3.27)

As noted in Section 2.4.3 of Chapter 2, the multi point-source technique is similar to

the current element approximation implemented by NEC-2 and applied when segments are
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separated by large distances [43]. Good agreement with the method of moments, NEC-2,

results would thus be expected, especially when using the method of moments computed

currents. Good agreements would also be expected between the multi point-source tech-

nique with the sinusoidal current distributions of the induced-emf and Schelkunoff mode

theory and the one and three point-source techniques. Generally, in the antenna far radi-

ating zone, the one and three point-source techniques should give identical results.

Field-strengths of the Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays were computed by summing the

complex field-strengths contributions of the wire antenna array elements, as described in

Section 2.4.4 of Chapter 2.

3.5.3.2 Currents

Table 3.7 summarises the base current of the half-wave dipole antenna (at the centre

of the element), contrasting results computed with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the

Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments

(MoM). The antenna was analysed at the design frequency of 900 MHz with PIN = 10 W.

The current distribution along the length of the half-wave dipole antenna was plotted in

Figure 3.19, using 101 points for the IEMF, Schelkunoff and King techniques respectively.

The equivalent current distribution according to the method of moments was computed

using thirteen segments, equally spaced along the length of the half-wave dipole antenna,

and are also shown in Figure 3.19.

Inspection of the half-wave dipole antenna base currents in Table 3.7, contrasting the

currents obtained with the four different current calculation strategies, shows the currents

to be in reasonably close agreement, while differences between the sinusoidal and non-

sinusoidal current distributions are clearly visible in Figure 3.19.

Table 3.8 summarises the element base currents of the optimised 6-element Yagi-

Uda antenna, contrasting results computed with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the

Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments

(MoM). The antenna was analysed at the design frequency of 900 MHz with PIN = 10 W.

Figure 3.20(a) shows the element base currents plotted in magnitude and phase with re-

spect to the antenna array element number, while Figure 3.20(b) displays sub-plots of

the element current distributions for the four investigated current calculation strategies

respectively.
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Table 3.7: Base current (at the centre of the element) of the half-wave dipole antenna at 900 MHz

and PIN = 10 W as calculated with the investigated wire antenna current modelling strategies.

Modelling Strategy Base Current (mA)

Induced-emf Method 452.029− j262.977

Schelkunoff Mode Theory 441.981− j257.131

King two-term Theory 448.447− j212.577

Method of Moments 409.727− j227.718
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Figure 3.19: Magnitude of the current distribution along the length of the half-wave dipole antenna

at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W as calculated with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff

mode theory of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM).
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Table 3.8: Element base currents (at the centre of the elements) in mA of the optimised 6-element

Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W as calculated with the investigated wire antenna

current modelling strategies.

Element Induced-emf Method Schelkunoff Mode Theory

1 -466.643 − j 152.572 -486.008 − j 228.169

2 693.985 + j 669.955 668.202 + j 778.725

3 194.945 − j 571.460 288.990 − j 564.227

4 -557.963 − j 60.216 -574.542 − j 185.273

5 284.989 + j 263.432 229.848 + j 360.679

6 -112.149 − j 401.939 9.266 − j 480.375

Element King three-term Theory Method of Moments

1 -477.655 + j 122.101 -240.303 + j 284.541

2 750.267 + j 253.236 542.789 + j 226.545

3 79.907 − j 640.093 -103.786 − j 1075.630

4 -672.922 + j 370.862 -411.246 + j 1018.591

5 557.586 − j 27.502 484.534 − j 588.332

6 -506.579 − j 201.016 -577.978 + j 347.899
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(b) Current distributions along elements.

Figure 3.20: Element currents of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz and

PIN = 10 W as calculated with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff mode theory of

antennas, King’s two-term theory and the method of moments (MoM). a) shows the magnitude and

phase of the base currents (at the centre of each element); b) shows the magnitude of the current

distribution along the length of each element.
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Marked differences between the obtained results of the different current calculation

strategies are observed in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.20. Interestingly, the base current phases

along the length of the Yagi-Uda antenna array are seen to be in excellent agreement,

Figure 3.20(a), though a 360◦ phase-difference is evident between the sinusoidal and non-

sinusoidal current calculation strategies. The current magnitudes are not seen to be in

such good agreement, with the method of moment calculated current magnitude seen to

be larger on the parasitic directing elements than on the active, driven element, element

number 2.

The effects of using these different currents, as computed with the identified current

calculation strategies, for calculating the antenna field-strengths and radiation hazard

zones were investigated in the following sections of this chapter.

3.5.3.3 Far-field Results

The E-plane power gain radiation pattern of the half-wave dipole antenna was calculated

with the one point-source (Sin 1 PS), three point-source (Sin 3 PS), and multi point-source

(Non-sin 13 PS) field-strength calculation techniques respectively and compared to equiv-

alent method of moments, NEC-2 calculated results (MoM) in Figure 3.21. Calculations

were conducted at the design frequency of 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W at distance r = 1 km

from the centre of the dipole and using the previously calculated currents, shown in the

sub-plots of Figure 3.21 respectively. Summarised in Table 3.9 are the on-axis, antenna

bore-sight power gains of the half-wave dipole antenna, respectively calculated with the

three field-strength and four current calculation strategies.

In analysing the results obtained in Figure 3.21 and Table 3.9, a number of observations

and comments may be made.

• Perfect agreement between the 1 PS and 3 PS calculated gains are observed, irrespec-

tive of the current calculation strategy used to calculate the base currents. This is

in accord with theory, since the power gains are far-field gains and the field-strength

calculations were conducted in the antenna far-field region.

• Good agreement between the 1 PS, 3 PS and the multi point-source (13 PS) calcu-

lated gains are observed with the IEMF method and Schelkunoff current calculation

strategies. This also adheres to expectations, since all techniques use the sinusoidal
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Figure 3.21: E-plane power gain radiation pattern of the half-wave dipole antenna at 900 MHz,

PIN = 10 W and distance r = 1 km as calculated with the single point-source (1 PS) and three

point-source (3 PS) “sinusoidal” field-strength calculation strategies and the “non-sinusoidal” strat-

egy using 13 point-sources (13 PS), compared to the method of moments (MoM). Currents were

computed with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff mode theory of antennas, King’s

two-term theory and the MoM.

Table 3.9: On-axis power gain of the half-wave dipole antenna as calculated with four different

current modelling strategies and contrasting three different field-strength modelling strategies. The

power gain calculated using NEC-2 was 2.186 dBi.

Current Modelling Gain of Field Modelling Strategy

Strategy 1 PS (dBi) 3 PS (dBi) 13 PS (dBi)

Induced-emf Method 2.151 2.151 2.172

Schelkunoff Mode Theory 1.956 1.956 1.977

King two-term Theory 1.696 1.696 2.044

Method of Moments 1.200 1.200 2.218
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current distribution on the half-wave dipole antenna. Differences are observed with

currents calculated using the King and MoM current calculation strategies, using

non-sinusoidal current distributions.

• Quite surprisingly, the 1 PS and 3 PS techniques using the MoM base currents

significantly under-calculate the half-wave dipole antenna gain, at just 1.20 dBi

compared to the NEC-2 calculated gain of 2.189 dBi. A similar result is observed

while using the base current computed using the King two-term theory with the 1 PS

and 3 PS techniques, calculating the half-wave dipole antenna gain at 1.696 dBi.

Using the multi point-source (13 PS) technique with the MoM and King calculated

current distributions, better results are achieved.

• The theoretical gain of the infinitely thin, perfectly conducting, half-wave dipole

antenna is 2.15 dBi [60]. This result is reflected using the 1 PS and 3 PS field-

strength calculation strategies using the IEMF method calculated currents that is

based on the same assumptions.

• The simulated half-wave dipole antenna had a 0.003369λ radius and its gain was

computed by NEC-2 as 2.186 dBi. This result was most closely modelled by using

the IEMF method calculated currents with the multi point-source field-strength

calculation technique, followed by using the King and MoM computed currents with

the multi point-source field-strength modelling strategy.

It is expected that techniques yielding gains lower than the NEC-2 computed gain of

2.186 dBi, deemed as an accurate reference model, would underestimate the radiation

hazard zones. To achieve conservative radiation hazard zones compared to NEC-2, current

and field-strength modelling strategies yielding higher gains are thus desired. With the

exception of using the MoM computed currents with the multi point-source field-strength

calculation technique, none of the investigated modelling strategies fall into this category.

Displayed in Figure 3.22 is the E-plane power gain radiation pattern of the optimised

6-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna array, calculated with the one point-source (Sin 1 PS),

three point-source (Sin 3 PS) and the multi point-source (Non-sin 13 PS) field-strength

calculation techniques, compared with equivalent method of moments, NEC-2 calculated

results (MoM). Calculations were conducted at the design frequency of 900 MHz, PIN =
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10 W at distance r = 1 km from the centre of the active, driven antenna element and using

the previously calculated currents, shown in the sub-plots of Figure 3.22. The on-axis,

antenna bore-sight power gains of the Yagi-Uda antenna, respectively calculated with the

three field-strength and four current calculation strategies, are summarised in Table 3.10.

In analysing the results obtained in Figure 3.22 and Table 3.10, it is apparent that

the same observations made while analysing the results of the simulated half-wave dipole

antenna also hold for the results obtained for the simulated, optimised 6-element Yagi-

Uda wire antenna array. Perfect agreement between the 1 PS and 3 PS field-strength

calculation strategies was observed, regardless of the current calculation strategy used.

Good agreement between the 1 PS, 3 PS and multi point-source technique calculated

field-strengths were observed when combined with the IEMF and Schelkunoff current

calculation strategies, based on the sinusoidal element current distribution approximation.

Significantly lower on-axis, antenna bore-sight gains than the NEC-2 calculated gain were

computed by the 1 PS and 3 PS field-strength calculation strategies when combined with

the King and MoM calculated element base currents.

Due to the directional properties and pronounced null and side-lobe regions of the Yagi-

Uda wire antenna array compared to the half-wave dipole antenna, a number of additional

observations in these regions of lesser radiation with respect to the main radiating lobe of

the Yagi-Uda antenna may be made.

• The IEMF method and Schelkunoff mode theory both used sinusoidal current dis-

tributions for calculating the field-strengths of the Yagi-Uda antenna. While the

calculated on-axis, antenna bore-sight gain was higher and in better agreement with

the NEC-2 calculated gain using the Schelkunoff mode theory currents (0.2 dBi less

than the NEC-2 gain) than the IEMF method gain (1.4 dBi less than the NEC-2

gain), both techniques seriously under-calculated the side-lobe regions of the Yagi-

Uda antenna radiation pattern, especially in the on-axis back-lobe.

• Using the King three-term theory and MoM calculated base currents with the

1 PS and 3 PS techniques yielded lower gains than using the IEMF method and

Schelkunoff mode theory currents, but the side-lobes regions of the calculated Yagi-

Uda antenna radiation patterns were in better agreement with NEC-2 than using

the IEMF method and Schelkunoff mode theory sinusoidal currents.
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Figure 3.22: E-plane power gain radiation pattern of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna

at 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W and distance r = 1 km as calculated with the single point-source

(1 PS) and three point-source (3 PS) “sinusoidal” field-strength calculation strategies and the “non-

sinusoidal” strategy using 13 point-sources (13 PS), compared to the method of moments (MoM).

Currents were computed with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff mode theory of

antennas, King’s three-term theory and the MoM.

Table 3.10: On-axis power gain of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna as calculated with

four different current modelling strategies and contrasting three different field-strength modelling

strategies. The power gain calculated using NEC-2 was 12.603 dBi.

Current Modelling Gain of Field Modelling Strategy

Strategy 1 PS (dBi) 3 PS (dBi) 13 PS (dBi)

Induced-emf Method 11.207 11.207 11.235

Schelkunoff Mode Theory 12.424 12.424 12.452

King three-term Theory 10.943 10.943 12.337

Method of Moments 10.916 10.916 12.617
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• Using the King three-term theory current distribution with the multi point-source

field-strength calculation strategy boosted the on-axis, Yagi-Uda antenna bore-sight

gain but still under-calculated the antenna side-lobe radiation pattern regions.Using

the MoM calculated currents with the multi point-source technique resulted in per-

fect agreement with complete NEC-2 calculated Yagi-Uda antenna radiation pattern.

In summary, it would appear that the additional computational complexity of calculat-

ing the King three-term theory currents over the simpler IEMF method and Schelkunoff

mode theory currents was advantageous, as the side-lobe regions of the Yagi-Uda antenna

radiation pattern were much better represented and in closer agreement with the NEC-2

model results. With the aid of a simple gain scaling or safety factor, good conservative

results should be achievable, using the King three-term theory or MoM calculated currents

to compute the radiation hazard zones. Such a factor was designed from empirical data

in Section 3.6.

3.5.3.4 Near-field Results

The one point-source (Sin 1 PS), three point-source (Sin 3 PS) and multi point-source

(Non-sin 13 PS) field-strength calculation techniques with the four identified current calcu-

lation strategies were investigated in the near-field region of the half-wave dipole antenna,

at the design frequency of 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W.

The near- and far-field regions of an antenna are defined in the IEEE standard defi-

nitions of terms for antennas and for radio wave propagation [123, 129]. The commonly

adopted near- and far-field region boundary distances as taken from Balanis [51] may be

summarised as:

• Reactive Near-field Region—from the Antenna to R1 = 0.62
√

D3

λ

• Radiating Near-field (Fresnel) Region—from R1 to R2 = 2D
2

λ

• Far-field (Fraunhofer) Region—the region outside of R2

where D is the largest dimension of the antenna, λ is the wavelength, and D � λ to be

valid.

A study on the radiating-zone boundaries, including the infinitely short, short, and a

range of λ/10 to λ dipole antennas, including the half-wave dipole antenna, has recently
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Table 3.11: Radiating-zone boundary distances from various sub-λ dipole antennas, [105].

Dipole Reactive to Radiating Radiating Near-field to

Antenna Length (λ) Near-field Boundary (λ) Far-field Boundary (λ)

Short 1.6 10

0.10 1.6 9

0.25 1.75 9.2

0.50 2.05 9.5

0.75 2.4 (thin radius) 10.1

1.00 2.85 (thin radius) 12.2

3 (thick radius)

been published by Laybros et al. [105]. According to Lybros, for the half-wave dipole

antenna (D < λ), the typical regional boundary distances are clearly invalid. Lybros’

study was based on the standard far- and near-field zone wave characteristics. Laybros

quotes that the far-field zone begins where the “radiated wave is a spherical wave,” the

Sphericity Condition, and the “field’s radial component is negligible compared to the

transverse components,” the Transversality Condition—spherical TEM wave behavior.

Similarly, the very near-field zone begins where the “wave impedance tends to 120π,” the

Wave Impedance Condition and the “reactive power is not negligible when compared to

the active power,” the Radiated Power Condition. Limiting the error for the transversality

and radiated power conditions at -30 dB Laybros evaluated the very near-field and far-field

region boundary distances for an assortment of sub-λ length dipoles, as summarised in

Table 3.11.

According to Laybros’ analysis then, for the half-wave dipole antenna, the far-field

region begins at a distance of r ≈ 9.5λ from the antenna, while the reactive near-field

region extends out to r ≈ 2.05λ.

The electric field-strength of the half-wave dipole antenna was calculated at a range of

distances, extending from the antenna’s reactive near-field region, covering the radiating

near-field region, out to the antenna’s far-field region:

• r = 0.3 m, within the reactive near-field region of the antenna
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• r = 1.0 m, within the radiating near-field region of the antenna

• r = 3.3 m, at the near-field / far-field region boundary of the antenna

as measured from the centre of the half-wave dipole. Figure 3.23 displays the obtained

results. Field-strengths were converted to dBi and normalised to 0 dBi maximum radiation

to facilitate a quantitative comparison between the investigated field-strength calculation

techniques with the four different current calculation strategies, irrespective of the gain

of the computational strategy adopted. The normalised results of Figure 3.23 should

therefore be viewed in conjunction with the (far-field) gains reported in Table 3.9 for the

respective field-strength and current calculation strategies investigated.

Unlike the 3 PS and 13 PS techniques, which are observed to show excellent agreement

with the thirteen segment MoM (NEC-2) solution, the 1 PS technique shows significant

differences to the NEC-2 calculated results. This was to be expected, due to the inherent

far-field (parallel-ray) assumptions made by the 1 PS technique. Differences are most

evident in the reactive near-field zone of Figure 3.24(a), just 0.3 m or approximately 1λ

from the half-wave dipole antenna, and are concentrated in the null regions, φ = 0◦ and

180◦.

At 0.3 m, this characteristic on-axis null in the half-wave dipole antenna’s radiation

pattern is computed as a diminished null at −10 dBi below the main radiating lobe by the

3 PS, 13 PS and MoM techniques, while the null is tending to minus infinity according to

the 1 PS technique. This variation in computing the characteristic “null” also affects the

calculated half-power beamwidth at 0.3 m, being 91◦ according to the MoM, 3 PS and

13 PS techniques, considerably wider than the 78◦ 1 PS technique solution.

Still in the near-field region at 1 m distance from the centre of the 900 MHz half-

wave dipole antenna, Figure 3.23(b), the three field-strength calculating strategies and

NEC-2 start to converge, with all visible differences being observed at less than −10 dBi

from the main radiating lobe. The on-axis null is now −21 dBi in the MoM, 3 PS and

13 PS technique data, and remains at minus infinity according to the 1 PS technique. The

half-power beamwidth at the 1 m distance is calculated as 78◦ by all modelling techniques.

At the approximate near-field to far-field boundary distance of 3.3 m, Figure 3.23(c),

the three field-strength calculation strategies and NEC-2 are approximately equal. The

differences are virtually indistinguishable to less than −20 dBi relative field-strength from
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(a) Distance r = 0.3 m.
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Figure 3.23: E-plane field-strength of the half-wave dipole antenna at 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W and

a range of distances, r from the antenna near to far radiation zones, as calculated with the single

point-source (1 PS), three point-source (3 PS) “sinusoidal” field-strength calculation strategies and

the “non-sinusoidal” strategy using 13 point-sources (13 PS), compared to the method of moments

(MoM). Current were computed with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff mode theory

of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the MoM.
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(c) Distance r = 3.3 m.

Figure 3.23: E-plane field-strength of the half-wave dipole antenna (cont.)

the main radiating lobe, with any remaining differences observed in the null region at less

than −30 dBi from the main radiating lobe.

With the normalised electric field-strength data reported in Figure 3.23, no difference

between current calculation strategies were observed.

The three field-strength calculation strategies and NEC-2 converged to excellent agree-

ment in the far-field of the half-wave dipole antenna, while differences between all mod-

elling techniques were observed in the antenna’s near-field region. The effect of these

differences on the calculated radiation hazard zones is reported in Section 3.5.4 of this

chapter.

Displayed in Figure 3.24 are plots of the electric field-strength of the optimised 6-

element Yagi-Uda wire antenna array calculated at a range of distances, extending from

the antenna’s near-field region out to the antenna’s far-field region, contrasting results

computed with the one point-source (Sin 1 PS), three point-source (Sin 3 PS) and multi

point-source (Non-sin 13 PS) field-strength calculation techniques with the noted current

calculation strategies, and the equivalent method of moments, NEC-2 calculated solution.

Calculations were conducted at distances r = 1.0, 3.3 and 10.0 m, measured with respect to

the active, driven antenna element. Like the simulated half-wave dipole antenna results,
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all data was converted to dBi and normalised to 0 dBi maximum field-strength. The

normalised results of Figure 3.24 are therefore to be viewed in conjunction with the (far-

field) gains reported in Table 3.10.

Unlike the simulated half-wave dipole antenna, significant differences are observed be-

tween the normalised electric field-strengths of the Yagi-Uda antenna computed with the

different current calculation strategies, a reflection of the results obtained while modelling

the Yagi-Uda antenna’s far-field gain in the preceding subsection of this chapter. Like the

recorded far-field radiation pattern results, modelling strategies using currents calculated

with the induced-emf method and the Schelkunoff mode theory seriously under-calculated

the side- and back-lobe regions of the Yagi-Uda antenna near-field radiation pattern. Mod-

elling strategies based on the King three-term theory and method of moments calculated

currents are observed to show improved agreement with the NEC-2 computed near-field

radiation pattern.

Apart from these differences instigated by using the different current calculation strate-

gies and already noted while investigating the Yagi-Uda antenna far-field radiation pat-

tern, differences between the 1 PS, 3 PS and 13 PS field-strength calculation strategies are

observed to be relatively small, isolated to the side-lobe regions of the Yagi-Uda antenna

near-field radiation pattern. Nulls in the near-field radiation pattern are seen to be slightly

more pronounced in the 1 PS calculated results than the 3 PS and 13 PS data, especially

at the 1 m distance, Figure 3.24(a).

3.5.4 Radiation Hazard Zone Determination

During the preceding subsections of this chapter, the identified wire antenna modelling

strategies reviewed in theory in Chapter 2 were implemented and used to investigate the

computed self-impedances, mutual-impedances, induced currents, far-field gains and near-

field radiation patterns, comparing the obtained results with equivalent method of mo-

ments, NEC-2 calculated solutions. These modelling techniques were applied to determine

the radiation hazard zones. The occupational and general public radiation hazard zones

of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna were computed, using

the reference levels of the ARPANSA radiation protection standard [17]. The obtained

results are reported in this section.

The E-plane electric field-strength of the half-wave dipole antenna was calculated at
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Figure 3.24: E-plane field-strength of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz,

PIN = 10 W and a range of distances, r from the antenna near to far radiation zones, as calculated

with the single point-source (1 PS), three point-source (3 PS) “sinusoidal” field-strength calculation

strategies and the “non-sinusoidal” strategy using 13 point-sources (13 PS), compared to the method

of moments (MoM). Currents were computed with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff

mode theory of antennas, King’s two-term theory and the MoM.
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Figure 3.24: E-plane field-strength of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna (cont.)

the design frequency of 900 MHz with PIN = 10 W in the vicinity of the antenna, using

the one point-source (1 PS), three point-source (3 PS) and multi point-source (13 PS)

field-strength calculation techniques with the four identified current calculation strategies.

As noted in Section 1.4, the half-wave dipole antenna was located parallel to the x-axis at

the origin of a Cartesian co-ordinate system. The electric field-strength surrounding the

half-wave dipole antenna was computed in a linear, 0.01 m discretised 1×1 m grid. Using

equation (3.28),

Erms =
E√

2
(3.28)

the rms electric field-strength was computed and contour lines were drawn using the

MATLAB contour algorithm.

Figure 3.25 shows contour plots of the rms electric field-strength in the vicinity of

the half-wave dipole antenna. At 900 MHz, the ARPANSA exposure reference levels for

time-averaged exposure to rms electric, unperturbed fields are 92.1 V/m and 41.1 V/m

for the occupational and general public radiation hazard zones respectively, as defined

in Table 1.1 and [17]. These reference levels have been highlighted in red and yellow on

the contour plots of Figure 3.25, denoting the occupational and general public radiation

hazard zones respectively.
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Figure 3.25: E-plane contour plots of the rms electric field-strength (V/m) surrounding the half-

wave dipole antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W, as calculated with the single point-source

(1 PS), three point-source (3 PS) and multi point-source (13 PS) field-strength calculation strate-

gies with the noted current calculation strategies. The electric field-strength was calculated in an

equally spaced grid at 0.01 m increments with contour lines drawn by MATLAB. The ARPANSA

occupational and general public radiation hazard zone reference voltage levels are highlighted in red

and yellow respectively.
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It is evident from the obtained results plotted in Figure 3.25 that the radiation hazard

zones lie within ±0.5 m (1.5λ) from the centre of the 0.167 m long half-wave dipole

antenna. With reference to Table 3.11 this is within the reactive near-field region of the

half-wave dipole antenna. At these near-field distances, the defined null regions of the 1 PS

technique are clearly visible in all plots of Figure 3.25, which are blurred in the near-field

region by the 3 PS and 13 PS field-strength calculation techniques.

The ARPANSA radiation hazard zones of the half-wave dipole antenna were plotted

in Figure 3.26, showing superimposed the antenna structure and the equivalent method of

moment calculated radiation hazard zones, computed with NEC-2. The on-axis, antenna

bore-sight radiation hazard zone boundary distances (along the positive y-axis) of the

half-wave dipole antenna were summarised in Table 3.12(a).

It is interesting to note that both occupational and general public radiation hazard

zone boundary distances, at 0.223 and 0.523 m respectively, were found to be within the

reactive near-field zone of the half-wave dipole antenna.

With regard to the half-wave dipole antenna bore-sight radiation hazard zone boundary

distances, it is seen that only the wire antenna modelling strategies based on the IEMF

method, and the MoM currents with the 13 PS field-strength calculation technique yielded

conservative results compared to the NEC-2 solution. Additionally, the 1 PS field-strength

calculation technique failed to accurately model radiation hazard zones in the null regions

of the half-wave dipole radiation pattern.

The E-plane electric field-strength of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna was

calculated at the design frequency of 900 MHz with PIN = 10 W in the vicinity of the

antenna using the three identified field-strength calculation techniques with the four de-

scribed current calculation strategies. The active, driven element of the Yagi-Uda antenna

was located at the centre of a Cartesian co-ordinate system with elements parallel to the

x-axis. The electric field-strength surrounding the Yagi-Uda antenna was computed in

a linear, 0.01 m discretised 3 × 3 m grid. Like the analysed half-wave dipole antenna,

the MATLAB contouring algorithm was used to compute the occupational and general

public radiation hazard zone exposure reference levels from the calculated rms electric

field-strength data.

The ARPANSA radiation hazard zones of the Yagi-Uda antenna were plotted in Fig-

ure 3.27. For reference, the antenna structure was superimposed on the radiation hazard
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Figure 3.26: E-plane plots of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the half-wave dipole antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W, as calculated with the single

point-source (1 PS), three point-source (3 PS) and multi point-source (13 PS) field-strength calcu-

lation strategies with the noted current calculation strategies. The black, dashed, superimposed lines

indicate the equivalent radiation hazard zone boundary distances as calculated using the method of

moments (NEC-2). The antenna structures were superimposed for reference purposes.
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zone plots, while the equivalent NEC-2 calculated radiation hazard zones were plotted for

comparison. The on-axis, antenna bore-sight radiation hazard zone boundary distances of

the Yagi-Uda antenna were summarised in Table 3.12(b).

In analysing the obtained results, it is evident that only the MoM calculated currents

with the 13 PS field-strength calculation strategy yielded conservative results, compared

to the complete method of moments, NEC-2 calculated solution. This can be attributed

to the lower gains of the 1 PS, 3 PS and 13 PS field-strength calculation techniques with

the induced-emf method, Schelkunoff mode theory and King three-term theory current

calculation strategies, observed in Section 3.5.3 of this chapter.

As was the case with the analysed half-wave dipole, the 1 PS technique additionally

under-calculated the radiation hazard zones along the sides of the Yagi-Uda antenna array,

in the side-lobe and null regions of the Yagi-Uda antenna radiation pattern. This can be

attributed to the fact that the radiation hazard zones were located in the near-field region

of the Yagi-Uda antenna.

It is interesting to note how far the radiation hazard zones protrude into the antenna

near-field region on the sides and back of the Yagi-Uda antenna. The NEC-2 computed

occupational radiation hazard zone boundary distance on the sides of the feed element

(located along the x-axis of the Cartesian co-ordinate system) was found to be at 17.46 cm,

just 9.96 cm from the tip of the element. This is in the very near-field region of the Yagi-

Uda antenna. A spherical field pattern calculated at this distance would be partially

located inside the antenna structure.

In conclusion, it was observed how the radiation hazard zones protruded into the

very near-field regions of the analysed half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda

antennas, even when using 10 W of power. Lower powers would yield radiation hazard

zones even closer to the antenna. Therefore, the conventional, analytical single point-

source technique, commonly found in antenna engineering textbooks, cannot be used to

evaluate the radiation hazard zones conservatively, being valid only in the far-field region

of the antenna.

Conservative radiation hazard zones compared to equivalent method of moments, NEC-

2 antenna models could not be achieved with the identified wire antenna modelling strate-

gies. Using the induced-emf method, Schelkunoff mode theory and King’s two and three-

term theory calculated currents with the single and three point-source techniques, gains
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(a) Induced-emf Method.
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(b) Schelkunoff Mode Theory.
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(c) King two-term Theory.
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(d) Method of Moments.

Figure 3.27: E-plane plots of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antanna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W, as calculated

with the single point-source (1 PS), three point-source (3 PS) and multi point-source (13 PS) field-

strength calculation strategies with the noted current calculation strategies. The black, dashed,

superimposed lines indicate the equivalent radiation hazard zone boundary distances as calculated

using the method of moments (NEC-2). The antenna structures were superimposed for reference

purposes.
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Table 3.12: On-axis, antenna bore-sight, ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation

hazard zone boundary distances of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas

as calculated with the four different current modelling strategies contrasting three different field-

strength modelling strategies. The ARPANSA radiation hazard zone boundary distances calculated

by NEC-2 were 0.223 m (occupational) and 0.523 m (general public) and 0.980 m (occupational)

and 1.943 m (general public) for the dipole and Yagi-Uda antennas respectively.

(a) Half-wave dipole antenna.

Current Modelling Radiation Field-strength Modelling Strategy

Strategy Hazard Zone 1 PS (m) 3 PS (m) 13 PS (m)

Induced-emf Method Occupational 0.239 0.224 0.224

General Public 0.528 0.522 0.523

Schelkunoff Mode Theory Occupational 0.233 0.218 0.218

General Public 0.517 0.510 0.511

King two-term Theory Occupational 0.226 0.211 0.220

General Public 0.501 0.494 0.514

Method of Moments Occupational 0.214 0.197 0.224

General Public 0.474 0.466 0.525

(b) Optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna.

Current Modelling Radiation Field-strength Modelling Strategy

Strategy Hazard Zone 1 PS (m) 3 PS (m) 13 PS (m)

Induced-emf Method Occupational 0.836 0.817 0.819

General Public 1.639 1.631 1.636

Schelkunoff Mode Theory Occupational 0.939 0.925 0.927

General Public 1.869 1.863 1.869

King three-term Theory Occupational 0.844 0.822 0.937

General Public 1.622 1.613 1.868

Method of Moments Occupational 0.865 0.842 0.981

General Public 1.643 1.632 1.945
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of the investigated antennas were less than NEC-2 computed gains, resulting in under-

calculations of the radiation hazard zones. To analytically calculate conservative radiation

hazard zones, a gain scaling, safety factor is required. This was developed empirically in

Section 3.6 of this chapter.

3.5.5 The Effect of Point-source Number

The theory of the multi point-source technique was introduced in Section 2.4.3 of Chapter 2

and implemented using thirteen point-sources to calculate the field-strength and radiation

hazard zones throughout Subsections 3.5.3–3.5.4.

Using the multi point-source technique with thirteen point-sources and method of

moment calculated currents, almost perfect agreement with equivalent thirteen segment

method of moment, NEC-2, calculated field-strengths and radiation hazard zones was

observed. This can be attributed to the multi point-source technique being similar to

the NEC-2 current element approximation, the third NEC-2 implemented kernel applied

by NEC-2 when segments are separated by large distances. When the multi point-source

technique and NEC-2 both use the same currents and thirteen segments or point-sources,

any observed differences between the calculated field-strengths and radiation hazard zones

would show the difference between using the thin-wire kernel or extended thin-wire kernel

and the current element approximation—differences that were observed to be small in this

application.

Based on the observations made while investigating the effects of the method of mo-

ment, NEC-2, segmentation, thirteen segments per wire antenna element were used with

all NEC-2 calculations made throughout this thesis. Similarly, thirteen point-sources for

calculating the wire antenna field-strengths and radiation hazard zones with the multi

point-source technique were used throughout this chapter. The effect of calculating the

field-strength with the multi point-source technique using more and less than thirteen

point-sources was investigated in this section.

Unlike with the method of moments, NEC-2, the number of point-sources used by the

multi point-source technique does not effect how the current distribution or self-impedance

of the wire antenna element is calculated. With the investigated current calculation strate-

gies including the induced-emf method (IEMF), Schelkunoff mode theory or King’s two-

or three-term theory currents, the driven or induced current is computed at one or many
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points along the wire antenna element. The computed current at a point along the wire

antenna element will be the same, regardless of how many other current points along the

element are calculated. Consequently, the self-impedance of the wire antenna element is

also independent of the number of point-sources used. This is in contrast to NEC-2, where

the self-impedance of the half-wave dipole was observed to increase with an increase in the

number of segments used, Figure 3.9. Potential differences in the observed multi point-

source calculated wire antenna field-strength and radiation hazard zones are influenced by

the number of point-sources used from the previously calculated current distribution.

The E-plane power gain of the isolated half-wave dipole antenna and the optimised

6-element Yagi-Uda antenna were calculated using the multi point-source technique with

King’s two- (dipole antenna) and three-term (Yagi-Uda antenna) theory currents at 300 MHz,

PIN = 10 W and distance r = 1 km, as a function of the number of point-sources used

with the multi point-source technique. Figure 3.28 shows the obtained results.

Figure 3.28 shows a decrease in the dipole and Yagi-Uda antenna gains observed with

an increase in the number of point-sources used by the multi point-source technique. This

is different to observations made while investigating the effect of the method of moment

segmentation, Figure 3.10 displaying an increase in the half-wave dipole antenna gain with

an increase in the number of NEC-2 segments.

The decrease in the multi point-source calculated antenna gain observed in Figure 3.28

can be explained in terms of the inherent current distribution of the multi point-source

technique. Using a single point-source to calculate the gain of the half-wave dipole an-

tenna, the point-source current amplitude I = 448.4−j212.6 mA and its inherent segment

length, Ls = 0.5λ are substituted into the Hertzian dipole equations, as noted in Sub-

section 3.5.3.1, resulting in a constant current distribution along the entire length of the

half-wave dipole antenna. Obviously this is invalid, since Ls � 1λ is not true, and the

gain is calculated as 5.62 dBi being significantly higher than would be expected. As addi-

tional point-sources are used with the multi point-source field-strength calculation strategy,

the inherent current distribution increasingly approaches the modelled sinusoidal or non-

sinusoidal current distribution, and the gain is observed to converge. In the illustrated

example of Figure 3.28(a), the current distribution approaches King’s two-term theory

current distribution and the gain is observed to converge to 2.03 dBi when more than

19 point-sources are used.
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(b) Optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda Antenna.

Figure 3.28: E-plane power gain of the isolated half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-

Uda antennas at 300 MHz, PIN = 10 W and distance r = 1 km as a function of the number

of point-sources per wire antenna element used by the multi point-source field-strength calculation

strategy with King’s two- and three-term theory currents.
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It is interesting to note this distinction of the multi point-source technique to the “single

point-source” (1 PS) or “three point-source” (3 PS) technique equations, as described in

Subsection 3.5.3.1. While using one point-source or current amplitude with the multi

point-source technique results in a constant current distribution along the length of the

wire antenna element, this is clearly not the case with the 1 PS and 3 PS technique

equations. Using just a single current amplitude with the 1 PS and 3 PS technique

equations results in a sinusoidal current distribution along the length of the wire antenna

element. In fact, due to their inherent sinusoidal current distribution assumption, the 1 PS

and 3 PS technique equations (2.178)–(2.179) and (2.192)–(2.194), only ever use a single

calculated current amplitude, and always assume the sinusoidal current distribution.

This distinction may be viewed as both beneficial and disadvantageous. With just

a single computation, the 1 PS and 3 PS technique equations efficiently calculate the

field-strength with a sinusoidal current distribution on the wire antenna element. The

same result would require substantially more computation using the multi point-source

technique. Alternatively, with a sufficient of number point-sources, the multi point-source

technique provides the flexibility to calculate the wire antenna field-strengths using non-

sinusoidal current distributions.

As with the method of moments, NEC-2, increasing the number of point-sources in

the multi point-source technique increases the required computational time. Convergence

of the multi point-source calculated gains of the half-wave dipole and Yagi-Uda antennas

was observed to commence after nine point-sources per wire antenna element of length

in the half wavelength vicinity, were used. With thirteen point-sources, the calculated

half-wave dipole antenna gain equalled 2.04 dBi and only a little (< 0.02 dBi) reduction

with additional point-sources.

3.5.6 Summary

Throughout this section, the identified wire antenna modelling strategies for determining

the radiation hazard zones of isolated dipole and Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays were

thoroughly investigated. Techniques included four different current calculation strategies,

1. induced-emf method

2. Schelkunoff mode theory
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3. King two- and three-term theory

4. method of moments currents

with three different field-strength calculation techniques,

1. one point-source technique

2. three point-source technique

3. multi point-source technique

yielding the twelve unique wire antenna modelling strategies, summarised in Figure 3.1.

While these techniques were reviewed in theory in Chapter 2 of the thesis, each modelling

strategy was implemented in MATLAB and applied to investigate the self- and mutual-

impedances, currents, gains, far- and near-field radiation patterns and the ARPANSA

radiation hazard zones.

The self-impedance of an isolated wire antenna element with 0.003369λ radius was

calculated for a range of element lengths and also different element diameters. Due to the

sinusoidal current distribution assumption of the induced-emf method, it was observed

that the induced-emf method failed to correctly calculate the self-impedance of element

lengths in the vicinity of multiples of 1λ, tending to infinity. Good agreement was observed

between the self-impedances calculated with the other current calculation strategies, par-

ticularly over the range of practical antenna element lengths, 0.4λ ≤ l ≤ 0.6λ, with

notable differences prevalent only in the resistive part of the self-impedance.

Significant differences between the analytical techniques were observed as the half-

wave dipole antenna diameter was increased. The resonant length of the half-wave dipole

antenna decreased with increasing element diameter, a result attributed to the observed in-

creasing reactance of the half-wave dipole antenna as the diameter increases. The method

of moment, NEC-2 calculated resonant lengths were seen to diverge compared to the

analytically determined resonant lengths. This could be explained in terms of element

end-effects, which were not taken into consideration by the analytical techniques. Fring-

ing effects due to larger capacitance near the antenna element ends and the capacitance

of the flat ends effectively lengthen the antenna, affecting its self-impedance [28]. Equa-

tions published by Schelkunoff that calculate antenna end-effects were implemented and

compared to measured and modelled results of King [30] and NEC-2 [43]. Still, differences
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of the calculated and reported self-impedance of the λ dipole antenna with 0.007022λ

radius were observed. More accurate models for the treatment of antenna end-effects than

the numerical solution provided by NEC-2 were recently reported [126, 127]. End-effects

present an additional complexity to the modelling of wire antennas, and for the purposes

of this thesis, end-effects were not considered further.

As with the observed self-impedance results, the induced-emf method also failed to

accurately calculate the mutual-impedance of two identical, parallel elements for element

separation distances in the vicinity of multiples of 1λ. While better agreement between

the method of moments, NEC-2 calculated mutual-impedances and the Schelkunoff mode

theory and King two-term theory were observed, the agreement of the induced-emf method

was seen to improve for the decreased separation distances of 0.75λ and 0.5λ.

King’s two-term theory, an algebraic approximation of the van Hallén integral equation,

matches the current at the point of maximum current and at the ends of the wire antenna

element. For parasitic antenna elements, this reduces the current approximation to a

single term. An improvement when parasitic antenna array elements are considered, is

King’s three-term theory, matching the current at three points—the centre, middle and

end—along the antenna element, so that two terms remain in the case of parasitic antenna

array elements. The higher accuracy of King’s three-term theory over the two-term theory

was confirmed, and exceptional agreement between King’s three-term theory calculated

mutual-impedance and method of moments, NEC-2 results were observed.

While agreement between self- and mutual-impedances calculated with the investigated

current calculation strategies were generally quite good, it was somewhat surprising to

observe differences in the antenna element current distributions, calculated with these

techniques, especially for the investigated Yagi-Uda wire antenna array. Agreement of

the phase of the base currents (at the centre of each element) was seen to be good, but

differences in the current magnitude were observed.

The E-plane power gain radiation patterns of the half-wave dipole and the optimised

6-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna array were calculated with each of the twelve identified

wire antenna modelling strategies. Not surprisingly, the 1 PS and 3 PS field-strengths

were observed to be in excellent agreement, being computed in the antenna far-field re-

gions. Good agreement was also observed between the 1 PS, 3 PS and multi point-source

techniques employing the induced-emf method and Schelkunoff mode theory currents—
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all techniques using the sinusoidal current distribution approximation. Gains calculated

with the analytical techniques were observed to be less than the equivalent NEC-2 calcu-

lated gains. While the precise reason of this is unknown, it was not unexpected since the

magnitudes of the calculated current distributions were also less than those computed by

NEC-2.

According to Schelkunoff, the radiated field-strength of the wire antenna element is in-

sensitive to the exact form of the current distribution, but calculation of the antenna input

impedance is susceptive even to small errors in the assumed antenna element current distri-

bution [28]. This was certainly observed while calculating the self- and mutual-impedances

and the currents of the investigated wire antennas. Using the King and method of moment

calculated currents also resulted in much better agreement with the numerical NEC-2 cal-

culated radiation patterns in the side- and back-lobe regions of the Yagi-Uda wire antenna,

than using the induced-emf method and Schelkunoff mode theory calculated currents, jus-

tifying the additional complexity in computing the King and method of moments currents.

To facilitate a quantitative comparison of the calculated field-strengths in the antenna

near-field regions using the identified wire antenna modelling strategies, irrespective of

observed differences in calculated antenna gains, the normalised near-field radiation pat-

terns of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas were analysed.

As expected, the 1 PS field-strength calculation technique, based on the far-field approx-

imation, did not accurately calculate the field-strengths in the antenna near-field regions,

while the 3 PS and multi point-source techniques were seen to be in good agreement.

Like the calculated far-field gains, techniques based on the King and method of moments,

NEC-2 calculated currents were seen to yield better agreement with NEC-2 calculated

field-strengths in the side- and back-lobe regions of the Yagi-Uda antenna. Almost perfect

agreement was observed using the method of moments calculated currents with the multi

point-source field-strength calculation technique.

The ARPANSA radiation hazard zones of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element

Yagi-Uda wire antennas as calculated with the twelve identified wire antenna modelling

strategies were investigated. While the occupational and general public ARPANSA expo-

sure reference levels [17] are clearly frequency dependent and also depend on the trans-

mitted antenna power, even at PIN = 10 W the 900 MHz radiation hazard zones were

observed to protrude into the very near-field regions of the investigated antennas. Conse-
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quently, the typical 1 PS far-field field-strength calculation technique could not adequately

model the radiation hazard zones. Defined null and side-lobe regions of the antenna ra-

diation patterns were evident in the determined radiation hazard zone plots using the

1 PS technique. These null and side-lobe regions appeared more blurred in the near-field,

modelled by the other investigated analytical and numerical techniques, and thus resulted

in under-calculated radiation hazard zones using the 1 PS technique.

While the 3 PS and multi point-source techniques generally yielded well defined ra-

diation hazard zones, due to the lower gains calculated with the analytical techniques

compared to NEC-2, the radiation hazard zones were also under-calculated. It is contem-

plated, that good conservative radiation hazard zones could be achieved using an additive

safety factor that offsets the observed gain differences.

Previous investigations of the impedances, currents, field-strengths and radiation haz-

ard zones compared results of the multi point-source technique using thirteen radiating

point-sources per wire antenna element. This comparison was based on the analogy with

the method of moments, NEC-2 field-strength calculation technique, which yielded good

results with thirteen segments per wire antenna element. The effect of using a different

number of point-sources in the multi point-source technique was investigated. The multi

point-source calculated gain was observed to decrease with an increase in the number of

point-sources, due to the inherent current distribution of the multi point-source technique

being initially constant using a single point-source and approaching the modelled sinu-

soidal or non-sinusoidal current distribution as additional point-sources are implemented.

Convergence of the calculated gain was observed, starting with nine point-sources per wire

antenna element in the vicinity of half-wavelength in element length.

In conclusion, based on the observed results, the 3 PS field-strength calculation strategy

with currents calculated using King’s three-term theory or the method of moments proved

to be suitable wire antenna modelling strategies for calculating the radiation hazard zones.

Good results compared to numerically determined NEC-2 results were observed, albeit

differences in gain which would need to be adjusted to ensure radiation hazard zones

are consistently modelled conservatively. A safety factor to account for such observed

differences in calculated gains when using the King and method of moments calculated

currents with the 3 PS field-strength calculation technique are derived from empirical data

in Section 3.6.
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It should be noted that the observations made were not just isolated to the two an-

tennas discussed, but are also indicative of the modelled results of the antennas in the

reference antenna database, Table B. Additional radiation hazard zones calculated for the

antennas described in Table 1.3 are included in Section 3.6.

A case study is considered in Section 3.7, modelling a multi-antenna system. The case

study shows the computational advantages of using the proposed wire antenna modelling

strategy over a numerical technique such as NEC-2.

3.6 Ensuring Conservative Results

A multitude of wire antenna modelling strategies were described in theory in Chapter 2

and investigated in the preceding Section 3.5 of this chapter for determining the radiation

hazard zones of wire antennas conservatively and efficiently. The three point-source (3 PS)

field-strength calculation strategy with King’s three-term theory or method of moments

calculated currents were concluded to be the most appropriate wire antenna modelling

techniques, although a safety factor to offset observed differences in gains to numerically

calculated gains of NEC-2 needs to be applied to ensure radiation hazard zones are calcu-

lated consistently conservatively. A suitable safety factor was derived from empirical data

in this section.

The E-plane power gains of the 128, 3 to 10-element Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna

arrays [52] described in Appendix B, with four different conductor (element) diameters

and four different inter-element spacings were calculated with the 3 PS technique using

the King three-term theory currents and method of moments calculated currents. The

on-axis, antenna bore-sight gains were compared to gains calculated with NEC-2.

As was previously established, it was observed that the analytically calculated gains

were repeatedly less than the equivalent NEC-2 calculated gains. Trends in the data sug-

gested that an increase in the number of antenna array elements increased the difference

in gain, while increased conductor diameters also increased the observed gain difference.

Such correlation is also supported by the observed results of the preceding section, where

increased element diameters showed increased self-impedance differences between the an-

alytical techniques and the method of moment calculated results.

In order to derive appropriate safety factors with the confidence of ensuring conserva-
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tive future modelled gains and subsequent radiation hazard zones, a review of elemental

statistical analysis techniques is appropriate.

Confidence intervals and prediction intervals are two common statistical inference mea-

sures used to estimate with a specified level of confidence, the confidence interval concern-

ing future regression lines and future predictions of the regressor [130]. The

• confidence interval predicts the range of suitable values for the true population

mean, µY,x∗ at a future x = x∗. For instance, with confidence level 99 %, the average

calculated gain lies in the confidence interval. The level of uncertainty is because

the mean is based on a sample.

• prediction interval predicts the distribution of future individual observations, Y

at a future x = x∗. For instance, with confidence level 99 %, predict that the

next calculated gain lies within the prediction interval. The level of uncertainty

includes the additional variability of single data points around the mean, resulting

in a prediction interval being wider than the confidence interval of the same level of

confidence.

Both confidence and prediction intervals are readily computed by most statistical software

packages including SAS, JMP, SPSS and MINITAB [131–134] for instance. The elementary

equations to calculate the confidence and prediction intervals as taken from [130] are

summarised in Table 3.13.

The difference in the calculated gain (dBi) between the 3 PS field-strength calculation

technique using the King and MoM calculated currents and the NEC-2 calculated gains

was analysed in JMP [132] and also using the equations summarised in Table 3.29 and

implemented in MATLAB. This gain difference, hereafter referred to as the safety factor

(dBi)—the amount of gain that would need to be added to the analytically calculated

gain to attain conservative gains with respect to NEC-2—is shown in Figure 3.29 for the

3 PS technique with the MoM currents. The 128 Yagi-Uda antennas were grouped into

subplots according to their element (conductor) diameters. Linear regression lines were

plotted, with correlation coefficients of R2 = 0.85, 0.79, 0.76 and 0.81 for the 0.0025λ,

0.0050λ, 0.01λ and 0.02λ antenna diameters respectively.

A 99 % confidence interval (red lines) and 99 % prediction interval (blue lines) were

also calculated and these are shown in Figure 3.29. As is evident in Figure 3.29, these
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Table 3.13: Summary of statistical regression analysis equations used to calculate linear regression

lines, confidence and prediction intervals. Equations were taken from [130].

Linear Regression Line The simple, linear regression line is calculated by

y = β̂0 + β̂1x, with

β̂1 =
∑n

i=1 (xi − x̄) (yi − ȳ)
Σ (xi − x̄)2

=
n
∑
xiyi − (

∑
xi) (

∑
yi)

n
∑
x2
i − (

∑
xi)

2

β̂0 =
∑
yi − β̂1

∑
xi

n
= ȳ − β̂1x̄

Confidence Interval The 100 (1− α) % confidence interval is calculated by

β̂0 + β̂1x
∗ ± tα/2,n−2 × sβ̂0+β̂1x∗

where tα/2,n−2 is the t critical value of Student t-distribution

function with 100 (1− α) % confidence level and n− 2 degrees

of freedom, and the standard deviation of β̂0 + β̂1x
∗ is

sβ̂0+β̂1x∗
= s

√√√√[ 1
n

+
n (x∗ − x̄)2

n
∑
x2
i − (

∑
xi)

2

]

with the regression line standard deviation s calculated from

the error sum of squares, SSE as

s2 =
SSE

n− 2
=
∑

(yi − ŷi)
n− 2

SSE =
∑

(yi − ŷi)2 =
∑[

yi −
(
β̂0 + β̂1xi

)]
=
∑

y2
i − β̂0

∑
yi − β̂1

∑
xiyi

Prediction Interval The 100 (1− α) % prediction interval is calculated by

β̂0 + β̂1x
∗ ± tα/2,n−2 ×

√
s2 + s2

β̂0+β̂1x∗

with s, sβ̂0+β̂1x∗
and tα/2,n−2 as defined previously.
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Figure 3.29: Difference in calculated gain (dBi) between the three point-source (3 PS) field-

strength calculation technique with the method of moment calculated currents (MoM) and NEC-2,

plotted with respect to the number of elements of the 128 modelled Yagi-Uda antennas including

arrays of four different element diameters. Regression lines, and the 99 % confidence (CI) and

prediction (PI) intervals are shown.

inference lines exhibit a slight curvature, since they are centred on the mean x̄, the number

of elements, and samples further away from x̄ include higher levels of uncertainty.

It is observed in Figure 3.29 that all 128 analysed antenna gain differences are bounded

inside the 99 % prediction interval. For the purposes of this thesis, to ensure conservatively

calculated gains and radiation hazard zones, the lower bound of the prediction interval

would ensure that a gain or radiation hazard zone calculated in the future would be

conservative with a 99 % level of confidence.

The safety factors, based on the lower bound of the 99 % prediction interval, are shown

extrapolated from 1–19 elements in Figure 3.30 for the 3 PS field-strength calculation

technique with the King three-term theory currents, Figure 3.30(a), and the method of

moments calculated currents, Figure 3.30(b). It should be noted, that these safety factors

were derived from the gain differences, and that the absolute value of the plotted safety

factor would need to be added to the calculated gain. The safety factors plotted in

Figure 3.30 were summarised in Table 3.14. For wire antennas with element diameters
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not covered by this study, clearly the safety factor with the next higher antenna diameter

should be used to yield conservative results.

The ARPANSA radiation hazard zones of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element

antennas were previously calculated at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W and are shown in

Figures 3.26(c)–3.26(d) and 3.27(c)–3.27(d) respectively. The radiation hazard zones have

been recalculated, applying the derived safety factors of 2.50 dBi and 1.83 dBi for the

dipole antenna using the King and MoM currents respectively, and 2.72 dBi and 2.24 dBi

for the Yagi-Uda antenna. The adjusted radiation hazard zones are shown in Figure 3.31.

The radiation hazard zones of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda

antennas are now observed to be conservative, Figure 3.31. The ARPANSA radiation

hazard zones of the remaining antennas described in Table 1.3 were computed and are

shown in Figure 3.32.

As expected, the radiation hazard zones with the applied safety factors are observed

to be conservative with respect to equivalent NEC-2 calculated radiation hazard zones.

The extent of the on-axis, antenna bore-sight over-calculation is observed to be within

11 cm and 25 cm for the occupational and general public radiation hazard zone bound-

aries respectively. In light of the over-calculation observed with the gain scaling technique

investigated in Section 3.3, where albeit significant overestimation of the bore-sight radi-

ation hazard zones, under-calculation was still observed in the antenna side-lobe regions,

this is a very good result.

Application of the derived safety factors to the original data set of the 128 modelled

Green Yagi-Uda antennas limited the maximum over-calculation of the gain to 3.45 dBi

and 0.65 dBi using the King and MoM calculated currents respectively, while no under-

calculation was observed.

3.7 Case Study: A Multi-antenna System

Admittedly, the computational time differences between the investigated wire antenna

modelling strategies are small when computing the fields and radiation hazard zones of

isolated antennas. In reality, the antenna installations considered in the wider sense of

this thesis, are predominantly multi-antenna systems, comprising many different types of

antennas and often multiple wire antenna arrays. In this setting, when multiple anten-
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Figure 3.30: Plot of the safety factors for the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation

strategy with King three-term theory and method of moment calculated currents, to ensure conser-

vative radiation hazard zones with respect to NEC-2. Safety factors were derived from empirical

data of 128 modelled 3–10 element Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays for arrays of different conductor

diameters, comparing the 3 PS and NEC-2 calculated gains. A statistical linear regression analysis

derived the safety factors as the lower bound of the 99 % prediction interval.
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Table 3.14: Safety factors for the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy with

King three-term theory and method of moment calculated currents, to ensure conservative radiation

hazard zones with respect to NEC-2. Safety factors were derived from empirical data of 128 modelled

3–10 element Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays for arrays of different conductor diameters, comparing

the 3 PS and NEC-2 calculated gains. A statistical, linear regression analysis derived the safety

factors as the lower bound of the 99 % prediction interval.

Number Safety Factor (dBi) for Different Diameters (λ)

of King three-term Theory, 3 PS Method of Moments, 3 PS

Elements 0.0025 0.0050 0.0100 0.0200 0.0025 0.0050 0.0100 0.0200

1 1.40 2.08 2.50 2.62 1.05 1.39 1.83 2.38

2 1.45 2.12 2.52 2.66 1.11 1.45 1.91 2.49

3 1.51 2.16 2.55 2.71 1.17 1.52 1.99 2.60

4 1.57 2.22 2.60 2.77 1.23 1.59 2.07 2.71

5 1.64 2.28 2.65 2.83 1.30 1.66 2.15 2.83

6 1.71 2.36 2.72 2.91 1.36 1.73 2.24 2.95

7 1.79 2.45 2.80 2.99 1.42 1.80 2.32 3.07

8 1.88 2.54 2.89 3.09 1.49 1.87 2.41 3.20

9 1.97 2.65 2.99 3.20 1.56 1.95 2.50 3.33

10 2.07 2.77 3.11 3.31 1.62 2.03 2.60 3.47

11 2.18 2.89 3.24 3.44 1.69 2.11 2.69 3.61

12 2.28 3.03 3.37 3.57 1.76 2.19 2.79 3.75

13 2.40 3.17 3.52 3.72 1.84 2.27 2.89 3.89

14 2.52 3.32 3.67 3.87 1.91 2.35 2.99 4.04

15 2.64 3.48 3.83 4.02 1.98 2.43 3.10 4.19

16 2.76 3.65 4.00 4.18 2.05 2.52 3.20 4.34

17 2.89 3.81 4.18 4.35 2.13 2.60 3.30 4.49

18 3.02 3.99 4.36 4.52 2.20 2.69 3.41 4.64

19 3.16 4.17 4.54 4.69 2.28 2.78 3.52 4.79

20 3.29 4.35 4.73 4.87 2.35 2.86 3.62 4.95
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Figure 3.31: E-plane plots of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation haz-

ard zones of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas at 900 MHz and

PIN = 10 W, as calculated with the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation technique

with the King three-term theory and method of moments calculated currents, and the applied safety

factors. The black, dashed, superimposed lines indicate the equivalent radiation hazard zone bound-

ary distances as calculated using the method of moments (NEC-2). The antenna structures were

superimposed for reference purposes.
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(a) 3-element Green.
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(b) 4-element Green.
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(c) 5-element Green.
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(d) 6-element Green.

Figure 3.32: E-plane plots of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the eight 3–10 element Green Yagi-Uda antennas, as calculated with the three point-source

(3 PS) field-strength calculation technique with the King three-term theory and method of moments

calculated currents, and the applied safety factors. The black, dashed, superimposed lines indicate

the equivalent radiation hazard zone boundary distances as calculated using the method of moments

(NEC-2). The antenna structures were superimposed for reference purposes.
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(e) 7-element Green.
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(f) 8-element Green.
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(g) 9-element Green.
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(h) 10-element Green.

Figure 3.32: E-plane plots of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the eight 3–10 element Green Yagi-Uda antennas (cont.)
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Table 3.15: Antenna locations and orientations of the modelled multi-antenna system. Mount-

point is the location of the centre of the driven antenna element; Orientation is the direction of the

antenna bore-sight; Specified safety-factors apply to the three point-source field-strength calculation

strategy using King’s three-term theory currents.

Mount-point Orientation Safety

Antenna (x, y, z) (m) (θ, φ) (◦) Frequency PIN Factor

10-Elem Green (0.0, 0.5, 5.0) (90, 90) 900 MHz 10 W 2.07 dBi

6-Elem Optimised (0.0, 0.5, 4.0) (90, 90) 900 MHz 10 W 2.72 dBi

10-Elem Green (0.0,−0.5, 4.5) (90, 180) 900 MHz 10 W 2.07 dBi

6-Elem Optimised (0.0,−0.5, 3.5) (90, 180) 900 MHz 10 W 2.72 dBi

nas need to be analysed, even small computational savings quickly escalate to significant

time saving advantages. To illustrate the performance of the identified wire antenna mod-

elling strategies, the radiation hazard zones of a hypothetical multi-antenna system were

analysed, featuring two antennas from the antenna catalogue in a four-antenna system.

The chosen multi-antenna system was comprised of two 10-element Green Yagi-Uda

antennas and two optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas, as described in Table 1.3. The

antennas were “mounted” on a 5.0 m high tower, with the base of the tower located at the

centre of the Cartesian co-ordinate system and extending to (0, 0, 5). Table 3.15 specifies

the mounting locations (location of the driven antenna elements) and orientations (antenna

bore-sight orientations in θ and φ) of the four Yagi-Uda wire antennas. In summary, all

antennas were mounted vertically polarised (with elements parallel to the z-axis) and

modelled at their design frequencies of 900 MHz with PIN = 10 W.

The occupational and general public radiation hazard zones in the yz-plane, x = 0,

of the multi-antenna system were computed using the exposure reference levels of the

ARPANSA radiation protection standard [17]. The E-plane electric field-strength of

each antenna was computed using the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calcula-

tion technique with King’s three-term theory currents and applied safety factors, in a

linear 321,201 point, 0.02 m discretised 16 × 8 m grid, spanning the area −8 ≤ y ≤ 8 m

and 0 ≤ z ≤ 8 m. The total E-plane electric field-strength magnitude at each point of

investigation, P (x, y, z), was computed by the summation of the electric field-strength
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contributions of each antenna En, mathematically

|E| =
4∑

n=1

|En| .

The total rms electric field-strength magnitude at each point of investigation was calcu-

lated,

|Erms| =
|E|√

2
.

The ARPANSA occupational (red) and general public (yellow) exposure reference levels

at 900 MHz are 92.1 V/m and 41.1 V/m respectively. These contour lines were computed

from the electric field-strength matrix using the MATLAB contour algorithm. Figure 3.33

shows the radiation hazard zones of the multi-antenna system with the superimposed

antenna structures, mounting supports and tower for reference purposes. Also denoted in

Figure 3.33 are equivalent radiation hazard zone boundary distances as calculated using

the method of moments (NEC-2), black dashed lines.

Figure 3.33 shows the radiation hazard zones calculated using the 3 PS technique

with King’s three-term theory currents to be conservative and in good agreement with

equivalent NEC-2 calculated radiation hazard zones of the multi-antenna system.

One of the motivations resulting in the work reported in this thesis, was the efficient

computation of the radiation hazard zones. While it is apparent that the investigated

analytical wire antenna modelling strategies yield radiation hazard zones more efficiently

than the considered numerical techniques, including the method of moments, NEC-2, this

case study of the multi-antenna system also served to qualify such assumptions.

Previous sections of this thesis established the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength

calculation strategy with King’s three-term theory or method of moments currents to be

the most appropriate wire antenna modelling techniques. These techniques were imple-

mented in the C++ application software, NFSim, as discussed further throughout Chap-

ter 6 of this thesis.

While results reported thus far were based on MATLAB implementations of the de-

scribed techniques, for the purposes of analysing their efficiency, the NFSim application

software was used. All modelling was performed on an intel Pentium 4 personal computer,

with the specifications summarised in Table 3.16.

To facilitate a comparison between the 3 PS field-strength calculation strategy with

King’s three-term theory currents and NEC-2 [44], the total electric field-strength of the
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Figure 3.33: E-plane plot of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the multi-antenna system comprising two 10-element Green Yagi-Uda antennas and two

optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas. The radiation hazard zones were calculated with the three

point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation technique using King’s three-term theory currents,

and applied safety factors. The black, dashed, superimposed lines indicate the equivalent radiation

hazard zone boundary distances as calculated using the method of moments (NEC-2). The antenna

structures, mounting supports and the tower were superimposed for reference purposes.

four-antenna system was computed, comprising the calculation of the currents on all an-

tennas, and the subsequent evaluation of the electric field-strength at 1,284,804 points of

investigation (321, 201× 4 antennas). The experiment was repeated ten times, rebooting

the computer system before each new experiment, and the average computational time was

chosen. While this experiment did not consider post-processing, including computing the

total rms electric field-strength, running the MATLAB contouring algorithm and plotting

the radiation hazard zones, the experiment does provide a good comparison between the

analytical techniques implement by NFSim and NEC-2.

Using the 3 PS technique, the electric field-strength of the multi-antenna system were

computed in 55 seconds (0:55 minutes), compared to 285 seconds (4:45 minutes) using

NEC-2. This is displayed graphically in Figure 3.34 and constitutes a 5x saving in the

computational time required to calculate the electric field-strength of the four-antenna

system. Quoted times are the CPU time, NFSim, and the time specified in the NOU file
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Table 3.16: Specifications of the personal computer system used to investigate the computational

time comparison between NFSim and NEC-2.

CPU intel Pentium 4 (SL6K6)

System Clock 2,800 MHz

System Board Asus P4S800-MX SE

RAM Kingmax 512 MB, DDR 333

Operating System Microsoft Windows XP, SP2

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

NEC−2

3 PS

Time (s)

Figure 3.34: Computational time comparison of computing the radiation hazard zones of the

multi-antenna system with the three point-source field-strength calculation technique (3 PS) using

King’s three-term theory currents and the method of moments, NEC-2.

by NEC-2, respectively.

In light of the different wire antenna current calculation strategies considered through-

out this chapter, it is also interesting to present a time comparison of computing the

antenna currents of the multi-antenna system with the different current calculation strate-

gies. Figure 3.35 shows a graphical comparison of the computational time of computing all

antenna currents of the four-antenna system with the induced-emf method (IEMF) using

the Baker et al. formulation [26] (64 ms), the Schelkunoff mode theory (342 ms), King’s

three term theory (404 ms) and the method of moments, NEC-2 [44] (598 ms). Quoted

times are the CPU times for calculating the antenna currents using the specified current

calculation strategy, NFSim, and the time specified in the NOU file by NEC-2 to calculate

the currents and the field-strength at a single point of investigation, NEC-2.

From the obtained results, it is observed that the currents of the multi-antenna system

could be computed in under one second, regardless of the chosen current calculation strat-

egy. Compared to the time required to compute the field-strength of the multi-antenna
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Figure 3.35: Computational time comparison of computing the currents of the multi-antenna

system with the induced-emf method (IEMF), the Schelkunoff mode theory, King’s three-term theory

and the method of moments, NEC-2.

system, ranging from 55 seconds to 285 seconds, this time becomes insignificant. It can

therefore be concluded, that when a large number of field-strength calculations need to

be made, such as when computing the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna systems,

the current calculation time becomes insignificant and the dominating factors guiding the

choice in current calculation strategy become implementation efficiency and accuracy.

In comparing the current calculation times, it is evident that using the induced-emf

method, the antenna currents of the multi-antenna system could be computed in a fraction

of the time required by the other current calculation strategies, albeit as previously ob-

served, at decreased accuracy in accounting for the radiation hazard zones in the side-lobe

regions of the antennas. Calculating the currents using King’s three-term theory was ob-

served to require only minimal additional computational time over using the Schelkunoff

mode theory. Given the increased accuracy observed previously and only minimal addi-

tional computational effort, it is justified to recommend King’s three-term theory over the

Schelkunoff mode theory.

Figure 3.35 also provides an indication of the implementation complexities and mod-

elling accuracy of the respective current calculation strategies. Increasing accuracy and

subsequent implementation complexities were noted using the IEMF method, Schelkunoff
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mode theory and King’s three-term theory currents. While using the method of moments,

NEC-2 calculated currents provided higher modelling accuracy, as observed throughout

Section 3.5 of this thesis, reference to its implementation complexity cannot be made since

the off the shelf software NEC-2 [44] was used.

In conclusion, the radiation hazard zones of the multi-antenna system comprising four

Yagi-Uda wire antennas were computed with the 3 PS field-strength calculation technique

using King’s three-term theory currents, conservatively and seen to be in good agreement

with equivalent method of moments, NEC-2 calculated results. Compared to NEC-2,

the 3 PS solution was seen to yield a significant, 5x increase in computational efficiency,

resulting in an almost 4 minute time saving while computing the radiation hazard zones

of the investigated four-antenna system. Compared to the computational time required to

compute the more than 1 million field-strength calculations for computing the radiation

hazard zones of the multi-antenna system, the time required to compute the antenna

currents was seen to be insignificant, regardless of the chosen current calculation strategy

investigated.

3.8 Conclusions

The primary motivation of this thesis is the conservative and efficient determination of

the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna systems of unknown structural antenna speci-

fications. Structure estimation strategies considering unknown structural antenna specifi-

cations are presented in Chapter 4. Wire antenna modelling strategies, with an emphasis

on techniques that are computationally efficient and can be readily implemented on a

computer were reviewed in theory in Chapter 2. These identified wire antenna modelling

strategies were implemented in MATLAB and Microsoft Visual C++ and their effective-

ness with regards to the conservative determination of the radiation hazard zones were

investigated in this chapter.

Chapter 3 highlights, results and conclusions are summarised in this section.

The common technique, suggested in the radiation protection guidelines, standards and

literature to obtain a conservative estimate of the radiation hazard zones from the antenna

gain or radiation patterns was investigated, as applied to wire antennas, in Section 3.3.

Using this technique, it was observed that conservatively calculated radiation hazard zones
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could not be guaranteed. The antenna far-field gain patterns are effectively scaled to

the antenna near-field region. Since nulls in the far-field radiation pattern are not as

pronounced in the antenna near-field region, underestimation of the radiation hazard zones

was observed in such null regions. Furthermore, the calculated gain was not observed to

be fixed in the antenna near-field region, adding additional uncertainty to calculating the

radiation hazard zones using this technique. Appending the technique with antenna gains

calculated within the antenna near-field region still resulted in some underestimation of the

radiation hazard zones. The need for an efficient antenna structure estimation and field-

strength calculator for the conservative radiation hazard zone determination, as proposed

in thesis, was highlighted.

Throughout the thesis, the method of moments, NEC-2, was used as a baseline for

comparing the investigated wire antenna modelling strategies. The NEC-2 segmentation

size was identified as an important parameter affecting computed numerical data including

the calculated antenna self-impedance and power gain. An investigation analysing the

effects of using different segmentation sizes with NEC-2 showed acceptable, numerically

stable results could be obtained using thirteen segments per half-wave dipole antenna

element, calculating the investigated half-wave dipole antenna gain at 2.19 dBi. The

calculated gain was observed to converge to 2.20 dBi, just 0.01 dBi less than when using

thirteen segments. Thirteen segments per wire antenna element were therefore used with

all NEC-2 calculations throughout the thesis, for wire antenna elements in the vicinity of

half-wavelength in length.

Classical, analytical wire antenna modelling strategies, provide efficient approxima-

tions of the integral equations to compute the currents and field-strengths of wire antennas.

These techniques are readily implemented on a computer and their efficient application

to the determination of antenna radiation hazard zones was proposed. A total of twelve

wire antenna modelling strategies, summarised in Figure 3.1 and described in theory in

Chapter 2, were implemented and thoroughly investigated, in Section 3.5. Investigations

included modelling the self-impedance, resonant length, mutual-impedance, induced cur-

rents, far-field gain radiation patterns, near-field radiation patterns and the radiation

hazard zones. A complete summary of the key insights gained from these investigations

was provided separately in Subsection 3.5.6.

As noted in Subsection 3.5.6, current and field-strength modelling strategies using
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both sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal current distribution approximations were investigated.

Currents calculated using King’s two- and three-term theories and the method of moments,

both non-sinusoidal techniques, provided the better approach to calculate the radiation

hazard zones than Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas and the induced-emf method.

The radiation hazard zones were observed to protrude into the very near-field regions

of the investigated antennas, yielding the textbook typical one point-source (1 PS) wire

antenna field-strength calculation strategy ineffective to accurately model the radiation

hazard zones in the side-lobe and null regions observed in the antenna radiation pattern.

The slightly more advanced three point-source (3 PS) technique is valid in the antenna

near-field region, and thus provided a better and recommended field-strength calculation

strategy to determine the radiation hazard zones.

While the 1 PS and 3 PS techniques are efficient field-strength calculation strate-

gies based on a sinusoidal current approximation on the wire antenna element, using

additional point-sources, the investigated multi point-source technique allows the use of

non-sinusoidal current distributions. At the expense of additional computational time,

using the multi point-source technique with thirteen point-sources and method of moment

calculated currents, near perfect agreement with equivalent method of moment, NEC-2,

calculated results was observed.

Concluding Section 3.5, the 3 PS field-strength calculation technique with King’s three-

term theory or method of moment calculated currents was found to be the most suitable

strategy for the radiation hazard zone determination, showing good agreement with equiv-

alent NEC-2 modelled results. Still, differences in calculated gain were observed that

needed to be offset with a suitably determined safety factor to ensure that the radiation

hazard zones were consistently modelled conservatively. Such a safety factor was derived

from empirical data in Section 3.6, from statistical analysis of the modelled E-plane power

gains of 128, 3 to 10-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. A safety factor based on the

lower bound of the 99 % prediction interval calculated from the difference between the an-

alytical and method of moment modelled antenna gains, was shown to yield conservatively

calculated radiation hazard zones. With the applied safety factors, no under-calculation

in the modelled antenna gains was observed, while over-calculation was limited to a max-

imum of 3.45 dBi and 0.65 dBi using King’s three-term theory and method of moment

calculated currents respectively.
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The performance of the proposed wire antenna modelling strategy, in terms of deter-

mining the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna systems conservatively and efficiently,

was tested considering a hypothetical multi-antenna system case study featuring four Yagi-

Uda wire antennas, in Section 3.7. Using the 3 PS field-strength calculation strategy with

King’s three-term theory currents and the applied safety factors, occupational and general

public radiation hazard zones of the four-antenna system were calculated conservatively,

with only minimal over-calculation, and at a 5x computational speed increase compared to

an equivalent NEC-2 calculation. Using the specified personal computer, Table 3.16, this

resulted in an almost four minute time difference. In light of the the potential industry

applications, of Section 1.3, this is a significant advantage for just a four-antenna system.

Typical antenna systems at communications sites often include more than just four anten-

nas. The efficiency benefits of using the proposed wire antenna modelling technique for

determining the radiation hazard zones of such larger antenna systems are evident.

Investigation of the multi-antenna system also demonstrated how the currents on all

four Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays could be calculated in under one second, regardless of

the chosen current calculation strategy. When executing a large number of field-strength

calculations, as was the case while determining the radiation hazard zones of the multi-

antenna system, the time required to compute the currents thus fades to insignificance

compared with the required field-strength calculation time. Selecting a high accuracy

current calculation strategy, such as King’s three-term theory or the method of moments

calculated currents, in combination with an efficient field-strength calculation strategy,

such as the discussed three point-source technique, is thus justified.

In conclusion, this chapter presented an extensive review of classical wire antenna

modelling strategies, as applied to determine the radiation hazard zones of wire antennas,

including Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays. It was demonstrated that the classical, ana-

lytical techniques are still relevant and can be efficiently applied to compute the radiation

hazard zones.

In light of the gain scaling approach suggested in the radiation protection guidelines,

standards and literature, the technique proposed in this chapter provides a significantly

higher level of confidence for determining the radiation hazard zones conservatively.

Publications directly culminating from the research of this chapter include [135–138].



Chapter 4

Wire Antenna Structure

Estimation

4.1 Introduction

Wire antennas including Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays are frequently used in point-

to-point communications and broadcast applications, and are scattered throughout com-

munications sites. Precautionary approaches adopted by international regulators concern-

ing occupational and general public RF radiation exposure requires documentation of the

radiation hazard zones of existing and future communications sites.

Efficient modelling strategies to determine the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna

arrays were presented throughout Chapter 3. Presented with the complete, structural an-

tenna specifications it was shown that accurate radiation hazard zones could be computed

with existing numerical codes, including the method of moments, NEC-2, while efficiently

calculated yet conservative radiation hazard zones could be computed with the discussed,

analytical techniques.

A problem for all existing wire antenna modelling strategies in efficiently determining

the radiation hazard zones at practical communications sites, is their reliance on the com-

plete structural specifications of the antenna to be modelled. For wire antenna arrays,

this would include all of the antenna array element lengths, element diameters and inter-

element spacings. Unfortunately, such detailed specifications about the antenna aren’t

readily available. It has in fact been estimated [24] that such required structural antenna

specifications are unavailable for approximately 90 % of the antennas found at existing

189
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and new communications sites. Typical antenna specifications supplied by antenna man-

ufacturers also do not include the required structural specifications, which typically just

include electrical antenna specifications such as the antenna gain, half-power beamwidths,

front-to-back ratio and the far-field radiation patterns. Structural specifications are lim-

ited to the antenna mounting requirements. While this information is critical for assessing

the communication properties of the antenna—clearly the aim of any antenna—this in-

formation is insufficient to accurately model the antenna, making it impossible to employ

existing software packages to accurately determine the antenna radiation hazard zones.

One way in which this predicament has been addressed previously is by using the

gain scaling technique as suggested in the radiation protection guidelines, standards and

literature [10,18,38–40]. This technique requires the far-field antenna gain patterns, which

are effectively scaled to the antenna near-field region, to determine the radiation hazard

zone boundary distances. This wire antenna modelling strategy as applied to wire antenna

arrays was investigated in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3, where it was observed to severely

under-calculate the radiation hazard zones of a modelled 6-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna

array on bore-sight and in the minor-lobe regions of the antenna radiation pattern, see

Figure 3.5(b). A hybrid modelling technique was suggested in Section 3.3, whereby the

“near-field calculated gain” was used instead of the far-field gain. While an improvement

in the conservativeness of the determined radiation hazard zone boundaries was observed,

the hybrid technique also relied on structural specifications of the antenna to model the

antenna near-field gain. Regardless of the observed degree of under-calculation, the gain

scaling technique cannot be used to determine the radiation hazard zones of multi-antenna

systems, which are based on the cumulative field-strengths of multiple antennas.

An alternative solution, as proposed in this chapter of the thesis, is to include an addi-

tional inverse modelling stage in the modelling process, to determine the radiating source

from the available electrical specifications of the antenna under investigation. From the

determined structural antenna specifications, existing modelling codes can then be applied

to calculate the radiation hazard zones. Such an inverse modelling stage for wire antenna

arrays is presented in this chapter. An efficient antenna structure estimation algorithm to

derive a suitable antenna structure from just the antenna gain and the antenna far-field

radiation patterns is proposed and its effectiveness to determine the antenna radiation

hazard zones is evaluated.
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Broadly stated, the process of structure estimation approximates the radiating source

from a given radiated field. It is related to antenna synthesis, which is known in the

literature and described in most antenna engineering textbooks [51]. However, while the

application of antenna synthesis is predominantly in satelite to terrestrial communication

links, antenna synthesis algorithms provide very broad antenna structure designs with

diverse far-field radiating characteristics. Structures are typically assembled from several

horn antennas whose far-field radiation pattern maxima spot-illuminate the desired areas

on earth.

The process of calculating the power densities surrounding an antenna from its far-

field radiation pattern can also be described as a far-field to near-field transformation.

Unlike popular near-field to far-field transformations that have been widely studied in

the literature and are very useful for obtaining antenna radiation patterns from near-field

measurements, still many challenges remain for the inverse transform. One of its biggest

dilemmas is the lack of the required phase component in far-field radiation magnitude plots.

While some recent attempts have been made to determine the phase component [139]

such techniques still rely on the application of costly optimisation routines. In view of

the application to efficiently determine the radiation hazard zones, they are therefore

unsuitable.

One possible solution to the structure estimation problem, would be to match the

available antenna characteristics of the antenna under investigation (AUI) to a predefined

library of antenna structures. Consider an AUI, a Yagi-Uda wire antenna array at a

communications site whose radiation hazard zones are to be calculated. The structural

specifications of the AUI are unknown, but the antenna type, gain, half-power beamwidths,

front-to-back ratio and far-field radiation patterns are amongst the known AUI antenna

properties, and are retrieved from the iCOMMS radPro antenna database, see Table 1.2.

By comparison it would therefore be possible to match the AUI’s far-field radiation pattern

to the radiation pattern of a Yagi-Uda wire antenna array stored in a database of reference

antennas for which the complete structural specifications were recorded. The selected

reference antenna with the best matching far-field radiation pattern could then be used

to represent the AUI for modelling purposes. The gain and radiating properties would be

similar, and the reference antenna’s structure could be used to determine the radiation

hazard zones of the AUI. This describes the method of approach of the antenna structure
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estimation algorithm proposed in this chapter.

The task is then to establish an efficient method to compare the far-field radiation

patterns of the AUI with those of the antennas stored in the reference antenna database.

While it may be possible to perform dot by dot comparisons of the far-field radiation

patterns and so determine the radiation pattern and reference antenna of best fit by using

a suitably designed cost function, this could clearly take significant computational time and

would require the AUI far-field radiation pattern to be available in electronic form. The

alternative approach proposed in this chapter, was to design and implement a computer

algorithm to select the most suitable antenna based on just a few definitive characteristics

of the far-field radiation pattern.

The chapter begins with an investigation of the radiating properties of wire antenna

arrays, Section 4.2. The E- and H-plane power gain radiation patterns of the 128, 3 to

10-element Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays [52] are investigated. Properties including

the forward gain, and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths are analysed with respect

to the structural antenna specifications including the number of antenna array elements,

element diameters and inter-element spacings. Conclusions correlating the investigated

structural antenna specifications and its radiating properties are made.

Based upon the observations and conclusions of Section 4.2, the proposed wire antenna

structure estimation algorithm is described in Section 4.3.

The structure estimation algorithm was implemented in Microsoft Visual C++ and

a Microsoft Access database. For testing and verification purposes, the radiation hazard

zones of a 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna were estimated in Section 4.4 of this chapter.

The main chapter highlights are summarised in Section 4.5.

It is illuminating to reflect on the design goals of the proposed structure estimation

algorithm.

In Chapter 3 efficient wire antenna modelling strategies were investigated and com-

pared to existing numerical techniques, specifically the method of moments, NEC-2 [44].

The initial conditions for the investigated analytical and existing numerical techniques

were the same. The complete structural specifications of the antennas were available, so

that ideally, total agreement between the techniques was achievable (and observed in the

instance of using the multi-point source technique with the method of moments calculated

currents). The success of the investigated wire antenna modelling strategies was gauged
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by minimising their observed differences in calculated radiation patterns and radiation

hazard zones to equivalent NEC-2 calculations or at least be conservative in their analysis

of the radiation hazard zones—in all space surrounding the antenna.

While these are paramount characteristics for a field-strength calculation technique

and certainly also desirable for the structure estimation algorithm, structure estimation

will inevitably introduce error. Wire antenna array element lengths, element diameters

and inter-element spacings all uniquely affect the radiating properties of the antenna.

Modern antenna designs are typically gain or bandwidth optimised using an optimisation

routine [53–59], which given a set of initial parameters may yield several optimal antenna

designs. For instance, while several 6-element gain optimised Yagi-Uda antenna designs

may have very similar gains, their radiation patterns could still be quite unique.

While it is shown in this chapter that it is possible to obtain an estimated antenna

structure of a well designed, gain optimised AUI that has similar radiating characteristics

to the AUI, an efficient algorithm to ensure conservatively determined radiation hazard

zones in the main and minor-lobe antenna regions using an estimated antenna structure

is quite impractical. Emphasis and the design goal of the structure estimation algorithm

is then to minimise differences between the main radiating beam of the estimated antenna

structure and of the actual antenna, the AUI, and so ensure conservatively calculated ra-

diation hazard zones at the antenna bore-sight and the main-lobe of the radiation pattern.

What are the safety implications of such an approach? Slightly relaxing the require-

ment of conservative radiation hazard zone determination in the minor-lobe regions of

the antenna radiation pattern for antenna structure estimation will not have severe safety

effects. Several arguments support this presumption.

• Firstly, the radiated power in the minor-lobe regions compared to the main-lobe of

the antenna radiation pattern is evidently significantly less, typically by more than

a factor of 10 dBi.

• Secondly, it was observed in Chapter 3 that the radiation hazard zones frequently

protruded into the very near-field region of the antenna. Minor-lobes observed in

the antenna far-field radiation pattern appear more blurred in the antenna near-field

region.

Differences in estimated and actual radiation hazard zones in the minor-lobe regions will
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therefore be small.

Compared to the investigated gain scaling technique, structure estimation allows the

application of field-strength calculation techniques, making it possible to accurately model

the antenna near-fields. This is an immediate advantage over the far-field gain scaling

technique that was observed to not just under-calculate the radiation hazard zones in the

side-lobe regions of the antenna radiation pattern but also at the antenna bore-sight.

In conclusion, it is shown that using just the antenna gain and half-power beamwidths

in both principal radiating planes of the antenna under investigation, an estimate of the

number of elements in the Yagi-Uda wire antenna array can be obtained, and a suitable

reference antenna model with similar radiating properties to those of the antenna under

investigation selected from a database of reference antennas. Conservative estimates of

the radiation hazard zones on bore-sight and the main radiating lobe of the antenna under

investigation can be efficiently obtained by modelling the selected reference antenna with

the techniques presented in Chapter 3.

4.2 Radiating Properties of Wire Antenna Arrays

4.2.1 Introduction

In light of estimating the structural specifications of Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays from

just the antenna gain and far-field radiation pattern properties, it is illuminating to review

and to obtain an understanding of these radiating properties and their relationship to the

Yagi-Uda wire antenna structure.

The Yagi-Uda antenna has a long history, dating back to 1926 [109–112]. Since then

it has been studied extensively in the literature reviewed in for example [51,81,113–116].

The Yagi-Uda antenna is an end-fire array with one active feed element, and a number

of parasitic elements operating as reflecting elements, behind the antenna, and directing

elements in the main, forward beam [51]. A conventional Yagi-Uda antenna array therefore

consists of a minimum of three wire antenna elements: the active feed element tuned to

resonance in the vicinity of half-wavelength; a slightly longer, parasitic reflecting element;

and one or more slightly shorter, parasitic directing elements.

Characteristics of a well-designed Yagi-Uda antenna can be summarised by a high

gain (or directivity, neglecting losses), narrow beamwidth, and a radiation pattern with
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low side-lobe levels and a high front-to-back ratio [60]. These radiating properties are

functions of the amplitude and phase distributions between the different wire antenna

array elements, which are affected by the individual wire antenna array element lengths,

element diameters, and inter-element spacings. The most critical structural specifications

on the antenna gain and beamwidth are the size and spacing of the directing elements

with the reflector and feed elements used to control the front-to-back ratio and input

impedance [51].

It has been found that increasing the reflector to feed-element spacing only marginally

affects the antenna gain. Typically the optimal spacing is in the vicinity of 0.25λ, de-

creasing slightly with shorter and longer spacings [51,140]. Similarly, in a uniform antenna

array, increasing the director spacings marginally increases the antenna gain to approxi-

mately 0.45λ, beyond which a sharp decrease in antenna gain has been observed [51,140].

Both reflector to feed-element spacing and the director spacings affect the front-to-back

ratio [51]. Director element lengths were observed to depend on the director spacing, being

slightly longer for increasing director spacings up to 0.30λ spacings [140].

Significant early contributions to design Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays with maximum

gain, optimising the inter-element spacings and element lengths were made by Cheng et

al. [117–121]. Recently, modern optimisation techniques have been used to design opti-

mal Yagi-Uda antennas with simultaneously optimised element lengths and inter-element

spacings [53–59].

Estimating a suitable antenna structure for the purpose of determining the radia-

tion hazard zones from the radiating properties of “well-designed” (as described above)

Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays is the topic of this chapter. In this section, the radiating

properties of such well-designed antennas were analysed.

4.2.2 Methodology

Green [52] compiled a large collection of numerically derived design data for short to

medium length, uniform Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays, as introduced in Section 1.5 and

included in the antenna catalogue, Appendix B of this thesis. 128 different Yagi-Uda wire

antenna array designs were included in this collection with varying number of antenna

elements from three to ten elements, four different conductor diameters and four different

inter-element spacings. The optimisation strategy employed by Green for each conductor
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diameter, uniform inter-element spacings and antenna element number combination can

be summarised as follows:

1. The feed-element length was set at self-resonance, X = 0 Ω.

2. The reflector length and uniform director lengths were adjusted for maximum direc-

tivity using an iterative searching technique.

3. The feed-element length was tuned to resonance, X = 0 Ω for the antenna.

Analytical techniques based on the works of Zinke [79] and Cox [87] to compute the self-

and mutual-impedances in combination with the usual far-field field-strength techniques

were used for the field-strength solvers [52] coded in FORTRAN. The forward gain, front-

to-back ratio, input-impedance, half-power beamwidth and first null and side-lobe inten-

sity and position in both principal radiating planes were also included in the database,

providing a source of theoretical data for the rapid design of Yagi-Uda antenna arrays.

For the purpose of investigating the relationship between each antenna’s radiation

characteristics and physical design properties, Green’s antennas were analysed. The rela-

tionship between each antenna’s gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths were

investigated and their correlation to the number of antenna array elements investigated

with respect to the antenna element diameters and inter-element spacings.

4.2.3 Results

The electric, E and magnetic, H field-strengths are related in the far-field by η = 120πΩ,

the impedance of free-space, E = ηH. Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the H-plane half-power

(−3 dBi) beamwidth with respect to the E-plane half-power beamwidth of the far-field

power gain radiation patterns of the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. As is to

be expected, a strong positive correlation is evident in Figure 4.1 with a correlation coef-

ficient R = 0.9893 (coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.9787). Antennas with narrower

E-plane half-power beamwidth are observed to also have narrower H-plane half-power

beamwidth.

The relationship between the E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths and the antenna

gain is shown in Figure 4.2 for the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. A signifi-

cant correlation between an antenna’s half-power beamwidths and its gain is observed in
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Figure 4.1: Plot of the H-plane half-power (−3 dBi) beamwidth with respect to the E-plane half-

power beamwidth of the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. A regression line is shown,

with R2 = 0.98.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the E- and H-plane half-power (−3 dBi) beamwidths with respect to the gain

of the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. Regression lines are shown, with R2 = 0.94

and 0.96 for the E- and H-planes respectively.
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Figure 4.2 with correlation coefficients R = 0.9712 and 0.9782 (R2 = 0.9432 and 0.9569)

for the E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths respectively. Antennas with higher gain are

observed to have narrower half-power beamwidths. This is conceptually sound—a higher

gain or directivity is inversely proportional to the beamwidth. “For antennas with one

narrow major lobe and very negligible minor lobes, the beam solid angle is approximately

equal to the product of the half-power beamwidths in two perpendicular planes” [51], and

the maximum directivity can be written as equation (4.1) taken from [51].

D0 =
4π
ΩA
' 4π

Θ1rΘ2r
(4.1)

where D0 (dimensionless) is the maximum directivity, ΩA (steradian) is the beam solid

angle, and Θ1r and Θ2r (radian) are the half-power beamwidths in the perpendicular

planes.

The antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths of the 128 analysed

Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays were plotted with respect to the number of antenna array

elements, grouped according to their four different element diameters, Figure 4.3, and four

different inter-element spacings, Figure 4.4. To further visualise the effect of the different

element diameters and inter-element spacings on the gain and half-power beamwidths,

these were identified in the sub-plots of Figures 4.3–4.4 using different colours, and data

points were connected with lines.

In Figure 4.3 the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays were grouped according to

their four different element diameters, so that the effect of the four different inter-element

spacings on the gain and half-power beamwidths with respect to the number of antenna

array elements could be highlighted. While the gain is observed to increase and the half-

power beamwidths are observed to decrease quite consistently with increasing antenna

array element number, some spread in both the gain and the half-power beamwidths is

evident. Using larger inter-element spacings is observed to yield slightly higher gains

and narrower half-power beamwidths. This is consistent with observations noted in the

literature [51,140].

In Figure 4.4 the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays were grouped according

to their four different inter-element spacings, so that the effect of the four different element

diameters on the gain and half-power beamwidths with respect to the number of antenna

array elements could be highlighted. As was observed in Figure 4.3, the gain is observed
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Figure 4.3: Gains and E- and H-plane half-power (−3 dBi) beamwidths plotted with respect

to the number of elements of the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays with four different

inter-element spacings and grouped according to their four different element diameters.
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Figure 4.4: Gains and E- and H-plane half-power (−3 dBi) beamwidths plotted with respect

to the number of elements of the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays with four different

element diameters and grouped according to their four different inter-element spacings.
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to increase and the half-power beamwidths are observed to decrease with increasing an-

tenna array element number. The antenna array element diameters are observed to show

negligible effects on the antenna gain and half-power beamwidths. This is in agreement

with observations made by Ehrenspeck and Poehler [140] with radii up to a = 0.024λ.

In view of the investigations and results obtained in Chapter 3, which showed that the

wire radius had significant effects on the self-impedance of the half-wave dipole antenna,

the results shown here could be seen as a surprise. There is however a simple explanation.

Obviously, the wire radius is to be expected to influence the self-impedance, resonant

length and hence the radiating properties of the wire antenna as was observed in Chap-

ter 3. However, practical antennas, as reviewed here, were individually designed to achieve

optimal gains at their nominal resonant frequencies using the specified wire antenna ele-

ment diameters. The element diameters are thus not expected to significantly influence the

radiating properties of such well-designed antennas, as evidenced in the results obtained

here.

The antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths of all 128 analysed

Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays were again plotted in Figure 4.5 with respect to the number

of antenna array elements. An intrinsically linear regression analysis with transformed

variables of the type Y = α + β log (x) was conducted [130]. Regression lines and 99 %

confidence intervals were added to Figure 4.5.

A significant positive correlation between the antenna gain, E- and H-plane half-power

beamwidths and the number of elements in the Yagi-Uda wire antenna array is observed in

Figure 4.5 with correlation coefficients R = 0.9027, 0.8484 and 0.8737 (R2 = 0.8148, 0.7198

and 0.7633) for the antenna gain, and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths respectively.

A monotonic increase in the antenna gain with respect to increasing number of antenna

array elements is observed in Figure 4.5(a). This is in agreement with observations made by

Viezbicke [50] and noted by Green [52]. A monotonic decrease in the E- and H-plane half-

power beamwidths with respect to increasing number of antenna array elements is observed

in Figure 4.5(b). These observations are supported by high correlation coefficients with

fairly narrow 99 % confidence intervals about the regression lines—a result of the large

population size, 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays, resulting in a high degree of

freedom.
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Figure 4.5: Gains and E- and H-plane half-power (−3 dBi) beamwidths plotted with respect

to the number of elements of the 128 analysed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays with four different

element diameters and inter-element spacings. Regression lines and 99 % confidence intervals (CI)

are shown. Coefficients of determination, R2 = 0.81, 0.72 and 0.76 for the gain, E- and H-plane

half-power beamwidths respectively.
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4.2.4 Conclusions

The design considerations identified the antenna bore-sight gain and main-lobe of the

antenna radiation pattern as the most critical antenna radiating properties for the con-

servative estimation of its radiation hazard zones. These radiating properties including

the antenna gain, E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths were investigated with respect

to the structural specifications including the number of elements, element radii and inter-

element spacings of 128 uniform Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. For such well-designed

Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays, a number of observations were made:

1. A high correlation between the antenna gain and the E- and H-plane half-power

beamwidths of its radiation pattern was observed, antennas with higher gain having

narrower half-power beamwidths.

2. While the wire antenna array element diameters did not affect the radiating prop-

erties of the antennas, some variability in the antenna gain and E- and H-plane

half-power beamwidths was observed with the different inter-element spacings. An-

tennas with larger inter-element spacings showed slightly higher gain and narrower

beamwidths than antennas with shorter inter-element spacings.

3. Despite these moderate variations in the radiating properties associated with the

different inter-element spacings, a high correlation between the antenna gain and

E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths and the number of elements in the Yagi-

Uda wire antenna array were observed. A monotonic increase in the antenna gain

and decrease in the half-power beamwidths for increasing number of antenna array

elements was observed with high levels of confidence.

Based on these observations, it is plausible that an estimate of the number of elements

in the Yagi-Uda wire antenna array is attainable from the antenna’s gain and the E-

and H-plane half-power beamwidths of its far-field radiation pattern. Furthermore, the

radiating properties of two well-designed antennas with the same gain and half-power

beamwidths should be quite similar. It should therefore be possible to select an antenna

structure from a database of reference antennas based on the antenna gain and half-power

beamwidths of the first antenna and to obtain a reasonable estimate of the radiation

hazard zones of this antenna by modelling the selected reference antenna structure. This
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hypothesis is investigated in the proceeding sections of this chapter for the estimation of

the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna arrays with unknown structural specifications.

Some final comments regarding the application throughout this chapter of the thesis

of the Green uniform Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays are in order, with emphasis on the

impact of using these non-optimal antenna arrays to demonstrate the proposed structure

estimation algorithm.

As was previously stated, the Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays are uniform antenna

arrays with uniform inter-element spacings and equal director element lengths. It is well

understood, that such uniform antenna arrays are not optimal designs. Improvements

in gain and consequently also beamwidth have been attained with non-uniform antenna

arrays of individually optimised inter-element spacings and unequal element lengths [60].

Obviously the proposed structure estimation algorithm is not dependent on using uni-

form wire antenna arrays such as those designed by Green. It would be equally valid to

apply the presented structure estimation strategies to non-uniform wire antenna arrays

and using an antenna database with such more optimal antenna designs. It may even

be useful to use the Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays as a basis for designing a set

of optimised, non-uniform antenna arrays. This however is left as a future exercise. For

the purposes of illustrating the proposed structure estimation algorithm in this thesis, the

Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays were chosen because they present a large, convenient

collection of predesigned antennas. Designing additional non-uniform antenna arrays was

not deemed to benefit the thesis.

While it has been shown in the literature that optimised, non-uniform Yagi-Uda wire

antenna arrays have been designed with higher gain, narrower beamwidth and often lower

side-lobe levels and higher front-to-back ratios than uniform Yagi-Uda wire antenna ar-

rays with the same number of elements, the fundamental antenna properties investigated

in this section of the thesis remain the same. For a well designed antenna for instance, the

antenna gain will still be proportional to the antenna half-power beamwidths, Figure 4.2,

regardless of the antenna type. This is the reason why an optimised, non-uniform antenna

array with higher gain than a uniform antenna array is also observed to show narrower

beamwidths [118, 119]. It is thus possible to use the proposed structure estimation al-

gorithm with any type of Yagi-Uda wire antenna array. This will be demonstrated in

Section 4.4 of this chapter.
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Using the proposed structure estimation algorithm with the Green uniform Yagi-Uda

wire antenna arrays to estimate the structure of an optimised, non-uniform antenna array

would most likely result in an overestimation of the number of elements in the wire antenna

array. For the purpose of determining the radiation hazard zones as considered in this

thesis, selection of a suitable antenna structure from the reference antenna database should

then be based on the antenna gain and half-power beamwidths, rather than just the

number of elements in the antenna array. When an antenna structure with the same

or slightly higher antenna gain is chosen from the database of reference antennas, the

radiation hazard zones should be conservative within the requirements as outlined in the

introduction of this chapter, regardless of whether the reference antenna database antenna

is of uniform or non-uniform array design. Green has observed that his uniform antenna

designs showed slightly high side-lobe levels, partial filled-in null-regions and low front-

to-back ratios [52]. The radiation hazard zones of such an antenna would be slightly

more conservative in such minor-lobe regions and yield an additional safety margin over

equivalent optimised, non-uniform antenna arrays with lower side-lobe levels, pronounced

nulls and higher front-to-back ratios.

4.3 Antenna Structure Estimation Algorithm

4.3.1 Introduction

Fundamental radiation pattern properties were correlated to the structural specifications

of wire antenna arrays in the preceding Section 4.2 of this chapter. It was concluded that

the structural specifications of an antenna were related to its gain and E- and H-plane half-

power beamwidths, and that an estimate of the antenna structure should be obtainable

from these radiating properties by comparison of the properties with those of reference

antennas stored in a database of reference antenna structures. Similarly, an estimate of

the number of elements in the wire antenna array may be attained or conversely, from the

number of elements, the antenna gain and half-power beamwidths may be approximately

determined through the estimate of a suitable antenna structure. Based on these concepts,

a computer algorithm for estimating the structure of wire antenna arrays for the purpose

of determining the radiation hazard zones of Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays of unknown

structure has been designed and is described in this section of the chapter.
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As described in the concluding remarks of Section 4.2, when available, it is preferable

to use the antenna gain and half-power beamwidths as the structure estimation criteria,

rather than just the number of antenna array elements, even if the resultant structure has

a different number of elements than the original antenna. Accordingly, the following two

scenarios are considered by the structure estimation algorithm:

1. The wire antenna structural specifications are unknown, but basic electrical spec-

ifications including the antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths

are available, from the manufacturer’s specifications sheets for instance. Accord-

ing to iCOMMS, this is the most common scenario encountered with wire antenna

installations at client communications sites [24].

2. Like the first scenario, but instead of knowing the electrical antenna specifications

(the antenna gain and half-power beamwidths), only the number of elements in

the wire antenna array are known. This scenario may be experienced by field-

personnel, at a communications site but without the appropriate documentation. In

this instance, a count of the number of antenna array elements may for example be

obtained from a visual inspection of the antenna.

A high-level flowchart of the developed radiation hazard zone application software

is shown in Figure 4.6. The application software is comprised of two elemental stages:

structure estimation, the topic of this chapter, and antenna modelling discussed throughout

Chapter 3.

The decision at the onset of the structure estimation stage, determines the estimation

strategy based on using the antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths—

scenario 1, or using just the number of antenna array elements—scenario 2. An antenna

structure is then selected from the reference antenna database by querying this database

of reference antenna structures. The structural specifications and pre-calculated element

base currents of the estimated antenna are then retrieved from the database. Structural

specifications in the reference antenna database are stored in wavelengths, which are easily

scaled to the desired operating frequency, while the complex base currents are stored in

Amperes, calculated at VIN = 1 Volt, and are readily scaled to the desired transmitter

power.

Modelling of the field-strengths and determination of the radiation hazard zones of the
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Figure 4.6: High-level flowchart of the developed radiation hazard zone modelling application

software. (DB means database).

selected reference antenna structure is independent of the structure estimation algorithm,

the choice of modelling strategy being left to the discretion of the user. Any numerical

technique or the modelling strategies discussed throughout Chapter 3 may be applied to

calculate the field-strengths. Post-processing to determine the radiation hazard zones may

be performed using the MATLAB contouring algorithm or using the proposed optimisation

technique discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

The reference antenna database and structure estimation algorithm are discussed in

more detail in the following subsections of this chapter.

4.3.2 The Reference Antenna Database

A database is required to store the structural specifications and radiating properties of

a collection of well-designed Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays with different antenna gains,
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Figure 4.7: Entity relationship (ER) diagram of the reference antenna database.

E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths and number of antenna array elements. The

reference antenna database was designed using a relational database architecture [141,142].

The conceptual database design is shown using an entity relationship (ER) data model

diagram in Figure 4.7 [141–143]. The logical database design is described by the Microsoft

Access data dictionary defined in Table 4.1.

The reference antenna database is comprised of two tables including attributes for the

antenna gain, E-plane half-power beamwidth and H-plane half-power beamwidth in the

Antennas table; and element number, element length, element location, element radius,

and real and imaginary parts of the complex element current in the Elements table. An-

tenna records are assigned a unique Antenna ID, the primary key of the antennas table.

The Antenna ID and Element # comprise the composite key of the elements table with

the foreign key Antenna ID referencing Antenna ID of the antennas table.

While antenna element radii may be considered constant amongst most practical Yagi-

Uda wire antenna arrays the element radius attribute could also have been modelled as

belonging to the antennas entity. For generality however, the element radius attribute has

been modelled as belonging to the elements entity in Figure 4.7.

It should be noted that the number of elements is a derivable attribute from the re-

lationship between the antennas and elements entities, as shown in the ER diagram of

Figure 4.7. In consideration of the structure estimation scenario 2 however, the number of

elements is of primary relevance to the structure estimation algorithm. To simplify imple-

mentation of the structure estimation database queries, or to enhance database efficiency,
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Table 4.1: Microsoft Access data dictionary of the reference antenna database.

Table Name Attribute Name Data Type Data Size Required?

Antennas Antenna ID Number Long Integer Yes

Gain Number Double Yes

E-plane Beamwidth Number Double Yes

H-plane Beamwidth Number Double Yes

Primary Key: Antenna ID

Elements Antenna ID Number Long Integer Yes

Element # Number Long Integer Yes

Length Number Double Yes

Location Number Double Yes

Radius Number Double Yes

I Real Number Double Yes

I Imag Number Double Yes

Primary Key: Antenna ID, Element #

Foreign Key: Antenna ID
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it may be beneficial to alternatively include the number of elements in a database view,

or append this derivable attribute to the antennas table when views are not supported by

the chosen database management system (DBMS), as is the case with Microsoft Access.

In view of using an efficient wire antenna modelling strategy such as the three point-

source technique described in Chapter 3 for efficiently calculating the field-strengths of the

estimated antenna structure, the complex element base currents were (optionally) included

in the Elements table of the reference antenna database. This is considered a significant

additional benefit to using the structure estimation algorithm, since pre-calculated initial

currents retrieved from the database during the structure estimation stage may be used in

the field-strength modelling stage. Currents calculated with complex current calculation

strategies may therefore be used, potentially saving computational time at runtime, while

sparing implementation of such more complex algorithms in the radiation hazard zone

modelling application software.

The reference antenna database was implemented in Microsoft Access [144], a screen

capture of which is shown in Figure 4.8. For the purposes of this thesis and in view of

potential application by industry, Microsoft Access was chosen because of its availability,

ease of use, and because it allowed easy connection to the developed application software,

NFSim, described in Chapter 6 implemented using Microsoft Visual C++ [49]. Obviously

the structure estimation algorithm is independent of the chosen DBMS and other DBMSs

such as Oracle [145] or MySQL [146] could have been used.

As mentioned previously, for the purpose of this thesis, the database was populated

with the complete 128 Yagi-Uda wire antenna array collection of Green [52] with structural

specifications stored in wavelengths. Initial complex element base currents were calculated

using the method of moments, NEC-2 [44] using thirteen segments per wire (only the centre

segment current was stored) at 300 MHz and VIN = 1 Volt.

4.3.3 The Structure Estimation Algorithm

A flowchart describing the structure estimation algorithm is shown in Figure 4.9.

Depending on the application, scenario 1 or scenario 2, the user would either enter

the antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths, or the number of antenna

array elements. A connection to the reference antenna database is established and the

appropriate structure estimation selection query executed. The selected reference antenna
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Figure 4.8: Screen capture showing an instance of the reference antenna database implemented

in Microsoft Access and populated with the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays with initial

currents calculated with the method of moments, NEC-2.

structure and pre-calculated complex element base currents are returned from the database

to the application software and the connection to the database is closed. The antenna

structure with the pre-calculated currents would then typically be sent to the radiation

hazard zone modelling algorithm for evaluation of the field-strengths and the radiation

hazard zones as shown in the high-level flowchart of Figure 4.6.

Regarding computational efficiency, the connection and disconnection to the DBMS

typically requires the longest length of time. This can however be considered a computa-

tional overhead and if multiple antennas need to be estimated, the database connection

should be left open—that is, the database connection would be established when the ap-

plication software is launched, and disconnected when the application software is closed.

Execution times of the structure estimation selection queries is very efficient, especially

since the database population is quite small, and under most circumstances the compu-

tational time required would be considered negligible compared to the antenna modelling

stage.
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Figure 4.9: High-level flowchart of the structure estimation stage of the developed radiation hazard

zone modelling application software.

The structure estimation database selection queries for the two considered estimation

scenarios may be described by the following statements:

Scenario 1: Return the Antenna ID of antennas which have minimal difference of E-

plane Beamwidth – Desired BWE and H-plane Beamwidth – Desired BWH from the

antennas with Gain ≥ Desired Gain.

Scenario 2: Return the Antenna ID of antennas with the highest Gain, widest E-plane

Beamwidth and H-plane Beamwidth from the antennas with Number of Elements =

Desired Elements.

For scenario 1, the primary criterion to ensure conservative radiation hazard zones

are obtained is to select a reference antenna from the reference antenna database that

has an equal or greater gain than the original antenna of unknown structure, the desired
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gain. As was observed while investigating the radiating properties of wire antenna arrays

in Section 4.2 of this chapter, the antenna gain and half-power beamwidths are highly

correlated so that any differences in the beamwidth selection would be minimal once a

reference antenna has been selected based on the gain.

In Section 4.2 some variation in the gain and half-power beamwidths with respect to

the number of antenna array elements was observed, due to the different antenna arrays of

different inter-element spacings. To ensure conservative radiation hazard zone estimation,

when selecting an antenna based on the number of antenna array elements, the most

conservative antenna should be chosen, having the highest gain and widest half-power

beamwidths. This sets the criteria for scenario 2.

There are many different solutions to how these selection statements may be imple-

mented in SQL (structured query language) [141, 142]. Two solutions are described in

Figures 4.10–4.11 for each of the considered structure estimation scenarios. The opera-

tions of these queries are briefly outlined in the following paragraphs.

The query of Figure 4.10(a) is a definitive solution to the query description statement of

the structure estimation scenario 1. The initial (where) clause determines the minimum

difference between the database antenna gains and the desired antenna gain from all

database antennas with a positive, conservative gain compared to the desired antenna

gain. The second (and) clause selects all antennas with this minimum gain difference (the

innermost nested-queries), and determines the minimum difference between the combined

E- and H-plane beamwidths and the desired E- and H-plane beamwidths. These results

are combined by the outer-query to select the antennas with these desired properties.

Due to the number of nested-queries, the provided solution of Figure 4.10(a) may not be

considered optimal. Due to the relatively small database population however, execution

time was still observed to be less than 1 second and is therefore considered negligible

compared to the wire antenna modelling stage. An alternative solution using an ordered

list is shown in Figure 4.10(b). This query only selects antennas with the determined

minimum, conservative gain difference. Rather than further limiting this result set, the

selected antennas are ordered by increasing difference between the combined E- and H-

plane beamwidths and the desired E- and H-plane beamwidths. The first records in this

result set are identical to the result set returned by the query of Figure 4.10(a), however

query execution time would be less.
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select Antenna ID from Antennas

where Gain – Desired Gain in (

select min(Gain – Desired Gain) from Antennas

where (Gain – Desired Gain) ≥ 0

)

and ((BWE – Desired BWE) + (BWH – Desired BWH)) in (

select min((BWE – Desired BWE) + (BWH – Desired BWH)) from (

select Antenna ID, Gain, BWE, BWH from Antennas

where Gain – Desired Gain in (

select min(Gain – Desired Gain) from Antennas

where (Gain – Desired Gain) ≥ 0

)

)

);

(a) Definitive.

select Antenna ID from Antennas

where Gain – Desired Gain in (

select min(Gain – Desired Gain) from Antennas

where (Gain – Desired Gain) ≥ 0

)

order by ((BWE – Desired BWE) + (BWH – Desired BWH)) asc;

(b) Ordered List.

Figure 4.10: Two structure estimation selection queries for considered scenario 1, selecting a

suitable antenna structure from the reference antenna database using the antenna gain and half-

power beamwidths. Both a definitive and a more efficient solution based on an ordered record set are

provided. Attribute names E-plane beamwidth (BWE), H-plane beamwidth (BWH) were shortened

to enhance legibility.
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select Antenna ID from Antennas

where Antenna ID in (

select Antenna ID from Elements

group by Antenna ID having count(*) = Desired Elements)

and Gain in (

select max(Gain) from (

select Antenna ID, Gain, BWE, BWH from Antennas

where Antenna ID in (

select Antenna ID from Elements

group by Antenna ID having count(*) = Desired Elements)

)

)

and (BWE + BWH) in (

select max(BWE + BWH) from (

select Antenna ID, Gain, BWE, BWH from Antennas

where Antenna ID in (

select Antenna ID from Elements

group by Antenna ID having count(*) = Desired Elements)

and Gain in (

select max(Gain) from (

select Antenna ID, Gain, BWE, BWH from Antennas

where Antenna ID in (

select Antenna ID from Elements

group by Antenna ID having count(*) = Desired Elements)

)

)

)

);

(a) Definitive.

Figure 4.11: Two structure estimation selection queries for considered scenario 2, selecting a

suitable antenna structure from the reference antenna database using the number of antenna array

elements. Both a definitive and a more efficient solution based on an ordered record set are provided.

Attribute names E-plane beamwidth (BWE), H-plane beamwidth (BWH) were shortened to enhance

legibility.
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select Antenna ID from Antennas

where Antenna ID in (

select Antenna ID from Elements

group by Antenna ID having count(*) = Desired Elements)

and Gain in (

select max(Gain)

from (

select Antenna ID, Gain, BWE, BWH from Antennas

where Antenna ID in (

select Antenna ID from Elements

group by Antenna ID having count(*) = Desired Elements)

)

)

order by (BWE +BWH) desc, Antenna ID asc;

(b) Ordered List.

Figure 4.11: Two structure estimation selection queries for considered scenario 2, selecting a

suitable antenna structure from the reference antenna database using the number of antenna array

elements (cont.).

Another alternative query, not described here, could be constructed using database

views. These however are not supported by the Microsoft Access DBMS.

The query of Figure 4.11(a) is a definitive solution to the query description statement

of the structure estimation scenario 2. Like the query of Figure 4.10(a), this query is also

comprised of two main clauses plus an additional (where) clause to derive the number of

antenna array elements. The first main (and) clause derives the maximum antenna gain

of all the database antennas having the desired number of antenna array elements. The

second main (and) clause selects all database antennas with this maximum antenna gain,

and determines the maximum combined E- and H-plane beamwidth. These results are

combined by the outer-query to select the antennas with these desired properties.

Analogous to the query of Figure 4.10(b) for scenario 1, an alternative solution using

an ordered list is shown in Figure 4.11(b) for scenario 2. This query selects antennas with

the determined maximum gain having the desired number of antenna array elements. The
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result set is then ordered by decreasing combined E- and H-plane beamwidth. The first

records in this result set are again identical to the result set returned by the query of

Figure 4.11(a), however query execution time would again be less.

It should be noted that these queries utilise nested-subqueries in the from clause,

introduced in the SQL-92 standard [142,147] which is today widely supported by DBMSs

including Microsoft Access.

4.4 Antenna Structure Estimation

The proposed structure estimation algorithm was described in the preceding Section 4.3.

This algorithm was implemented in Microsoft Visual C++ and Microsoft Access and

was investigated for determining the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna arrays with

unknown structure in this section of the chapter.

Consider the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, described in Table 1.3, and mod-

elled throughout Chapter 3. However, this time assume that the structural specifications

are unknown, and that the radiation hazard zones need to be evaluated from just the radi-

ating properties of the antenna at a specified frequency, 900 MHz, and input power level,

PIN = 10 W. Let the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna be known as the antenna

under investigation (AUI).

While the antenna radiating properties would generally be available from industry

databases, Table 1.2 for instance, or from manufacturer’s antenna specifications, for the

purposes of this chapter, the AUI has been modelled using NEC-2 [44]. The E- and

H-plane power gain radiation patterns of the AUI, the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda

antenna, modelled with the NEC-2 RP command are shown in Figure 4.12. The antenna

gain is noted at 12.605 dBi, with the E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths equal to 40◦

and 45◦ respectively.

Two likely structure estimation scenarios were identified while designing the structure

estimation algorithm in the preceding Section 4.3 of this chapter, resulting in two antenna

selection queries, detailed in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, for selecting a suitable antenna struc-

ture from the reference antenna database. The queries of Figure 4.10 return an estimated

antenna structure from the reference antenna database based on the antenna gain and

half-power beamwidths of the AUI, scenario 1, while the queries of Figure 4.11 return the
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Figure 4.12: E- and H-plane power gain radiation patterns of the antenna under investigation

(of unknown structure), the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna. The radiation patterns were

modelled with the NEC-2 RP at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W. The antenna gain is 12.605 dBi, with

the E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths equal to 40◦ and 45◦ respectively.

estimated antenna structure based on just the number of antenna array elements of the

AUI, scenario 2. Both structure estimation scenarios are considered in this section for

determining the radiation hazard zones of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna.

With the reference antenna database populated with the 128 Green uniform Yagi-Uda

wire antenna arrays [52] and the desired gain of the AUI equal to 12.605 dBi with the de-

sired E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths equal to 40◦ and 45◦ respectively, executing

the structure estimation query described in Figure 4.10 returns the estimated reference

antenna with Antenna ID = 26. This is a 9-element Yagi-Uda antenna with 0.0025λ

diameter elements, 0.20λ inter-element spacings, antenna gain equal to 12.7 dBi and E-

and H-plane half-power beamwidths equal to 36◦ and 40◦ respectively. The complete

structural specifications of this antenna may be found in [52] or Table B.3 of Appendix B

in this thesis.

This is an interesting result, the estimate of a 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna is a 9-

element Yagi-Uda antenna, and clearly demonstrates the effects of estimating the struc-

ture of an optimised Yagi-Uda antenna using the non-optimal, Green uniform Yagi-Uda
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antennas. As was noted throughout the preceding sections of this chapter, simultaneously

optimising both the Yagi-Uda antenna array element lengths and inter-element spacings

yields antenna designs exhibiting higher gain and narrower beamwidths than uniform

antenna designs. In this instance, the gain and half-power beamwidths of the optimised 6-

element Yagi-Uda antenna are best comparable to a 9-element, uniform Yagi-Uda antenna

design of Green.

The primary criterion of the structure estimation query of Figure 4.10 is to select an

antenna structure from the reference antenna database with minimal positive, difference

in desired antenna gain. The gain of the estimated reference antenna is approximately

0.1 dBi higher than the gain of the AUI. The occupational and general public bore-sight,

on-axis radiation hazard zone boundary distances of the selected reference antenna can

therefore be expected to be conservative with respect to those of the AUI. The secondary

criterion of the structure estimation query is to narrow the primary selection to antennas

with minimal E- and H-plane half-power beamwidth differences to the desired half-power

beamwidths. The E- andH-plane half-power beamwidths of the selected reference antenna

are approximately 4◦ and 5◦ narrower than those of the AUI, yielding radiation hazard

zones that may be slightly underestimated towards the sides of the main radiating beam.

A comparison of the E- and H-plane power gain radiation patterns of the estimated

reference antenna and the original AUI is shown in Figure 4.13(a) as modelled at the nom-

inal frequency of 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W using NEC-2 [44]. The E-plane ARPANSA [17]

occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of the estimated reference antenna

were modelled using NEC-2 and also using the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength

calculation strategy, described in Chapter 3, with the pre-calculated, method of moment

modelled currents retrieved from the reference antenna database and the applied safety

factor of Section 3.6. The results are shown in Figure 4.13(b) with the superimposed ref-

erence antenna structure, and the radiation hazard zones of the original AUI as modelled

using NEC-2.

Being a 9-element Yagi-Uda antenna design, the radiation pattern of the estimated

reference antenna is observed in Figure 4.13(a) to exhibit a higher number of side-lobes

than the AUI 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, a characteristic of using increasing number

of antenna array elements. The AUI gain is observed to be well approximated by the

estimated reference antenna, while the beamwidths of the main radiating beams are quite
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the E- and H-plane power gain radiation patterns at 900 MHz and

the E-plane ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of the antenna

under investigation (dashed lines), and the estimated antenna structure selected from the reference

antenna database assuming the structure estimation scenario 1 (solid lines and coloured radiation

hazard zones). Both radiation hazard zones modelled with NEC-2 and the three point-source (3 PS)

technique using the pre-calculated initial currents retrieved from the reference antenna database are

shown.
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close. Slight underestimation of the AUI back-lobe, by approximately 3 dBi, is observed.

This may be explained since the front-to-back ratio was not considered by the structure

estimation strategy, and the estimated reference antenna exhibits a fairly high front-to-

back ratio. This is not typical for the majority of the other antennas of the reference

antenna database. The side-lobes of the AUI are moderately well approximated by the

estimated reference antenna, any underestimation being observed at less than 12 dBi from

the main beam.

The modelled bore-sight, on-axis radiation hazard zones of Figure 4.13(b) are observed

to be well conservative, due to the conservative estimate of the AUI gain by the estimated

reference antenna. Underestimation towards the sides and back of the antenna structure

is observed to be very minor, in this instance at 900 MHz and using PIN = 10 W, within

a few centimetres. This is a very good result, and compared to the radiation hazard zones

determined using the gain scaling approach, Figure 3.5(b) in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3,

the results obtained here using the structure estimation technique, may be considered a

significant improvement.

Consider now the structure estimation scenario 2. The primary criterion of the struc-

ture estimation query described in Figure 4.11 is to select an antenna structure from the

reference antenna database with the desired number of antenna array elements. The sec-

ondary criteria narrow the primary selection to antennas with the highest gain, and finally

having the broadest E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths. Executing the structure es-

timation query of Figure 4.11 on the reference antenna database populated with the 128

Green uniform Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays and a desired number of 6 antenna array ele-

ments returns the estimated reference antenna with Antenna ID = 15. This is a 6-element

Yagi-Uda antenna with 0.0025λ diameter elements, 0.25λ inter-element spacings, antenna

gain equal to 12.3 dBi and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths equal to 42◦ and 46◦

respectively. The complete structural specifications may be found in [52] or Table B.3 of

Appendix B in this thesis.

Evidently, not even the highest gain 6-element uniform Yagi-Uda antenna design of

Green could equal or exceed the gain of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, the

selected reference antenna gain being 0.3 dBi less than that of the AUI. The half-power

beamwidths of the selected reference antenna compare favourably with those of the AUI,

being 2◦ and 1◦ wider in the E- and H-planes than those of the AUI respectively.
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A comparison of the E- and H-plane power gain radiation patterns of the estimated ref-

erence antenna and the original AUI is shown in Figure 4.14(a) as modelled at the nominal

frequency of 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W using NEC-2. The E-plane ARPANSA occupational

and general public radiation hazard zones of the estimated reference antenna modelled

using NEC-2 and the 3 PS field-strength calculation strategy with the pre-calculated cur-

rents retrieved from the reference antenna database are shown in Figure 4.14(b) with the

superimposed reference antenna structure, and the radiation hazard zones of the original

AUI as modelled using NEC-2.

Even though the gain of the selected reference antenna is 0.3 dBi less than the gain

of the AUI, the radiation patterns of the two antennas are observed to be remarkably

alike in Figure 4.14(a). The radiation pattern of the selected reference antenna appears

to be conservative, that is slightly higher in gain than the AUI, almost everywhere apart

from the main-lobe, which is modestly less in gain. Consequently, the AUI radiation

hazard zones would be expected to be very well represented by those modelled with the

estimated reference antenna, a presumption that is confirmed by the results obtained in

Figure 4.14(b). In this instance, the AUI radiation hazard zones are observed to be very

closely approximated by the selected reference antenna model, being everywhere conserva-

tive except at the antenna bore-sight. The 0.3 dBi difference in gain resulted in the general

public bore-sight, on-axis radiation hazard zone boundary distance being underestimated

by 48 mm and 6 mm using the NEC-2 and 3 PS technique field-strength modelling strate-

gies respectively—differences of less than 2.5 % and less than 0.5 % respectively. Needless

to say, this is an excellent result.

The radiating properties and modelled bore-sight, on-axis, ARPANSA radiation haz-

ard zone boundary distances of the AUI and estimated reference antennas from the two

structure estimation scenarios are summarised in Table 4.2.

Comparing the obtained results of modelling the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda an-

tenna with two different uniform antennas selected from the reference antenna database

under two different selection criteria or structure estimation scenarios, raises some interest-

ing questions. Which scenario works better? Was it wise to favour the structure estimation

scenario 1, selecting antennas using the desired antenna gain, over scenario 2, selecting an

antenna based on the number of antenna array elements? Are there alternative estimation

strategies?
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the E- and H-plane power gain radiation patterns at 900 MHz and

the E-plane ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of the antenna

under investigation (dashed lines), and the estimated antenna structure selected from the reference

antenna database assuming the structure estimation scenario 2 (solid lines and coloured radiation

hazard zones). Both radiation hazard zones modelled with NEC-2 and the three point-source (3 PS)

technique using the pre-calculated initial currents retrieved from the reference antenna database are

shown.
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Table 4.2: The radiating properties and modelled bore-sight, on-axis, ARPANSA radiation haz-

ard zone boundary distances of the antenna under investigation (of unknown structure) and the

estimated antennas selected from the reference antenna database assuming structure estimation

scenarios 1 and 2.

Original Estimated Estimated

Antenna Antenna 1 Antenna 2

Radiating Properties

Number of Elements 6 9 6

Gain (dBi) 12.6 12.7 12.3

E-plane Beamwidth 40◦ 36◦ 42◦

H-plane Beamwidth 45◦ 40◦ 46◦

Radiation Hazard Zones

Occupational NEC-2 0.980 m 1.153 m 0.966 m

3 PS 1.184 m 0.987 m

General Public NEC-2 1.943 m 2.131 m 1.895 m

3 PS 2.187 m 1.937 m

Evidently, in this instance, the radiating properties and modelled radiation hazard

zones of the estimated reference antenna returned by structure estimation scenario 2 pro-

vided a much closer match to the AUI than the estimated reference antenna structure

returned by structure estimation scenario 1, albeit a small underestimation of the AUI

main radiating beam. In the example investigated, the degree of underestimation using

the structure estimation scenario 2 was quite small at just 0.3 dBi resulting in very mod-

est underestimation of the antenna bore-sight, on-axis radiation hazard zone boundary

distances.

Since the majority of the antenna power is transmitted in the direction of its main

beam, it is still believed however, that the primary criteria of the structure estimation

algorithm should be based on the radiating properties describing the main radiating beam,

namely the antenna gain and half-power beamwidths, structure estimation scenario 1. It

is argued that better agreement and conservative radiation hazard zones in the main

radiating beam of the antenna are more important than in the lower powered side-lobes
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of the antenna radiation pattern. Structure estimation scenario 1 should therefore be

preferred over structure estimation scenario 2, when the necessary radiating properties of

the AUI are available.

In the investigated example, the main weakness of the structure estimation scenario

1 was the narrower beamwidth of the estimated reference antenna compared to the AUI.

An alternative, more conceptually abstract structure estimation strategy to ensure better

agreement in the main radiating beamwidth could be to select an antenna based on the E-

andH-plane half-power beamwidths with input from the number of antenna array elements

as the secondary criterion. For the purposes of determining the radiation hazard zones,

the selected reference antenna gain could then be adjusted by a gain correction factor, to

match the desired antenna gain of the AUI. This would ensure a better approximation

of the main radiating beam and total agreement in gain and bore-sight, on-axis radiation

hazard zone boundary distances. Investigation of this structure estimation variance to

scenario 1 is left as a future exercise.

Throughout this section, the results of estimating the structure and resulting radiation

hazard zones of an optimised Yagi-Uda antenna were presented, being representative of

a typical practical scenario experienced by industry. For verification purposes of the

proposed structure estimation algorithm, it is nonetheless interesting to comment on “self-

estimation,” or what is the likelihood of obtaining the original antenna if its properties

were entered into the structure estimation algorithm? The answer to this question largely

depends on the reference antenna database population. Comments that are made here, are

made in regards to the structure estimation algorithm scenarios 1 and 2 and the reference

antenna database being populated with the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna structures.

The definitive query described in Figure 4.10(a) to implement the structure estimation

algorithm scenario 1, returns a record-set of antennas selected from the reference antenna

database that are subject to the constraints described earlier, and feature identical antenna

gain, E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths. For testing and verification purposes, this

query was executed repeatedly by sequentially entering the gain and beamwidths of each

antenna in the reference antenna database. It was verified that in all experiments the

returned record-set of estimated antennas included the original antenna whose properties

were to be estimated. This verifies that the structure estimation query is programatically

sound. The original antenna was however not always ranked first in the record-set, and
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may therefore not be used in a practical structure estimation scenario where typically the

first ranking record of the returned record-set would be selected to be modelled. The

reason for this is obvious, since without further details, it is impossible to distinguish

between antennas having the same gain, E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths.

The ranking order was not specified by the structure estimation query of Figure 4.10(a),

and is therefore determined by the order the reference antenna database was populated,

the Antenna ID. Records with lower Antenna ID are returned first. In this instance, the

reference antenna database was populated with the Green Yagi-Uda antennas of increas-

ing antenna element diameter, ascending number of antenna array elements and increasing

inter-element spacings—matching the ordering adopted by Green in [52]. When the gain,

E- and H-plane half-power beamwidth selection criteria match several antennas in the ref-

erence antenna database, the ranking will affect the final antenna selection. For instance,

it was previously observed that the antenna element diameter had negligible effects on the

antenna radiating properties (gain and half-power beamwidths), Figure 4.4. When anten-

nas with the same antenna properties are estimated, and thinner designs are ranked higher

by the estimation query, the effects on the estimated gain and half-power beamwidths and

consequently the modelled radiation hazard zones should also be small. Similarly, designs

with fewer elements are ranked higher by the query. This however may affect the obtained

results, since antenna designs with a fewer number of elements typically also have a fewer

number of side-lobes and may therefore provide more conservative radiation hazard zones

than antennas with a higher number of elements.

It is interesting to note that based on the gain and E- and H-plane half-power

beamwidth properties, 75 of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda antennas have unique radiating

properties. This means that in 75 out of the 128 original antennas estimated with the

structure estimation query of Figure 4.10(a) (58.6 %), the original antenna was ranked

first in the returned record-set. Furthermore, 44 of the 75 unique antenna properties only

occur once, leaving 31 antenna property combinations of gain and E- and H-plane half-

power beamwidth that are shared by the remaining 53 antennas (128− 75 = 53). It could

be argued that based on these criteria of gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidth,

53 antenna designs of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda antennas are redundant, as they would

never be returned, ranked first by the structure estimation query of Figure 4.10(a).

With regards to the structure estimation scenario 2, estimating an antenna structure
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based solely on the number of antenna array elements and selecting the antenna with the

highest gain and widest beamwidth, it is evident that the original antenna would only

be returned for the very select 8 antennas of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda antenna populated

reference antenna database.

As a closing comment, it could be argued that in the structure estimation scenario

2, where only the number of antenna array elements are known, by counting in the field

for instance, it is unlikely that even the operating frequency and input power level would

be known. It is suggested that under such circumstances, the antenna be modelled at an

arbitrary frequency such as 300 MHz, and that a maximum power level be assumed. Such

a power level could be set at 50 W or 60 W, the practical limit of many commercially

available Yagi-Uda antennas. The modelled radiation hazard zones would then be a very

conservative estimate.

4.5 Conclusions

A solution to the problem of efficiently determining the radiation hazard zones of wire

antenna arrays, when the complete structural specifications of the antenna—required by

all existing modelling strategies—are not available, has been presented. The radiating

properties of a large collection of Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays were investigated

and correlated with the antenna structural specifications. As a result, a novel struc-

ture estimation algorithm using just the gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidth

properties of the antenna far-field radiation patterns to select an antenna structure from

a database of reference antennas was designed, implemented and applied to model the

antenna radiation hazard zones.

It is inevitable that structure estimation will introduce error into the modelled radi-

ation hazard zones. Wire antenna array element lengths, element diameters and inter-

element spacings all uniquely affect the antenna radiating properties, and it is unlikely

that two different antennas feature identical radiation patterns. For these reasons, it

is impractical to design an efficient structure estimation algorithm that provides totally

conservative radiation hazard zones that are still reasonably accurate and minimise over-

estimation as a potential cost to industry. Since the majority of the antenna power is

transmitted in the direction of its main beam, if differences in the main radiating beam
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of the estimated antenna structure and of the actual antenna are minimised, the antenna

bore-sight, on-axis radiation hazard zone boundary distances would be conservative, while

lesser powered side-lobe regions of the antenna radiation pattern would only result in

minimal underestimation of the radiation hazard zones.

Antenna radiating properties describing the main radiating beam include the antenna

gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths. These properties were investigated with

regards to the antenna structural specifications of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna

arrays [52]. The conclusions were summarised in Subsection 4.2.4. A high correlation

between the gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths was noted. The antenna

array element diameters were not observed to affect the gain and E- and H-plane half-

power beamwidths, while some variability in their magnitudes were observed with different

inter-element spacings. A high correlation and monotonic increase in antenna gain was

observed with increasing number of antenna array elements, while a corresponding, mono-

tonic decrease in E- and H-plane beamwidths was observed for the same. Based on these

observations, a computer algorithm for estimating the structure of wire antenna arrays

was designed.

Two wire antenna structure estimation scenarios, commonly experienced by indus-

try [24], were considered by the designed structure estimation algorithm. In addition to

the desired operating frequency and transmitter power level, (1) the wire antenna struc-

tural specifications are unknown, but basic electrical specifications including the antenna

gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths are available; (2) only the number of

elements in the wire antenna array are known. It was determined that in the event that

the requirements of both estimation scenarios are known, the first estimation scenario is

to be preferred over the second scenario, to allow better estimation of the antenna’s main

radiating beam and so ensure conservatively modelled radiation hazard zones in the main

beam.

The structure estimation algorithm was implemented using Microsoft Visual C++

with the reference antenna database implemented in Microsoft Access, and structure es-

timation queries coded with SQL. For the purposes of testing in this thesis, the reference

antenna database was populated with the complete structural specifications and radiating

properties of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays.

In view of the efficient determination of the radiation hazard zones using the wire
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antenna modelling strategies described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, the method of mo-

ment calculated complex element base currents were also stored in the reference antenna

database. This is considered a significant additional benefit to using the structure estima-

tion algorithm. Pre-calculated initial currents may be retrieved from the database during

the structure estimation stage and used for the field-strength and radiation hazard zone

modelling, with potential runtime and implementation savings of using more complex and

accurate current calculation strategies.

The implemented structure estimation algorithm was applied to determine the oc-

cupational and general public ARPANSA radiation hazard zones [17] of the optimised

6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, assuming the two described structure estimation scenarios.

Using the selection criteria of gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths, scenario

1, an antenna structure was selected from the reference antenna database, whose radiation

hazard zones were modelled using NEC-2 and the three point-source field-strength calcu-

lation strategy described in Chapter 3 with the pre-calculated currents retrieved from the

database. The determined bore-sight, on-axis radiation hazard zone boundary distances

were observed to be conservative, with minimal underestimation of the radiation hazard

zones observed in the back and side-lobe regions of the antenna radiation pattern. Using

just the number of antenna array elements, scenario 2, a 6-element antenna with maxi-

mum gain and broadest half-power beamwidth was selected from the reference antenna

database. The modelled radiation hazard zones compared exceptionally well to those of

the original, optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, albeit a modest under-estimation on

the antenna bore-sight. This under-estimation was due to the estimated antenna gain

being 0.3 dBi lower than the gain of the original antenna, and emphasises the need, if pos-

sible, to use the gain and half-power beamwidths rather than just the number of antenna

array elements.

Estimation of the original antennas stored in the reference antenna database confirmed

that the original antenna was always returned in the resultant database record-set.

An efficient algorithm for determining the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna

arrays of unknown structural specifications was presented. Radiation hazard zones were

computed conservatively with only minimal under-estimation observed in the side-lobe

regions of the antenna radiation patterns. Execution of the structure estimation queries

was very efficient using the gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths or the number
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of antenna array elements. User interaction time was also minimised, since the structural

specifications and pre-calculated initial currents are retrieved from the reference antenna

database during the selection process.

Compared to the gain scaling technique suggested in the radiation protection guide-

lines, standards and literature [10, 18, 38–40], investigated in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3 of

this thesis, the presented structure estimation algorithm manifests several advancements.

Since the radiation hazard zones often protrude into the antenna near-field region, using

the gain scaling technique the antenna far-field gain is effectively scaled to the antenna

near-field region, resulting in significant under-calculation of the radiation hazard zones

observed in Section 3.3. Using an estimated antenna structure, field-strength calculation

techniques may be applied to accurately model the antenna near-fields. The presented

structure estimation algorithm can also be used with multi-antenna system modelling, an

additional dilemma of the gain scaling technique.

Publications directly culminating from the research of this chapter include [136, 148,

149]. To the best knowledge of the author, the described wire antenna structure estimation

techniques are new and have not previously been published elsewhere.



Chapter 5

Radiation Hazard Zone

Optimisation

5.1 Introduction

Determination of the occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of a specified

antenna system requires the determination of the distance in meters (m) from the antenna

system where the total radiation originating from the antennas equals a prescribed elec-

tric or magnetic field-strength in Volts per meter (V/m) or Amperes per meter (A/m)

respectively. This in effect is the inverse of what is typically desired—the calculation of

the electric or magnetic field-strengths at a prescribed distance from the antenna sys-

tem. Simply rearranging the field-strength equations to calculate the distance r from the

specified electric or magnetic field-strengths E or H is not trivial, especially in the case of

Yagi-Uda style wire antenna arrays, whereby the total field-strength is calculated from the

summation of independently calculated field-strengths of the wire antenna array elements.

It would be even more difficult for a multi-antenna system comprising multiple different

styles of antennas such as panel antennas, aperture antennas, patch antennas, reflector

antennas and wire antennas.

The traditional approach to calculating the radiation hazard zones would entail cal-

culating the electric or magnetic field-strengths in a discretised mesh, typically evaluated

in a plane surrounding the antenna system. By application of contouring algorithms, the

occupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances are derived

from the calculated field-strength data. This procedure has been successfully applied by

231
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the author in [136,137,148,149] and described throughout Chapters 3–4 of this thesis.

The traditional approach leaves several predicaments. Foremost, it requires the an-

tenna engineer to specify the grid size and discretisation step necessitating some prior

knowledge of the antenna system’s field-srength distribution. Unless an iterative process

is undertaken, the antenna engineer is faced with a compromise between using a larger,

coarser grid to establish the vicinity of the radiation hazard zone boundary distances, and

a smaller, finer grid to improve accuracy. Secondly, independent of how well the selected

grid fits the problem at hand, still a great number of field-point calculations are required,

both inside and outside the desired radiation hazard zone boundaries. Often, especially for

complex antenna structures and multi-antenna systems, computational effort is dominated

by running the antenna modelling engine (solver) and calculating the field-strengths. Thus

significant computational resources are wasted before the contouring algorithm is applied,

itself a computationally intensive task. Finally, if the discretisation size was not chosen to

be sufficiently small, the contouring algorithm is required to excessively rely on data in-

terpolation, introducing errors in the final solution of the radiation hazard zone boundary

distances. In practice, the calculated field-strengths will unlikely be exactly calculated at

the radiation hazard zone boundary distances and some degree of error introduced during

the contouring stage is inevitable.

The optimal solution would necessitate calculation of the electric or magnetic field-

strengths only at the radiation hazard zone boundary distances. While this is not possible,

the next best choice would be to try to calculate the field-strengths at locations in close

proximity to the radiation hazard zone boundary distances, essentially combining the

field-strength calculation and contour algorithm application stages. This is realised by the

proposed method, using an optimisation algorithm.

Throughout Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, the radiation hazard zones were deter-

mined by computing the contour lines at the occupational and general public radiation

hazard zone reference levels from the calculated electric field-strengths. The built-in con-

touring functions of MATLAB [48] were predominantly used to generate the contour plots

presented in this thesis, while the open source contouring methods of the Visualization

Toolkit (VTK) [150] were also utilised within the developed application software. There-

fore, this chapter commences with an introduction to common contouring techniques, to

provide a better basis of comparison for the proposed radiation hazard zone optimisation
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algorithm. While off the shelf contouring algorithms were used throughout this thesis, the

purpose of Section 5.2 was to investigate some of the mechanics of common contouring

algorithms, including data collection methods, basic data interpolation techniques and

contour drawing algorithms as utilised by MATLAB and VTK.

Section 5.3 proceeds to introduce the reader to relevant optimisation literature with

application to electromagnetic problems. The general optimisation problem is introduced

and classic optimisation techniques are reviewed, which highlight popular strategies of

present optimisation software to solve various optimisation problems. Section 5.3 con-

cludes with a more detailed exposition of elemental line search techniques, most relevant

to the problem of determining the radiation hazard zone boundary distances.

The radiating properties of isolated wire antenna arrays were reviewed in Section 5.4.1

with an emphasis on examining potential optimisation error (cost) functions for radiation

hazard zone determination. An algorithm is developed, treating the radiation hazard

zone determination of single-antenna systems as a unimodal, one-dimensional optimisation

problem, solved with Brent’s optimisation technique.

The developed algorithm of Section 5.4.1 is applied to determine the radiation hazard

zones of several isolated wire antenna arrays in Section 5.4.2. Compared to traditional

methods based on applying contouring algorithms to pre-calculated field-strength data,

significant increases in computational efficiency and accuracy are noted in favour of the

proposed optimisation strategy for determining the radiation hazard zones.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of the problems associated with applying the

proposed optimisation techniques to the case of determining the radiation hazard zones

of multi-antenna systems in Section 5.4.3. While conceptually very similar to the case of

analysing a single-antenna system, the radiation of an antenna system comprising multiple

antennas progresses to multi-modality. Consequently, less efficient global optimisation

techniques would need to be employed, and the computational efficiency advantages over

using traditional contouring techniques to determine the radiation hazard zones quickly

vanish.

Using an iterative procedure whereby the multi-antenna system is dissected into a

series of single-antenna sub-systems, it is shown in Section 5.4.3 how the developed single-

antenna radiation hazard zone optimisation technique could be applied to the multi-

antenna system. Excellent agreement with equivalently determined radiation hazard zones
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using the traditional contour approach are observed with significant improvements in com-

putational efficiency.

A summary of the results and points of future work are discussed in Section 5.5 of this

chapter.

5.2 Review of Contouring Techniques

In the context of this thesis, contour lines refer to isolines or isopleths. It is illuminating to

recall the etymology of these terms. The Greek isoplēthēs means “equal in quantity,” (isos

“equal” and plēthos “multitude, quantity”) [151], while the French contour is adopted from

the Italian contorno, contornare meaning “to round off, to turn around” [152]. Merriam-

Webster [152] provide the following definition.

isopleth—a line on a map connecting points at which a given variable has a

specified constant value

Radiation hazard zone boundary distances are contour lines depicting the specified con-

stant exposure reference field-strength level on the map or area surrounding the antenna

system.

Contouring is an important technique of scientific visualisation, seeking to explore data

and information graphically to gain an understanding and insight into the data [153]. The

interdisciplinary field of scientific visualisation is analogous to numerical techniques, and

is often referred to as visual data analysis. While computer graphics conveys information

already understood, scientific visualisation aims to comprehend the vast amounts of data

from sources including supercomputers, satellites, spacecraft, radio astronomy arrays, in-

strument arrays and medical scanners [154]. Scientific visualisation is “the use of computer

imaging technology as a tool for comprehending data obtained by simulation or physical

measurement” [155].

Extensive reviews of contouring techniques up to 1986 have been conducted by Sabin [156,

157] and include comprehensive bibliographies of the literature. In [156], Sabin highlighted

three main stages of contouring:

1. Data collection

2. Data interpolation
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3. Drawing the contour lines

These are briefly described in the following subsections.

5.2.1 Data Collection

Contouring is the visual analysis of previously collected or static data. There are many

possible data patterns. The first contouring stage involves selecting a data collection

pattern suited to the contouring application. Typical data collection patterns include:

• rectangular grids: data points are exactly or almost exactly aligned in a rectangular

grid over the region to be contoured.

• triangular grids: data points are exactly or almost exactly aligned in a triangular

grid over the region to be contoured.

• radial grids: data points are exactly or almost exactly aligned in a radial (polar)

grid over the region to be contoured.

• even data: randomly spread but uniformly dense data points over the region to be

contoured.

• data with voids or clusters: data patterns containing regions of substantially lower

or higher density of data points than elsewhere in the region to be contoured.

• tracked data: a linear cluster of efficiently collected data points due to moving

measurement equipment on a track, or obtaining a multitude of data points at once

such as for example from marine echo-sounding.

Examples of a rectangular grid, triangular grid, and data with voids and clusters are

displayed in Figure 5.1.

When using computer contouring algorithms, it is during the data collection stage that

the antenna engineer has the most impact on the contouring analysis, as interpolation

and contour drawing functions are usually encapsulated within the contouring algorithm.

Some popular computer contouring algorithms are reviewed in Subsection 5.2.4. The data

collection stage is the only time during the contouring analysis that actual data is collected

by measurement or simulation. To circumvent aliasing artefacts during the interpolation

process, it is paramount that the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is observed during
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(a) Rectangular grid. (b) Triangular grid.

(c) Data with voids. (d) Data with clusters.

Figure 5.1: Examples of common contouring data patterns.

the data collection stage [156,158,159]. If a sampling size greater than twice the smallest

feature of interest were chosen, unjustified artefacts in the contour may be observed.

Data collection with voids or clusters may be advantageous to aid the computational

efficiency of the contouring analysis. During geometrical contouring for instance, surveyors

may choose not to collect data on planes, resulting in data voids, while additional data

may be collected on steep slopes, resulting in data clusters. While this might be a useful

technique in geometrical contouring applications, where the function to be contoured is

visible, this is far less useful when the function is invisible, such as the contouring of

electromagnetic fields. Using this approach, ideally a denser grid would be utilised in

the vicinity of the radiation hazard zone boundary distances, while a coarser grid would

be used elsewhere. However, this would require prior knowledge of the field-strength

distribution of the antenna system and would be difficult to exploit in a non-iterative

contouring system.
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5.2.2 Data Interpolation

Independent of the data pattern and the chosen discretisation or sampling size, it is in-

evitable that contour lines cross between collected data points. Data interpolation tech-

niques are thus utilised by the contouring algorithm to insert intermediate values into the

data grid, estimated from the collected data points.

Research into data interpolation techniques spans several centuries and is well doc-

umented in the literature. An entertaining and extensive review of the history of data

interpolation techniques is found in [160]. Used in astronomy for calculating the motion of

heavenly bodies from previous observations, early data interpolation techniques were re-

ported by Gauss, Newton, Bessel and Sterling. Classical data interpolation techniques

are included in engineering mathematics and numerical techniques textbooks, includ-

ing [161, 162]. An insight into common data interpolation techniques used by contouring

algorithms is included in this section of the thesis.

Lagrange interpolation, reported by Joseph Louis Lagrange between 1783 and 1793,

remains a classical data interpolation technique to this day. For the set of N + 1 known

data samples f (xk) = fk, k = 0, 1, . . . , N , Lagrange proposed to multiply each known

data point fk by a polynomial equal to 1 at xk and 0 at all other data points. The unique

Lagrange interpolation polynomial y (x) is the summation of the N + 1 polynomials [161].

Mathematically,

y (x) =
N∑
k=0

lk (x) f (xk) (5.1)

where lk are the Lagrange interpolation coefficients

lk (x) =
N∏
j=0

x− xj
xk − xj

, j 6= k. (5.2)

The resulting Nth order Lagrange interpolation polynomial satisfies all N +1 data points.

For N = 1 the interpolation becomes a linear interpolation. A predicament of Lagrange

interpolation is the difficulty of predicting the most suitable polynomial order. If the

order is set too low, the resulting interpolation polynomial provides bad data estimates.

If the order is set too high, the interpolation polynomial begins to oscillate, and the

maximum error may approach infinity as N → ∞ [161, 163, 164]. To prevent stability

problems, interpolation polynomials should be limited to quadratic (4th) or 5th order. To

interpolate data with more than six data points, piece-wise interpolation can be applied.
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The original data set is subdivided into a number of subsets, which are independently

interpolated by lower order interpolation polynomials.

Spline interpolation is a widely used data interpolation technique that circumvents

the problems of polynomial interpolation oscillations, first mentioned by Schoenberg in

1946 [165, 166]. Spline interpolation is analogous to a draftsman’s spline, a flexible rod

bent around a number of points, used to draw curves. Mathematically, spline interpolation

is a special form of piece-wise polynomial interpolation. The initial data set f (xk) =

fk, k = 0, 1, . . . , N , is subdivided into subintervals with common end-points, nodes. The

N subinterval interpolation functions gk (x), splines, are chosen to equal f (x) at the nodes

and to be multiple times differentiable. These conditions minimise oscillations in gk (x) and

ensure a numerically stable result [161]. Cubic spline interpolation is the most common

form of spline interpolations. For arbitrarily sampled data f (xk) where hk is the distance

between sampled data points, the cubic spline interpolant is defined by equations (5.3)–

(5.4) as taken from [162].

y(x) =
N∑
k=0

gk (x) (5.3)

gk(x) = ak (x− xk)3 + bk (x− xk)2 + ck (x− xk) + dk (5.4)

where the polynomial coefficients are defined as

ak =
Sk+1 − Sk

6hk
bk =

Sk
2

ck =
f (xk+1)− f (xk)

hk
− 2hkSk + hkSk+1

6
dk = f (xk) .

The second derivatives Sk of the function f (x) at xk are calculated by the simultaneous

solutions of the set of equations defined by equation (5.5).

hk−1Sk−1 + (2hk−1 + 2hk)Sk + hkSk+1

= 6
[
f (xk+1)− f (xk)

hk
− f (xk)− f (xk−1)

hk−1

]
, k = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 (5.5)

Equation (5.5) yields N − 1 simultaneous equations for N + 1 unknown second derivatives

Sk. Two additional equations are obtained from conditions imposed on the end nodes,

appointed in accordance with the problem being solved. The most common constraint is

the natural spline condition, setting S0 = 0 and SN = 0. Equations (5.6)–(5.7) impose

that the third derivatives at x1 and xN−1 are continuous resulting in a smooth transition.
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This is known as the “not a knot condition” [162], another commonly applied constraint.

S0 =
(h0 + h1)S1 − h0S2

h1
(5.6)

SN =
(hN−2 + hN+2)SN−1 − hN−1SN−2

hN−2
(5.7)

For uniformly sampled data, h0 = h1 = . . . = hN = h, and simplified forms of equa-

tions (5.3)–(5.7) can be derived. These are noted in [167].

Lagrange polynomial and spline interpolation techniques are true interpolation tech-

niques that satisfy all specified data points. This assumes that the collected data is

accurate. Experimental data, including contouring data collected via measurement or

simulation often includes error. Bézier and B-Spline curves are similar to spline curves,

however analogous to regression lines, don’t always satisfy all of the data points. Rather,

data points control the shape of the curve. The shapes of Bézier and B-Spline curves

are restrained to within the polygon of the control points. Small variations in the values

of the control points only locally affect the solutions. Due to these properties, Bézier

and B-Spline curves are often used for interpolations in scientific visualisation techniques,

including contouring applications [168]. Equations for calculating Bézier and B-Spline

curves can be found in [162]. Bézier curves were initially developed by Paul de Castel-

jau in 1959, however were widely publicised by Pierre Bézier in 1962, after whom they

are named today. Basis or B-Splines, a generalisation of Bézier curves, were named by

Schoenberg.

Contour lines are spatial with data interpolation performed on a surface. The ba-

sic univariate, line interpolation techniques reviewed in the preceding paragraphs can be

adapted to bivariate or surface interpolation. Bilinear, bicubic and spline surface interpo-

lation techniques and B-Spline surfaces are discussed in [162].

Kriging is an effective interpolation technique for contouring applications [169]. Krig-

ing originated for use in geostatistics to approximate or interpolate data, and is named

after the pioneering work conducted by Krige [170] in the 1950s. It was formalised by

Matheron [171] in 1973. A comparison of eight different spatial interpolation techniques

showed splines and kriging give the best results [172]. Kriging incorporates a spatial cor-

relation in the interpolation process using a best linear unbiased estimator of a random

function. For the initial data set f (xk) = fk, k = 1, 2, . . . , N , the kriging interpolation
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function y (x) is defined by

y (x) = a (x) + b (x) (5.8)

where a (x) is the drift, characterising the average behaviour of y (x), while b (x) is the

fluctuation of y (x), the error correction function. The drift function a (x) is chosen as

an arbitrary polynomial function and can incorporate subintervals with a number of basis

functions. The error correction function b (x) is adjusted so that the kriging interpolation

function y (x) matches the data points fk. Evidently, the better the drift function a (x)

follows the data points fk, the better the kriging interpolant. The kriging interpolation

technique was advanced by dual kriging, first developed in 1985. While kriging is usually

applied only to neighbouring data points, a local interpolation technique, dual kriging is

a global interpolation technique, operating on all data points simultaneously [173] culmi-

nating in improved computational efficiency.

A multitude of other interpolation techniques with application to contouring can be

found in [156,157].

It should be noted, that data interpolation techniques are usually encapsulated within

the computer contouring packages. The antenna engineer is thus limited in the choice of

the underlying data interpolation technique by the selection of the computer contouring

package. For instance, the MATLAB [48] contouring functions used throughout this thesis

employ linear data interpolation techniques, which the user cannot change.

5.2.3 Drawing the Contour Lines

The final contouring stage identified by Sabin [156] involves computing and drawing the

actual contour lines, unquestionably an integral part of any contouring algorithm.

Conceptually, contouring appears a trivial task—to find and trace contour lines through

the collected data set. It becomes progressively more difficult as exceptions such as irreg-

ularly spaced data, data with voids and clusters, saddle points located in-between data

points are considered, while ensuring that no contour lines are omitted, drawn multiple

times or intersect. Thus the contouring algorithm’s complexity rapidly magnifies, poten-

tially influencing its computational efficiency.

An early, yet elegant and robust solution that tried to introduce contouring appli-

cations to microcomputers with limited computational resources was the condot BASIC
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Case 0 Case 1 Case 3

Case 7

Case 11
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Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Case 10Case 9

Case 2

Figure 5.2: Sixteen cases of the marching squares contouring technique.

routine [174]. By scanning pairs of rows of regularly spaced data grids, the condot routine

drew a dot whenever a contour line was crossed. At sufficiently high resolution, the dots or

pixels appeared as smooth contour lines. Specified higher display resolution was handled

by independently applied horizontal and vertical linear data interpolation. Due to this

simplistic approach of drawing dots as opposed to lines, the main condot routine comprised

just 57 BASIC commands. As noted by Simons [174] the interpolation strategy defined

two different surfaces through the data cell, becoming apparent while contouring data from

very sparse data grids such as grids of just 4×6 points. The underlying approach adopted

by the condot routine, linearly interpolating along data grid points to locate intersecting

contour lines, is amongst the oldest contouring techniques and forms the basis of many

extensively used modern contouring applications, including MATLAB [48].

A commonly used variation of this traditional contouring approach is the marching

squares contouring technique, described in [175]. Like the traditional contouring methods

and the condot routine, the marching squares contouring technique traverses the collected

data grid in cells of four neighbouring data points. The four data points or nodes are

evaluated as either being greater or less than the specified contour value, respectively

denoted by a solid or an opaque dot in Figure 5.2. Dependent on the node evaluations,

there are sixteen possible ways that a contour line could dissect the investigated cell,
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(a) Simplest contour. (b) Complex contour.

Figure 5.3: Example of the marching squares contouring technique choosing the simplest over a

more complex possible cell dissection.

(a) Using case 5. (b) Using case 10.

Figure 5.4: Example of the ambiguous cases 5 and 10 of the marching squares contouring tech-

nique.

displayed in Figure 5.2. The marching squares contouring technique is based on the

notion of Occam’s razor, which states that “if there are multiple possible explanations of a

phenomenon that are consistent with the data, choose the simplest one” [175]. That is, if

there are multiple possible ways that a contour line could dissect the investigated cell based

on the sampled data, the marching squares contouring technique chooses the simplest one,

as illustrated in the example of Figure 5.3. The ambiguous cell dissection cases 5 and 10

displayed in Figure 5.2 should also be noted, an example of which is shown in Figure 5.4.

Using the marching squares contouring technique, arbitrarily choosing either case 5 or case

10 leads to acceptable results. Variations of the marching squares contouring technique

either draw lines bisecting the cell edges at the mid-points between the two data points,

precisely as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.4, or employ a linear data interpolation technique

to determine the dissection point. An example of the bisection technique applied to finding
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Figure 5.5: Example of the marching squares contouring technique.

the contour of a circle is illustrated in Figure 5.5. It should be noted that for illustration

purposes, the grid of Figure 5.5 was specifically chosen to be very coarse. Utilising a finer

grid would produce a much improved result, as would also be required to adhere to the

Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [156,158,159]. A 3D version of the marching squares

technique was first suggested in 1987 by Lorensen [176], the marching cubes algorithm. It

is analogous to the marching squares line contouring technique, using triangular surfaces to

dissect cubes. The marching cubes surface contouring technique is also described in [175].

Applications based on the marching squares and marching cubes contouring techniques

include the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [150].

The contour drawing techniques discussed thus far have been limited to data collected

on regularly spaced, rectangular grids. The most common approach to the contouring of

scattered data or data collected on irregularly spaced grids is to construct an interpolant

from the scattered data and to interpolate the data onto a regularly spaced, rectangular

grid. The regular, gridded contouring techniques can then be applied [154]. Alternatively,

an interpolant may be constructed that can readily be applied to draw the contour lines

directly. Such a technique was described by Powell [177].

5.2.4 Computer Contouring Packages

This subsection presents a concise review of some off the shelf computer packages that

include contouring functions which have been utilised throughout the candidature. The
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commercial software package MATLAB [48] allows rapid prototyping and data analysis

in an interpreted environment, while VTK [150] and NCAR Graphics [178] include open

source libraries that can be compiled into standalone applications.

MATLAB [48], used extensively during prototyping of functions and for analysing

results in this thesis, also includes contour calculation functions. C = contourc (x, y, Z, n)

computes n contour lines C between the minimum and maximum of the matrix data Z

with the specified x- and y-axes. Alternatively, C = contourc (x, y, Z, v) calculates the

contour lines C at specified levels v. The MATLAB function contour, calls the contourc

function and can be used to display the calculated contour lines on a rectangular plot.

While MATLAB is a commercial software package and the implementation of the contourc

function is concealed in a built-in function, some notes on the underlying contouring

algorithm can be found in the online documentation. Data in the matrix Z is treated as

a regularly spaced, rectangular grid. Linear data interpolation between a block of four

neighbouring data points is used to find where the specified contour lines v cross the edges

of the square cell. These points are joined to draw the contour lines.

Amongst its 700 C++ classes covering 3D computer graphics, image processing and

visualisation, the open source “Visualization Toolkit” (VTK) [150, 179, 180], includes ex-

tensive contouring functions based on the marching cubes and dividing cubes contouring

techniques. The open source code is freely available and can be readily integrated into

C++, Java, Qt, Cocoa, CARBON and other windows software projects, or interpreted by

TCL/Tk and Python. The VTK vtkContourFilter class was used during early stages of

the developed application software.

The UNIX “NCAR Graphics” project, developed by the National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research (NCAR) [178], includes over two dozen FORTRAN and C utilities with

functions for drawing contours, maps and weather maps. Its conpack (rectangular array

data) and conpackt (triangular mesh data) contouring packages can be initialised with a

wide range of data types including regular and irregularly spaced gridded data, and in-

clude advanced 2D and 3D contour smoothing algorithms based on cubic splines and other

higher order approximations. The open source NCAR Graphics package operates under

UNIX and Linux distribution operating systems, and is compatible with Cygwin under

the Microsoft Windows and X11 under the Apple Mac OS X operating systems.
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5.3 Review of Optimisation Techniques

The origins of modern optimisation theory can be attributed to George B. Dantzig who in

1948 published a paper on linear programming [181,182]. Dantzig coined the term linear

programming, referring to the process of sequentially scheduling military tasks, considering

alternative schedules and thus to arrive at an optimum schedule or program.

optimum—the best or most favourable amount or degree of something at-

tained or attainable under implied or specified conditions [151,152]

For the first time, previously independent research on diverse areas such as the planning

of crop rotation, military actions, transportation and flow of commodities were united,

Dantzig’s linear programming defining a common mathematical framework to formulate

such problems, and a computational method, the Simplex algorithm, to lead to their ef-

ficient solutions [183]. Furthermore, the advent of computers provided a convenient way

to solve the large number of repetitive calculations. Subsequently, many papers on linear

programming and optimisation theory followed and optimisation theory is today an invalu-

able tool in numerous disciplines ranging from economics to transportation, manufacturing

processes, electrical engineering and game theory.

Optimisation theory is now also extensively used for electromagnetic and antenna the-

ory problems, especially in the design of antennas and matching of feed networks [54,

58, 184]. Considering the large number of variables that determine a desired antenna

specification, employing an optimisation routine allows the antenna engineer to design a

complex antenna structure with little user intervention—a sensible use of design time. In-

deed, many of the Yagi-Uda antenna arrays analysed within this thesis have been designed

using a genetic algorithm optimisation technique [53,55–57,59].

It should be noted that there is not one correct, best, most efficient or even preferred

optimisation technique. Rather the choice of the optimisation routine is dependent on the

unique problem to be solved. Selection criteria for deciding on a suitable optimisation

routine would typically include:

• The availability of optimisation tools—many commercially available antenna solvers

now include optimisation routines such as [45,70,185,186].
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Optimisation

Unconstrained
Optimisation

Constrained
Optimisation

1-Dimensional Multi-Dimensional

No Derivatives Derivatives

• Polynomial Interpolation
  - Quadratic Interpolation
  - Brent's Technique

• Dissection Methods
  - Dichotomous Search
  - Golden Section Search
  - Fibonacci Section Search
  - Lattice Section Search   - Nelder-Mead 

    Simplex Method
  - Powell's Method

• Conjugate Gradient Methods
  - Fletcher-Reeves Algorithm

• Quasi-Newton Methods
  - Davidon-Fletcher-Powell

• Linear Programming
  - Simplex Method

Figure 5.6: Classification of classic optimisation techniques after [125, 187].

• Whether the problem is more suited to a particular optimisation technique—a prob-

lem with linear dependent variables might best be suited to be solved by a linear

programming optimisation routine.

• The efficiency of the optimisation technique.

Since Dantzig’s first paper of the Simplex algorithm, much research and many dif-

ferent optimisation techniques have been published. A broad categorisation of classic

optimisation techniques is shown in Figure 5.6 [125, 187], which are briefly reviewed in

the following paragraphs. Implementations to most of these optimisation techniques are

available in [125].

The mathematical formulation of the optimisation problem is to find the extrema (max-

ima or minima) of the objective, error or cost function E (x), dependent on the variables

or design parameters denoted by the n-dimensional vector x, x = x1, x2, · · · , xn. E (x)

may be subject to constraints ci (x). Without loss of generality, optimisation techniques

typically

minimiseE (x) (5.9)
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with constraints

ci (x) > 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , k (5.10)

ci (x) = 0, i = k + 1, · · · ,m (5.11)

since maximising E (x) is equal to minimising −E (x). The goals of the optimisation

technique are to determine the extrema of the error function as efficiently as possible,

with minimal time and memory requirements. Since the computational effort is typically

dominated by evaluating the error function E (x), it is desired to evaluate the error function

as few times as possible.

Properties of the error function, including whether the error function is unimodal (with

a single extremum) or multimodal (with multiple extrema), whether it is one-dimensional

(1D with a single optimisation variable), two dimensional (2D with two optimisation vari-

ables) or n-dimensional (multivariable) help to define the optimisation problem and guide

the choice of an appropriate optimisation technique. Additionally, extrema of multimodal

error functions may be local within a finite neighbourhood, or global—the true extremum

of the optimisation problem.

As shown in Figure 5.6 the first classification of the optimisation problem is whether

the error function is subject to constraints. When m = 0 in equation (5.11) the opti-

misation problem becomes unconstrained. Unconstrained optimisation techniques are all

iterative methods that begin with an initial set of optimisation variable values, successively

computing new values until an optimum set of values is reached, where the error function

is within a predefined tolerance. The various unconstrained optimisation techniques are

distinguished by their different approaches to advancing the optimisation variable values

to the optimum solution of E (x).

Line search methods, including dissection and polynomial interpolation methods, are

non-derivative based algorithms that are effective optimisation techniques of the one di-

mensional, unconstrained optimisation problem.

Dissection methods seek to find local extrema of unimodal error functions within an

initial uncertainty interval. The initial interval is gradually reduced by each iteration of

the algorithm, until the specified tolerance is reached. The simplest dichotomous (bisec-

tional) search approximately subdivides the interval at the centre. Further iterations are

conducted on the fitter of the two intervals. Similarly, the golden section search trisects
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the initial uncertainty interval in the golden ratio 3−
√

5
2 , with two equal length end pieces.

The least fit end piece is neglected during the following iterations. The Fibonacci search

dissects the initial uncertainty interval by N terms of the Fibonacci sequence, while the

lattice search uses a modified Fibonacci sequence [125,162,187,188].

Quadratic interpolation algorithms try to fit a parabola between three points of the er-

ror function. Iterations evaluate the function at the parabola’s extremum, which becomes

part of the next parabola, replacing one of the original end points.

While quadratic interpolation algorithms are quick to converge if the error function

is co-operative, they are also susceptible to jumping around in non-convergent cycles.

Parabolic interpolation algorithms are ideally combined with a slow convergent sectioning

algorithm and a robust procedure to switch between the two. Brent’s technique [33, 124]

provides such a hybrid method using quadratic interpolation and golden section search

algorithms.

Due to their particular relevance for the determination of the radiation hazard zone

boundary distances by optimisation as treated in this thesis, dissection methods and

Brent’s technique will be reviewed in greater detail in Subsections 5.3.1–5.3.2 of this chap-

ter.

Optimisation techniques for the multi-dimensional, unconstrained optimisation prob-

lem include techniques with and without using derivatives. If calculable, derivative based

optimisation techniques utilising the first and second derivatives of the error function E (x)

offer slightly improved searching techniques at the expense of calculating the derivatives.

The simplest strategy is to view the multi-dimensional optimisation problem as an

iterative one-dimensional optimisation. One-dimensional techniques may be employed to

sequentially optimise one error function variable at a time. The one-dimensional optimisa-

tion process is then repeated until the specified error function tolerance is reached. Many

of the more advanced multi-dimensional optimisation techniques included in Figure 5.6

utilise a one-dimensional sub-optimisation technique such as the golden section search.

For an n-dimensional optimisation problem, a simplex is the geometrical figure con-

sisting of n + 1 vertices—a triangle or tetrahedron for 2D or 3D optimisations respec-

tively. The Nelder-Mead simplex method [189], which is unrelated to Dantzig’s linear

programming simplex algorithm, provides a slow but robust multi-dimensional, uncon-
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Figure 5.7: Example of reflection, expansion and contraction of a 2D simplex [167].
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Figure 5.8: Example showing conjugate directions without using derivatives [187].

strained optimisation technique [125] that does not require calculation of derivatives. The

Nelder-Mead simplex method is initiated with an n+ 1 point simplex that is subsequently

advanced downhill to find the minimum of the error function through a series of reflections,

expansions and contractions as shown in Figure 5.7 [125,167].

Powell’s method [190] provides an efficient multi-dimensional, unconstrained optimi-

sation technique that does not require derivatives. Powell’s method belongs to a class of

optimisation techniques known as “direction set methods,” which utilise black box one-

dimensional sub-optimisation techniques to sequentially seek extrema along lines of various

predefined directions. Direction set methods differ by their respective approaches to de-

vising the line optimisation directions. It is desirable to optimise conjugate directions,

such that optimisations along successive directions don’t interfere with optimisations from

previous and of future directions [125]. The basis of Powell’s method is that for points
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xr and xs and direction p not parallel to xr − xs, the direction Xr −Xs is conjugate to

p where points Xr and Xs are the respective minima of E (xr + αp) and E (xs + αp),

the quadratic error function E [187]. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 5.8. Discus-

sions and implementations of Powell’s method and its various improvements can be found

in [33,124,125,187].

Classic derivative-based, multi-dimensional, unconstrained optimisation techniques be-

long to either of two sub-categories: conjugate gradient optimisation techniques or quasi-

Newton methods, as indicated in Figure 5.6.

By definition, the negative gradient vector is orthogonal to E (x) and gives the direction

of the greatest rate of decrease of E (x). The magnitude of the gradient (slope) must equal

zero at an extremum. These properties of the error function derivatives form the basis of

the reviewed derivative-based, multi-dimensional, unconstrained optimisation techniques.

The fundamental steepest descent method, attributed to Cauchy, proceeds by calcu-

lating successive line minimisations using a one-dimensional sub-optimisation technique,

similar to the previously described direction set methods. Successive optimisation direc-

tions are chosen as the direction of the calculated negative gradient at the determined

minimum. The problem with this simplistic approach is that new directions will always

be orthogonal to the previously traversed direction, potentially taking many iterations

to traverse a narrow valley [125]. Conjugate gradient methods improve upon the fun-

damental steepest descent method, aiming to optimise directions that are conjugate to

the previous gradient and preceding directions. Conjugate gradient methods include the

Fletcher-Reeves [191] and Polak-Ribiere algorithms, discussed in [125].

While the negative gradient of the error function E (x) gives the greatest rate of de-

crease of E (x) (the core assumption of the steepest descent optimisation technique), this

is true only for an infinitesimal distance. Thereafter, the gradient would need to be re-

calculated, clearly an unfeasible task. Derivative-based, multi-dimensional, unconstrained

optimisation techniques that contemplate not just the slope (first derivative) but also the

curvature (second derivative or Hessian matrix for multi-dimensional error functions) of

the error function are known as quasi-Newton or variable metric methods [167]. Because

the Hessian matrix H consists of second order partial derivatives, it is computational ex-

pensive to calculate. Instead, it is approximated, the most famous approximation being

the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) method. The DFP technique locally approximates
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E (x) by a quadratic function and proceeds to build up an increasingly more accurate

inverse Hessian matrix after each iteration of the optimisation technique. Initialising H

with the identity matrix the DFP technique begins as a steepest descent technique, search

directions becoming increasingly better, as H approaches the true Hessian with subsequent

iterations [125,167].

When m 6= 0 in equation (5.11) the optimisation problem is subject to constraints. The

simplest, yet the most commonly applied optimisation constraints are linear constraints,

when the objective function and the constraints are linear functions of the optimisation

variables. To a first approximation, linear constraints are found in many disciplines in-

cluding economics, resource allocation, transportation and logistics, and game theory.

Optimisation with respect to linear constraints is commonly referred to as linear program-

ming with the simplex method, first proposed by Dantzig [183], still being the prevalent

optimisation technique used to efficiently solve linear programming problems.

In the linear programming problem, the linear constraints define the feasible region, a

polyhedron as illustrated in the two dimensional example of Figure 5.9(a). The linearity

of the error function and the associated constraints imply that all local optima are global

optima and that optimal extrema are located on the boundaries of the feasible region.

Optima thus occur at the vertices of the polyhedron and are not necessarily unique. An

optimal solution is guaranteed within the feasible region unless the constraints contradict,

an unfeasible linear problem, or the feasible region is unbounded in the direction of the

error function—two conditions rarely experienced in practice. As illustrated using a three

dimensional example in Figure 5.9(b), the simplex algorithm begins by deriving an initial

vertex of the polytope. While maximising the objective function, the simplex algorithm

progresses to vertices of increasingly higher objective function values, traversing adjacent

edges of the polytope as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 5.9(b), to arrive at the

optimal solution, the circled vertex in Figure 5.9(b). Dantzig’s simplex algorithm including

various implementations and enhancements is discussed in detail in [125,161,162,183,187].

The optimisation techniques reviewed to this point, noted in Figure 5.6, can be classed

as local optimisation techniques. While these optimisation techniques seek to efficiently

locate local extrema of unimodal error functions, they do not guarantee to find the global

extremum of a multimodal error function. Due to the potentially large number of sub-

optimpal local extrema, the global optimisation problem (GOP) is a substantially more dif-
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Figure 5.9: Illustration of the linear programming simplex algorithm.
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ficult and computationally expensive task. Traditional approaches include to repetitively

apply local optimisation techniques with differing initial optimisation variable values. If

the same solution were obtained, the extremum would more likely be global. Alternatively,

it might be possible to limit the optimisation variables or design parameters, for example

to off the shelf component values, with an aim to reduce the otherwise multimodal error

function to unimodality.

Recently, optimisation techniques have been developed that have been successfully

applied to solve global optimisation problems, based on deterministic, stochastic and

heuristic strategies. In electromagnetics and antenna theory, the Monte-Carlo method,

simulated annealing and the genetic algorithm have been successfully applied to antenna

design and feed matching network problems [184].

5.3.1 Dissection Methods

The dichotomous, golden section, Fibonacci and lattice search methods are the fundamen-

tal section search techniques, elemental optimisation strategies of the unconstrained, one

dimensional, unimodal optimisation problem. They are iterative methods that bracket

the extremum beginning with a broad uncertainty interval [a, b] that is gradually reduced,

effectively zooming in on the extremum with each new iteration of the algorithm.

The general section search algorithm to determine the minimum of the error function

f is described by the flowchart in Figure 5.10(a). With each iteration of the dissection

algorithm, the error function is evaluated at the points x and y. The algorithm is then

repeated on the fitter interval of [a, x] or [y, b] until the specified error tolerance is reached

or the algorithm has been executed a predetermined number of times.

With reference to Figures 5.10(b)–5.10(d), the different dissection algorithms differ-

entiate themselves by their characteristic approaches to reducing the initial bracket, the

uncertainty interval. The core equations of the various approaches used to calculate the

dissection points x and y are summarised in Table 5.1. As suggested by its name and

evident in Figure 5.10(b), with each iteration of the algorithm the dichotomous search

approximately bisects the uncertainty interval. Similarly, the golden section search dis-

sects the uncertainty interval in the golden ratio as illustrated in Figure 5.10(c), while

the Fibonacci search dissects the uncertainty interval utilising the ratio defined by gn in

Table 5.1 based on the Fibonacci sequence, FN = 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 . . . for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . .
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(the integer n is initialised to N , the total number of algorithm iterations and is decre-

mented by one after each iteration). The lattice section search is based on a modified

Fibonacci sequence KN = 0, 1, 2, 4, 7, 12 . . . for N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 . . ..

It is interesting to note that as N increases, the ratios gN and kN of the Fibonacci and

lattice section searches approach the golden ratio 0.618. For N > 10, gn ≈ 0.618 and the

Fibonacci, lattice and golden section searches start to converge.

Table 5.2 shows a comparison of the efficiencies of the discussed dissection optimi-

sation techniques. Table 5.2 lists the search spaced traversed after N iterations of each

search algorithm. For example, after just N = 10 iterations, an algorithm based on the

Fibonacci section search would have effectively traversed FN = 89 line segments compared

to 1
0.618N−1 ≈ 76 segments using the golden section search and only 2bN/2c = 32 segments

using the dichotomous search technique. For an initial uncertainty interval between [0, 1]

this would yield an accuracy of 1
89 ≈ 0.011236, 1

76 ≈ 0.013156 and 1
32 ≈ 0.031250 for the

Fibonacci, golden section and dichotomous searches respectively. It is observed that the

Fibonacci, golden section and lattice search techniques yield significantly more efficient

and accurate results than the simple dichotomous search technique.

References to the discussed dissection optimisation techniques can be found in [125,

162,187,188].

5.3.2 Brent’s Technique

Brent’s technique is an efficient algorithm to solve the unconstrained, one dimensional

optimisation problem of unimodal error functions without the use of derivatives. It is

based on a quadratic, polynomial optimisation technique and the golden section search.

Quadratic interpolation algorithms attempt to fit a parabola between points of the

error function, quickly converging to the extremum of co-operative error functions. This

is illustrated in the example of Figure 5.11 [125], where the minimum of the error func-

tion (black line) is sought. Initialised with three points in the uncertainty interval, the

quadratic interpolation algorithm fitted the red parabola through points 1, 2 and 3. It is

observed that the red parabola’s minimum, point 4, has converged closer to the desired

error function minimum. Point 4 was thus used to replace point 3 in the blue parabola

fitted through points 1, 4 and 2 during the subsequent iteration of the quadratic interpo-

lation algorithm. The minimum of the blue parabola, point 5, is very near the minimum

of the error function.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the fundamental equations of the various dissection optimisation tech-

niques.

Dichotomous x = a+b
2 − e

y = a+b
2 + e, where

e is the tolerance

Golden Section x = a+ g (b− a)

y = b− g (b− a), where

g = 3−
√

5
2 ≈ 0.382

Fibonacci x = a+ (1− gn) (b− a)

y = a+ gn (b− a), where

gn = Fn−1

Fn
and

FN+2 = FN+1 + FN with

F0 = F1 = 1

Lattice As per Fibonacci section search but using

kn = Kn−1

Kn
, where

KN+2 = KN+1 +KN + 1 with

K0 = 0 and K1 = 1

Table 5.2: Efficiency comparison between the various dissection optimisation techniques. The

traversed search space after N iterations of each search algorithm is listed.

N 5 10 15 20 25

Dichotomous 4 32 128 1,024 4,096

Golden Section 6 76 843 9,349 103,682

Fibonacci 8 89 987 10,946 121,393

Lattice 12 143 1,596 17,710 196,417
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Figure 5.10: (a) Flowchart showing the generalised procedure of the dissection optimisation al-

gorithms, minimising the error function f ; Illustrations of the (b) dichotomous, (c) golden section

and (d) Fibonacci section search techniques with an uncertainty interval [a, b] and dissection points

x and y. e denotes a small positive integer, the tolerance of the dichotomous section search tech-

nique.
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1
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2
45

Figure 5.11: Illustration of polynomial interpolation as used in Brent’s technique [125]. To find

the minimum of the black error function, the red and blue parabolas are succinctly fitted through

original points 1, 2, 3 and points 1, 2, and the red parabola minimum, point 4. The blue parabola

minimum, point 5, is close to the error function minimum.

Contrary to their typically fast convergence, optimisation techniques using polynomial

interpolation are also susceptible to jumping around in non-convergent cycles, for example

when the three points of the error function are very close to collinear. For this reason,

practical optimisation algorithms based on quadratic interpolation techniques are typically

combined with slow, yet robust dissection methods, the golden section search in Brent’s

technique [125].

Brent’s technique tracks the locations and values of six previously computed error

function evaluations:

• Points a and b bracket the error function minimum.

• Point x tracks the lowest error function value encountered.

• Point w tracks the second lowest error function value.

• Point v is the previous value of w.

• Point u is the last error function evaluation.

Figure 5.12 shows a high level flowchart of Brent’s technique. The algorithm is initialised

with three abscissa points: points a and b defining the initial uncertainty interval, brack-
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Figure 5.12: High level flowchart of Brent’s technique after [125].
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eting the error function minimum; and point c between points a and b, typically the

mid-point or a golden section step. Rather than evaluate the error function at all three

points, Brent’s technique initialises points x, v and w to point c, and begins the iter-

ative optimisation algorithm. A parabola is fitted to points x, v and w according to

equation (5.12).

u = x− p

q

u = x− 1
2

(x− v)2 [f (x)− f (w)]− (x− w)2 [f (x)− f (v)]
(x− v) [f (x)− f (w)]− (x− w) [f (x)− f (v)]

(5.12)

To ensure convergence, Brent’s technique switches to a golden section search when:

• q = 0, the parabola is a straight line.

• u ∈ [a, b], the parabolic step lies outside [a, b].

•
∣∣∣pq ∣∣∣ ≥ |e|2 , the step size is greater than or equal to twice the second last step size, e.

• |e| ≤ tol, e is less than or equal to the specified tolerance.

The algorithm therefore typically commences with two golden section searches. Additional

safeguards ensure that the error function is never evaluated at a point only tol away from

previously evaluated points a, b and x. With tol typically defined as the square root of

the machine precision, tol =
√
EPS, evaluating the error function closer than tol would

only result in differences caused by rounding errors.

Brent’s technique is discussed in detail with implementation specific notes in [33, 124,

125,162].

5.4 Radiation Hazard Zone Determination

Many classic optimisation techniques were reviewed in the preceding Section 5.3 of this

chapter. From a computational perspective of determining the radiation hazard zones

efficiently, multimodal or global optimisation techniques cannot be used, as under such

circumstances, the traditional techniques of using a contouring algorithm to determine

the radiation hazard zones from pre-calculated field-strength data would most certainly

be more efficient. This leaves the unimodal optimisation techniques, summarised in Fig-

ure 5.6. It will be shown in the following subsections, how the determination of the occu-

pational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances of isolated antenna
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systems may be treated as unimodal optimisation problems. The error (cost) functions

for determining the radiation hazard zones of multi-antenna systems are multimodal func-

tions. A separate discussion about this problem is provided in Subsection 5.4.3.

Consider a Yagi-Uda wire antenna array with the driven element located at the origin of

a spherical co-ordinate system and antenna array elements located parallel to the x-axis, as

illustrated in the thesis default experimental set-up of Figure 1.4. Consider the problem of

determining the occupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances

in the plane of such an antenna.

The problem entails finding the distances, rOcc, rNon−Occ, as a function of the angle

φ where the electric (or magnetic) field-strength radiated by the antenna is equal to the

defined occupational or general public radiation hazard zone exposure reference levels re-

spectively. Determination of the occupational and general public radiation hazard zone

boundary distances at a fixed angle φ reduces the problem to a one-dimensional optimisa-

tion problem, which may be individually formulated by equations (5.13) and (5.14) for the

occupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances respectively.

minimise |E(r)− EOcc| (5.13)

minimise |E(r)− ENon−Occ| (5.14)

That is, for each angle φ, minimise the error (cost) function, the absolute difference in

electric field-strength between the radiated electric field-strength at distance r, E(r) and

the occupational or general public radiation hazard zone boundary, electric field-strength

reference levels, EOcc or ENon−Occ. While equations (5.13)–(5.14) and the forthcoming

discussion concentrate on the E-plane electric field-strengths, it should be noted that the

magnetic field-strengths could equally well have been used. Furthermore, the determi-

nation of the occupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances

are treated as two separate optimisation problems in this thesis. Theoretically, calculated

field-strength levels could be exploited by both error functions of equations (5.13)–(5.14).

Since the separation distance between the occupational and general public radiation haz-

ard zone boundary distances is typically quite large however, benefits from such reuse of

calculated field-strength data would be limited.

With reference to Figure 5.6, dissection methods including the dichotomous, golden

section, Fibonacci section and lattice section search or the polynomial interpolation meth-
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ods including quadratic interpolation and Brent’s technique, are most suited to the one-

dimensional unconstrained optimisation problem. In light of using these optimisation

techniques for the determination of the radiation hazard zone boundary distances, dissec-

tion search methods and Brent’s technique were reviewed in Subsections 5.3.1–5.3.2.

It was concluded that quadratic interpolation optimisation techniques quickly con-

verge to the extremum of co-operative, error functions. Coupled with slower dissection

methods, such as the golden section search in Brent’s technique, to aid convergence of

collinear points, such hybrid optimisation techniques provide robust algorithms for solv-

ing one-dimensional, unconstrained, unimodal optimisation problems. For the purposes

of demonstrating the proposed algorithm for the efficient determination of the radiation

hazard zones of single-antenna systems using an optimisation technique, in this thesis

Brent’s technique as described in [33,124,125,162], reviewed in Subsection 5.3.2 with the

C implementation in [125] was chosen.

The key to applying an optimisation technique to the problem of efficiently determining

the radiation hazard zones lies in designing suitable error (cost) functions and, in the case

of using a dissection method or a hybrid technique such as Brent’s technique, in defining

the initial bracket of the uncertainty interval. In order to do this efficiently, the radiating

properties of several wire antennas, including a half-wave dipole antenna and a Yagi-Uda

wire antenna array, were analysed.

Unless explicitly noted otherwise, all field-strength calculations conducted through-

out this chapter of the thesis were calculated with the developed radiation hazard zone

modelling software, NFSim implementing the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength cal-

culation strategy with method of moment calculated currents and applied safety factors,

as described in Chapters 3 and 6. Consider the half-wave dipole antenna with 0.003369λ

radius at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W, investigated throughout this thesis. With the an-

tenna located along the x-axis of a Cartesian co-ordinate system, the 3 PS calculated

E-plane rms electric field-strength of this half-wave dipole antenna along the y-axis, the

antenna bore-sight, was plotted in Figure 5.13(a). Superimposed in Figure 5.13(a) are

the ARPANSA [17] exposure reference levels for time-averaged exposure to rms electric,

unperturbed fields at 900 MHz for the occupational (red) and general public (blue) radi-

ation hazard zones, 92.1 V/m and 41.1 V/m respectively. Plotted in Figure 5.13(b) are

the error (cost) functions, described by equations (5.13)–(5.14).
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Analogous to Figure 5.13 for the half-wave dipole antenna, the on-axis, antenna bore-

sight E-plane rms electric field-strength and occupational and general public radiation

hazard zone optimisation error (cost) functions were plotted in Figure 5.14 for the opti-

mised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W modelled with the 3 PS

technique.

As expected, outside the antenna structures, the E-plane rms electric field-strengths of

the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas are observed to decrease

monotonically with increasing distance from the antenna, Figure 5.13 and 5.14. Conse-

quently, the radiation hazard zone boundary distance optimisation error (cost) functions

are well defined. Not surprisingly, the three point-source field-strength calculation strat-

egy gives unreliable results inside the antenna structure, with large oscillations in the

electric field-strength magnitude evident in Figure 5.14(a). This is emphasised by po-

tential divide-by-zero errors, where the field-strength is calculated on the antenna array

element. Figure 5.15 shows another plot of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna

field-strengths, with re-calibrated x- and y-axes. With regards to using a unimodal, one-

dimensional optimisation technique such as Brent’s technique, it is therefore necessary to

carefully define the initial bracket of the uncertainty interval, so that the initial bracket

lies outside the antenna structure, in the region where the field-strength was observed to

monotonically decrease.

The described dissection and interpolation methods including Brent’s technique, seek

to find the extremum within this initial uncertainty interval that is gradually reduced

with each iteration of the algorithm until the specified tolerance is reached. It is therefore

necessary to initialise this uncertainty interval, bracketing the extremum. While being less

critical in the case of optimisation techniques based on interpolation algorithms, such as

Brent’s technique, closer bracketing is obviously desirable to ensure more rapid convergence

of algorithms using the dissection methods.

As noted in Section 5.3.2 of this chapter, Brent’s technique is initialised with three pa-

rameters defining the uncertainty interval. The upper and lower bounds of the uncertainty

interval, [a, b] and a value in-between, c typically initialised to the mid-point or a golden

section step in [a, b]. In light of determining the radiation hazard zone boundary distances

for multiple angles of φ, surrounding the antenna, defining the initial uncertainty interval

of the first optimisation, the first angle of φ, is the most challenging. Uncertainty interval
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Figure 5.13: E-plane rms electric field-strength magnitude and optimisation error (cost) functions

for determining the E-plane ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of

the half-wave dipole antenna at 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W along the bore-sight axis of the antenna. The

ARPANSA exposure reference levels were superimposed on the plot. Field-strengths were calculated

with the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy using the method of moments

calculated currents and the determined safety factors as described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.14: E-plane rms electric field-strength magnitude and optimisation error (cost) functions

for determining the E-plane ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of

the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W along the bore-sight axis of the

antenna. The ARPANSA exposure reference levels were superimposed on the plot. Field-strengths

were calculated with the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy using the method

of moments calculated currents and the determined safety factors as described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.15: Another view of the E-plane rms electric field-strength magnitude of the optimised

6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W along the bore-sight axis of the antenna,

with re-calibrated axes.

initialisations of further optimisations to determine the radiation hazard zone boundary

distances at the remaining angles of φ can then be based on previously calculated distances.

An estimate of the radiation hazard zone boundary distances was obtained in Sec-

tion 3.3 using the gain scaling technique, discussed in the radiation protection guidelines,

standards and literature [10, 18, 38–40]. While the results obtained in Section 3.3 showed

serious over and under calculations of the radiation hazard zones calculated with the gain

scaling technique, the results obtained are nonetheless in approximate vicinity to the ac-

tual radiation hazard zones and may be used to initialise the initial uncertainty interval,

the first optimisation angle of φ. An investigation comparing the radiation hazard zone

boundary distances obtained using the gain scaling technique and the actual distances cal-

culated via the traditional contouring of calculated near-field field-strength data, revealed

the mean variation of the gain scaled distances to within ±50 % of the actual radiation

hazard zone boundary distances.

5.4.1 Algorithm Description

Figure 5.16 shows a high-level flowchart of the proposed algorithm for efficiently deter-

mining the radiation hazard zones of a single-antenna system using Brent’s optimisation
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Figure 5.16: High-level flowchart for determining the radiation hazard zones using an optimisa-

tion technique. In this instance, the occupational radiation hazard zone boundary distance, rOcc,φn

is determined using Brent’s optimisation technique, in the plane of the antenna with φ0 at the

antenna bore-sight.

technique. While Figure 5.16 shows the flowchart for the instance of determining the occu-

pational radiation hazard zone, the algorithm for determining the general public radiation

hazard zone would be identical with the exception of using the general public reference

level instead of the occupational reference level in the optimisation error (cost) function.

The radiation hazard zone boundary distances are calculated in a polar sweep around

the antenna under investigation. For an antenna located at the origin of a spherical co-

ordinate system, with antenna array elements located parallel to the x-axis and the antenna

bore-sight along the y-axis, as shown in the default experimental set-up of Figure 1.4, the
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radiation hazard zones in the plane of the antenna need to be determined, θ = 90◦ and

φ = 0 → 360◦. The algorithm is initiated, starting at the antenna bore-sight, θ0 = 90◦,

φ0 = 90◦.

The initial bracket, [a0, b0], of the uncertainty interval in Brent’s optimisation tech-

nique needs to be defined. An estimate of the antenna bore-sight, radiation hazard zone

boundary distance, rOcc,φ0 or rNon-Occ,φ0 , is obtained using the described gain scaling

technique. This requires a single evaluation of the field-strength calculation engine, and is

believed to be an efficient strategy to establish the approximate location of the radiation

hazard zone boundary distance for initialising the uncertainty interval. The initial bracket

is initialised with

a0 = 0.5× c0 (5.15)

b0 = 1.5× c0 = a0 + c0 (5.16)

where c0 = rOcc,φ0 or rNon-Occ,φ0 , the approximate radiation hazard zone boundary distance

determined with the gain scaling technique.

Using Brent’s optimisation algorithm, the ARPANSA [17] occupational or general

public radiation hazard zone boundary distance at angle φ0 is determined with the error

(cost) function defined by equation (5.13) or (5.14), and the initial bracket [a0, b0] with c0

as previously initialised.

Obviously the gain scaling technique could again be used for determining the approx-

imate locations of subsequent radiation hazard zones while initialising their uncertainty

intervals. As was previously established however, the radiation hazard zones frequently

protrude into the very near-field regions of the investigated antennas, where, due to the

blurring of the nulls observed in the far-field antenna radiation patterns, the gain scaling

technique was observed to severely underestimate the radiation hazard zones. The mean

error of the radiation hazard zones determined using the gain scaling technique was deter-

mined at ±50 %, being larger in such null and side-lobe regions of the antenna radiation

pattern. It was found that when using a close angular discretisation of φ = 0.5◦, a better

strategy to initialise the uncertainty interval of adjacent angles, was to use the previously

determined radiation hazard zone boundary distance at φn−1.

Using this strategy, the uncertainty interval [an, bn] in the algorithm of Figure 5.16 is
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initialised with

an = 0.5× cn (5.17)

bn = 2.0× cn (5.18)

where cn = rOcc,φn−1 or rNon-Occ,φn−1 , the previously calculated radiation hazard zone

boundary distance of the adjacent angle φn−1. A multitude of other factors were tested

while determining the radiation hazard zones of the antennas in the antenna catalogue,

Appendix B, with little difference in the overall efficiency of the proposed algorithm ob-

served. The best results were achieved while setting the initial bracket [an, bn] as defined

in equations (5.17)–(5.18).

Using Brent’s optimisation algorithm, the ARPANSA occupational or general public

radiation hazard zone boundary distances at subsequent angles φn are determined with the

error (cost) function defined by equation (5.13) or (5.14), and the initial brackets [an, bn]

with cn as previously initialised.

In closing, it is illuminating to comment on the optimisation tolerance. Brent’s opti-

misation technique typically terminates with the final optimisation distance r accurate to

within ±tol, the predefined tolerance level [125]. With the algorithm of Figure 5.16 and its

subsequent evaluation in the proceeding Subsection 5.4.2 of this chapter, this optimisation

tolerance was set at tol = 0.001 m.

While a radiation hazard zone boundary distance tolerance of 0.001 m (1 mm) might

seem excessive, and a temptation exists to increase the tolerance to 0.01 m for instance,

to subsequently further increase the computational efficiency by limiting the number of

error (cost) function evaluations, it should be noted that this tolerance is an absolute

variation in the determined radiation hazard zone boundary distances. Adjacent radiation

hazard zone boundary distances may deviate by ±tol, which may result in saw-tooth-like

fringing artefacts when plotted. From experience, to avoid such noticeable artefacts, it is

therefore recommended to use a tolerance level in the vicinity of 1 mm when using Brent’s

optimisation technique for determining the radiation hazard zone boundary distances at

900 MHz.
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5.4.2 Application to Single-antenna Systems

The proposed algorithm for efficiently determining the radiation hazard zones of single-

antenna systems using a unimodal, one-dimensional optimisation algorithm was described

in the preceding Subsection 5.4.1. This algorithm was implemented in MATLAB [48] and

Microsoft Visual C++ [49], and was investigated for determining the radiation hazard

zones of a range of wire antenna arrays in this section of the chapter. Verification of the

algorithm was provided by empirical comparison of the results with previously calculated

results using the traditional approach of employing a contouring technique to determine the

radiation hazard zones from pre-calculated field-strength data. By using a common wire

antenna modelling strategy, any observed differences are isolated to differences between

using the proposed optimisation strategy and the traditional contour modelling approach.

Consider the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas at 900 MHz

and PIN = 10 W, described in Table 1.3. The three point-source (3 PS) field-strength

modelling strategy with the method of moment pre-calculated currents and applied safety

factors was described in detail throughout Chapter 3. Using this 3 PS modelling strategy,

the ARPANSA [17] occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of the half-

wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas were previously determined in

Section 3.6 of Chapter 3, using the traditional contour modelling approach and are shown

as the “MoM” results in Figure 3.31.

Using the same 3 PS field-strength modelling strategy, the ARPANSA occupational

and general public radiation hazard zones of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element

Yagi-Uda antennas were determined using the described optimisation strategy with Brent’s

optimisation technique. The results are shown in Figure 5.17. For comparison, the occu-

pational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances determined using

the traditional contour approach, as taken directly from the “MoM” plots of Figures 3.31,

were superimposed as the black, dashed lines in the plots of Figures 5.17. All plotted and

quoted distances are radial distances, measured from the antenna feed-point—the centre

of the driven antenna array element—located at the origin of the described co-ordinate

system.

Some analysis statistics regarding the optimised results of Figure 5.17 were recorded

and are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 for the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element
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Figure 5.17: E-plane plots of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation haz-

ard zones of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas at 900 MHz and

PIN = 10 W, as calculated with the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy

with method of moments calculated currents, the applied safety factor and using Brent’s optimisa-

tion technique. The black, dashed, superimposed lines indicate the equivalent radiation hazard zone

boundary distances as calculated using the traditional contouring method.
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(b) Final error (cost) function field-strength per angle.

Figure 5.18: Analysis of determining the occupational and general public (non-occupational)

radiation hazard zone boundary distances of the half-wave dipole antenna at 900 MHz and PIN =

10 W, using the described three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy and Brent’s

optimisation technique. Plot (a) shows the total number of error (cost) function evaluations per

angle, while plot (b) shows the final error (cost) function field-strength (the difference between the

ARPANSA rms electric field-strength reference level and the E-plane rms electric field-strength at

the determined distance) per angle.
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(b) Final error (cost) function field-strength per angle.

Figure 5.19: Analysis of determining the occupational and general public (non-occupational) ra-

diation hazard zone boundary distances of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz

and PIN = 10 W, using the described three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strat-

egy and Brent’s optimisation technique. Plot (a) shows the total number of error (cost) function

evaluations per angle, while plot (b) shows the final error (cost) function field-strength (the differ-

ence between the ARPANSA rms electric field-strength reference level and the E-plane rms electric

field-strength at the determined distance) per angle.
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Yagi-Uda antennas respectively. Displayed in Figure 5.18(a) and Figure 5.19(a) are the

total number of error (cost) function evaluations for each angle φ for the half-wave dipole

and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas respectively. This was used to gauge the

efficiency of the obtained result. Displayed in Figure 5.18(b) and Figure 5.19(b) is the final

error (cost) function evaluation at the determined radiation hazard zone boundary distance

for each angle φ, for the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas

respectively. This is the absolute value of the difference in the E-plane rms electric field-

strength magnitude at the determined distance and the respective occupational or general

public radiation hazard zone reference level, as defined by equations (5.13)–(5.14), and

was used to gauge the field-strength error of the obtained result.

In analysing the results of Figures 5.17–5.19, a number of comments can be made.

Excellent agreement between the radiation hazard zones calculated with the optimi-

sation technique and the traditional contour approach is observed for both the half-wave

dipole and the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna in Figure 5.17. The determined

radiation hazard zones however are not identical with very small variations in the ra-

diation hazard zone boundary distances evident between the results obtained with the

two compared strategies in Figure 5.17, as may or may not be expected. For instance,

the on-axis, antenna bore-sight occupational and non-occupational radiation hazard zone

boundary distances for the half-wave dipole antenna were calculated using the optimisation

technique at 0.2532 m and 0.5916 m respectively, while the traditional contour approach

determined the same at 0.2507 m and 0.5789 m respectively, differences of 0.25 mm and

1.27 mm. For the optimised Yagi-Uda antenna, the antenna bore-sight occupational and

non-occupational radiation hazard zone boundary distances were calculated at 1.0402 m

and 2.0973 m using the optimisation technique, and 1.0324 m and 2.0571 m using the

traditional contour approach, differences of 0.78 mm and 4.02 mm, respectively. While

these differences are small and negligible in terms of determining the radiation hazard

zones conservatively (they are well within the limits of the applied safety factors and no

doubt within the operational error tolerances), they are nonetheless worthy of investiga-

tion during a rigourous examination of the proposed radiation hazard zone optimisation

algorithm.

Figure 5.20 shows another view of Figures 5.14(a) and 5.15, the E-plane rms elec-

tric field-strength of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna along the antenna bore-
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Figure 5.20: Zoomed view E-plane rms electric field-strength magnitude of the optimised 6-

element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz, PIN = 10 W along the bore-sight axis of the antenna,

showing the field-strength in the vicinity of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation

hazard zone reference levels. Field-strengths were calculated with the described three point-source

(3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy.

sight, zoomed to the region of where the calculated antenna field-strength intersects the

ARPANSA occupational and general public (non-occupational) radiation hazard zone

boundary distance reference levels of 92.1 V/m and 41.1 V/m respectively. At the oc-

cupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances determined with

the optimisation technique, the antenna field-strength is calculated as 92.15 V/m and

41.12 V/m respectively, compared to 93.00 V/m and 42.00 V/m as determined with the

traditional contour approach.

Evidently, the results obtained using the optimisation technique are closer to the actual

results, and are therefore more accurate than the results obtained using the traditional

contour approach. The reason for this may be explained by contrasting the discretisation

and tolerance levels of the two modelling strategies.

As noted in Subsection 3.5.4 of Chapter 3, using the traditional contour approach,

the electric field-strength surrounding the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna was

computed in a linear, 0.01 m discretised 3 × 3 m grid. Using this traditional approach,

the antenna field-strength is only calculated at distances defined by the locations on the
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grid, at 0.01 m increments. Since the radiation hazard zone boundary distances may not

be located at these exact distances, the interpolation algorithm of the applied contouring

technique provides the necessary, additional accuracy—a linear interpolator in the instance

of the applied MATLAB contour function. It should be noted that with reference to

Figure 5.20, the results obtained by the MATLAB contour function are questionable.

Since the E-plane rms electric field-strength was calculated in 0.01 m increments, the

field-strength was calculated at points 1.03, 1.04 and 1.05 m and 2.09, 2.10 and 2.11 m

in the vicinity of the 92.1 V/m and 42.1 V/m occupational and general public radiation

hazard zone reference levels respectively. It is therefore uncertain, why the MATLAB

contouring algorithm drew the radiation hazard zone boundary distances at 1.0324 m and

2.0571 m, with field-strengths 93.00 V/m and 42.00 V/m for the occupational and general

public radiation hazard zones respectively, when much closer approximations, based on

actual calculated data, would have been possible. This however is beyond the scope of

this discussion.

Two parameters define the accuracy of the optimisation strategy. The limit on the ra-

dial distance was defined in terms of the optimisation algorithm tolerance, at tol = 0.001 m.

The limit on the angular distance was defined in terms of the angular discretisation, at

φ = 0.5◦. In the case of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, this angular discreti-

sation yields an angular distance tolerance of approximately

2× 1.0402× tan (0.5◦/2) ≈ 0.0091 m and

2× 2.0973× tan (0.5◦/2) ≈ 0.0183 m

at the on-axis, antenna bore-sight occupational and general public radiation hazard zone

boundary distances.

Contrasting these discretisation and tolerance levels of the two modelling strategies, it

is no surprise that the optimisation technique yields higher accuracy than the traditional

contour approach.

Figures 5.18(a) and 5.19(a) show the number of error (cost) function evaluations for

calculating the radiation hazard zone boundary distances using the described optimisation

technique of the half-wave dipole and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas respectively.

This is the number of times the wire antenna modelling engine needs to be executed. It is

observed that on average, the error function needed to be executed less than 15 times for
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the number of wire antenna modelling engine executions required

to determine the radiation hazard zones using the optimisation technique (Optimised) and the

traditional contour approach (Contoured).

each occupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distance calculated

per angle φ. An angular discretisation of 0.5◦ between 0 → 360◦ results in 721 required

radial distance calculations. The total number of error (cost) function evaluations for

determining radiation hazard zone boundary distances were 17,383 for the half-wave dipole

antenna (8,733 and 8,650 for the occupational and general public zones respectively), and

18,600 for the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna (9,438 and 9,162 for the occupational

and general public zones respectively). These may be directly compared to the number of

grid points at which the wire antenna modelling engine is executed during the traditional

contour approach.

The 0.01 m discretised 3×3 m grid was considered a general purpose grid for determin-

ing the ARPANSA radiation hazard zones at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W of all antennas

included in Table 1.3 and illustrated throughout this thesis, and the 128, three to ten

element Green Yagi-Uda antennas described in the antenna catalogue of Appendix B,

reasonably accurately. This grid size uses 301 × 301 = 90, 601 points, and consequently

90,601 executions of the wire antenna modelling engine.

Contrasting the approximately 18,000 executions required by determining the radia-

tion hazard zones with the proposed optimisation technique, to the approximately 90,000

executions used with the traditional contour approach yields a saving of approximately

72,000 wire antenna modelling engine executions using the new optimisation technique.

This is displayed graphically in Figure 5.21 and constitutes a 5x increase in the compu-

tational efficiency to calculate the radiation hazard zones of single-antenna systems with

the optimisation technique.
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This is considered a reasonable comparison on the basis of a single-pass modelling

operation. Slight improvements in terms of efficiency and accuracy in favour of the tradi-

tional contour approach may be made. As was stated in the introduction, Section 5.1 of

this chapter, with additional prior knowledge of the radiating properties of the antenna

to be modelled, the grid size may be optimised. In particular, the gain scaling technique

described in the radiation protection guidelines, standards and literature [10, 18, 38–40]

and investigated in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3, may be used to attain an approximation of

the radiation hazard zones, relatively efficiently. Using this approach, the grid size of the

optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, for instance, could be bounded as close as -0.5 to

2.5 m (total of 3 m) along the antenna bore-sight axis and -0.5 to 0.5 m (total of 1 m)

along the perpendicular axis. Using the same discretisation of 0.01 m would thus reduce

the total number of wire antenna modelling executions from 90,601 to 30,401. If desired,

this computational saving may then be compromised by using a finer discretisation size,

and so increasing the modelling accuracy. Evidently, even using such optimal grid sizes,

the optimisation technique is still more efficient and accurate than the traditional contour

approach.

It should also be noted that further improvements with regards to the accuracy ob-

tained using the MATLAB contour function may be possible. As concluded in Sec-

tion 5.2.4, the MATLAB contour function implements a relatively simple linear data in-

terpolation algorithm. More advanced and potentially more accurate data interpolation

techniques and contour algorithms are available, as reviewed in Section 5.2. Higher accu-

racy may therefore be possible using a different contouring algorithm than the MATLAB

contour function. This however is left as a future exercise, as it would contribute little to

the research topic as discussed in this chapter of the thesis.

Figures 5.18(a) and 5.19(a) show a relatively constant (averaging just under fifteen)

number of error (cost) function evaluations for adjacent radial distances of the occupational

and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distance optimisations. Since adjacent

optimisations were guided by the previously determined distance, the optimisation could

be classed as a guided optimisation problem. Consequently, the number of error (cost)

function evaluations would be expected to decrease, with subsequent optimisations using

significantly fewer evaluations than the initial “unguided” optimisation at the first radial

distance. This however was not evident in Figures 5.18(a) and 5.19(a). The reason for this
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discrepancy is that guidance between adjacent optimisations was limited to initialising the

next uncertainty interval, which must bracket the error (cost) function extremum. Defining

the uncertainty interval with such required confidence is difficult. Due to the often sharp

nulls in antenna radiation patterns, large variations even for small changes in angle φ are

possible. Similarly, using the gain scaling technique to approximate the radiation hazard

zone boundary distance is not reliable, as evidenced in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3. A high

level of confidence on defining the initial uncertainty intervals therefore resulted in the

initial uncertainty intervals being quite wide, and accordingly having negligible impact on

guiding or reducing the number of error (cost) function evaluations of the optimisation.

The primary purpose of the uncertainty interval initialisation algorithm was to con-

fidently bracket the error (cost) function extremum. While fine-tuning the uncertainty

interval initialisation algorithm, described in the preceding Section 5.4.1 of this chapter,

may further enhance the efficiency of the developed radiation hazard zone optimisation

algorithm, this was not deemed as critical. The wider initial uncertainty intervals were

compensated by the polynomial, quadratic optimisation technique of Brent’s optimisation

algorithm, and at an average of less than fifteen error (cost) function evaluations per radial

distance, the radiation hazard zone optimisation algorithm was considered very efficient.

Additional fine-tuning was therefore left as a future exercise.

The developed radiation hazard zone optimisation algorithm was applied to calculating

the ARPANSA radiation hazard zones of the remaining antennas described in Table 1.3,

at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W, and are shown in Figure 5.22. The results obtained may be

directly compared with the radiation hazard zones modelled using the traditional contour

approach, the “MoM” results in Figure 3.32. These were superimposed as the black,

dashed lines in Figure 5.22.

Summarised in Table 5.3 are the on-axis, antenna bore-sight, ARPANSA occupational

and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances, and the calculated E-plane

rms electric field-strength levels at these distances, as calculated with the optimisation

technique and the traditional contour approach, for all modelled antennas described in

Table 1.3. Table 5.4 shows a summary of the total number of error (cost) function

evaluations—the total number of wire antenna modelling executions—for calculating the

radiation hazard zone boundary distances for the modelled antennas whose results were

illustrated in this section of the thesis.
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Evidently, the trends with regards to efficiency and accuracy of the optimisation tech-

nique over the traditional contour approach observed with the modelled half-wave dipole

and optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas are continued across the range of other Yagi-

Uda antennas investigated, being a good representation of all the remaining antennas of

the antenna catalogue, Appendix B, investigated throughout the candidature.

At an angular discretisation of 0.5◦ and 721 angles it was shown how the radiation

hazard zones of a selection of isolated wire antenna arrays could be calculated at higher

precision and increased computational efficiency using a unimodal, one-dimensional opti-

misation algorithm than using an equivalent, traditional contour approach. At an average

of 18,389 wire antenna modelling engine executions the presented optimisation technique

yielded a 5x increase in computational efficiency over a typical single-pass contour ap-

proach using 90,601 executions.

5.4.3 Application to Multi-antenna Systems

In the preceding Subsection 5.4.2 it was shown how the proposed optimisation strategy

for efficiently and accurately determining the radiation hazard zones, as described in Sub-

section 5.4.1, could be applied to determine the radiation hazard zones of isolated wire

antenna systems. The radiated field-strength emanating from such single-antenna systems

was treated as a unimodal function. The subsequent problem of determining the radiation

hazard zones could therefore be treated as a unimodal, one-dimonsional optimisation prob-

lem and efficiently solved using Brent’s optimisation technique. Obtained results showed

up to 5x increased efficiency and higher accuracy over the traditional contour approach

from pre-calculated field-strength data.

In many practical antenna installations, as considered in the wider sense of this the-

sis, it is required to determine the radiation hazard zones of several antennas in close

proximity—a multi-antenna system. The difficulty in applying the proposed optimisation

strategy for efficiently determining the radiation hazard zones of such multi-antenna sys-

tems is that the field-strength patterns emanating from multi-antenna systems are more

complex and seldom unimodal with respect to a single reference point. This presents a

significant challenge for employing optimisation techniques, escalating the problem to a

global optimisation problem (GOP).
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Figure 5.22: E-plane plots of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the eight 3–10 element Green Yagi-Uda antennas at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W, as calcu-

lated with the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy with method of moments

calculated currents, the applied safety factor and using Brent’s optimisation technique. The black,

dashed, superimposed lines indicate the equivalent radiation hazard zone boundary distances as

calculated using the traditional contouring method.
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(e) 7-element Green.
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(f) 8-element Green.
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(g) 9-element Green.
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Figure 5.22: E-plane plots of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the eight 3–10 element Green Yagi-Uda antennas (cont.)
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Table 5.3: On-axis, antenna bore-sight, ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation haz-

ard zone boundary distances (at 92.1 V/m and 41.1 V/m respectively) and the E-plane rms electric

field-strength at these distances, for a selection of antennas from the antenna catalogue, as calcu-

lated with the described three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy and contrasting

results obtained with Brent’s optimisation technique and the traditional conturing methods.

(a) Distance.

Occupational General Public

Antenna Contoured Optimised Contoured Optimised

Half-wave Dipole 0.2507 m 0.2532 m 0.5789 m 0.5916 m

6-Elem Optimised 1.0324 m 1.0402 m 2.0571 m 2.0973 m

3-Elem Green 0.5456 m 0.5510 m 1.2211 m 1.2486 m

4-Elem Green 0.6354 m 0.6412 m 1.3182 m 1.3460 m

5-Elem Green 0.8021 m 0.8087 m 1.6371 m 1.6699 m

6-Elem Green 0.8489 m 0.8562 m 1.7092 m 1.7435 m

7-Elem Green 0.8175 m 0.8243 m 1.6461 m 1.6782 m

8-Elem Green 0.9813 m 0.9886 m 1.9018 m 1.9372 m

9-Elem Green 0.9634 m 0.9708 m 1.8430 m 1.8790 m

10-Elem Green 1.1522 m 1.1607 m 2.1405 m 2.1799 m

(b) E-plane rms electric field-strength.

Occupational General Public

Antenna Contoured Optimised Contoured Optimised

Half-wave Dipole 92.99 V/m 92.15 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.12 V/m

6-Elem Optimised 93.00 V/m 92.15 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.12 V/m

3-Elem Green 92.99 V/m 92.10 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.08 V/m

4-Elem Green 92.99 V/m 92.04 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.08 V/m

5-Elem Green 93.00 V/m 92.10 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.12 V/m

6-Elem Green 93.00 V/m 92.05 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.10 V/m

7-Elem Green 93.00 V/m 92.08 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.12 V/m

8-Elem Green 93.00 V/m 92.11 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.14 V/m

9-Elem Green 93.00 V/m 92.06 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.08 V/m

10-Elem Green 93.00 V/m 92.03 V/m 42.00 V/m 41.11 V/m
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Table 5.4: Total number of error (cost) function evaluations for determining the ARPANSA

occupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances for a selection of antennas

from the antenna catalogue, as calculated with the described three point-source (3 PS) field-strength

calculation strategy and Brent’s optimisation technique.

Number of Error (Cost) Function Evaluations

Antenna Occupational General Public Total

Half-wave Dipole 8,733 8,650 17,383

6-Elem Optimised 9,438 9,162 18,600

3-Elem Green 9,249 8,875 18,124

4-Elem Green 9,500 9,112 18,612

5-Elem Green 9,394 8,995 18,389

6-Elem Green 9,357 9,220 18,577

7-Elem Green 9,418 9,239 18,657

8-Elem Green 9,410 9,001 18,411

9-Elem Green 9,346 9,343 18,689

10-Elem Green 9,379 9,065 18,444

Average 9,322 9,066 18,389

Consider the multi-antenna system, comprised of one 10-element Green Yagi-Uda an-

tenna and one optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W each,

mounted vertically polarised (with elements parallel to the z-axis) on a 5 m tower at

(0,0.5,5) and (0,0.5,4.5) respectively. For simplicity, this two-antenna system was cho-

sen as half (antennas one and two) of the hypothetical four-antenna system considered

in Section 3.7 of Chapter 3. The ARPANSA [17] occupational and general public radi-

ation hazard zones in the plane of the antennas of this two-antenna system is shown in

Figure 5.23, as determined using the traditional contour approach using the three point-

source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strategy with King’s three-term theory calculated

currents and applied safety factors. Figure 5.23 actually displays a zoomed view of the

antenna section of the tower. The antenna structures, mounting supports and the tower

were superimposed for reference purposes.
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Figure 5.23: E-plane plot of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the two-antenna system comprising the 10-element Green Yagi-Uda antenna and optimised

6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W as determined with the traditional

contour approach. The wire antenna modelling engine used the three point-source (3 PS) field-

strength calculation strategy with King’s three-term theory calculated currents and the applied safety

factors. The antenna structures, mounting supports and the tower were superimposed for reference

purposes.

In light of determining the radiation hazard zones of this two-antenna system as an

optimisation problem, it is clearly visible in the plot of Figure 5.23 that the radiation haz-

ard zones are multimodal functions. From any arbitrary reference point, inside or outside

the radiation hazard zones, and revolving in a complete 360◦ circle around the plane of the

antenna system, the E-plane rms electric field-strength radiated by the antenna system

crosses both the occupational and general public radiation hazard zone reference level at

least twice. Consequently, the proposed unimodal, one-dimensional Brent’s optimisation

technique cannot be applied to determine the radiation hazard zones, since such unimodal

optimisation techniques would only find one error (cost) function extremum within the

uncertainty interval. A global optimisation technique is required to find all extrema.

As was noted in Section 5.3 of this chapter, global optimisation techniques endeavour

to find the global extremum of an error (cost) function. In this instance of determining

the radiation hazard zones of multi-antenna systems, it is desired to locate not just the
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global extremum, but also the sub-optimal or equally optimal extrema, where the radiated

field-strength crosses the radiation hazard zone reference level more than once. Without

the assumption of one local extremum within a bracketed region of uncertainty—the case

of efficient unimodal, one-dimensional optimisation techniques—the GOP is faced with a

much larger search space and due to the many sub-optimal local extrema, the GOP is a

substantially more difficult and computationally expensive task.

Global optimisation techniques have recently been implemented with great success in

many applications including problems in electromagnetics and antenna theory [184]. Evi-

dently, in such one-off applications as antenna design problems for instance, using global

optimisation techniques can be more efficient than employing equivalent manual processes.

In light of determining the radiation hazard zones of multi-antenna systems in the field

via remote PDA access over an internet connection, where computational efficiency is

critical, the application of computationally expensive global optimisation techniques can-

not be recommended. The traditional approach of applying a contouring algorithm to

pre-calculated field-strength data would most certainly provide a more efficient solution.

An alternative solution to using a global optimisation technique or the traditional

contour approach for determining the radiation hazard zones of multi-antenna systems

is proposed in this section of the thesis, based on dissecting the multi-antenna system

into smaller single antenna sub-systems and treating each sub-system as a previously

described, unimodal, one-dimensional optimisation problem. The error (cost) functions of

each “single-antenna sub-system” optimisation would consider the radiated field-strength

of the complete multi-antenna system. The radiation hazard zones would be determined

individually with respect to each single-antenna sub-system using the described unimodal,

one-dimensional, Brent’s optimisation technique. It is anticipated that the superposition

of all individually determined, single-antenna sub-system radiation hazard zones would

yield the complete radiation hazard zones of the multi-antenna system.

With reference to Figure 5.23, it is observed that individual radiation hazard zone

optimisations conducted with respect to each antenna feed point would yield the occupa-

tional or general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances closest to the respective

antenna. The combination of such individually optimised radiation hazard zones should

thus yield a good approximation of the actual radiation hazard zones of the multi-antenna

system.
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Using this approach, the radiation hazard zone determination process applied to the

two-antenna system of Figure 5.23 would include:

1. Modelling the two-antenna system using Brent’s optimisation technique and a polar-

sweep with origin located at the feed-point (the centre of the driven antenna array

element) of the top, 10-element Green Yagi-Uda antenna.

2. Modelling the two-antenna system using Brent’s optimisation technique and a polar-

sweep with origin located at the feed-point of the bottom, optimised 6-element Yagi-

Uda antenna.

3. Converting the obtained radiation hazard zone boundary distances determined in

Steps 1 and 2 from polar to Cartesian co-ordinates.

4. Plotting both radiation hazard zones determined in Step 3 on the same axis and

connecting the dots, using an interpolation algorithm if necessary. Red and yellow

shading to denote the occupational and general public radiation hazard zones may

be applied for visual clarity.

This procedure was applied to the two-antenna system, and the results are shown in

Figure 5.24. Displayed in the subplots of Figure 5.24(a) are the ARPANSA occupational

and general public radiation hazard zones determined using Brent’s optimisation technique

as described in Subsection 5.4.1 of this chapter, with respect to each individual antenna

system feed-point, as noted in Steps 1 and 2 above. For visual clarity, the radiation

hazard zones were plotted on a Cartesian diagram, rather than the typical polar diagram,

red and yellow shading to denote the occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones were applied, and the antenna structures, mounting supports and the tower were

superimposed on the plots. Figure 5.24(b) shows the combined radiation hazard zones,

after applying Steps 3 and 4. For comparison, the radiation hazard zones obtained with

the traditional contour approach of Figure 5.23 were superimposed as the black, dashed

lines in Figure 5.24(b).

As expected, the applied unimodal, one-dimensional, Brent’s optimisation technique,

as described in Subsection 5.4.1 of this chapter, only determined the radiation hazard

zones closest to each antenna, as observed in Figure 5.24(a). The superimposition of the

two individually determined radiation hazard zones of the subplots of Figure 5.24(a) are
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(a) Individual Radiation Hazard Zones.
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(b) Final, Superimposed Radiation Hazard Zones.

Figure 5.24: E-plane plot of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the two-antenna system comprising the 10-element Green Yagi-Uda antenna and opti-

mised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W as determined with Brent’s

optimisation technique. (a) shows the radiation hazard zones determined with respect to the in-

dividual antennas; (b) shows the final radiation hazard zones, the superimposition from (a). The

wire antenna modelling engine used the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strat-

egy with King’s three-term theory calculated currents and the applied safety factors. The antenna

structures, mounting supports and the tower were superimposed for reference purposes. The black,

dashed, superimposed lines indicate the equivalent radiation hazard zone boundary distances as

calculated using the traditional contouring method.
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observed to yield very close agreement with equivalent radiation hazard zones calculated

with the traditional contour approach, in Figure 5.24(b). With the exception of a very

small region in-between the two antennas, excellent agreement is observed.

It should be noted that the radiation hazard zone optimisation algorithm used to

calculate the obtained multi-antenna system results of Figure 5.24 was identical to the

algorithm used for the single-antenna system, described in Subsection 5.4.1 and applied

in Subsection 5.4.2. Using this algorithm with single-antenna systems, the only additional

constraint was to initialise the algorithm at the antenna bore-sight. Application to multi-

antenna systems introduces an additional modelling parameter—the angular direction of

the optimisation sweep. Evidently, due to the inherent symmetry of the single-antenna

system, the chosen direction φ = −270◦ → 90◦ in 0.5◦ increments was arbitrary. A multi-

antenna system though may not be symmetric and could influence the resulting optimised

radiation hazard zones because subsequent radiation hazard zone boundary distances are

based on previously calculated, adjacent radiation hazard zone boundary distances. In

the case of the two-antenna system of Figure 5.24, optimisations were conducted using

φ = −270◦ → 90◦ in 0.5◦ increments for the sweep with respect to the top, 10-element

Green Yagi-Uda antenna, and φ = 90◦ → −270◦ in −0.5◦ decrements for the sweep with

respect to the bottom, optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna. These directions were

chosen so that the more distant radiation hazard zone boundary distances were determined

first.

Like the single-antenna radiation hazard zone calculations reported in Subsection 5.4.2,

an angular discretisation of 0.5◦ resulting in 721 required radial distance calculations

was also used with the two-antenna system. The total number of error (cost) function

evaluations for determining the radiation hazard zone boundary distances were 18,448

and 18,556 for the individual antenna #1 and #2 optimisations respectively and include

both occupational and general public radiation hazard zones. This yields a total of 37,004

error (cost) function evaluations for the complete two-antenna system. Since each error

(cost) function evaluation now calculates the field of two-antennas, therefore executing

the wire antenna modelling engine twice, the total number of wire antenna modelling

executions required to determine the occupational and general public radiation hazard

zone of the two-antenna system with Brent’s optimisation technique was 74,008. This is

summarised in Table 5.5(a).
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Consider now the complete four-antenna system comprised of two 10-element Green

Yagi-Uda antennas and two optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas, as described in Sec-

tion 3.7 of Chapter 3. The ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones calculated with the traditional contour approach, using a 16 × 8 m linear grid at

0.02 m increments, were modelled in Section 3.7 and are shown in Figure 3.33. The same

four-antenna system was now modelled with Brent’s optimisation technique following the

same procedure outlined while modelling the two-antenna system. The results obtained

are shown in Figure 5.25.

Figure 5.25(b) shows the final, combined radiation hazard zones of the four individual

optimisation sweeps, shown in Figure 5.25(a). For comparison, the radiation hazard zones

obtained with the traditional contour approach of Figure 3.7 were superimposed as the

black, dashed lines in Figure 5.25.

Like the investigated two-antenna system, the radiation hazard zones of the four-

antenna system determined with Brent’s optimisation technique are observed to be in very

close agreement with equivalent radiation hazard zones determined with the traditional

contour approach of Figure 3.7. With the exception of two very small regions in-between

the antennas, excellent agreement is observed. The total number of error (cost) function

evaluations was noted at 74,002, including 296,008 wire antenna modelling executions, as

summarised in Table 5.5(b). With regards to the required CPU time, modelling was con-

ducted using NFSim on the personal computer with specifications described in Table 3.16,

and corresponds to an average of 13 seconds for modelling the complete four-antenna

system.

The total number of error (cost) function evaluations noted in Table 5.5 for determin-

ing the radiation hazard zones using Brent’s optimisation technique of the multi-antenna

systems may be directly compared to the grid points at which the wire antenna mod-

elling engine is executed during the traditional contour approach. Alternatively, the total

number of wire antenna modelling executions could be compared to the number of grid

points multiplied by the number of antennas in the multi-antenna system, since using the

traditional contour approach, the field-strength of each individual antenna is evaluated at

each grid point.

Evidently, selecting suitable grid sizes for comparing the traditional contour approach

with the optimisation technique for determining the radiation hazard zones is a subjective
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(b) Final, Superimposed Radiation Hazard Zones.

Figure 5.25: E-plane plot of the ARPANSA occupational and general public radiation hazard

zones of the four-antenna system comprising two 10-element Green Yagi-Uda antennas and two

optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antennas at 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W as determined with Brent’s

optimisation technique. (a) shows the radiation hazard zones determined with respect to the in-

dividual antennas; (b) shows the final radiation hazard zones, the superimposition from (a). The

wire antenna modelling engine used the three point-source (3 PS) field-strength calculation strat-

egy with King’s three-term theory calculated currents and the applied safety factors. The antenna

structures, mounting supports and the tower were superimposed for reference purposes. The black,

dashed, superimposed lines indicate the equivalent radiation hazard zone boundary distances as

calculated using the traditional contouring method.
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Table 5.5: Summary of the total number of error (cost) function evaluations and the total number

of wire antenna modelling executions required to determine the ARPANSA occupational and general

public radiation hazard zones using Brent’s optimisation technique of the investigated multi-antenna

systems. Itemised data is shown for each optimisation with respect to the noted antenna.

(a) Two-antenna System.

Origin of Error (Cost) Wire Antenna

Optimisation Function Evaluations Modelling Executions

Antenna #1 18,448 36,896

Antenna #2 18,556 37,112

Total 37,004 74,008

(b) Four-antenna System.

Origin of Error (Cost) Wire Antenna

Optimisation Function Evaluations Modelling Executions

Antenna #1 18,486 73,944

Antenna #2 18,472 73,888

Antenna #3 18,511 74,044

Antenna #4 18,533 74,132

Total 74,002 296,008

process, and depends on the modelling assumptions and compromised or desired accu-

racy. Still, some conservative, hypothetical grid sizes will be suggested to facilitate such a

comparison. For the benefit of using “efficient” grid sizes, a two-pass modelling operation

is assumed, whereby some prior knowledge of the approximate vicinity of the radiation

hazard zones is assumed. In a single-antenna system, such approximate radiation hazard

zone boundary distances could be determined with the gain scaling technique, described

in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3. In a multi-antenna system, knowledge of the approximate

radiation hazard zones might be obtained by using an initial coarser grid. For the purposes

of this comparison, these first-pass costs are not taken into consideration. Additionally,

a linear grid at a constant 0.01 m discretisation was assumed for all considered antenna

systems.
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Based on these noted assumptions, the following “optimal grid sizes” for determining

the radiation hazard zones with the traditional contour approach of an average single-

antenna system and the two- and four-antenna systems could be used:

• Single-antenna System: With reference to Figure 5.22, −0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 = 1 m by

−0.5 ≤ y ≤ 2.5 = 3 m grid at 0.01 m discretisation yields 101 × 301 = 30, 401 grid

points and wire antenna modelling executions.

• Two-antenna System: With reference to Figure 5.24(b), −1 ≤ y ≤ 5 = 6 m by

3 ≤ z ≤ 6 = 3 m grid at 0.01 m discretisation yields 601×301 = 180, 901 grid points

which equals 361, 802 wire antenna modelling executions.

• Four-antenna System: With reference to Figure 5.25(b), −6 ≤ y ≤ 6 = 12 m by

2.5 ≤ z ≤ 6 = 3.5 m grid at 0.01 m discretisation yields 1, 201× 351 = 421, 551 grid

points which equals 1, 686, 204 wire antenna modelling executions.

It should again be emphasised, that these grid sizes were hypothetically chosen, to repre-

sent a reasonable comparison with the optimisation technique for determining the radiation

hazard zones. Obviously 1.6 million wire antenna modelling executions is a large number

of required calculations, and a trade-off with regards to the desired accuracy might be

possible. This however again emphasises the need for an efficient wire antenna modelling

engine, the main motivation behind Chapter 3 of this thesis. (The actual grid sizes of

the illustrated results in this section of the chapter used 0.01 m discretisation for single-

antenna systems, and 0.02 m discretisation for the two- and four-antenna systems. At

this grid size, the four-antenna system was previously modelled using the traditional con-

tour approach in 55 seconds and 285 seconds with NFSim and NEC-2 respectively on the

personal computer described in Table 3.16.).

Figure 5.26 shows a graphical comparison of the number of wire antenna modelling

executions used to calculate the occupational and general public radiation hazard zones of

the discussed single and multi-antenna systems with Brent’s optimisation technique, and

the equivalent number of wire antenna modelling executions required by the traditional

contour approach based on the described, hypothetical, “optimal” grid sizes. Based on

this comparison, the computational efficiency advantages of using the optimisation tech-

nique over the traditional contour approach are apparent (please note the log-scale on the

horizontal axis).
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of the number of wire antenna modelling engine executions required to

determine the radiation hazard zones using the optimisation technique and the traditional contour

approach for the discussed multi-antenna systems.

In conclusion it was shown that while the radiation hazard zones of multi-antenna

systems are undoubtedly multimodal functions, these could still be determined with the

proposed unimodal, one-dimensional, Brent’s optimisation technique by applying the op-

timisation technique repeatedly, once with respect to each antenna in the multi-antenna

system. Albeit small discrepancies in the determined general public radiation hazard zones

in-between antennas of the multi-antenna system, good agreement with equivalent results

obtained with the traditional contour approach were observed. Significant increases in

computational efficiency over the traditional contour approach were observed while deter-

mining the radiation hazard zones with the optimisation technique.

With regards to the small discrepancies observed while determining the general public

radiation hazard zones of the multi-antenna systems using the optimisation technique,

it should be noted that these discrepancies were located in-between the antennas of the

multi-antenna system. It could be argued that in such areas, general public access would

be limited regardless, especially since the general public radiation hazard zone boundary

outside the multi-antenna system was located much farther away. Agreement between the

optimised and traditional contoured radiation hazard zones was therefore considered excel-
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lent, and given the potential computational savings, the proposed optimisation technique

shows significant advantages over the traditional methods for determining the radiation

hazard zones of both single- and multi-antenna systems.

5.5 Conclusions

The concept of using an optimisation algorithm to efficiently and accurately determine

the radiation hazard zones of single- and multi-antenna systems was considered in this

chapter of the thesis.

The traditional approach to determine the radiation hazard zones requires the calcula-

tion of the field-strength in a discretised grid, typically evaluated in the plane surrounding

the antenna system. Using a contouring algorithm, the occupational and general public

radiation hazard zone reference levels are derived from the pre-calculated field-strength

data. To limit the contour algorithm’s reliance on data interpolation strategies and in-

crease the determined radiation hazard zone accuracy, finer grid sizes are preferred. With

some prior knowledge of the antenna system’s field-strength distribution, the grid size may

be optimised in size, thus reducing the number of field-strength calculations that would

otherwise be required in areas far from the expected radiation hazard zone boundary dis-

tances. Still, a large number of such unnecessary field-strength calculations are performed,

significantly affecting the computational efficiency of the radiation hazard zone modelling

engine, especially in multi-antenna systems.

With regards to the traditional contour approach as implemented and used throughout

the thesis for determining the radiation hazard zones, a literature review investigating

contouring techniques was presented in Section 5.2 of this chapter. While the MATLAB

contour algorithm, based on a linear grid and linear interpolation algorithm, was used

almost exclusively for calculating the results presented in this thesis, it is evident that

some of the more advanced contouring techniques identified could be implemented to

enhance the accuracy and efficiency of the traditional contour approach. Especially in

a two-pass operation, with some prior knowledge of the antenna system’s field-strength

distribution, techniques such as non-linear grids and polynomial interpolation algorithms

could potentially reduce the number of required wire antenna modelling executions and

increase the radiation hazard zone modelling accuracy.
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Alternatively, an optimisation technique could be used to directly limit the number

of wire antenna modelling executions to within close proximity of the radiation hazard

zone boundary distances, without prior knowledge of the antenna system’s field-strength

distribution. This concept was investigated in this chapter of the thesis. A literature

review identified popular optimisation algorithms, reviewed in theory in Section 5.3.

A novel modelling strategy was devised, treating the problem of determining the radi-

ation hazard zones of isolated wire antennas as a unimodal, one-dimensional optimisation

problem. Unimodal, one-dimensional optimisation problems are efficiently solved by it-

erative line search or parabolic interpolation algorithms, locating error (cost) function

extrema (maxima or minima) within a bracketed initial uncertainty interval. Brent’s opti-

misation algorithm [33,124,125,162] was implemented in MATLAB and Microsoft Visual

C++ and combined with the gain scaling technique, described in the radiation protection

guidelines, standards and literature [10,18,38–40], to initialise the optimisation uncertainty

interval for determining the radiation hazard zones in Section 5.4.1.

The implemented optimisation algorithm was applied to a wide selection of isolated

wire antenna systems in Section 5.4.2. It was shown how the ARPANSA occupational

and general public radiation hazard zones of the investigated antennas were derived more

efficiently and at increased accuracy compared with the traditional contour approach.

Up to 5x increases in computational efficiency were noted as the optimisation technique

reduced the number of required wire antenna modelling executions over the traditional

contour approach from 90,601 to an average of 18,389 executions. Higher precision was

achieved as the occupational and general public radiation hazard zones were on average

calculated at 92.087 and 41.107 V/m E-plane rms electric field-strength respectively using

the optimisation technique (errors of 0.007 and 0.013 V/m respectively) compared to

92.997 and 42.000 V/m respectively using the traditional contour approach (errors of

0.817 and 0.900 V/m respectively).

The problems associated with extending the optimisation algorithm for the radiation

hazard zone determination of multi-antenna systems were discussed in Section 5.4.3. The

radiated fields of multi-antenna systems are more complex and seldom unimodal with

respect to a single reference point. In a 360◦ sweep around a multi-antenna system, such

multi-modality means the radiated field-strength crosses both the occupational and general

public radiation hazard zone reference levels at least twice, escalating the optimisation
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problem for finding the radiation hazard zone boundary distances to a global optimisation

problem, which are inherently more difficult and inefficient to solve than the unimodal

optimisation problem of single-antenna systems.

Dissecting the multi-antenna system into a series of single-antenna sub-systems, it was

shown how the unimodal, one-dimensional Brent optimisation algorithm developed for

single-antenna systems could still be applied efficiently to determine the radiation hazard

zones of multi-antenna systems. By iterative optimisations, determining the radiation haz-

ard zones of the multi-antenna system with respect to each antenna in the multi-antenna

system and superimposing the results, excellent agreement with equivalent results obtained

with the traditional contour approach were achieved. Small discrepancies in the obtained

general public radiation hazard zones were isolated to areas in-between antennas of the

multi-antenna system, areas that would have limited general public access. Significant

savings in the number of required wire antenna modelling engine executions were noted

by using the optimisation technique over the traditional contour approach. Modelling the

radiation hazard zones of a four-antenna system reduced the required wire antenna mod-

elling executions from over 1.2 million executions using the traditional contour approach to

296,008 executions with the optimisation technique, reducing the required CPU modelling

time from approximately 55 seconds to just 13 seconds on an intel Pentium 4 personal

computer for the traditional contour approach and optimisation technique respectively.

In conclusion, compared to traditional methods for determining the radiation hazard

zones using contouring algorithms from pre-calculated field-strength data, the proposed

strategy of using an optimisation technique manifests significant advancements in terms

of computational efficiency and accuracy, for both single- and multi-antenna systems. A

working prototype of such a system was developed and tested in this chapter of the thesis,

using an efficient unimodal, one-dimensional optimisation technique with suitably derived

strategies to initialise the optimisation uncertainty intervals, and achieving improved ac-

curacy of better than 0.7 V/m while reducing the computational demands by a factor of

five.

While significant computational savings and accurate results were demonstrated with

the implemented algorithm, the implementation is not considered a unique solution. Alter-

native implementations are plausible, utilising different optimisation techniques or strate-

gies to initialise the uncertainty intervals, to achieve equally or better efficiencies and

accuracy over the discussed implementation. This research is left as future work.
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To the best knowledge of the author, the work described in this chapter of the thesis

is new and is yet to be published.





Chapter 6

Embedded Software

6.1 Introduction

The research objectives considered in this thesis were the efficient radiation exposure

modelling strategies of wire antenna arrays. This research has resulted as a response to

the industry demand for more efficient wire antenna exposure assessment software. The

industry objectives were described in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1.

Throughout the thesis, efficient wire antenna modelling strategies were reviewed in the-

ory in Chapter 2, investigated in Chapter 3; structure estimation for modelling antennas of

unknown structural specifications was discussed in Chapter 4; while an efficient radiation

hazard zone determination strategy using optimisation techniques was introduced in Chap-

ter 5. A wire antenna modelling engine, NFSim (abbreviated for Near-Field Simulator),

was implemented in a dynamic link library (DLL) with a console application for testing

and verification and a Microsoft Access reference antenna database, implementing the

principal techniques described throughout Chapters 2–5.

In summary, NFSim implements the following wire antenna modelling strategies or

embedded software components:

1. The induced-emf method to compute the currents of monopole and dipole antennas,

Chapter 3.

2. King’s three-term theory current calculation technique to compute the currents of

wire antenna arrays, Chapter 3.

299
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3. The three point-source field-strength calculation technique for efficiently computing

the near-fields of wire antennas and wire antenna arrays, Chapter 3.

4. The empirically derived safety factors to ensure conservative radiation hazard zone

determination using the implemented modelling strategies, Chapter 3.

5. The structure estimation queries, selecting a reference antenna based on the antenna

gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths, or just the number of antenna

array elements, Chapter 4.

6. The Microsoft Access reference antenna database, Chapter 4.

7. Brent’s optimisation technique for the efficient determination of the radiation hazard

zone boundary distances of single- and multi-antenna systems, Chapter 5.

These implemented wire antenna modelling techniques were discussed and analysed in

great detail throughout Chapters 2–5. The salient points of their implementation in the

NFSim embedded software are reviewed in this chapter.

An outline of the technologies used during the NFSim embedded software development

is provided in Section 6.2.

Integration techniques were used by the induced-emf method and King’s three-term

theory implementations. The efficiency of the chosen integration technique was critical

to the overall computational efficiency of the developed wire antenna modelling software.

Numerical integration algorithms are discussed in Section 6.3.

While the integrals of King’s three-term theory could well have been implemented

efficiently using sine and cosine lookup tables, these integrals were solved directly using

the techniques described in Section 6.3. King’s three-term theory includes many different

integrals. An effective programming technique to implement these integrals was to use

sub-classing, as described in Section 6.4.

Details relating to the implemented optimisation techniques, post-processing for deter-

mining the radiation hazard zones from the calculated field-strength data and the required

vector and geometrical transformations are respectively discussed in Sections 6.5–6.7.

The chapter conclusions are summarised in Section 6.8.
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NFSim DB
Reference

Antenna Database

NFSim
Wire Antenna
Modelling Engine

NFSim3D
Console Application

radPro
Windows Application

Industry Front-end

Academic Front-end

Common Back-end

Figure 6.1: High-level system diagram showing integration of the developed back-end wire antenna

modelling engine, NFSim with the industry front-end application, radPro and academic front-end

application, NFSim3D.

6.2 Software Technology Review

The industry objectives were described in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1. Industry partner

iCOMMS Pty Ltd required an efficient and accurate radiation hazard zone modelling

engine for wire antenna systems to integrate with their existing, award winning radio

communications infrastructure management, analysis and radiation hazard assessment

and reporting software, radPro.

From a software development perspective, the developed back-end wire antenna mod-

elling engine, NFSim includes two front-end applications to serve two distinct user groups,

industry and academia. This is described in the high-level system diagram of Figure 6.1.

The industry front-end is provided by the iCOMMS radPro application software, which

includes a user-friendly Windows graphical user interface (GUI) with an integrated CAD

(computer aided design) interface for interacting with radio communications antenna sites,

sophisticated reporting functions for drawing radiation hazard zones, and online access

through the rf-aware.com web site.

From the academic standpoint, for testing and verification of the wire antenna mod-

elling engine, as well as for conducting the many scientific investigations discussed through-
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D:\PhD\Thesis\Results> NFSim3D.exe ant2.txt ant2.m

=== NFSim (Build: "NFSim3D ver0.12") ===

Processing Specifications File ant2.txt...

Calculating Currents...

King Three-term Theory Current Model Selected...

Calculating Currents... Completed in 0.062 sec.

Computed 398 Integrals with 25914 Function Evaluations.

Scaling Currents... Completed in 0 sec.

Creating NFSim Antenna Object...

Creating NFSim Cartesian Simulation Object...

Simulating Antenna Field-strength...

2D Field-strength Model Selected...

Three Point-source Field-strength Model Selected...

Progress: ********************

Completed in 10.719 sec. Computed 321201 Field Points.

Writing to File ant2.m...

Simulation Completed Successfully! Completed in 14.375 sec.

D:\PhD\Thesis\Results>

Figure 6.2: Runtime output of the NFSim3D console application while modelling the field-strength

of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna of the multi-antenna system with King’s three-term

theory current calculation strategy and the three point-source field-strength calculation strategy.

out the thesis, a separate console application front-end was developed, NFSim3D. While

early versions of NFSim3D were Windows applications with a Windows GUI, once the

need for running thousands of successive simulations became apparent in the candidature,

such as while investigating the resonant length of a half-wave dipole antenna for instance,

NFSim3D was converted to a console application that could easily be executed from a

batch file. Figure 6.2 shows the runtime output of a typical execution of the NFSim3D

console application. In this instance, NFSim3D was used to compute the field-strength

data of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, while modelling the multi-antenna

system described in Section 3.7 of Chapter 3 with King’s three-term theory current cal-

culation strategy and the three point-source field-strength calculation strategy.

Present versions of the radPro application software were implemented with Microsoft
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Visual C++ [49] and Microsoft Visio [192], while iCOMMS development of radPro 2 is

seeing a transition of radPro being ported to Microsoft Visual C# [193] and the Microsoft

.NET framework [194]. These software technologies implemented by radPro influenced

the development of NFSim and NFSim3D.

To facilitate easy integration with the existing radPro application software, NFSim

needed to run on the Microsoft Windows operating system. A dynamic link library (DLL)

was determined as the most appropriate technology for integrating the additional function-

ality provided by NFSim into the existing and future versions of radPro, and simultane-

ously into the NFSim3D application. A DLL file or shared library file includes a collection

of subprograms that can be seamlessly integrated into the main application at run-time. A

DLL file’s inherent modularity allows independent development and later integration into

the main application through a generic interface, facilitating a programatic abstraction

from and dynamic extensibility of the main application.

A review of the main software technologies used to develop the NFSim and NFSim3D

software system follows.

NFSim and NFSim3D were implemented using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 SP5 [49]

and the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) 6.0 [195]. The main reason for using MFC

was the convenient access to utility classes, including CString for string manipulation and

CArray for sophisticated array manipulation.

As described throughout Chapter 4, the reference antenna database used for imple-

menting the structure estimation algorithm was implemented using a relational database

with Microsoft Access 2000 [196] and the Microsoft Jet 4.0 database engine [197]. The

structure estimation algorithm was implemented using SQL (Structured Query Language)

queries with access to the reference antenna database implemented using Microsoft Ac-

tiveX Data Objects (ADO) [197, 198]. These technologies were chosen due to their wide-

scale availability and ease of integration with the Microsoft Visual C++ implemented

NFSim. In view of industry integration with radPro, Microsoft Access also provides

an easy upgrade path to Microsoft SQL Server [199], an industry-strength, client-server

database with improved concurrent, multi-user access.

Complex arithmetic was used throughout all field-strength and current distribution

calculations. Complex numbers were implemented using the built-in 〈complex〉 template

class of Microsoft Visual C++.
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Matrix arithmetic was used with King’s three-term theory current calculation strategy.

Matrices were implemented using the Matrix TCL Lite v1.13 template class library by

Techsoft Pvt Ltd [200] available as a free download for educational and non-commercial

use. The Matrix TCL library is an easy to use template class for performing basic matrix

calculations with minimal programming overheads. It was found to be an efficient solution

for the required matrix calculations, solving King’s three-term theory currents of wire

antenna arrays with up to 17-elements, (17× 17 = 289 matrix elements). While the non-

optimised, Lite version was used for the investigations and results presented in this thesis,

the Lite version is directly interchangeable with the memory and performance optimised

Pro version, providing an easy upgrade path for integration in the commercial radPro

application. According to Techsoft, the Pro version has been tested with matrices of up

to 1, 000 × 1, 000 elements—sufficient for even the most demanding wire antenna array

current calculation requirements.

The NFSim DLL was implemented as an MFC Extension DLL as opposed to a regular

DLL. This implementation imposes a requirement on the client executable being an MFC

application and was necessary because MFC objects are passed to and returned by the

NFSim DLL.

6.3 Numerical Integration Techniques

Numerical integration techniques are an integral component of the investigated current cal-

culation strategies, including Baker’s mutual-impedance implementation of the induced-

emf method and King’s three-term theory. While King’s three-term theory current cal-

culation strategy could also have been implemented using sine and cosine lookup tables,

as suggested by King [30], the integral equations were solved numerically in NFSim. The

efficient operation of the numerical integration technique was thus paramount to the com-

putational efficiency of the developed wire antenna modelling engine.

Classical numerical integration techniques include the trapezoidal and Simpson’s tech-

niques of integration, and are widely described in mathematics, engineering and numerical

technique textbooks including [125,161,162].

These basic integration techniques seek to find an approximate numerical value for the

definite integral, F (x) of the integrand function, f (x) between the limits [a, b], described
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by equation (6.1).

F (x) =
∫ b

a
f (x) dx (6.1)

The method of approach is based on subdividing the interval into fixed size subintervals,

integrating suitably constructed quadrature interpolation functions, and summing the re-

sults. The number of subintervals is either fixed in advance, or gradually increased until

a specified error tolerance is reached.

More efficient adaptive quadrature integration techniques extend the basic quadra-

ture integration techniques by using different subinterval sizes, adaptively adjusting each

subinterval size to the variability of the integrand function f (x). Using such a technique,

regions where the integrand is well approximated by the quadrature interpolation func-

tion would use larger subintervals than regions of where the approximation is not as good.

In-depth discussion and implementations of adaptive quadrature integration techniques

may be found in [161, 162]. The MATLAB [48] quad function implements such an adap-

tive quadrature algorithm based on Simpson’s technique. Simpson’s technique is applied

to the initial subintervals. Subintervals are halved if the specified error tolerance is ex-

ceeded, and Simpson’s technique is applied recursively to each halved subinterval until the

specified error tolerance is attained.

Basic quadrature and adaptive quadrature integration techniques evaluate the inte-

grand function f (x) at predetermined x-values, yielding exact results for polynomials to

degree n. Further improvements are attainable with adaptive Gaussian quadrature inte-

gration techniques, using variable x-values and yielding exact results for polynomials to

degree 2n−1 [161,162]. Since version 6, MATLAB includes the quadl function implement-

ing an adaptive Lobatto quadrature integration technique, based on the Gauss-Lobatto

quadrature rule. This algorithm was developed by Gander et al. [201,202] and replaces the

earlier MATLAB quad8 function, which was based on an adaptive Newton-Cotes quadra-

ture integration technique with an 8 panel quadrature rule [48].

The MATLAB Gander et al. adaptive Lobatto quadrature integration algorithm was

ported to Microsoft Visual C++ and included in the developed wire antenna modelling

engine, NFSim.

In order to facilitate an objective decision on selecting an efficient integration algorithm

for inclusion in the final version of NFSim, the adaptive Lobatto quadrature integration
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the total number of function evaluations, the integrands of the 398

integrals while calculating the currents of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna with King’s

three-term theory, comparing adaptive Simpson’s and adaptive Lobatto quadrature integration al-

gorithms implemented in NFSim.

algorithm was compared to an adaptive Simpson’s quadrature integration algorithm taken

from [162], which includes special “housekeeping” features that store previously calculated

function evaluations of the integrand function f (x) on a stack. As noted in [162], due to

these housekeeping features the resulting algorithm is able to solve the definite integral∫ 1

0.2

1
x2
dx

to an error tolerance of 0.02 with just 17 function evaluations, compared to 33 function

evaluations required by using a standard adaptive Simpson’s quadrature integration al-

gorithm implementation without such housekeeping features. This implementation was

therefore considered an efficient implementation of the adaptive Simpson’s quadrature

integration algorithm and was implemented with Microsoft Visual C++.

Consider calculating the complex current amplitude at the centre of each wire antenna

array element of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna, described in Table 1.3, at

300 MHz and VIN = 1 V using King’s three-term theory current calculation strategy.

This calculation requires finding the solution to 398 definite integral equations, and was

performed using NFSim, comparing the described adaptive Lobatto and adaptive Simp-

son’s quadrature integration algorithms with an error tolerance of 10−6.

The obtained numerical results were identical to within rounding errors. The compu-

tational efficiency of the two integration algorithms was compared by contrasting the total

number of required integrand function evaluations of solving the 398 integral equations,

being 64,786 and 25,914 function evaluations for the adaptive Simpson’s and adaptive

Lobatto quadrature integration algorithms respectively. This is displayed graphically in
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Figure 6.3 and constitutes a 2.5x increase in computational efficiency by solving King’s

three-term theory currents of the optimised 6-element Yagi-Uda antenna using the adap-

tive Lobatto over the adaptive Simpson’s quadrature integration algorithm. With regards

to the required CPU times, these calculations were executed on the personal computer

with specifications described in Table 3.16 and correspond to an average of 156 ms and

62 ms for the adaptive Simpson’s and adaptive Lobatto quadrature integration algorithms

respectively.

The gain in computational time appears small in this application. Note however that

these implementations of the adaptive Lobatto and adaptive Simpson’s quadrature in-

tegration algorithms are efficient implementations of their respective algorithms. This

research of optimising the integration algorithm implementations was the result of requir-

ing an efficient integration algorithm for efficiently solving the integrals of King’s three-

term theory current calculation strategy. Previous implementations of the developed wire

antenna modelling engine did not use such efficient integration algorithm implementa-

tions, and while it was considered meaningless to include quantitative results of these

early investigations in this section of the thesis, the solution of King’s three-term theory

currents with an efficient integration algorithm implementation means that the computa-

tional time could be reduced from several hours—not a viable proposition—to just several

milliseconds—comparable to using lookup tables. Given the additional accuracy of solv-

ing these definite integrals directly, numerical integration was preferred over using lookup

tables, as suggested by King [30].

In conclusion, the final version of the developed wire antenna modelling engine, NFSim,

uses the described adaptive Lobatto quadrature integration algorithm for all numerical

integration calculations.

6.4 Integration of King’s Three-term Theory

King’s two- and three-term theories are an algebraic approximation of van Hallén’s integral

equation, to which no exact solution could be found. The resulting integrals found in

King’s two- and three-term theories can easily be integrated with the aid of lookup tables of

common sine and cosine integrals or using a numerical integration technique, as discussed

in the preceding Section 6.3 of this chapter.
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The complete set of equations of King’s two-term theory are summarised in Chapter 10

of [30], including computer implementation notes. King’s three-term theory was used

extensively throughout this thesis and was implemented in the developed wire antenna

modelling engine, NFSim for calculating the current distribution on Yagi-Uda style wire

antenna arrays. The complete set of equations required to implement King’s three-term

theory for Yagi-Uda antennas, with wire antenna array elements of unequal length and

inter-element spacing, was included in Subsection 2.3.5.3 of Chapter 2.

While very well defined, King’s two- and three-term theories include a substantial

number of equations, variables, integral equations and auxiliary functions that need to

be implemented, including complex numbers and matrices which are not standard in

most computer programming languages. Implementation may thus seem challenging to

the antenna or novice software engineer. Computer implementation of King’s two- and

three-term theories was simplified by adapting the following strategies:

• King’s original function and variable names were retained.

• Function and variable interdependencies were noted, and functions were implemented

with increasing number of dependencies.

• A prototype was implemented in MATLAB. After thorough testing and verification

against published numerical data, the MATLAB prototype was ported to Microsoft

Visual C++.

• The matrix and complex number template classes described in Section 6.2 were used

in the Microsoft Visual C++ implementation.

• The MATLAB prototype calculated all integrals using the MATLAB quadl integra-

tion algorithm, ported to Microsoft Visual C++ as described in Section 6.3.

An efficient programming technique for implementing the integral equations found in

King’s two- and three-term theories was to use sub-classing. Implementing the integration

algorithm as a super-class with a virtual member method of the integrand, required mini-

mal programming overheads while implementing the integrals of King’s three-term theory.

This procedure constitutes the main topic of this section of the chapter and is described

using an illustrated example throughout the remainder of this section.
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Consider the header declaration of a general purpose integration algorithm, shown

in Figure 6.4. In this instance the CLobatto class is shown, however the definition of

the CSimpson class would be identical. The class includes constructor and destructor

methods and inline methods for returning additional integration statistics—the number

of integrand function evaluations and the total number of integrals solved, calls to the

CLobatto class. The integrate member method would implement the adaptive Lobatto

quadrature, adaptive Simpson’s quadrature or similar integration algorithm. The function

to be integrated is declared as a virtual member method f, and is not implemented as part

of the CLobatto class. It should be noted that special type definitions for complex double,

dComplex and complex double CArray, dArray were declared as

typedef complex<double> dComplex;

typedef CArray<double,double> dArray;

and are used throughout the developed wire antenna modelling engine, NFSim.

Consider now the implementation for calculating the coefficient ΨkiV , defined by equa-

tion (6.2),

ΨkiV (hk) =
∫ hi

−hi
M0z′iKki

(
hk, z

′
i

)
dz′i (6.2)

which is also equation (2.106) of Subsection 2.3.5.3 in Chapter 2. Equation (6.2) was

implemented as a sub-class of the CLobatto class. The header declaration of the CPsi kiV

class is shown in Figure 6.5(a) and includes the default constructor and destructor meth-

ods, and the implementation of the virtual member method, the integrand function, f. The

CPsi kiV class implementation is shown in Figure 6.5(b) and includes only the implemen-

tation of the f method. Additionally, a wrapper member method Psi kiV was implemented

as part of the application in the CKing3T class, shown in Figure 6.5(b), to allow easy ref-

erence to the CPsi kiV class during evaluation of equation (6.2) from the main method of

the CKing3T class, shown in Figure 6.5(c).

Using sub-classing, as illustrated in the example of Figures 6.4–6.5, all integral equa-

tions of King’s three-term theory could be implemented in the developed wire antenna

modelling engine with minimal programming overheads. This object oriented approach

also provided the flexibility of being independent of the final integration algorithm. The

CLobatto class could be replaced by the CSimpson class for instance, by editing two lines

in the integral equation header declaration, Figure 6.5(a) in the illustrated example.
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class CLobatto {

public:

CLobatto (dArray * args) {

this→args = args;

this→fcnt = 0.0;

static int icnts = 0.0; icnts++; this→icnt = icnts;

};

virtual ∼CLobatto () {};

inline int getfcnt () { return this→fcnt; }

inline int geticnt () { return icnt; }

dComplex integrate (double a, double b, double tolerance);

virtual dComplex f (double x) = 0;

dArray * args;

private:

int fcnt, icnt;

};

Figure 6.4: The CLobatto class header declaration, implemented in lobatto.h, as an example of

how sub-classing may be applied to implement the integration algorithm in C++.

6.5 Numerical Optimisation Techniques

Throughout Chapter 5, one-dimensional, uni-modal, optimisation techniques were pro-

posed and demonstrated as efficient and accurate strategies for determining the radiation

hazard zones of single- and multi-antenna systems, an alternative to using the traditional

contour approach. In Chapter 5, Brent’s optimisation technique was used to illustrate the

proposed radiation hazard zone optimisation strategy.

Brent’s optimisation technique was reviewed in Subsection 5.3.2 of Chapter 5 and

is discussed in detail in [33, 124, 125, 162]. Algorithm descriptions in ALGOL 60 and

FORTRAN are found in [33,124], with a C implementation available in [125].

Brent’s optimisation technique was implemented in the developed wire antenna mod-

elling engine using Microsoft Visual C++ by adopting the C implementation of [125].
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class CPsi kiV : public CLobatto {

public:

CPsi kiV (dArray * args) : CLobatto (args) {};

∼CPsi kiV () {};

dComplex f (double x);

};

(a) CPsi kiV class header declaration in king3t.h.

dComplex CPsi kiV :: f (double x) {

double zi = x;

double hk = args→GetAt(0);

double hi = args→GetAt(1);

double bki = args→GetAt(2);

double bo = args→GetAt(3);

double M0zi = CKing3T::M0z(zi,hi,bo);

dComplex K = CKing3T::Kki(hk,zi,bki,bo);

return M0zi * K;

}

dComplex CKing3T :: Psi kiV (double zi, double hk, double hi, double bki, double bo) {

dArray * args = new dArray;

args→Add(hk); args→Add(hi); args→Add(bki); args→Add(bo);

CPsi kiV Psi kiV f(args);

dComplex Psi kiV = Psi kiV f.integrate(-hi,hi,TOL);

this→icnt = Psi kiV f.geticnt(); this→fcnt += Psi kiV f.getfcnt();

Psi kiV f.∼CPsi kiV();

return Psi kiV;

}

(b) CPsi kiV class and Psi kiV method implementation in king3t.cpp.

Figure 6.5: The CPsi kiV class header declaration, implementation and application, as an ex-

ample of how sub-classing may be applied to implement the integrals of King’s three-term theory.

(a) shows the CPsi kiV class header declaration, a sub-class of the CLobatto super-class integra-

tion algorithm; (b) shows the CPsi kiV implementation of the CLobatto virtual member method,

the integrand function f, and the CKing3T member method Psi kiV, a wrapper for the CPsi kiV

class; (c) shows the CKing3T evaluation of the Psi kiV method.
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· · ·

Phi 2V(k,0) = Psi kiV(z→GetAt(i),h→GetAt(k),h→GetAt(i),bki,bo)

– (1.0 – kronecker delta) * Psi kidVf(WV 0(k,i),WV hko2(k,i),h→GetAt(k),bo)

* cos(bo * h→GetAt(k));

· · ·

(c) CKing3T evaluation of Psi kiV method in king3t.cpp.

Figure 6.5: The CPsi kiV class header declaration, implementation and application, as an ex-

ample of how sub-classing may be applied to implement the integrals of King’s three-term theory

(cont.)

6.6 Post-processing of Field-strength Data

Depending on the user’s input parameters, the developed back-end wire antenna modelling

engine, NFSim returns one or more of the following:

1. The mechanical wire antenna array specifications and pre-calculated initial current

distribution of an estimated reference antenna from the reference antenna database.

2. The complex current distribution (magnitude and phase) in Amperes at one or more

points along each wire antenna array element of the wire antenna array.

3. The complex electric E or magnetic H field-strenth (magnitude and phase) in V/m

or A/m respectively, radiated by the wire antenna array, at one or more field-points.

4. The occupational and general public radiation hazard zone boundary distances de-

termined via the optimisation technique.

This data is returned by NFSim to the NFSim3D console application or the radPro Win-

dows application software. In the instance of NFSim3D, the data is saved to an ASCII

data file, or optionally with additional MATLAB commands as a MATLAB script. Data

returned to the industry application radPro is handled by proprietary code and presented

in online and printed reports.

With the exception of using the optimisation strategy for determining the radiation

hazard zones, in most instances the electric or magnetic field-strength data would be

returned by NFSim. To determine the radiation hazard zones from the calculated field-
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strength data requires application of a contouring algorithm, which was classed as post-

processing of the NFSim calculated data. Plotting of the current distributions, field-

strengths, far-field radiation patterns or the radiation hazard zones, was also classed as

post-processing. An overview of the post-processing stages is the topic of this section of

the chapter.

Post-processing of NFSim calculated data displayed throughout this thesis include the

following:

• Summation of the field-strength data of multi-antenna systems.

• Determination of the radiation hazard zones by application of a contour algorithm.

• Calculation of antenna gain from calculated field-strength data.

• Plotting of current distributions, antenna radiation patterns and determined radia-

tion hazard zones.

As described throughout Chapter 5 the MATLAB contour function was used for de-

termining the radiation hazard zone boundary levels, plotted on a rectangular plot. Using

the MATLAB fill function, shading was applied to the determined radiation hazard zone

boundary distances, to clearly delineate the radiation hazard zones.

Radiation hazard zone boundary distances determined with the optimisation strat-

egy could be plotted with the MATLAB polar function, or converted to rectangular co-

ordinates and plotted using the MATLAB plot function. The radiation hazard zones could

be delineated using the MATLAB fill function.

Earlier in the candidature, contouring functions of the visualisation toolkit (VTK) [150]

were investigated. These open-source functions may be easily interfaced to any C++ ap-

plication software and provide an abundant resource kit for scientific visualisations. While

VTK provides sophisticated computer visualisation techniques including contouring algo-

rithms, VTK visualisation functionality was not included in the final versions of NFSim,

for two main reasons. From the industry perspective, contouring and visualisation func-

tionality was not required, as radPro included its own proprietary analysis and reporting

functionality. For all academic purposes while preparing this thesis, sufficient functionality

was available using MATLAB, which provided more rapid data analysis implementation

and reporting of visually appealing results.
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6.7 Vector and Geometrical Transformations

Both vector transformations and geometrical transformations were required in the final

implementation of NFSim. Some of the conversions that were used are summarised in this

section of the chapter.

Many of the wire antenna modelling equations discussed throughout Chapters 2–3 were

inconsistently written in Cartesian, cylindrical or spherical co-ordinate systems. Trans-

formation between the different co-ordinate systems was performed using the conversion

equations noted in Table 6.1 taken from [83].

The three-dimensional nature of realistic radiation modelling problems encountered in

modelling of industry communications sites proved challenging, especially when modelling

multi-antenna systems. At the core-level, geometrical field-point transformations were

conducted using the x-, y- and z-axis rotation matrices described in Table 6.2.

6.8 Conclusions

An industry ready prototype of the radiation hazard zone modelling strategies developed

throughout the candidature and described in this thesis was designed, implemented and

delivered to iCOMMS Pty Ltd. A DLL containing the developed wire antenna mod-

elling engine, NFSim.dll, a Microsoft Access database of the reference antenna database,

NFSim.mdb, and a console application for testing and verification of the developed soft-

ware, NFSim3D.exe, was developed and delivered, for integration into the iCOMMS

radPro application software.

In the interest of the research project’s industry partner iCOMMS Pty Ltd, the full

source code of the developed wire antenna modelling engine was not disclosed in this thesis.

In late 2005, iCOMMS Pty Ltd were granted an Australian patent [203] on radiation

assessment techniques, which also includes the developed wire antenna modelling engine

embedded software. Not disclosing the developed embedded software code is not believed

a hindrance to the academic requirements of the candidature, since all techniques and

obtained results of academic significance were disclosed in full.

Salient points of the embedded software wire antenna modelling engine implementation

were reviewed in this chapter of the thesis.
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Table 6.1: Summary of vector transformation equations used to convert between Cartesian, cylin-

drical and spherical co-ordinate systems. Equations were taken from [83].

Cartesian to Cylindrical R =
√
x2 + y2, φ = tan−1 (x/y), z = z

ER = Ex cosφ+ Ey sinφ

Eφ = −Ex sinφ+ Ey cosφ

Ez = Ez

Cylindrical to Cartesian x = R cosφ, φ = R sinφ, z = z

Ex = ER cosφ− Eφ sinφ

Ey = ER sinφ+ Eφ cosφ

Ez = Ez

Cartesian to Spherical R =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, θ = tan−1

(√
x2 + y2/z

)
, φ = tan−1 (y/x)

ER = Ex sin θ cosφ+ Ey sin θ sinφ+ Ez cos θ

Eθ = Ex cos θ cosφ+ Ey cos θ sinφ− Ez sin θ

Eφ = −Ex sinφ+ Ey cosφ

Spherical to Cartesian x = R sin θ cosφ, y = R sin θ sinφ, z = R cos θ

Ex = ER sin θ cosφ+ Eθ cos θ cosφ− Eφ sinφ

Ey = ER sin θ sinφ+ Eθ cos θ sinφ+ Eφ cosφ

Ez = ER cos θ − Eθ sin θ

Cylindrical to Spherical R =
√
R2 + z2, θ = tan−1 (R/z), φ = φ

ER = ER sin θ + Ez cos θ

ER = ER cos θ − Ez sin θ

Eφ = Eφ

Spherical to Cylindrical R = R sin θ, φ = φ, z = R cos θ

ER = ER sin θ + Eθ cos θ

Eφ = Eφ

Ez = ER cos θ − Eθ sin θ



Table 6.2: Summary of geometrical transformation matrix equations used for x-, y- and z-axis

rotations of field-points and other co-ordinates.

x-axis Rotation


p′x

p′y

p′z

 =


1 0 0

0 cos θ − sin θ

0 sin θ cos θ



px

py

pz



y-axis Rotation


p′x

p′y

p′z

 =


cos θ 0 sin θ

0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ



px

py

pz



z-axis Rotation


p′x

p′y

p′z

 =


cos θ − sin θ 0

sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1



px

py

pz





Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Conclusions

Community concerns regarding the possible adverse health effects of radio frequency (RF)

electromagnetic radiation emanating from communications sites have lead the Interna-

tional Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) to publish guidelines

that include reference levels to protect workers and the general public from time varying

electric and magnetic fields of frequencies up to 300 GHz [8]. Due to the precautionary

RF exposure risk management approach of international regulators, these guidelines have

laid the foundations for many standards developed by international standards organisa-

tions [9–17], which have now been adopted by local government legislation. Accordingly,

communications operators must prepare detailed site plans, showing the radiation hazard

zones.

Due to the often difficult and time consuming process of obtaining accurate, robust

power density measurements, the cost benefits of modelling rather than measuring the ra-

diation hazard zones are evident. With the majority of publications focusing on improved

calibration and measurement techniques [10,14,16,18,36–40], little has been published on

determining the radiation hazard zones by modelling strategies, especially for wire antenna

arrays.

This thesis investigated wire antenna modelling strategies for the efficient and conserva-

tive determination of radiation hazard zones of isolated and multi-antenna systems in free

space. This research addressed the increased industry demand for simpler, more efficient

wire antenna modelling strategies for applications of radiation hazard zone determination,

317
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not requiring the complexity of existing commercially available software.

The traditional approach to determine the radiation hazard zones entails calculating

the electric or magnetic field-strengths in a discretised grid, in the vicinity of the an-

tenna under investigation. By application of a contouring algorithm, the radiation hazard

zone boundary distances are derived from the pre-calculated field-strength data. Many

field-strength calculations are required, to limit the contouring algorithm’s reliance on

interpolation techniques and so constrain post-processing uncertainties. Since the com-

putational complexity increases with the number of wire antenna array elements and the

number of antennas in a multi-antenna system, the desirability of an efficient field-strength

solver becomes apparent. Throughout Chapters 2–3, wire antenna modelling techniques

were reviewed in theory and investigated for the efficient and conservative radiation hazard

zone determination of wire antenna arrays, and compared to NEC-2 [43,44].

In industry applications, antennas where the complete structural specifications are

unavailable are often encountered. This situation is difficult to comprehend from an aca-

demic standpoint, since it could be assumed that if an antenna needed to be modelled,

the structural specifications, including the element lengths, element diameters and inter-

element spacings, are available in the antenna specifications sheets, or could otherwise

be determined by measurement. These theoretical assumptions are not true in practice,

and in an estimated 90 % of wire antennas encountered at communications sites, these

structural specifications are unavailable [24]. Structural antenna specifications are not

typically included in manufacturer’s specifications sheets, and their measurement cannot

be considered a feasible proposition. Without structural antenna specifications, off the

shelf antenna modelling software, including NEC-2, cannot be applied to determine the

radiation hazard zones.

The radiation protection guidelines, standards and literature [10, 18, 38–40] suggest a

gain scaling technique to obtain a conservative estimate of the radiation hazard zones from

the antenna gain or radiation patterns. The technique scales the antenna far-field gain

patterns to the antenna near-field region, to determine the approximate radiation hazard

zone boundary distances. Near-field gain correction factors for rectangular and circular

aperture antennas are reported. This gain scaling technique was applied to wire antennas

in Chapter 3, where it was observed to severely underestimate the radiation hazard zones

in the side-lobe and null regions of the radiation pattern. Using the gain scaling technique
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without a near-field correction factor, conservatively calculated radiation hazard zones are

not guaranteed. Another limitation of the gain scaling technique is that it can only be

applied to single-antenna systems, while communications sites typically comprise many

antennas.

There is a definite need for structure estimation algorithms, to estimate the structural

specifications of wire antenna arrays, to facilitate the conservative radiation hazard zone

determination of single- and multi-antenna systems by application of accurate near-field

modelling software. This was developed throughout Chapter 4.

Typically, especially for complex antenna structures and multi-antenna systems, com-

putational effort in determining the radiation hazard zones is dominated by running the

antenna modelling engine and calculating the field-strengths. Using the traditional ap-

proach to determine the radiation hazard zones by application of a contouring algorithm

to pre-calculated field-strength data requires many field-strength calculations. Without

prior knowledge of the antenna system field-strength distribution, a great number of field-

strength calculations are required both inside and outside the desired radiation hazard

zone boundaries. Ideally, field-strength calculations would be limited to areas in close

proximity of the radiation hazard zone boundary distances. This was realised by the

proposed algorithm, developed throughout Chapter 5, using an optimisation technique.

The research and developments presented in this thesis resulted in a number of wire an-

tenna modelling algorithms. These algorithms were implemented in an embedded software

application and an industry ready prototype was delivered to industry partner iCOMMS

Pty Ltd for integration into the iCOMMS radPro software suite. Salient points of the em-

bedded software wire antenna modelling engine implementation were reviewed throughout

Chapter 6.

A quantitative summary of the main conclusions from each chapter are reviewed in the

following Subsections 7.1.1–7.1.3 and 7.1.4. The main thesis contributions to the literature

and industry are summarised in Section 7.2, while areas of future research are suggested

in Section 7.3 of this chapter.

7.1.1 Wire Antenna Modelling Strategies

A literature review presented in Chapter 2 studied classical, analytical wire antenna mod-

elling strategies. These analytical techniques, developed before the advent of high-speed
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computers, provide efficient approximations of the integral equations to compute the cur-

rents and field-strengths of wire antennas, and are readily implemented and evaluated by

computers. In the conclusion of Chapter 2, twelve different wire antenna modelling strate-

gies were identified for determining the radiation hazard zones of wire antenna arrays.

These included the induced-emf (IEMF) method and one (1 PS) and three point-source

(3 PS) field-strength calculation techniques, which are based on the classical sinusoidal

current distribution assumption on all wire antenna array elements; the Schelkunoff mode

theory of antennas, King’s two- and three-term theories and the method of moments

(MoM) current calculation strategies, and a multi point-source field-strength calculation

technique, which are not based on the sinusoidal current distribution assumption.

An extensive investigation of the twelve identified wire antenna modelling strategies,

reviewed in theory in Chapter 2, was conducted throughout Chapter 3. Each modelling

strategy was implemented and investigated with respect to its efficient and conservative

wire antenna radiation hazard zone determination. The investigated analytical techniques

were compared to NEC-2 calculations. It was concluded that the three point-source (3 PS)

field-strength calculation strategy with King’s three-term theory or MoM calculated cur-

rents provided the best wire antenna modelling strategy in terms of both accuracy and

efficiency.

Modelling strategies using currents calculated with non-sinusoidal current distribution

techniques of King’s two- and three-term theories and the MoM showed better agreement

to equivalent NEC-2 calculations than those using currents calculated with the IEMF

method and Schelkunoff’s mode theory of antennas. The 1 PS wire antenna field-strength

calculation strategy is based on a far-field approximation, and since the radiation hazard

zones frequently protrude into the very near-field region of the antenna, was found to be

ineffective to accurately model the radiation hazard zones in the side-lobe and null regions

observed in the antenna radiation pattern. The slightly more advanced 3 PS technique

is valid in the antenna near-field region, and was therefore seen to model the radiation

hazard zones much more accurately. At the expense of additional computational time,

excellent agreement with NEC-2 was attained using King’s two- and three-term theory or

MoM calculated currents with the multi point-source technique, since this field-strength

calculation strategy provides the flexibility to calculate field-strengths using non-sinusoidal

current distributions.
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While the 3 PS field-strength calculation strategy showed good agreement with NEC-

2, differences in the calculated gain were observed. This may be attributed to its inherent

sinusoidal current distribution assumption, which is independent of the current calculation

strategy used to determine the current magnitudes on the wire antenna array elements. To

ensure that the radiation hazard zones were consistently modelled conservatively using the

3 PS field-strength calculation strategy with King’s three-term theory or MoM calculated

currents, a safety factor was derived from the statistical analysis of the calculated gains of

128, 3 to 10-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays. With an applied safety factor, based on

the lower bound of the 99 % prediction interval calculated from the difference between the

analytical and NEC-2 calculated gains, it was shown that no under-calculation in the 3 PS

modelled antenna gains was observed, with over-calculation limited to a maximum 3.45 dBi

and 0.65 dBi using King’s three-term theory and MoM calculated currents respectively.

At 900 MHz and PIN = 10 W over-calculation corresponded to a maximum of 11 cm

and 25 cm for the on-axis, antenna bore-sight ARPANSA occupational and general public

radiation hazard zones respectively.

A case study investigating the radiation hazard zones of a hypothetical four-antenna

system, showed that the time required to calculate the radiation hazard zones could be

reduced by a factor of 5x while using the 3 PS field-strength calculation technique with

King’s three-term theory calculated currents compared to NEC-2, corresponding to an

almost four minute saving in computational time using a recent intel Pentium 4 2.8 GHz

personal computer system. In light of the potential industry applications, this is a signif-

icant advantage for just a four-antenna system. This case study also showed that when

executing a large number of field-strength calculations, the time required to compute the

wire antenna currents fades to insignificance, being calculated in under one second re-

gardless of the chosen current calculation strategy. It is therefore justified to use a highly

accurate current calculation strategy in combination with an efficient field-strength calcu-

lation strategy, as was proposed in the conclusion of Chapter 3.

7.1.2 Wire Antenna Structure Estimation

The industry problem of modelling wire antenna arrays with unavailable structural speci-

fications was considered throughout Chapter 4 and an efficient structure estimation algo-

rithm was developed.
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It was concluded that since the majority of the antenna power is transmitted in the

direction of its main beam, if differences in the main radiating beam between two separate

antennas could be minimised, the radiation hazard zones between the two antennas would

be very similar at the antenna bore-sight, and any differences in the lesser powered side-

lobe regions would be minimal.

The radiating properties of 128, 3 to 10-element Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays with

four different element diameters and four different inter-element spacings were investigated

and correlated to the antenna structural specifications. Results indicated a high correla-

tion between the antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths; the antenna

array element diameters did not affect the antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power

beamwidths; the inter-element spacings resulted in some variability in the antenna gain and

E- and H-plane half-power beamwidth magnitudes; and a high correlation and monotonic

increase in the antenna gain, and monotonic decrease in the E- and H-plane half-power

beamwidths with increasing number of antenna array elements.

A structure estimation algorithm was developed, and it was shown that using the

antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths of the antenna (with unknown

structural specifications), an estimate of the number of elements in the Yagi-Uda wire

antenna array could be obtained, and a suitable reference antenna model with similar

radiating properties to those of the antenna under investigation selected from a database

of reference antennas.

The structure estimation algorithm considered two applications, commonly experi-

enced by industry: (1) the wire antenna structural specifications are unknown, but ba-

sic electrical specifications including the antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power

beamwidths are available; (2) only the number of elements in the wire antenna array are

known. A case study showed that radiation hazard zones of a hypothetical 6-element Yagi-

Uda antenna with unknown structural specifications could be determined conservatively

with an estimated reference antenna, selected using the developed wire antenna structure

estimation algorithm.

The research and resulting structure estimation algorithm of Chapter 4 manifest several

advancements for the efficient and conservative radiation hazard zone determination of

wire antenna arrays. Compared to the gain scaling approach, using an estimated antenna

structure, field-strength calculation techniques may be applied to accurately model the
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antenna near-fields, while the presented structure estimation algorithm can also be used

with multi-antenna system modelling. Additionally, computational and user interaction

times are minimised, since the structural specifications and pre-calculated initial currents

are retrieved from the reference antenna database during the selection process.

7.1.3 Radiation Hazard Zone Optimisation

Chapter 5 showed how the number of required wire antenna modelling executions could be

reduced by a factor of five using an optimisation algorithm to calculate the radiation hazard

zones of single- and multi-antenna systems over the traditional approach of applying a

contour algorithm to pre-calculated field-strength data.

A literature review conducted as part of Chapter 5 reviewed contouring and optimisa-

tion algorithms. While some of the more modern contouring techniques reviewed, including

non-linear data grids and polynomial interpolation algorithms, may also promise to reduce

the number of wire antenna modelling executions and lead to increased radiation hazard

zone modelling accuracy over the MATLAB contour algorithm used throughout the thesis,

the algorithm developed in Chapter 5 used an efficient unimodal, one-dimensional optimi-

sation technique to limit the required field-strength calculations to areas in close proximity

of the radiation hazard zone boundary distances.

It was shown how the problem of determining the radiation hazard zones of isolated

wire antennas could be efficiently solved using Brent’s optimisation technique, reducing

the number of wire antenna modelling executions from 90,601 to an average of 18,389

executions over the traditional contour approach, and at higher accuracy, calculating the

occupational and general public radiation hazard zones at 92.087 and 41.107 V/m respec-

tively (errors of 0.007 and 0.013 V/m respectively), compared to 92.997 and 42.000 V/m

(errors of 0.817 and 0.900 V/m respectively) over the traditional contour approach.

While the radiated fields of multi-antenna systems are more complex and seldom uni-

modal with respect to a single reference point, it was shown how the radiation hazard zone

optimisation algorithm of single-antenna systems could be applied efficiently to multi-

antenna systems, by treating the multi-antenna system as a series of single-antenna sys-

tems. Significant savings in the number of required wire antenna modelling engine execu-

tions were noted by calculating the radiation hazard zones of multi-antenna systems using

the optimisation technique over the traditional contour approach. A case study modelling
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Table 7.1: Summary of the computational times required for computing the radiation hazard zones

of the four-antenna system with all developed wire antenna modelling strategies, NFSim, compared

to using the method of moments, NEC-2.

Modelling Strategy Computational Time

NEC-2 Contoured Approach 285 sec (4:45 min)

NFSim Contoured Approach 55 sec (0:55 min)

NFSim Optimisation Technique 13 sec (0:13 min)

the radiation hazard zones of a hypothetical four-antenna system, showed how the number

of wire antenna modelling executions was reduced from over 1.2 million executions using

the traditional contour approach to 296,008 executions with the optimisation technique,

a reduction in the required CPU modelling time from approximately 55 seconds to just

13 seconds on a recent intel Pentium 4 2.80 GHz personal computer.

7.1.4 Summary of Results

A summary of the computational times required for computing the radiation hazard zones

of the four-antenna system modelled as a case study throughout the thesis, with all de-

veloped wire antenna modelling strategies is shown in Table 7.1, compared to using the

method of moments, NEC-2. Using the three point-source field-strength calculation strat-

egy with King’s three-term theory calculated currents, the applied safety factor, and the

traditional approach of applying a contour algorithm to pre-calculated field-strength data,

the required computational time to calculate the radiation hazard zones of the four-antenna

system was reduced to 55 seconds (0:55 minutes), compared to 285 seconds (4:45 minutes)

using NEC-2. This constitutes a significant 5x saving in computational time. Using the

proposed radiation hazard zone optimisation algorithm, this time was further reduced to

just 13 seconds, an additional 4x saving in computational time.

The NFSim determined radiation hazard zones were conservative and in good agree-

ment with those calculated using NEC-2. In light of estimating the radiation hazard zones

using the gain scaling approach suggested in the radiation protection guidelines, standards

and literature [10,18,38–40], the proposed wire antenna modelling algorithm, wire antenna

structure estimation algorithm, and radiation hazard zone optimisation algorithm provide
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a significantly higher level of confidence for determining the radiation hazard zones con-

servatively in the antenna near-field region, and may be applied to multi-antenna systems,

an additional dilemma of the gain scaling technique.

7.2 Contributions

The work presented in this thesis resulted in a number of contributions to the literature

and industry. These are summarised in this section of the chapter.

• Classical analytical wire antenna modelling techniques were implemented and in-

vestigated for the efficient and conservative determination of the radiation hazard

zones of a large collection of wire antenna arrays. Since the best strategy of us-

ing an accurate current calculation model with an efficient near-field field-strength

calculation technique, based on the sinusoidal current distribution assumption, still

under-calculated the radiation hazard zones compared to equivalent models using the

method of moments, NEC-2, a safety factor was developed from statistical analysis

of empirically obtained results. The resultant algorithm provides an efficient wire an-

tenna modelling technique for determining the radiation hazard zones conservatively

at a high level of confidence. The algorithm with results was published [135–138].

• A new algorithm was developed to estimate the structural specifications of a wire

antenna array based on just the antenna gain and radiation pattern properties, or

the number of antenna array elements. Using the antenna gain and the E- and H-

plane half-power beamwidths of its radiation pattern, or the number of antenna array

elements as selection criteria, it was shown that an antenna with similar radiating

characteristics could be selected from a reference antenna database and used to

efficiently and conservatively determine the radiation hazard zones of antennas with

unknown structural specifications. This resulted in the following publications [136,

148,149].

• The concept of using optimisation techniques for the efficient and accurate deter-

mination of antenna radiation hazard zones was proposed. Treating the problem

of determining the radiation hazard zones of isolated wire antennas as a unimodal,

one-dimensional optimisation problem, an algorithm was developed implementing
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Brent’s optimisation technique with appropriate strategies for initialising the op-

timisation uncertainty intervals. Using an optimisation technique, field-strength

calculations are only calculated in close proximity to the occupational and general

public radiation hazard zone boundary distances. The total number of required

field-strength calculations and wire antenna modelling executions are therefore sig-

nificantly reduced compared to the traditional approach of applying a contouring

algorithm to pre-calculated field-strength data. The algorithm and obtained results

are yet to be published.

• The radiation hazard zone optimisation algorithm was extended to multi-antenna

systems. While the radiation emanating from multi-antenna systems is not uni-

modal and more complex than that for single-antenna systems, it was shown how

the radiation hazard zones of the multi-antenna system could be determined with

the same optimisation algorithm by treating the multi-antenna system as a number

of single-antenna systems. When the radiation hazard zones are individually com-

puted with respect to each antenna but considering the total field-strengths radiated

from all antennas; and are superimposed; it was shown that the complete radiation

hazard zones of the multi-antenna system resulted, with excellent agreement to, and

at significant computational cost savings compared to the traditional contour based

approach. This extension to the radiation hazard zone optimisation algorithm is yet

to be published.

• The efficient wire antenna modelling, antenna structure estimation and radiation

hazard zone optimisation algorithms, the research and development presented in

this thesis, culminated in an embedded software application that was delivered to

the industry partner iCOMMS Pty Ltd. The embedded software was integrated

into the iCOMMS radio communications infrastructure management, analysis and

radiation hazard assessment and reporting software radPro, to enhance the radPro

RF radiation modelling engine for wire antenna systems. iCOMMS were granted

a patent [203] on radiation hazard assessment techniques covering the developed

embedded software.
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7.3 Future Research

While many wire antenna modelling strategies were investigated, expanded and new strate-

gies explored throughout the thesis, there is always room for further research and devel-

opment. Some areas believed to benefit from such further exploration are outlined in the

following subsections.

7.3.1 Wire Antenna Modelling Strategies

Chapters 2–3 investigated wire antenna modelling strategies, reviewed in theory through-

out Chapter 2 and applied to determine the radiation hazard zones efficiently and conser-

vatively throughout Chapter 3. It was established that using a three point-source (3 PS)

field-strength calculation strategy, based on a sinusoidal current distribution approxima-

tion on the antenna array elements, with an accurate current calculation model such as

King’s three-term theory or method of moment (MoM) calculated currents, great compu-

tational savings are possible compared to equivalent NEC-2 calculations.

While good agreement with NEC-2 calculations were observed, antenna gains modelled

with the 3 PS field-strength calculation strategy were consistently less than gains calcu-

lated with NEC-2. A safety factor was developed from a statistical analysis of empirical

data, to offset these observed differences in modelled antenna gain to yield radiation hazard

zones consistently modelled conservatively. The reason for these differences in modelled

antenna gain were attributed to the sinusoidal current distribution assumption of the 3 PS

field-strength calculation strategy. It would be interesting to further investigate and derive

an analytical expression to account for these observed antenna gain differences, that could

be used to replace the derived safety factors.

Wire antenna end-effects, which may lengthen the wire antenna element were only

briefly investigated in Chapter 3, using equations published by Schelkunoff [28] and com-

pared to measured and modelled data of King [30] and NEC-2 [43]. Differences between all

results were observed. More accurate models for the treatment of antenna end-effects than

the numerical solution provided by NEC-2 were recently reported [126, 127]. It would be

interesting to investigate such more advanced wire antenna end-effect calculation strategies

for the possible inclusion in the developed radiation hazard zone wire antenna modelling

engine.
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7.3.2 Wire Antenna Structure Estimation

Chapter 4 introduced the concept of structure estimation to wire antenna arrays. Using

just the antenna gain and E- and H-plane half-power beamwidths of the antenna radiation

patterns, or the number of antenna array elements, an antenna structure with similar gain

and half-power beamwidths was selected from a reference antenna database.

The selection criteria of gain and half-power beamwidths were used since they describe

the antenna main radiating beam, where the majority of the antenna power is transmit-

ted. It may be interesting to investigate variations of the presented structure estimation

algorithm, using additional parameters describing other key antenna radiation pattern

characteristics. For instance, wire antenna arrays quite often show well defined back-lobes

in their radiation patterns, including the antenna front-to-back ratio in the structure es-

timation algorithm may therefore prove beneficial.

As noted in Chapter 4, the primary selection criterion of the designed structure es-

timation algorithm was the antenna forward gain, with the E- and H-plane half-power

beamwidths used as secondary selection criteria, to further narrow the antenna result set

returned from the reference antenna database. The selected reference antenna was there-

fore closely matched in gain, and approximately matched in beamwidth to the original

antenna, a logical, practical conclusion for the conservative radiation hazard zone deter-

mination. While the gain would be closely matched, if the selected reference antenna

beamwidth is narrower than the original antenna, slight underestimation of the modelled

radiation hazard zones on the sides of the main beam may result. A more abstract,

improvement to this algorithm was suggested in Chapter 4, using just the half-power

beamwidths, and a gain correction factor. The antenna half-power beamwidths would be

used as the primary selection criteria, resulting in a selected reference antenna structure

featuring conservative beamwidths with respect to the original antenna. The selected ref-

erence antenna gain would then be adjusted to match the gain of the original antenna.

While this abstract technique is clearly an impractical design approach, it is expected

that excellent agreement between the modelled reference antenna radiation hazard zones

in the main radiating beam and the original antenna could be attained. Verification of this

variation to the designed structure estimation algorithm is pending further investigation.

For investigation in this thesis, the reference antenna database was populated with the
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non-optimal, uniform Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays of Green [52]. While these antennas

no doubt proved useful for demonstrating the proposed algorithm and good results were

obtained, it would be interesting to investigate the designed structure estimation algorithm

with a database populated with more modern, optimised Yagi-Uda wire antenna arrays.

From a broader perspective, the benefits of structure estimation for radiation hazard

zone determination of wire antenna systems over alternative gain scaling strategies were

clearly observed throughout Chapter 4. Using an estimated antenna structure, near-field

modelling strategies could be applied to calculate the antenna near-fields of single- and

multi-antenna systems for radiation hazard zone determination. It is believed that the

concept of structure estimation would also benefit other antenna types. Radiation hazard

zone estimation strategies of panel antennas, used in mobile telephone communications

systems, have recently been reported [19–23]. In [19], just the far-field radiation patterns

and length of the panel antenna are used to estimate the panel antenna structural speci-

fications as a collinear dipole array. Early in the candidature, estimation of aperture and

horn antenna structures was briefly investigated. It is believed that using the E- and

H-plane first-null positions of the antenna radiation patterns, an estimate of the aper-

ture antenna dimensions could be obtained. While early investigations showed favourable

results, this structure estimation strategy would benefit from further investigation.

7.3.3 Radiation Hazard Zone Optimisation

Chapter 5 introduced the concept of using optimisation techniques for efficiently deter-

mining the radiation hazard zones of single- and multi-antenna systems. The method

of approach was to limit the number of field-strength calculations to within close prox-

imity of the radiation hazard zone boundary distances, realisable through application of

optimisation techniques.

For illustrating this concept of using optimisation techniques for radiation hazard zone

determination in this thesis, the unimodal, one-dimensional Brent’s optimisation technique

was used, with suitably designed initialisation strategies of the uncertainty interval. While

good results were obtained using the described optimisation algorithm, it may be interest-

ing to compare the results obtained using Brent’s optimisation technique with radiation

hazard zones determined using other optimisation techniques. A comparison would either

present additional ratification for using Brent’s optimisation algorithm, or lead to further
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improvements, in terms of efficiency, with alternative optimisation techniques.

Additional research may also further enhance the efficiency of using Brent’s optimisa-

tion technique for radiation hazard zone determination. Brent’s optimisation technique is

initialised with an initial uncertainty interval, which must bracket the error (cost) func-

tion extremum. At the antenna bore-sight, this uncertainty interval was initialised to a

fraction of the gain scaled radiation hazard zone boundary distance. Subsequent uncer-

tainty intervals at adjacent radials were initialised to a fraction of the preceding radiation

hazard zone boundary distance. Since Brent’s optimisation technique would fail if the

initial uncertainty interval would not actually bracket the extremum, the empirically de-

rived fractions included a high prediction interval of bracketing the extremum, resulting

in a reasonably large initial uncertainty interval. Smaller initial uncertainty intervals may

accelerate convergence of Brent’s optimisation algorithm. If a more precise method of ini-

tialising the initial uncertainty intervals could be developed, the efficiency could therefore

be further improved.

Brent’s optimisation technique for radiation hazard zone determination was com-

pared to the traditional contour approach, using an off the shelf contour algorithm. The

MATLAB contour function is based on a linear data grid and linear interpolation algo-

rithm. During the undertaken literature review, more advanced contouring strategies were

reviewed. Implementing, for instance, radial data grids and polynomial interpolation al-

gorithms, improvements in the traditional contour approach to determine the radiation

hazard zones may be attained. This would be an interesting area of further investigation.

The described optimisation technique for radiation hazard zone determination is not

limited to wire antenna types as illustrated in this thesis. Application of the developed

algorithm to other types of antennas would require modification of the error (cost) function

with an antenna field-strength solver of the chosen antenna type. Demonstration of the

developed optimisation algorithm to determine the radiation hazard zones of other types of

antennas, such as aperture, horn or panel type antennas, would be an interesting extension

to the work presented in this thesis.



Appendix A

Exposure Reference Levels

Radiation protection standards were introduced in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1. Through-

out the thesis, the radiation hazard zones were determined by evaluating the exposure

reference levels of unperturbed rms electric and magnetic fields according to the 2002

Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA) radiation pro-

tection standard [17]. The occupational and general public exposure reference levels are

summarised in Table 1.1 of Chapter 1 and Table A.1 of this appendix.

For comparison and as a reference, the equivalent exposure reference levels according

to the 1998 International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)

guidelines [8] and 2005 Institute of the Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) C95.1

radiation protection standard [13] are included in Tables A.2 and A.3 of this appendix

respectively. A graphical comparison was included in Figure 1.2 of Chapter 1.

The ICNIRP guidelines were recommended for adoption by the European Council in

1999 [9], endorsed by the World Health Organisation (WHO) in 2000 [6] and form the ba-

sis of the European radiation protection standards issued by the European Committee for

Electrotechnical Standardization [10–12]. The 2002 ARPANSA radiation protection stan-

dard exposure reference levels also closely follow those set by the 1998 ICNIRP guidelines.

The IEEE C95.1-2005 standard and its predecessor of 1991 formed the basis for radia-

tion protection in the USA, adopted by the U.S. Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) [34], Canada, South Korea and Taiwan [35].
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Table A.1: Exposure reference levels for time-averaged exposure to rms electric (E) and mag-

netic (H) unperturbed fields according to the 2002 ARPANSA radiation protection standard [17].

Frequency (f) is in MHz.

(a) Occupational.

Frequency E-field strength (V/m) H-field strength (A/m)

100 kHz – 1 MHz 614 1.63
f

1–10 MHz 614
f

1.63
f

10–400 MHz 61.4 0.163

400 MHz – 2 GHz 3.07× f0.5 0.00814× f0.5

2–300 GHz 137 0.364

(b) Non-Occupational (General Public).

Frequency E-field strength (V/m) H-field strength (A/m)

100–150 kHz 86.8 4.86

150 kHz – 1 MHz 86.8 0.729
f

1–10 MHz 86.8
f0.5

0.729
f

10–400 MHz 27.4 0.0729

400 MHz – 2 GHz 1.37× f0.5 0.00364× f0.5

2–300 GHz 61.4 0.163
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Table A.2: Exposure reference levels for time-varying exposure to rms electric (E) and mag-

netic (H) unperturbed fields according to the 1998 ICNIRP guidelines [8]. Frequency (f) is as

specified.

(a) Occupational.

Frequency E-field strength (V/m) H-field strength (A/m)

up to 1 Hz — 1.63× 105

1–8 Hz 20,000 1.63×105

f2

8–25 Hz 20,000 2×104

f

0.025–0.82 kHz 500
f

25
f

0.82–65 kHz 610 24.4

0.065–1 MHz 610 1.6
f

1–10 MHz 610
f

1.6
f

10–400 MHz 61 0.16

400–2,000 MHz 3f
1
2 0.008f

1
2

2–300 GHz 137 0.36

(b) Non-Occupational (General Public).

Frequency E-field strength (V/m) H-field strength (A/m)

up to 1 Hz — 3.2× 104

1–8 Hz 10,000 3.2×104

f2

8–25 Hz 10,000 4,000
f

0.025–0.8 kHz 250
f

4
f

0.8–3 kHz 250
f 5

3–150 kHz 87 5

0.15–1 MHz 87 0.73
f

1–10 MHz 87

f
1
2

0.73
f

10–400 MHz 28 0.073

400–2,000 MHz 1.375f
1
2 0.0037f

1
2

2–300 GHz 61 0.16
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Table A.3: Maximum permissible exposure levels for time-varying exposure to rms electric (E)

and magnetic (H) unperturbed fields according to the 2005 IEEE C95.1 radiation protection stan-

dard [13]. Frequency (f) is in MHz.

(a) Occupational (upper tier group).

Frequency E-field strength (V/m) H-field strength (A/m)

0.003–0.0035 MHz 1,842 1,640
f×1,000

0.0035–0.1 MHz 1,842 490

0.1–1 MHz 1,842 16.3
f

1–30 MHz 1,842
f

16.3
f

30–100 MHz 61.4 16.3
f

100–300 MHz 61,4 0.163

300–3,000 MHz 3.54× f0.5 0.009403× f0.5

3,000–30,000 MHz 194 0.515

30,000–300,000 MHz 194 0.515

(b) Non-Occupational (action level group).

Frequency E-field strength (V/m) H-field strength (A/m)

0.003–0.0035 MHz 614 547
f×1,000

0.0035–0.1 MHz 614 163

0.1–1.34 MHz 614 16.3
f

1.34–3 MHz 823.8
f

16.3
f

3–30 MHz 823.8
f

16.3
f

30–100 MHz 27.5 158.3
f1.668

100–400 MHz 27.5 0.0729

400–2,000 MHz 1.37× f0.5 0.00364× f0.5

2,000–5,000 MHz 61.4 0.163

5,000–30,000 MHz 61.4 0.163

30,000–100,000 MHz 61.4 0.163

100,000–300,000 MHz 0.412× (f − 77, 778)0.5 0.00109× (f − 77, 778)0.5
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Antenna Catalogue

The antenna catalogue was introduced in Section 1.5 of Chapter 1. The antenna cata-

logue includes the collection of wire antennas, sourced from the literature, used for testing

and verification of the developed radiation hazard zone application software, presented

throughout the thesis. The structural specifications of the antennas in the antenna cata-

logue are summarised in Tables B.1 to B.3 of this appendix.

The antenna catalogue includes three 6-element genetic algorithm (GA) and gradient

optimised Yagi-Uda antenna designs, Table B.1 [55]; the National Bureau of Standards

(NBS), six 3 to 17-element Yagi-Uda antennas with uniform inter-element spacing, Ta-

ble B.2 [50]; and the 128, 3 to 10-element uniform Green Yagi-Uda antennas [52] with four

different inter-element spacings and four different element diameters, Table B.3. Together

with the half-wave dipole antenna of length l = 0.5λ and element radius r = 0.003369λ,

this antenna catalogue includes the structural specifications of all the antennas simulated

during the project. A subset of these antennas was introduced in Table 1.3 of Chap-

ter 1, which included the antenna specifications at the nominal frequency of 900 MHz of

antennas whose results were featured in the plots included throughout the thesis.
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Table B.1: Structural specifications of the optimised Yagi-Uda wire antennas [55]. Element

diameter is 0.006738λ.

Element Element

Antenna Length (λ) Location (λ)

Gradient Optimised—Gain 0.4760 -0.2500

0.4520 0.0000

0.4360 0.2890

0.4300 0.6950

0.4340 1.0180

0.4300 1.4400

GA Optimised—Gain 0.5040 -0.1010

0.6020 0.0000

0.4420 0.3210

0.4380 0.5950

0.4200 1.0230

0.4220 1.4580

GA Optimised—Gain & ZIN = 50 Ω 0.4780 -0.1820

0.4500 0.0000

0.4480 0.1520

0.4340 0.3810

0.4220 0.8160

0.4400 1.0880
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Table B.2: Structural specifications of the NBS Yagi-Uda wire antennas [50]. Element diameter

is 0.0085λ.

No. of Element Element No. of Element Element

Elements Length (λ) Location (λ) Elements Length (λ) Location (λ)

3 0.4820 -0.2000 12 0.4820 -0.2000

0.5000 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000

0.4240 0.2000 0.4320 0.2500

0.4150 0.5000

5 0.4820 -0.2000 0.4070 0.7500

0.5000 0.0000 0.3980 1.0000

0.4280 0.2000 0.3900 1.2500

0.4240 0.4000 0.3900 1.5000

0.4280 0.6000 0.3900 1.7500

0.3900 2.0000

6 0.4820 -0.2000 0.3980 2.2500

0.5000 0.0000 0.4070 2.5000

0.4280 0.2000

0.4200 0.4000

0.4200 0.6000

0.4280 0.8000
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Table B.2: Structural specifications of the NBS Yagi-Uda wire antennas (cont.)

No. of Element Element No. of Element Element

Elements Length (λ) Location (λ) Elements Length (λ) Location (λ)

15 0.4750 -0.2000 17 0.4820 -0.2000

0.5000 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000

0.4240 0.3080 0.4280 0.2000

0.4240 0.6160 0.4200 0.4000

0.4200 0.9240 0.4070 0.6000

0.4070 1.2320 0.3980 0.8000

0.4030 1.5400 0.3940 1.0000

0.3980 1.8480 0.3900 1.2000

0.3940 2.1560 0.3860 1.4000

0.3900 2.4640 0.3860 1.6000

0.3900 2.7720 0.3860 1.8000

0.3900 3.0800 0.3860 2.0000

0.3900 3.3880 0.3860 2.2000

0.3900 3.6960 0.3860 2.4000

0.3900 4.0040 0.3860 2.6000

0.3860 2.8000

0.3860 3.0000
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Table B.3: Structural specifications of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antennas [52].

No. of Element Element Element Length (λ)

Elements Diameter (λ) Spacing (λ) Reflector Driver Directors

3 0.0025 0.15 0.4931 0.4738 0.4764

0.20 0.4883 0.4659 0.4693

0.25 0.4812 0.4594 0.4597

0.30 0.4764 0.4543 0.4502

4 0.0025 0.15 0.4883 0.4655 0.4597

0.20 0.5026 0.4765 0.4693

0.25 0.4907 0.4679 0.4621

0.30 0.4788 0.4585 0.4550

5 0.0025 0.15 0.5074 0.4802 0.4621

0.20 0.4883 0.4664 0.4573

0.25 0.4812 0.4579 0.4502

0.30 0.4835 0.4664 0.4573

6 0.0025 0.15 0.4955 0.4707 0.4526

0.20 0.4835 0.4630 0.4454

0.25 0.4859 0.4662 0.4526

0.30 0.4764 0.4560 0.4454

7 0.0025 0.15 0.4859 0.4663 0.4454

0.20 0.4931 0.4696 0.4502

0.25 0.4788 0.4604 0.4431

0.30 0.4788 0.4611 0.4478

8 0.0025 0.15 0.4931 0.4794 0.4454

0.20 0.4859 0.4627 0.4407

0.25 0.4835 0.4637 0.4478

0.30 0.4812 0.4667 0.4526
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Table B.3: Structural specifications of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antennas (cont.)

No. of Element Element Element Length (λ)

Elements Diameter (λ) Spacing (λ) Reflector Driver Directors

9 0.0025 0.15 0.4931 0.4715 0.4407

0.20 0.4907 0.4721 0.4478

0.25 0.4788 0.4628 0.4407

0.30 0.4764 0.4579 0.4407

10 0.0025 0.15 0.4907 0.4664 0.4335

0.20 0.4859 0.4648 0.4383

0.25 0.4812 0.4654 0.4407

0.30 0.4788 0.4624 0.4454

3 0.0050 0.15 0.4912 0.4689 0.4723

0.20 0.4865 0.4603 0.4629

0.25 0.4794 0.4530 0.4510

0.30 0.4747 0.4469 0.4416

4 0.0050 0.15 0.4865 0.4593 0.4534

0.20 0.5030 0.4741 0.4629

0.25 0.4865 0.4626 0.4558

0.30 0.4747 0.4530 0.4463

5 0.0050 0.15 0.5054 0.4764 0.4558

0.20 0.4865 0.4616 0.4487

0.25 0.4770 0.4514 0.4416

0.30 0.4817 0.4589 0.4510

6 0.0050 0.15 0.4912 0.4652 0.4463

0.20 0.4817 0.4565 0.4369

0.25 0.4841 0.4589 0.4463

0.30 0.4723 0.4487 0.4369
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Table B.3: Structural specifications of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antennas (cont.)

No. of Element Element Element Length (λ)

Elements Diameter (λ) Spacing (λ) Reflector Driver Directors

7 0.0050 0.15 0.4865 0.4606 0.4322

0.20 0.4888 0.4631 0.4440

0.25 0.4770 0.4535 0.4345

0.30 0.4747 0.4550 0.4392

8 0.0050 0.15 0.4936 0.4756 0.4392

0.20 0.4817 0.4565 0.4322

0.25 0.4817 0.4576 0.4392

0.30 0.4794 0.4627 0.4440

9 0.0050 0.15 0.4912 0.4663 0.4322

0.20 0.4888 0.4673 0.4392

0.25 0.4747 0.4557 0.4298

0.30 0.4747 0.4507 0.4322

10 0.0050 0.15 0.4865 0.4613 0.4227

0.20 0.4841 0.4581 0.4298

0.25 0.4817 0.4559 0.4345

0.30 0.4770 0.4563 0.4369

3 0.0100 0.15 0.4896 0.4624 0.4640

0.20 0.4826 0.4518 0.4546

0.25 0.4733 0.4426 0.4430

0.30 0.4663 0.4358 0.4313

4 0.0100 0.15 0.4826 0.4510 0.4430

0.20 0.4989 0.4685 0.4546

0.25 0.4826 0.4530 0.4476

0.30 0.4710 0.4424 0.4360
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Table B.3: Structural specifications of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antennas (cont.)

No. of Element Element Element Length (λ)

Elements Diameter (λ) Spacing (λ) Reflector Driver Directors

5 0.0100 0.15 0.5036 0.4696 0.4476

0.20 0.4850 0.4529 0.4383

0.25 0.4710 0.4419 0.4290

0.30 0.4756 0.4511 0.4407

6 0.0100 0.15 0.4896 0.4584 0.4337

0.20 0.4756 0.4485 0.4267

0.25 0.4803 0.4495 0.4360

0.30 0.4780 0.4636 0.4430

7 0.0100 0.15 0.4826 0.4522 0.4197

0.20 0.4873 0.4561 0.4313

0.25 0.4710 0.4441 0.4220

0.30 0.4710 0.4432 0.4290

8 0.0100 0.15 0.4943 0.4692 0.4290

0.20 0.4780 0.4477 0.4173

0.25 0.4780 0.4491 0.4267

0.30 0.4756 0.4529 0.4337

9 0.0100 0.15 0.4873 0.4593 0.4173

0.20 0.4873 0.4605 0.4267

0.25 0.4686 0.4468 0.4173

0.30 0.4663 0.4397 0.4197

10 0.0100 0.15 0.4826 0.4527 0.4103

0.20 0.4803 0.4500 0.4150

0.25 0.4756 0.4493 0.4197

0.30 0.4710 0.4468 0.4243
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Table B.3: Structural specifications of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antennas (cont.)

No. of Element Element Element Length (λ)

Elements Diameter (λ) Spacing (λ) Reflector Driver Directors

3 0.0200 0.15 0.4840 0.4502 0.4543

0.20 0.4749 0.4384 0.4406

0.25 0.4657 0.4263 0.4269

0.30 0.4566 0.4181 0.4132

4 0.0200 0.15 0.4771 0.4368 0.4269

0.20 0.4977 0.4555 0.4429

0.25 0.4771 0.4411 0.4315

0.30 0.4612 0.4247 0.4201

5 0.0200 0.15 0.5023 0.4587 0.4338

0.20 0.4794 0.4384 0.4224

0.25 0.4634 0.4252 0.4109

0.30 0.4680 0.4362 0.4246

6 0.0200 0.15 0.4863 0.4459 0.4155

0.20 0.4680 0.4336 0.4064

0.25 0.4726 0.4360 0.4178

0.30 0.4749 0.4430 0.4292

7 0.0200 0.15 0.4771 0.4381 0.3995

0.20 0.4817 0.4428 0.4132

0.25 0.4612 0.4286 0.4018

0.30 0.4612 0.4290 0.4087

8 0.0200 0.15 0.4886 0.4589 0.4109

0.20 0.4703 0.4325 0.3972

0.25 0.4703 0.4352 0.4064

0.30 0.4657 0.4392 0.4155
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Table B.3: Structural specifications of the 128 Green Yagi-Uda wire antennas (cont.)

No. of Element Element Element Length (λ)

Elements Diameter (λ) Spacing (λ) Reflector Driver Directors

9 0.0200 0.15 0.4840 0.4459 0.3995

0.20 0.4817 0.4491 0.4064

0.25 0.4612 0.4330 0.3972

0.30 0.4566 0.4237 0.3972

10 0.0200 0.15 0.4771 0.4393 0.3858

0.20 0.4726 0.4358 0.3927

0.25 0.4680 0.4330 0.3995

0.30 0.4657 0.4311 0.4041
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Time Capsule

This Appendix does not contribute to the thesis, but was added as a time capsule to the

final copies of the thesis. It lists the hardware and software used in compiling the thesis,

at the time of submission on 18 June, 2007.

The thesis was typeset in 11pt Roman with LATEX 2ε and printed on Reflex paper.

Hardware

Apple PowerBook G4 15”

The Apple PowerBook G4 15” was used for all MATLAB calculations, writing and com-

piling the thesis. Selected specifications include:

• 1.25 GHz PowerPC G4 CPU

• 512 KB L2 Cache, 167 MHz System Bus

• 1 GB PC2700 DDR SDRAM

• 60 GB 4200rpm Fujitsu HDD

• Combo Drive, Matshita CD-RW / DVD-ROM

• ATI Mobility Radeon 9600 with 64 MB of DDR SDRAM

• 15” TFT Widescreen, 32-bit Colour, 1280 x 854 Resolution

• 56k v.92 Modem, Bluetooth, Gigabit Ethernet, Airport Extreme 802.11g

• USB 2.0, FireWire 400 / 800, DVI Out, S-Video Out, Illuminated Keyboard
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• Internal Stereo Speakers, Audio Line In / Out, Internal Microphone

• Microsoft Wireless Notebook Optical Mouse

Intel Pentium 4 PC

The Intel Pentium 4 PC was used for all NEC-2 and NFSim calculations, and NFSim

implementation. Selected specifications include:

• 2.8 GHz Intel Pentium 4 (SL6K6) CPU

• Asus P4S800-MX SE System Board

• 512 KB L2 Cache, 533 MHz System Bus

• 512 MB PC2700 DDR RAM

• IBM 20 GB & 60 GB 7200rpm ATA-100, and Hitachi 120 GB 7200rpm SATA HDDs

• Pioneer DVR-108 16x DVD+/-RW DL

• GeCube ATI Radeon 9600 Pro with 256MB

• 17” Panasonic PanaSync E70i CRT Monitor, 32-bit Colour, 1280 x 1024 Resolution

• 3.5” FDD, Serial, Parallel, PS/2, USB 2.0, 100BASE-TX Ethernet

• DViCO FusionHDTV DVB-T Plus, Realtek AC’97 Audio

• Altec Lansing AVS300 2.1 Amplified Speaker System

• Microsoft Comfort Curve Keyboard 2000, Microsoft Optical Mouse Blue

• Canon CanoScan LiDE50, Canon iXUS 400, Logitech QuickCam Messenger

Miscellaneous

• Brother HL-5040 Mono Laser Printer

Used for printing the draft thesis copy.

• Lexmark C532dn Colour Laser Printer

Used for printing the final thesis copies.

• Texas Instruments TI-68 and TI-92 Calculators

Used during back of the envelope calculations.
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Software

Operating Systems

• Apple Mac OS X 10.4.9 (Tiger)

Operating system of the Apple PowerBook G4 15”.

• Microsoft Windows XP SP2

Operating system of the Intel Pentium 4 PC.

LATEX

• TeXShop 2.10 beta 8

Used as the LATEX front-end for writing, editing and previewing the thesis.

• BibDesk 1.3.5

Used to maintain the BibTEX bibliography (reference) database.

• LATEX Equation Editor 1.3

Used for proofing of LATEX equations.

• gwTeX and i-Installer 2.69.0

The LATEX 2ε distribution (gwTeX mirror of teTeX, pdfTeX 1.20a).

Scientific

• MATLAB 7.0 R14

Used for all calculations, graphing and automating editing of LATEX data tables.

• NEC-Win Pro 1.6.2e

Based on NEC-2D and used for all NEC-2 calculations.

• JMP 6

Used for statistical analysis.

• OmniGraffle 2.2

Used to author all technical illustrations and flowcharts.
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Programming

• Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 SP5

Used to code the Visual C++ NFSim3d.exe and NFSim.dll application software.

• Microsoft Access 2003

Used to implement the NFSim.mdb database.

Miscellaneous

• Apple Preview 3.0.9

Preferred PDF and image viewer, and used for printing the thesis.

• Apple Safari 2.0.4 & Mozilla Firefox 1.5.0.12 and Apple Mail 2.1.2

Preferred web-browsers and e-mail client for Internet research and communications.

• Apple iTunes 7.2 and QuickTime 7.1.6

Preferred audio players for motivation and procrastination.

• Microsoft Office 2004 Professional

Word, Excel and PowerPoint were used for general word processing, calculations and

authoring of conference slides throughout the candidature.

harald@ieee.org
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